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Abstract
The Instituto Cubano del Arte e Industria Cinematogräficos (ICAIC) was the first cultural institution
to be created by the new Cuban revolutionary government in 1959. One of its aims was to create a
revolutionary cinema to suit the needsof the Revolution in a climate of transformation and renewal.
At the same time, issues of gender equality and gender relations became extremely important in a
Revolution attempting to eradicatesome of the negativesocial tendenciesof the past.
This thesis brings together these two extremely significant aspectsof the Cuban revolutionary
process by examining issues of gender and gender relations in six Cuban films produced by ICAIC
from 1974-1990; a period of dramatic changeand development in both Cuban cinema production and
in Cuban civil society. The films are: De cierta manera, Retrato de Teresa, Lejania, Basta cierto
punto, jPlaj. 7 (o demaiadomiedo a la vida), and Mujer transparente.
The thesis argues that the portrayal of aspectsof gender relations in Cuban cinema developed
from expressions of the modern to expressions of the postmodern, closely
along a progressive path
following a cultural transition in the nation as a whole. This does not mean that there occurred an
absoluterejection of all the principles of what it meant to be `modern', but that, in the latter half of the
1980s,expressionsof the postmoderncan be seen through the prism of gender relations in the films
produced during the latter part of the period concerned.
One of the goals of this thesis is to illustrate how, through the prism of the gender debate
presentedon film, analysed using a number of theoretical approaches,Cuban cinema both reflected
and produced some of the central ideological concerns on the island during this period. It will be
possible to seehow the gender debate both helps to createand, at the same time, makes reference to,
more general cultural debates on the island. As such, the issues around gender explored through
Cuban cinema can be seenas one of the most important cultural topics of this period.
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Preface
Clarification of terms used throughout the thesis

Modern
This is an important term throughout the thesis and refers to the sense of change that Cuba
experienced after the 1s`January, 1959,with the onset of revolution. It refers to the desire for change
across all levels of society. In the particular case of aspects of gender relations, it refers to the
development of what may be regarded as a socialist feminism in Cuba with the creation of the
Federacinn de Mujeres Cubanas (discussed in the Introduction) and the attempt to create equality
betweenmen and women acrossall sectorsof society.

Modernity
When the term `modernity' is used in the thesis, it refers, in general terms, to the notion of Cuba's
entry into revolution and the subsequent(Marxist) searchfor emancipation of the human subject. It is
not the same modernity as experienced in the `West' in the industrial age, but a specific Marxist
modernity that, in the case of gender relations, attempted to liberate women from domesticity by
allowing them access to work and education, and by attempting to influence male perceptions of
women both at work and at home.
In terms of the cinema, the thesis argues that Cuban modernity begins with the formation of
the Cuban national film institute (ICAIC) in 1959.

Modernisation
The term `modernisation' refers to the Cuban Revolution's drive to increaseproductivity, centralise
political power, develop participatory politics, increaseeducation and create equality of the sexes.In
terms of the Cuban cinema it refers to the setting up of the national film institute, the nationalisation
of cinema production and distribution and the drive to create a national cinema designed to construct
and reflect the Cuban revolutionary reality. In purely aestheticterms it refers to the desire to innovate
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and createa new style of filmmaking - in the Cuban case pertinent to the demandsand desires of the
Revolution.

Modernist
I use this term to refer exclusively to the aesthetics of a film or work of art and the formal
characteristicsof such. As such it refers to the way in which Cuban cinema developed an alternative
aesthetic after 1959 to oppose and counteract influences from the USA (particularly from the
Hollywood studios) in order to try and develop a type of filmmaking that could construct and reflect
the Cuban, national, revolutionary reality.
If a film is described as `modern' it is becauseit reflects the desire for change within the
revolutionary process. If a film is described as having `modernist' characteristics it is because it
contains elements of what might be regardedas modernist filmmaking.

Modernism
The tendency to be modern (as described above) or the support of such. In cinematic terms it refers to
the tendency to break with the old and look for change and innovation. In this sensethe work of the
Cuban national film institute, in its desire to bridge the gap betweenhigh and massculture by creating
a new cinema for the Revolution, forms part of Cuba's modernism.

The Marxist Revolutionary Project
Where the term the `Marxist Revolutionary Project' is used it refers to the Revolution's drive to
modernise, across social, political and cultural fields, using the terminology of modernisation as
describedabove.

Postmodern
This can refer to either a period (eg the `postmodern age') or it can refer to the formal characteristics
of a film (eg a film can be described as having postmodern characteristics). I do not use the clumsy
term `postmodernist' to describethe aestheticsof the films in the thesis, I prefer to use postmodern in
iv

such instances.The postmodern is discussed with reference to various critics that have proposed a
particular kind of postmodernism emerging in Cuba, but also with reference to critics who speak of
the postmodern in `Western' terms. Thus, when the term `postmodern' is used it refers, in general
terms, to the reformulation of previously held certainties, the most obvious of these in Cuba being
Marxism itself. Postmodern in this sense means a questioning of the previously held values of the
Cuban Revolution and a searchfor new ways to develop the Revolution during a period of extreme
economic and political uncertainty at the end of the 1980s.
A Cuban film might develop postmodern characteristics if it then questions the way early
revolutionary Cuban cinema tried to develop its alternative to the Hollywood schema.

Postmodernism
This term is used to refer to the tendency to be postmodern, or the support of such.

Marxist modernity and the unified subject
When the thesis speaks of Marxist modernity, part of that modernity involves how the notion of
individual subjectivity is approached. The Cuban Revolution has been and continues to be a
nationalist project and Cuban revolutionary cinema has long been identified with the search for
nationhood. As such, within the parameters of this search exists the attempt to develop a Cuban
national revolutionary consciousness,the creation of a Cuban Marxist/socialist subject, the `perfect'
Cuban as it were, perhaps in the form of Che Guevara's `New Man'. Thus, when the thesis links
Marxist modernity with the unified subject, it does so within thesesspecifically Cuban parameters.

Postmodernity and the breakdown of the unified subject
In Chapter Five, when discussions of the possible breakdown in this searchfor a unified subject take
place, again the assumption is that the postmodernity that Cuba enters into during the late 1980s is
specifically Cuban; a part of which involves a breakdown in the essential possibility of discovering a
unified Marxist/socialist subject. As explained in Chapter Five, this does not mean that the notion of
revolutionary consciousnessis dispensed with, or that the search for a specifically Cuban national
V

identity is ended;just that all-encompassingnotions such as these neededto be re-assessedwithin the
parametersof the ongoing Cuban Revolution.

Chronology of the thesis
Analysis of the films in the thesis begins with De cierta manera (Sara Gomez). Made in 1974, it was
not released until 1978, for reasons that will be made clear in Chapter Two. It was a highly significant
film

in Cuba's history and opens up a wealth of issues concerning gender, gender relations and

machismo in Cuban society. It was made one year before the law on male-female relations, known as
the C6digo de Familia was promulgated (to be discussed shortly), and the time-span between its
production and its release straddles a hugely important period in Cuban cultural history, as explained
in the Introduction.

The thesis does not analyse to any extent films made before De cierta manera

(although brief mention is made of three films made in the 1960s). This is because only one other film
made prior to De cierta manera deals specifically

with

debates around gender (Lucia,

1968,

Humberto Solis).

The film analyses end in 1990 with Mujer transparente. It was released shortly after the
collapse of the Berlin Wall, a symbolic event that ushered in the collapse of the Soviet Union,
provoking enormous changes in Cuban society. The period in question, then 1974-1990, offers a
period of only 16years but, in that short time Cuban cinema moved through a period of intensedebate
surrounding the topic of gender and gender relations, with a number of films that dealt with the
subject. What came next (the `Special Period') was very different both politically and culturally as
Cuban cinema was affected by various financial difficulties that meant the necessity for coproductions with foreign production companies and therefore a different set of rules applied in the
making of films on the island.

Originality of methodology
This thesis combines two important elements of the Cuban Revolution: cinema and gender relations.
In doing so it illustrates how, through the prism of gender relations, Cuban
cinema is seento express
concerns with both the modern and the postmodern, in a process of transition. Other writers have
vi

discussed both Cuban cinema and gender relations in Cuba, often writing about the same films as
discussed in this thesis. The most influential author of Cuban cinema in the English language is
Michael Chanan, whose work has proved invaluable in the creation of this thesis. It is sometimes
difficult to move away from Chanan's work as it is brilliantly researchedand well argued. However,
he takes a largely historical approach to the films and often uses far more analysis of camera angles
and cinematic techniques than used here. This thesis takes a different approach. By analysing the
films using theory emanating from feminist film studies and feminist studies in general, it hopes to
shed more light on the process of transition from modern to postmodern, but always within the
specific frame of reference of gender relations; something that has not previously been done in such
detail. It is hoped, therefore, that this thesis adds to the canon and can be read alongside Chanan's
general historical analysis of Cuban cinema to provide the reader with a more specific analysis of its
relation to the much debatedtopic of gender.
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Introduction
The films, the hypothesis and the organisation of the thesis
Lucia is not a film about women; it's a film about society. But within that society, I chose the
most vulnerable character, the one who is most transcendentally affected at any given moment
by contradictions and change.. the effects of social transformations on a woman's life are more
.
transparent. Becausethey are traditionally assignedto a submissive role, women have suffered
more from society's contradictions and are thus more sensitive to them and more hungry for
change. From this perspective, I feel that the female character has a great deal of dramatic
potential through which I can express the entire social phenomenon I want to portray. This is a
very personal and a very practical position. It has nothing to do with feminism per se.1

(Burton and Alvear, 1978: 33)
EI deber de un cineastarevolucionario es hacer la revoluciön en el eine.

(Garcia Espinosa,2000: 28)
Humberto Solis' classic film Lucia (1968) provoked the above quotation from the highly
acclaimed Cuban film director, who died on 17 September,2008.2It is cited in many studies
of Cuban cinema as it encapsulatesperfectly Cuban cinema's relationship to its portrayal of
female characters?
Marvin D'Lugo, for example, argues that the female figure has long been identified
with the Revolution and `with the emergenceof a truly national cinema in Cuba, that is, with
the expression of the narratives that embody and circulate the values of the revolutionary
'Film-maker,
and one of the founders of the New Latin American Cinema of the 1960s, Humberto
Solds, quoted by Julianne Burton and Marta Alvear in an interview with the Cuban director, `Every
Point of Arrival is a Point of Departure', in Jump Cut, no. 19, December, pp. 32-33 (33). McGillivray
cites a shorter Spanish version: `Lucia no es un filme sobre mujeres; es un filme sobre la sociedad.Pero
dentro de esa sociedad, escogi el caräcter mäs vulnerable, aqubl que es mäs afectado en cualquier
momento por las contradicciones y el cambio... el caräcter femenino tiene una gran relaci6n con el
potencial dramätico, mediante el cual quiero expresartodo el fen6meno social que quiero reflejar. Esta
es una posici6n muy personal y muy präctica que no tiene nada que ver con el feminismo per se' (1998:
25). However, the reference given by McGillivray ('Que es Lucia? Apuntes acerca del cine por
Humberto Solds', in Cine Cubano 53: 20), is incorrect as nowhere in this article does this quotation
appear.I have therefore used the more reliable English translation from Burton and Alvear.
2Soläs's film Lucia is
considered by world critics as one of the ten most important films in the history
of Spanish American cinema. Some of his major credits as a director are: Manuela (1966), Cecilia
(1981), Un hombre de exito (1986), El
siglo de las luces (1991), Miel para Oshün (2001) y Barrio
Cuba (2005). From: One
cubano online, no. 10 at:
http: //www. cubacine.
l. htm (accessed14/08/07).
cu/revistacinecubano/capO
3 SeeD'Lugo, 1997, 155; Spinella, 2004,
151;
Chanan, 1985, pp. 225-6.
p.
p.

community', arguing that female characters in Cuban cinema of the Revolution often retain
the one `cardinal feature' that Solis designated as the essential feature of the female
charactersof Lucia - `transparency'; i.e. that the female protagonists are `seenthrough rather
than seen' (1997: 155). He argues that during the first decade of the Revolution, in
productions such as Lucia, De cierta manera (1974, Sara Gomez) and Retrato de Teresa
(1979, Pastor Vega), 4 `the ethos associated with a revolutionary national identity was
elaborated in fictional films through an insistent focus on the narrative destiny of female
characters' (Ibid). He puts the `revolutionary mythology' within the figure of the female
arguing that it creates identification with the audience at a new level, in order `to develop a
form of addressto, and identification by, the Cuban audience' (Ibid). He goes on to argue that
between 1987 and 1997, a change occurred, in that images of women in Cuban cinema were
used not only to embody the concept of nation (this has remained, he suggests)but also to
express `critical discourses about Cuban culture in general and the Revolution in
particular... ', and that this is an evolving process responding to changes in contemporary
Cuban society (Ibid: 156).
Via the examination of six films that each address,to a greater or lesser extent, issues
of gender in contemporary Cuban society between 1974 and 1990, this thesis will argue that
the portrayal of aspects of gender relations in Cuban cinema developed along a progressive
path from expressions of the modern to expressions of the postmodern, closely following a
cultural transition in the nation as a whole. This does not mean that there occurredan absolute
rejection of all the principles of what it meantto be `modern', but that, in the latter half of the
1980s, expressions of the postmodern as described by Jameson and others, can be seen
through the prism of gender relations in some of the films produced. The films to be
examined are: De cierta manera, Retrato de Teresa, Lejania, Hasta cierto punto, ;Plaj.? (o
demaiadomiedo a la vida), and Mujer transparente.
The choice of some of these films is immediately obvious. Chapter One theoretically
and contextually introduces the notion of machismo in Cuban society, while Chapter Two
° The last two

of these films are analysedin depth in Chapters Two and Four respectively.
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analysestwo films that focus on this aspect of gender relations. De cierta manera debates
machismo using an experimental cinematic approach. It is often cited as one of the films that
encapsulatesthe Revolution's early, modernist approach to its treatment of genderand gender
relations. I will argue that it formulates a dialectical discussion that powerfully challenges
traditional notions of gender in Cuban society via an aesthetic mechanismthat breaks with
traditional narrative in a number of ways. Rasta cierto punto is a pessimistic account of
attempts to changebasic attitudes towards male-female relations in the Cuban population. In
its portrayal of a central female character, who resiststhe forces of machismo, it is critical of
machista values that exist in both the working class and the bourgeoisie; and in many ways
pays homageto De cierta manera.
Chapter Three discussesthe figure of the mother its representation in film and in
Cuban society - while Chapter Four highlights two different representationsof the motherfigure. Retrato de Teresa is an examination of domestic marital relations and was highly
controversial at the time. It poses many questions regarding relations between men and
women in Cuban society (this time on a much more personal level, on the domestic front) and
opens up many issues regarding the cultural representation of the mother-figure, not least
from the point of view of sex and sexuality.
Lejania, however, is not such an obvious choice in a study of the representation of
gender,as it is a film about exile as much as it is about a mother and her son. But its inclusion
is justified for two reasons.First, its representation the character of the mother makes an
of
interesting comparison with that of the mother in Retrato de Teresa, six years earlier, and
second, in its bold aesthetic, it illustrates the beginnings of an emerging critical and resisting
postmodernismthat continued into the late 1980sand on into the early 1990s.
Whilst Chapter Five debates the emergence of postmodern culture in Cuba, I have
discussed both iPlaf7 (o demasiado miedo a la vida) and Mujer transparente in Chapter Six.
In ;Plat., the tradition of allegorising the nation through female characters is intentionally
parodied in postmodern style, and the film is a direct critique of aspects of the Revolution,
including the status of women within it;
while Mujer transparente discusses women's
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struggle for equality at one of the most significant moments in Cuba's history. It also revisits
and reworks, in postmodern style, Humberto Solas' notion of the `transparent woman' in
Cuban revolutionary cinematic history.

The period of study, 1974-90, is self-evident. 1974 was the year in which De cierta
be made clear
manera was made, although it was not releaseduntil 1978 for reasonsthat will
in Chapter Two. It was a highly significant film in Cuba's history and opens up a wealth of
issues concerning gender, gender relations and machismo in Cuban society. It was made one
year before the law on male-female relations, known as the Cödigo de Familia was
promulgated (to be discussedshortly), and the timespan between its production and its release
hugely important period in Cuban cultural history.
- 1974-78- straddle a
The years 1971-76 were defined by writer and cultural critic Ambrosio Fornet as the
`quinquenio gris' of Cuban cultural production: a period of cultural authoritarianism
stemming largely from closer political ties with the Soviet Union, when Cuba's politics
became more dogmatic and, as Fornet commented, `a vain attempt was made to implement,
along with the Soviet economic model, a sort of criollo socialist realism' (Chanan, 2003:
313).5 These years were marked by a pathway of rigid ideological and cultural thought, and
the 1971 Congressof Education and Culture proclaimed art as `un arma de la Revoluciön',
declaring such activities as homosexuality (and any others not in accord with the
revolutionary process)as extravagantand counter-revolutionary. However, after the Ministry
of Culture was set up in 1976, there began a processof cultural institutionalisation alongside
the `Institutionalisation' of the Revolution, with a huge expansion of cultural activities.

SMichael Chanan discussesthe politics and history of ICAIC throughout his book on Cuban Cinema
(1985 and 2004). For more on the politics of ICAIC see Quiros, 1996, pp. 279-93. For other general
histories of ICAIC Burton, 1997, pp 123-142; Caballero y Del Rio, 1995, pp. 102-115, and the official
website of ICAIC at: www. cinecubano.com.
6 After the failure in 1970 to produce a targeted IOm tons of sugar, Cuba joined COMECON (Council
for Mutual Economic Assistance - an economic organisation of Communist states) in 1972 and moved
from a so-called `moral economy' based on moral imperatives to work, to a more incentivised
economy. This becameformalised `in the various moves of 1975-6' (Kapcia, 2000: 193) in the process
of institutionalisation of the Revolution's practices, that included, in 1976, the formation of the
Ministry of Culture, and the subsequentdecentralisation of publishing houses in the world of literature.
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As Michael Chananremarks, in 1977, in a country with only 10 million people, `there
were over 46,000 professional artistic performancesthat recorded an attendanceof almost 12
million, and nearly 270,000 aficionado performanceswith an attendanceof almost 48 million'
(1985: 16).
De cierta manera was made during the `quinquenio gris' but was not released until
after the process of institutionalisation had been put in place. This, combined with the
introduction of the Cödigo de Familia in 1975,and the fact that one of the central concerns of
the film is the prevalence of machismo in Cuban revolutionary society, makes it the perfect
place to start an examination of gender relations.
1990 is a very convenient point at which to end the study, as it was the year in which
the final film to be discussed,Mujer transparente, was released.It is a film that pays much
attention to Soläs' opening quotation and was supervisedby the great director himself. It was
also releasedshortly after the collapse of the Berlin Wall, a symbolic event that usheredin the
collapse of the Soviet Union, provoking enormous changesin Cuban society. What came next
(the `Special Period') falls outside the remit of this thesis. The last two chaptersof this thesis,
however, deal with the emergenceof postmodernism in Cuba and in Cuban cinema and, in
this way, point towards the impending changesthat were to occur after 1990.
One of the goals of this thesis is to illustrate how, through the prism of the gender
debate presented on film, Cuban cinema both reflected and produced some of the central
ideological concerns within the nation's society during this period (1974-90). It will be
possible to see, through the examination of six films of the period, how the gender debate
both helps to create and, at the same time, makes reference to, more general cultural debates
on the island. As such, the issuesaround genderexplored through Cuban cinema can be seen
as one of the most important cultural topics of this period.
The importance of cinema to the development of the Cuban Revolution cannot be
overstated and the significance of the debate on gender and gender relations within it plays a
crucial part in Cuba's revolutionary cultural evolution. It is necessary,therefore, to consider
how Cuban cinema developed its particular framework for
expressing issues of gender on-
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screen,and why such a topic becameone of the most important areasof expression, from the
inception of a Cuban national film institute until at least the early 1990s.A brief outline of the
growth and progression of the Institute will serve to establish the context within which this
thesis operates.

The Cuban Film Institute and the Gender Debate in Cuban Cinema
Historian, film-maker and film critic Michael Chanan provides a valuable insight into Cuban
culture generally in his article, `Cuba and Civil Society, or Why Cuban Intellectuals Are
Talking about Gramsci'.' In an examination of Cuban `civil society', Chanan argues that
`Cuban society has gone through four phases since the Revolution of 1959, each
8
corresponding to roughly a decade'. The 1960s, he argues, was the decadeof revolutionary
9
euphoria and `direct democracy'; the 1970s, the decade of institutionalisation and
`Sovietisation', when there was an evident move towards orthodox Marxism `and the
hegemony of Moscow'; 1°the 1980s,that of `rectification', when such negative tendenciesas
inefficiency, absenteeism and corruption were attacked; and the 1990s, `following the
collapse of Communism in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, and officially called the
`Special Period' - was the decade of `desencanto or desconfianza". " Such generalised
temporal divisions are obviously somewhat simplistic, but actually serve an examination of
Cuban cinema very well indeed.
The Instituto Cubano del Arte e Industria Cinematogräficos (ICAIC) or Cuban Film
Institute, was the first cultural body to be set up by the revolutionary administration in March
1959, and was created in the whirlwind of revolutionary fervour that was sweepingCuba and
the rest of Latin America at the time. As John King argues, Cuba seemed like an exemplary
The essay,written in 2000, can be found at:
htmi (accessed02/12/08).
http://muse.jhu. edu/joumals/nepantla/v002/2.2chanan.
S[bid
9 Chanan takes the term `direct democracy' from Jean-Paul Sartre, C. Wright Mills, and Paul Baran,
who all described the socio-political state of Cuba in this way in the 1960s.As Chanan statesthis was,
`a fair enough, though inadequate, description of a social system in embryonic form still trying to
establish itself. At:
http: //muse.jhu. edu/journals/nepantla/v002/2.2chanan.
html (accessed02/12/08).
10Ibid
11Ibid
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solution that offered artists and intellectuals an attractive model for `fusing artistic and
political vanguards' at least until the `grim realities of the `70s' (1990: 67) and ICAIC, even
today, retainsa virtual monopoly on cinematic production and distribution within the nation.12
Under its first president, Alfredo Guevara, ICAIC found it easy to become an organic
and creative movement with film-makers free to be artistic and experimental. It became a
school where the principle was to develop talent - `a revolutionary cultural project' (Garcia
Espinosa, 2000a: 202). As such it has had a powerful and significant role to play in the
creation and fostering of a revolutionary ideology, and became decisive in helping to unify
the country, standing, as it did, in the vanguard of culture (Ibid). " Although it hasmaintained
a degreeof autonomy from the state, it has always been very strongly linked to the searchfor
and expressionof a new, revolutionary, Cuban national identity. 14
Since its inception, then, ICAIC has been the promoter of national cinema and,
according to Cuban critic Garcia Borrero, from a critical point of view, virtually nothing of
value was made before 1959 (2001: 11): `... antesde 1959, Cuba produce un cine plagado de
maracas,rumba, casinos, nightclubs, bailarinas (Alvarez, 1995: 114). Cuban spectatorsin the
major cities were fed a diet largely consisting of Hollywood films. Those in the rural areas
had no accessto cinema at all. 15
Thus, the increasingly Marxist Revolution made possible the expression of a new
cinema that would be plural, diverse and aesthetically open to experimentation; counter to the

12Cinema in Cuba is
not made entirely by ICAIC. As Juan Antonio Garcia Borrero points out, films
are also produced by the Estudios Cinematogräficos de Television de las Fuerzas Armadas
Revolucionarias (ECTVFAR); la Escuela Internacional de Cine y Television (EICTV), at San Antonio
de los Baflos, outsider Havana; los Estudios Cinematogräficos de la Television (ECTV); el Taller de
cine de la Asociacibn Hermanos Salz (TCAHS), as well as via co-productions with other countries, and
in small `cine-clubs' (2001: 11). However, ICAIC has been the major power in Cuban cinema since its
formation, its films having more national and international significance than any others. This thesis
acknowledges that there is an alternative contribution to Cuba's cinema history but only considers and
analyses films produced by ICAIC. Analysis of Cuba's `alternative' cinematic production would itself
make for an interesting full-length study.
13The law that created ICAIC declared cinema an art and body to
a
serve the creation of a collective
consciousness,able to contribute to the deepening of the revolutionary spirit. So, as Chanan argues,the
creation of ICAIC was the creation of socialist cinema (1985: 18).
14 See: `The History
of Cuban Cinema' at: www. cinecubano.com/persona/titon.htm (accessed
25/02/02) and King, 1990: 149.
15See: The History
of the Cuban Film Industry -A Conversation with Julio Garcia Espinosa at:
www. stg.brown.edu/projects/projects.old/classes/mcl66k/espinoza.html (accessed13/08/02).
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dominant codes and structuresof Hollywood, and the literary codes of the nineteenth century
that, as Garcia Espinosa argues, force the spectator into a passive acceptanceof the image
viewed, rather than into a critical position (2000a: 205).
In the first few months of the Revolution, the larger cinemas, most of which were
owned by large US corporations, were nationalised while the smaller ones became
cooperatives under the government. This was the only way to guaranteethe production and
distribution of Cuban national cinema. To enable the rural population to watch films, mobile
cinemas were taken to remote parts of the countryside where a variety of films (including
Charlie Chaplin classics) were introduced to those that had never before seen them.16John
King quotes Fidel Castro: `The work of the mobile cinemas is the most interesting experience
in the formulation of a new public' (1990: 150).
ICAIC was set up becausethe Revolution's leadersunderstood,as did Lenin, the value
of cinema in promoting the ideals of a new socialist movement.17In essenceICAIC wanted to
create a cinema with national characteristics. However, it would take nearly ten years before
Cuban cinema asserted itself with the production in 1968 of the films Memorias del
subdesarrollo and Lucia (Garcia Espinosa, 2000: 198). Cuban cinema, Garcia Espinosa
asserts,arrived at modernity in the 1960s almost from nothing (Ibid: 8) and became a very
important tool in developing a revolutionary consciousness. It helped transform a large
majority of the Cuban people from a nation of viewers, dumbfounded by their first experience
of cinematography, to that of active participants in a revolutionary process. A part of this
process,as we shall see, included the eradication of certain negative tendencies, some of
which, like machismo for example, are displayed in relations between men and women. The
production of films, then, that presented these issues to an increasingly critical audience,
becamean important part of ICAIC's raison d'etre.

16OctavioCortazar's1967
shortfilm Porprimera vezillustratesthe useof the mobilecinemas,

and `... produced for its audience a vision of its own self-discovery as an audience' (Chanan, 1985: 14).
" Michael Chanan
comments that for Lenin it was film that helped develop the mission of the Soviet
Union as Lenin said: `for us, film is the most important of all the
arts' (1985: 15). This is not simple
propaganda, Chananargues, but a way of mobilising energy towards a new way of life.

S

In line with Chanan's division of Cuban cultural periods into separatedecades,the
early years of ICAIC representa period of experimentation, using various artistic styles and
filmic content, in a searchfor an appropriate genre that might best serve the requirementsof a
national film institute firmly attachedto the revolutionary processand searching for ways to
expressthis new radicalisation of society. `What happenedin the 1960swas that the triumph
of the Revolution completely recast civil society precisely becauseit radicalised the political
domain in a mannerthat redefined the political subject and the character of citizenship'. 'g The
first president of ICAIC, Alfredo Guevara,was a college friend of Fidel Castro, and the early
film-makers were Julio Garcia Espinosa,Tomas Gutierrez Alea, Jorge Haydu, Jorge Fraga,
Nestor Almendros and Santiago

Alvarez, amongst
others. Both Garcia Espinosaand Gutierrez

Alea had studied cinema in Rome and were influenced by the European avant-gardestyle of
film-making and Italian neo-realism in particular.19
Thus, during the 1960s,a processof social revolution was being developed that could
also be seen in the so-called `Boom' of Latin American literature at the same time. But,
although many aspects of Cuban cinema throughout the Sixties were extraordinary in their
revolutionary aspirations,techniques and, indeed, results, the images of male-female relations
produced in the popular films of this period often sit uncomfortably alongside this
`revolutionary' practice. It is questionable whether the cultural modernity that Garcia
Espinosa rightly posits as being combined with this sense of social revolution (a modernity
from Marxism)
stemming from economic growth and industrial development, derived
stretchedas far as the development of new and radical images of male-female relations that
might have aided the drive towards egalitarian politics.
18http://muse.jhu. edu/joumals/nepantla/v002/2.2chanan.html (accessed02/12/08).
19In 1960, ICAIC
made its first feature films, of which the first to be shown (though it was the second
to be completed) was Gutidrrez Alea's Historias de la revoluciön, made in the Italian neo-realist style.
`The inspiration of Italian neo-realism came from the desire to expose the true face of the nation from
behind the facadeof development, to createthe'cinema of the humble' and discover on film the Italy of
underdevelopment'. See: Jaskari, M., `Tomäs Gutidrrez Alea and the Post-Revolutionary Cuba'. At:
www. helsinki. ft/hum/ibero/xaman/articulos/9711/9711_mj.html (accessed 21/02/06). Julio Garcia
Espinosabelieves that the New Latin American Cinema movement of the 1950sand 1960s was heavily
influenced by Italian neo-realism. He arguesthat it was a useful way of filming with few resources,no
effects or stars. It offered a cinema of resistanceand a spirit of change,but, ultimately, was limited in
developing a new narration specific to the Cuban problematic (2000a: 203).
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Films that take as one of their central concerns issuesof gender relations, have formed a
significant and disproportionatepart of ICAIC's feature-film production. Indeed, Jean Stubbs
believes that `it is probably safe to say that hardly a single film has not addressed,in some
way or another, changing gender relations within the Revolution' (1995: 3). This is a strong
claim and has a great deal of truth in it, although the presentationof gender relations is often
not the main objective of many Cuban films. However, such has been the ferocity of debate
surrounding the subject throughout the Revolution (and particularly during the mid-1970s)
that any film presenting any relations at all between men and women (and what film does
not?) can be viewed with this debate in mind.
Catherine Benamou also believes the issue of gender has been fundamental to the
development of a revolutionary society but questions whether issuesof difference along lines
of gender, race, or sexualpreferencehave been adequatelyexplored at an institutional level in
Cuba or whether there should be more `autonomous spaces within which diverse
subjectivities and identities need to be represented' (1999: 67). So, has Cuba been too
concerned with its search for an independent `cubanness' (a singular identity in defence of
itself againstcultural imperialism) that it has failed to consider sufficiently the various diverse
spacesof difference that exist in a debate as wide and complex as that of gender?This is one
of the central questionsof this thesis.
Despite the revolutionary practices carried out at the level of form and construction, it
can be argued that most of the films of the 1960sdo not portray radical or novel images of
gender relations. A brief outline of three of the most important films of the first decadeof the
Revolution will serve to presentan initial idea of how genderrelations were first dealt with in
the new, radicalising Cuban cinema; and from here it will be possible to establish how these
representationsevolved through the 1970s and 1980s.If one considersthe images of woman
presentedin these films, at a time in the history of Latin America when the cultural spacewas
being increasingly shaped by new and exciting aesthetic forms and practices, perhaps the
risks taken were subsumed by a desire for wholeness, oneness, in the creation of a Latin
American sentimentality; a desire for a solution to the
continent's problems that overlooked

to

the concerns of `marginalised' groups, such as women. For it must be argued that, in cinema
at least, women were left on the fringes, both in terms of production and, as we shall see now
in the case of three Cuban films, where the image of Woman is concerned, in terms of
reception.
A brief analysis of three of the most important films of the 1960s will serve to locate
the relationship between Cuban cinema and its representationsof gender relations and will
provide a backdrop for the analysis of the films that are central to this study. If we take, for
example, the film Aventuras de Juan Quin Quin (1967) by Julio Garcia Espinosa, one of
Cuba's most important film-makers and film theorists - and today head of the film school,
Escuela Internacional de Cine y Television (EICTV) at SanAntonio de Los Banos - it would
appear that its highly experimental nature often subverts any attempt to display woman as
anything other than a feminine object.
As Michael Chanan states, Aventuras was `Cuban cinema's first fully accomplished
experimental film' (1985: 209) and also a comedy. The film representsGarcia Espinosa's
attempt to unite pure entertainment with a revolutionary aesthetic and is a precursor to his
essayon the development of a film style pertinent to the contemporary Cuban reality (written
20
after the film was made), which is entitled `Por un cine imperfecto'. Aventuras is a parody
of Hollywood cinema genres, this parody being designed to produce a highly artificial and
comical aesthetic,with the viewer's attention being deliberately drawn to this artificiality and
cinematic illusion. 21
But the parody is often undermined by the film's apparent support (without the irony
that is attached to the male characters)of conventional notions of female representation.As
Taylor argues, there are areasof underdevelopmentthat the film still evades,and a straight
reproduction of certain codes of behaviour (albeit tinged with an ironic aesthetic) is simply
not enough to break with traditional codes. Where they appear, the women characters feature

20This
essaywill be discussedat length in Chapter One.
Z' For a
more detailed analysis of this film see: Taylor, A. M. At:
http: //www. ejumpcut.org/archive/onlinessays/JC20folder/JuanQuinQuin.html
(accessed05/12/08).
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as asides, aids or confectionery for the revolutionary
lies in its brilliantly
out.

hero and others. If the truth of this film

funny ironic swipe at capitalist culture then a part of that truth is left

22

Before 1974, the most significant film to address issuesof gender relations was Solas'
Lucia. It is divided into three parts, each part being set during a significant time in Cuba's
history. 23In each of the parts (and in many other of Solis' films with a central female
protagonist) the principal character is a woman whose personal life servesas a backdrop to a
narrative that opens up questions about Cuban national identity at each significant historical
moment. Like Aventuras it is a highly experimental film that is made using a variety of
different styles and techniques and is `one of the films that supports and defines the ideals of
promoting a radical new vision' (Martin and Paddington, 2001: 2). 24
In Part One the character Lucia is finally driven to murder her lover, a man who
representsthe Spanishcolonisation of Cuba. Here, `Woman' and `Nation' are fused, i.e. the
female figure is mobilized to function as national allegory, and driven through circumstances
to take up arms in a collective, hysterical moment of revengeagainst oppression. In Part Two,
the Lucia joins the fight against dictator Machado in 1933, and develops a female solidarity
with her factory colleagues, but is ultimately alienated by her lover and remains eternally
trapped in a one-sided relationship with him, and marginalised by the processesof revolution.
In Part Three, she becomes physically trapped by her jealous husband, who refusesto let her
out of the house, only for the Revolution (in the form of her other female work colleagues
who represent its drive to get women into the workforce) to rescue her from this traditional
machista behaviour.
Although the film is replete with images of revolution and change (a revolution
conducted by men), for the women in the film, the process of liberation is more one of
`evolution' than `revolution' as many of the old principles appearvery difficult to break. But

22Ibid

23Part One is
set in 1895 during the Wars of Independence, Part Two in 1932 during the overthrow of
dictator Gerardo Machado, and Part Three in the 1960s in the first few
years of the Revolution.
24For
more on the aestheticsof Lucia see Chanan,2004, pp. 275-288.
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Lucia, unlike Aventuras is trying to develop possibilities for a new definition of gender
relations within Cuban revolutionary society (even when it is acceptedthat this society is still
loaded with patriarchal prejudice). Solis' film illustrates woman's position in an evolving
culture, whereas Garcia Espinosa presents ironic critiques of another society's filmic
representationsof women.25
The most important Cuban film of the 1960s was Memorias del subdesarrollo (1968,
Tomas Gutierrez Alea). Although its central theme is not the debate on gender, some critics
argue that it fails to address sufficiently the question of male-female relations in the new,
revolutionary Cuba. Catherine Benamou, for example, argues that, although the treatment of
women by the main character, Sergio, is criticised as pre-revolutionary decadence, `the
preclusion of an oppositional reading from a feminine viewpoint is due to its detainment in
the audiovisual documentation of Sergio's conscious and preconscious experience' (1999:
68); and at no time does there exist a unity of women in any combined opposition to male
forces. Women in Memorias have no `agency' as Benamou puts it. She believes that there is
no real critique of machismo in the film, and no real alternative to patriarchy. It is as if the
criticism of Sergio is that he is not macho enough to belong to the new revolutionary order
(Ibid). 26
The problem with all three films, from the point of view of developing a radical new
vision of male-female relations, is that priority is given to ideology over subjectivity, as the
female protagonists sit alongside men in the revolutionary processesobserved. 7 The image of
Woman is created always as secondaryto the development of a (male) revolutionary purpose.
Women then have to fit into and alongsidethat purpose,their definitions only being created in
relation to it.

25For more
on Lucia see Chanan, 2004, pp. 275-288.
26For
various takes on Memorias... see:Chanan,2004: pp. 288-302; Lesageat:
http://darkwing. uoregon.edu/jlesage/Juliafolder/MemOflJnderdevt. html
(accessed02/04/08); Sharman,2007.
27Chapters Five
and Six discuss the questioning of the very notion of subjectivity and the possibilities
for its representationin film.
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As the initial quotation reveals, Solis was interested in the parallel between the
representation of women and the expression of Cuban national identity. His other films
include Manuela (1966), in which a peasant woman is transformed into a revolutionary
guerrilla fighter; Cecilia (1981), an adaptation of the novel Cecila Valdes by Cirilo
Villaverde, and an attempt to reconstruct the past from a new standpoint;28and Amada (1983),
a film about a bourgeois wife who falls in love with her cousin, a young idealist fighting
againstthe Cuban government in 1914. Solis, then, developed the idea that the representation
of female protagonists served well his concern with the projection of a new vision of Cuban
society, be it an attempt to rewrite history or understandthe present.
As the debate on male-female relations intensified in Cuba from the mid-1970s, so
representationsof this debate increasedacross the cultural spectrum. This coincided with the
`Institutionalisation' of the Revolution, discussedearlier.
The two most important films from this period for the purposes of this thesis are De
cierta manera (1974) and Retrato de Teresa (1979) and both will be discussed in detail in
Chapters Two and Four respectively. The 1970s can be split into two parts (1971-76 and
1976-80)with the production and releaseof De cierta manera, the first film to be examined in
this thesis, creating a bridge betweenthe two periods. With the failure of the sugar harvest in
1970 (a misguided attempt to produce 10 million tons of sugardue to the fact that the Soviets
would buy it at pre-established, inflated prices, by diverting resources away from other
industries and revolutionary efforts) and the Padilla affair,29there was a concerted attempt to
redefine (or at least re-appraise)all artistic production. This is when, Julianne Burton argues,
the processof defining and producing a national culture begins, with a reduction in the kinds
of cinematic experimentation seen through the 1960s,in favour of moves towards more nonfiction features (1997: 131).

28SeeGonzalez, R. `Some Historical Themes in Cuban Cinema'. At:
www. cubaupdate.org/art32.htm (accessed15/03/06).
29The
poet Heberto Padilla (winner of the UNEAC prize in 1968) was arrested and imprisoned in 1971
for 28 days for criticising the government after he became disenchanted
with the deepening
associationswith the USSR. He also lost his job on the newspaper, Granma (Chanan, 1983: 257).
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But many of the changeswere brought about through economic necessity rather than
ideological priority. The lack of resourcesdue to the US embargo, and the failure of the sugar
harvest of 1970 reducedthe money available to ICAIC and, as Chanan points out, there were
24 documentaries made in 1970 and only one 30-minute fiction film, plus one animation
(1985: 256). In 1971, however, there were five fiction films produced, including Jose
Massip's Päginas del diario de Jose Marti, Los dias del agua (Manuel Octavio Gomez), and
Gutierrez Alea's Una pelea cubana contra los demonios; these helped to develop the anti30
colonial, nationalistic intent of Cuban cinema at this time.
Historical films were prominent in the 1970s.Perhapsthis points to a desire on the one
hand to avoid commentary on contemporary events, or on the other hand to redefine and
relocate Cuban history in the manner described by Chanan. El otro Francisco (1974, Sergio
Giral) forms part of this historical reconstruction, along with Giral's other two features in the
1970s,Rancheador (1977) and Maluala (1979). The battle, then, was not only fought in the
being
mountains and at Playa Girön, and subsequentlyon the international stage,but was also
fought in the cultural arena - but nowhere more visibly than in the cinemas. Both Burton and
John Hess argue that the 1970swere marked by artistic decline in an `attempt to define and
it
produce a people's culture' (Burton, 1997: 131), as ICAIC lost a degree of the autonomy
had experienced during the `golden era' of the 1960s. So it does appear that both political
topic at
necessity and socialist practice were evident in the film-makers' choice of genre and
least in the early part of the 1970s as the film El hombre de Maisinicü (1973) by Manuel
Perez would illustrate, as it deals with a struggle against CIA-backed banditry in the years
immediately after 1959.

30Many of the documentaries produced in the early 1970s had clear and evident overtones of the
philosophies of JoseMarti, illustrating a desire to forge a new identity for Cuba through the medium of
film - an attempt to relocate the nation away from its colonial past. In feature films too, this process is
evident. Paginas del diario de Jose Marti is an expressionistic homage to the Cuban hero, a `truly
hallucinatory film' as Chanan argues (1985: 258) while Una pelea cubana contra los demonios forms
part of what Chanan calls `cine rescate' in its attempt to rescuethe image of Cuba from its colonial past
(Ibid). Los dias del agua by Manuel Octavio G6mez also deals with a reformulation of Cuban identity,
using a real historic event of the 1930s to point to the easewith which ordinary people can be exploited
by political and religious opportunism.
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Timothy Barnard also assertsthat, after a period of experimentation in the 1960s, the
period of the late 1960s and the 1970s saw an increase in historical themes being passed
through ICAIC for fear of reprisalsif contemporary subjectswere dealt with. He cites Ustedes
tienen la palabra (1974), by Manuel Octavio Gomez, a story of corruption and opportunism
told in flashback and contrasted with present day revolutionary unity, and Una pelea cubana
contra los demonios by Gutierrez Alea, that recreatesan account of religious fanaticism in
1672.
Both juxtapose historical and contemporaryimages in a re-positioning of Cuban history
that has definite political overtones (1997: 149). These films were entirely necessary in
establishing a new and more meaningful perception of history for the Cuban people and, as
Barnard comments,they are formal representationsof an ideology of intervening in history in
order to create a need for the present (Ibid: 153). The previous carriers of the cinematic
monopoly in Cuba had forged their own version both of history and of a contemporary reality
largely erroneousor irrelevant to the majority of Cubans, but now a different interpretation of
the pastwas being created.
Michael Myerson makes a good point concerning the lack of contemporarycriticism in
films of the 1970s. He argues that, while the documentariesdealt with a present day reality,
Cuban feature films attempted to rewrite Cuba's negative and badly portrayed history, not
because the film-makers feared government reprisals but because they themselves were
revolutionaries, many, committed communists, and they did not want to weaken the position
of the Revolution by making anything overly critical; and also becausethey did not want to
make simple propaganda in favour of the Revolution as this was detrimental to the artistic
values of ICAIC. The reason that they did not deal with contemporary subjects in feature
films (such as gender relations) was largely because in the first years it was too soon to
critically observe contemporary reality in fictional form - an analysis that is much better
observed at a temporal distance. Later, particularly in the 1990s, however, contemporary
reality was dealt with in fiction largely becausethe historical rewriting process had been
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underway for some time and the themes (and forms) had been overused and overplayed
(1973: 84).
One film during the 1970s that does present some criticism of a contemporary reality
and could well have been included in this thesis, however, is Manuel Octavio Gömez's, Una
mujer, un hombre, una ciudad (1973). Complex and with a contemporary focus, it is a film
that explores the physical modernisation of Cuba via the interactions between architects, male
and female, who are constructing las casas delfuturo

and, as Chanan states, `takes the role of

women very seriously' (2004: 275). However, an analysis is not included in this thesis as
space does not allow it. All six of the other films discussed pay far more attention to issues of
gender per se and Una mujer, un hombre, una ciudad has a tendency to idealise the figure of
the `New Woman' of the Revolution as the `model imagined by men' (Ibid).

But, out of the so-called quinquenio gris of the early to mid-1970s, came De cierta
manera, a film regarded by many to be one of the most important in Cuba's cinema history
and that, as Caballero and Del Rio say, started the move, in the latter part of the 1970s,
towards popular cinema and certainly started the first wave of anti-machista films that
appearedin the 1980s(1995: 104).This film will be discussedin more detail in Chapter Two
and is certainly one of the most important films regarding the representationof male-female
relations to ever come out of Cuba - not least becauseit still remains the only feature film
from ICAIC to have been made by a Cuban woman.
The early part of the 1970s was a confusing and slightly troubled time for ICAIC,
finding its feet after the heady experimentalism of the 1960s but not knowing in which
particular direction to step next. Michael Chanan delves into this rather more deeply in the
second edition of his book on Cuban cinema, commenting that the 1970s saw the production
of several different genresof films but with a conspicuous absenceof contemporary subjects.
However, this makes for an extremely interesting period in Cuba's cinematic history some
would say more interesting than in the more prolific days of the 1980s,when production rose
dramatically but, thematically, there was perhaps less diversity and a move towards more
popular cinema.
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The end of the 1970s was a significant point in the history of Cuban cinema, with the
launch of the first Festival of New Latin American Cinema in Havana, a festival that has
grown every year to become the most important event in the calendar for Latin American and
Cuban cinema. Seen as a promotion of the concepts delineated by Latin American film
theorists such as Jorge Sanjines, Julio Garcia Espinosa, Fernando Solanas and Octavio
Getino, the festival can be described as a post-colonial offensive against the
Hollywood/Europe monopoly that cannot deal with the type of repression suffered by Latin
American countries.
But, if the 1980skicked off positively with an affirmation of all that was good in Latin
American cinema, ICAIC was soon to be grappling with a polemic that saw the removal of
Alfredo Guevara as president. It all revolved around the attempt to make a bigbudget
spectacular in order to sell around the world. Guevara put a whole year's budget into the
making of Cecilia, directed by Humberto Solis. Adapted from Cirilo Villaverde's wellknown and loved nineteenth-century novel Cecilia Valdes, the film failed as it drifted
markedly from the original story thereby upsetting, as Chananremarks, `both the traditionalist
and popular audiences' (2004: 388). Guevara was dismissed as president and replaced by
Garcia Espinosa,although neither the Institute nor Solis himself suffered to any degree, both
getting on with the job of making more films; perhapsillustrating the extent to which ICAIC
was seen at the time as an important part of Cuba's cultural make-up and something that
neededto be reformed rather than removed, with artistic experimentation and risk-taking still
being seen as an essential duty of the film-maker. With Garcia Espinosaas president, ICAIC
set about mending the damagedone by the after-effects of Cecilia.
This period of the Cuban Revolution was marked by the Mariel exodus of 1980 when
120,000 people were allowed by the Cuban government to leave the country in a makeshift
flotilla to Miami after a period of discontent with the Cuban economy. So, in a moment of
political instability, both within ICAIC and the nation as a whole, how would Garcia Espinosa
handle the running of one of the government's

most important and influential cultural bodies?

He began by increasing production using low budgets, time
restraints and fresh creative
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blood, although one of the first films under his jurisdiction, Amada (1983), was directed by
the experienced Solis. Amada is another historical drama and love story, set in 1928 and is
interesting for its psychological study of the main protagonist and for its optimistic ending,
with the people taking to the streetsin protest at the worsening economic situation in Cuba.
But perhapsthe most influential film of the early 1980s is Hasta cierto punto (1983), by
Tomas Gutidrrez Alea which, as Garcia Osuna states, `gives a pessimistic account of the
effort by the government to change basic attitudes in the population' (2003: 105). A film
about sexism, machismo and the difficulty of changing entrenchedsocial codes, it is partly a
homage to Sara Gömez's De cierta manera, and employs similar techniques in mixing
documentary and fiction, but is also a critique of ICAIC itself, as we shall see in its detailed
examination in Chapter Two.
Gutierrez Alea had recently written his own Marxist theory on cinema called Dialectica
del espectador, in 1982, arguing that film should create a shift from everyday reality to
fictional reality, where one informs the other, `a kind of formal credo of an independent
Marxist intellectual' (Chanan, 2004: 407). This is discussedfurther in Chapter One, but in his
book Gutierrez Alea profoundly problematisesthe art of the film-maker, arguing that the old
juxtaposition of form and content is far too simplistic to be relevant to a Cuban reality.
At the beginning of the 1980s,then, it was Garcia Espinosa's plan to move away from
the experimentalism of the Sixties and the historical recovery of the 1970s, to make more
popular (rather than populist) films; popular in the sensethat they dealt with popular issues
(such as gender relations). In this sensethe films of the 1980swere most certainly aimed at
producing a dialogue with the spectator. Se permuta (1983, Juan Carlos Tabio) is a
contemporary comedy about the difficulty of moving house in Havana, as a single mother
desires to move upmarket to a better neighbourhood. The film was seen by more than two
million people in Cuba (with a population of 11 million) and was a commercial hit, being
both funny and critical of a contemporary reality, easily identified by the audience (Chanan,
2003: 411). The following year, Rolando Diaz releasedhis first feature,Los
päjaros tirändole
a la escopetathat drew an audience of nearly three million and again was an acclaimed hit
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(Ibid). Diaz's film is a generationalcomedy and again critical of a modern-day reality, hence
its popularity. Both films have simple and fairly traditional narrative structures,using popular
and contemporarythemes.
Garcia Espinosa's policies were appearing to work and eight feature films were
released in 1984 (Ibid: 413). During the 1980s, there were approximately 40 features
produced by ICAIC that covered a variety of film genres, from historical drama (e.g. Cecilia)
to contemporary social comedy (e.g. Se permuta, Los päjaros tirändole a la escopeta),
historical satire (e.g. Un hombre de exito, 1986, Humberto Soläs), and social commentary
(e.g. Habanera, 1984, PastorVega, and Lejania, JesüsDiaz, 1985). As Davies states, at this
point in its history ICAIC seemedto be `broadening its appeal at the expenseof its thematic
and linguistic audacity' (1997: 346).
Thus, there was a renewal in style and content in the 1980s that produced a number of
films critical of a contemporaryreality. Some, Iike Los päjaros tirändole a la escopeta,could
have been included in this thesis in far more detail but, again, space does not permit it as
around the same time, both Hasta cierto punto and Lejania were released.Both of these last
two films are extremely important regarding gender relations and could not have been
replaced. The important thing about the films Sepermuta and Los päjarosthough, is that they
opened the way for topical Cuban comedy becausethey attack bad habits under socialism,
and are contemporaryand immediate (Paranagua,1988: 91-93); and they preparedthe ground
for the production of the best of all the social comedies in the 1980s,jPlaJi, that is analysed
in detail in Chapter Six.
Habanera is also a film that could figure in any discussion of gender relations in Cuban
cinema as it deals with a woman's desire, her psychological introspection and how shecan be
incorporated into the revolutionary process (Caballero y Del Rio, 1995: 104), while Otra
mujer (1986, Daniel Diaz Torres) portrays a couple's conflict and masculine infidelity
(Paranagua,1988:91).
Lejania, that is about exile and the relationship between an emigre
mother and her son,
was one of the most interesting films to come out of this period during the mid-1980s and is
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discussedat length in Chapter Four. Later, in 1988, jPlaf, would set out to parody the very
idea of using female charactersto representthe nation.
What is evident from this period are the number of films dealing with social concerns
(generational conflict, the pain of exile, housing problems, inter-marital relations etc),
attributed by some observers to the maturation of new film-makers, uninhibited by the
necessity of recreating a new history for Cuba, and with the desire to question and even
criticise aspects of the Revolution (Aufderheide, 1989: 498). I have chosen Basta cierto
punto, Lejania, iPlal and Mujer transparente from this period as I feel they best give a sense
of the overall changesoccurring in ICAIC over this time and, indeed, in Cuban culture as a
whole. We can witness, in this maturation of film-makers, through the prism of male-female
relations, an evident move from expressionsof the modern - in support of the relatively young
revolutionary process- in films like De cierta manera, or Retrato de Teresa,for example, to
expressionsof postmodernism;which cast a critical and questioning eye over many aspectsof
the Marxist revolutionary project in some of the films of the late 1980s,including jPlaji' and
Mujer transparente. Comedy was one of the genres used to make this type of critical social
commentary, illustrating a light-hearted way of handling societal problems.31
In 1986,as the economy suffered increasingly from the tightening US blockade, and the
Soviet Union entered into perestroika and glasnost, Cuba's period called the `Rectification of
Past Errors and Negative Tendencies' (Kapcia, 2008: 42) began. This was a processof `deep
reassessment'(Ibid) that included an austerity programme,the reduction of permits given for
private businesses(with a corresponding increasein the enticement of foreign investment in
cooperation with the Cuban government), a denunciation of the USSR's `betrayal of
Marxism-Leninism', and an attempt to reinvigorate conciencia via an ideological purification
of the population (Bunck, 1994: 18). As Julie Bunck points out, at the Third Party Congressin
1986, Castro called for a rebirth of `consciousness,a communist spirit, a revolutionary will'

31This
comedy turned more satirical in the early 1990s and took one step too many as far as the
authorities were concerned with the release of Alicia en el pueblo de maravillas by Daniel Dfaz Torres,
a `scathingly satirical' film `about the society created by Castro's revolution' (Garcia Osuna, 2003: 53),
that was pulled from the cinemas after its first
screening.
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(Ibid). In order to make ICAIC more economically efficient, Garcia Espinosa split the
institution into three grupos de creaciön that had their own separateproduction processes,
each under the control of a supervisory director. With increasedproduction, no single person
could oversee the entire schedule in one year and so this appearedto be a sensible move,
especially as each group would be headedby an experiencedfilm-maker who would therefore
concentrateon the artistic merits of the films he supervised,rather than on budget restrictions.
Each group would therefore have control over itself thus allowing for, as Chananpoints out, a
more flexible process(2004: 429-30).
At the end of the 1980scame a film that, this thesis argues, embodies Cuban cinema's
entry into the postmodernera through its treatment of issuesof gender and gender relations,
and ushered in the transition to the `Special Period' as world communism collapsed. Under
the guidance of Humberto Soläs' creative group, the film Mu]er transparente, an assemblage
of five short films each by a different director, reworks and reinvents Cuban cinema's
approach to issuesof gender.Contemporary and with a documentary feel, the five shorts deal
with various aspectsof women's lives in 1980sCuba (male-female relationships, self-esteem,
hopes for the future, non-conformity and relationships with friends). The film as a whole
explores themes that are extremely sensitive to a Cuban political and human sensibility and
portrays controversial episodes surrounding the relationship between Cubans living on the
island and Cubans abroad. It is discussed at length in Chapter Six and concludes the film
analysesin this thesis.

Women and Gender in Cuba
In any study of gender and male-female relations, a major focus will be on the position and
role of women in the society to which it refers. This thesis provides no exception to this and
asserts that it is important to explore the position of women in Cuban society in order to
provide a socio-historical backdrop to the examination of how gender issuesare presentedon
the big screen.If, as Garcia Espinosa argues,the project of human emancipation characterises
modernity (Garcia Espinosa,2000a: 201), then it will be interesting to analyse whether or not
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Cuban cinema provides evidence of such emancipation through a period of rapid
modernisation in Cuba's history.
Cuba has been and continues to be a type of social laboratory in the way that it has
undertaken, for a number of generations, multiple economic and social transformations.
Amongst these,the incorporation of women into all aspectsof the revolutionary process has
beenone of the most important. To that end, the Cuban Women's Federation, the Federaciön
de Mujeres Cubanas(FMC) was set up in 1961,led by Vilma Espin, wife of Raül Castro, and
has always been seenas part of the revolutionary vanguard.32
Since the triumph of the 1959 Revolution, Cuban society has been centred on the
notion of solidaridad. Solidarity for Cuban society is the basic principle of human coexistence, the opposite of individualism that is seen as simply egotism. Cuban women have
been seen as essential contributors to the demands of the Revolution. Yolanda Ferrer,
SecretaryGeneral of the Federationof Cuban Women (FMC), comments:
Nuestro papel en la sociedad es contribuir a hacer realidad en todos los ämbitos ya todos los
niveles, el ejdreito pleno de la igualdad de la mujer... trabajar por el fortalecimiento de la
familia... y defender esta Revoluciön que desde su triunfo se situö como objetivo de especial
importancia enaltecera la mujer y garantizar que ocupara el lugar que le correspondeen la vida
nacional.

(Ferrer, 1998, no page numbers)
Before 1959, as Bunck asserts, going back as far as the early 1930s, women in Cuba
compared well in status with other Latin American countries. They received the vote in 1934
before all but Uruguay, Brazil and Ecuador. There were similar numbers of female and male
studentsbetweenthe ages of five and 15, and literacy levels for women were higher than men
at around 79 per cent (only Argentina had a higher female literacy rate). More women worked
outside the home than in most other Latin American nations. They were elected to the House
of Representatives and the Senate, were mayors, judges, cabinet members, and local
32For
a more detailed history of the FMC see Azicri, 1998, pp. 457-471; McCaughan, 1998 at:
http://168.96.200.17/ar/libros/lasa98/McCaughan2.
pdf (accessed 28/11/08); and the website of the
FMC at: www. mujeres.cubaweb.cu.
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councillors. The 1940 Constitution, which prohibited discrimination and called for equal pay,
was one of the most progressive in the western hemisphere regarding women's rights. But,
shecomments,there were certain inequalities, and women were far from equal in terms of the
power wielded in the governing of the state, and they were usually relegated to subordinate
roles (1994: 89). There was an authoritarian and patriarchal family structure that was a
product of the Hispanic legacy and highly influential, especially in the rural areasthat made
up more than 43 per cent of the population. Infidelity amongst men was accepted but not
tolerated amongst women. Machismo was seen as a good quality in this society - `a Latin
notion of male superiority and aggressivenessdemonstratedby virility, strength, confidence,
courage, and power. Young girls were expectedto be gracious, attractive, retiring, virtuous,
33
and virgin' (Ibid: 91). Women only made up some 17 per cent of the labour force in 1959,
the majority of these working in traditionally female occupations such as nursing, teaching
and domestic service (Ibid).
After I January 1959 the majority of the female population of Cuba supported the
Revolution, as the promotion of women into the public domain was an evident goal of the
Castro government. As Espin commented in 1987:
En 1959, el primer ario de la Revoluciön, nosotros sentimos con mucha fuerza la presiön de las
mujeres que deseabanunirse, organizarsepara participar mejor en las tareasde la Revoluciön.

(Espin, 1990:90)
The formation of the FMC came about without a preconceived structure or design
programme, only with the will to defend and participate in a revolutionary processto createa
better society for everyone. Thus, the FMC does not strive only for the furthering of the
female cause but does so within the confines of the revolutionary process. As Max Azicri
argues, the dominant concept of the `liberation' of women has a different meaning in Cuba
from that in the USA or Europe as concepts such as `status-seeking and achievement
orientation or some kind of hard-core individualism... ' are rejected; and instead this

33Chapter One deals in depth
with machismo in Cuban society to theoretically introduce two films that
approach the subject, De cierta manera and Hasta cierto punto.
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`liberation'

is developed through `the act of being freed from bourgeois, capitalistic

domination' (1998: 457)

within the auspices of the Revolution. `Rather than fighting the

government for recognition of their demands, Cuban women have struggled for their
emancipation, and scoredsubstantive gains, within the parametersof a socialist society whose
goals are actually prescribed by an almost all-male leadership' (Ibid).
So the government works alongside the FMC and at the same time expects the FMC to
in turn comply with certain modernising policies decided by the government. For Vilma
Espin, what has been of most importance to the FMC is obtaining parity with men within the
revolutionary process.
de la Federaciön es haber contribuido decisivamente a la transformaciOndel
... el mayor aporte
pensamientoy la vida de las mujeres cubanas,haber cambiado radicalmente su situacidn social,
haber iniciado el proceso complejo de reconceptualizar los roles sociales y familiares y
desempenarpor las mujeres en la sociedad que estamosconstruyendo, comenzando a crear las
bases econömicas, culturales, juridicas y sociales necesarias para asegurar la igualdad de
oportunidades y posibilidades a hombres y mujeres y asi impulsar el pleno ejercicio de sus
derechosa la igualdad social.

(Ferrer, 1998a:3)
The Federation seesitself as struggling alongside men, rather than against them, to arrive at
the transformation of both women and the world in which they live. Theirs is a popular brand
of feminism, a concentration on the contribution of women to the processof changing their
disadvantageousposition and removing age-old negative traits concerning gender issues, in
order to participate in and defend the Revolution and its leaders. `... Fidel ha estado siempre,
sistemäticamente,planteandocon mucha fuerza la necesidadde que estosrasgosse borren en
nuestra sociedad' (Ferrer, 1998a: 16).
Some of the achievements of the FMC have been impressive and it is important to
analyse the most relevant ways in which the situation of women in Cuba has been advanced
in the last four decades,at the same time as demonstrating how a patriarchal culture has been
perpetuatedand has therefore provided points of detainment to this social progress.
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In the first years of the Revolution, the idea of the liberation or emancipation of women
was deliberately not discussed.However, since 1959:
(... ) se habian establecido, a nivel gubemamental, politicas generales y sectoriales en
correspondenciacon la estrategia cubana de desarrollo econ6mico y social que incluia como un
derecho inalienable de las mujeres, participar en la vida econ6mica,politica, cultural y social del
pals, en igualdad de oportunidadesy posibilidades que los hombres.34

The FMC from its beginnings assumed the role of changing the discriminatory mentality
against women as well as consolidating them as a force of civil transformation. In 1961 the
FMC had about 17,000 members, a number that grew to approximately three million by the
1990s (Leiner, 1994: 62); and it constitutes a Non-Governmental Organisation (NGO) that
plays a decisive role in the recuperation of female dignity, by both making women conscious
of their rights and responsibilities in the construction of a new society and making it possible
for them to be integrated into the economic and political structuresof the nation.
Amongst its most significant actions can be found: the creation of objective conditions
for the relief of domestic duties and responsibilities; the development of a wide educative
campaign to confront social, familial and individual conflicts that prevent or halt the presence
of women in public life; the pushing forward of cultural programmesthat encouragewomen
into more complex tasks; and the incorporation of women into the economic life of the
country, diversifying their roles outside of the role of housewife.35
Theseactions allegedly allow women accessto work and to decision-making, and they
promote the attempt to develop a non-sexist society. However, it is worth stating herethat the
Revolution was conceived in such a way as to incorporate women into a masculine world and
even the complete validation of women into such a world remained and, as we shall see,still
34FMC (1996), `Las
cubanasde Beijing al 2000. Conferencia ofr ecida por Vilma Espin. 111Congreso.
Ciudad de La Habana', p. 2.
's For
example the ministry of work not only overcame any restrictions to access for women to
traditionally masculine jobs, but promoted regulations that actively favoured the incorporation of
women, protecting their rights and guaranteeing equality of opportunity and remuneration. Work
legislation did not accept any discrimination
whatsoever regarding salaries, promotions etc. Also, the
creation of creche's ('circulos infantiles') in 1961 and the system of semi-boarding schools are decisive
elements in the massification of the incorporation of women into the public life of work (Abreu, 2006:
2-5).
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remains to be realised. The FMC has always been, ultimately, responsible to the Communist
Party. It has always been state-funded with minimal membership dues. As Bunck argues,
there must be serious questions asked about whether women's voices were ever heard
properly. `This government support provided the FMC with a degree of legitimacy, and
authority, over women' (1994: 93).
This study will argue that women are seen in Cuba as a body apart, distinct from the
male population. For example the magazine produced by the FMC, Mujeres, makes a
comment on the 1997 Communist Party congress:
Por ello concebimoseste congreso como el mayor acicate para fortalecer la participaciön de los
obreros, cooperativistas, campesinos,jubilados y particularmente de la mujer cubana, heroina
indiscutible del Periodo Especial, en el desarrollo de la economia, la defensa y de nuestra
democracia socialista.

(Mujeres, 1998: 24)
The referenceto women being classedalongside the most marginalised groups in society can
be read in different ways; as an acceptanceof the low level of regard in which women are
held, along with the knowledge that this must changerapidly, or as evidenceof the nature of a
paternalistic, hierarchical order. It could, perhaps, even be interpreted as the belief and
acceptance within Cuban society that men and women are truly different and that this
difference should be celebrated. The fact that this comment was made in a magazine written
by a body that serves to protect the rights
of women nearly 40 years after the triumph of the
Revolution points to the latter. But does this acceptance of difference have negative
overtones, whereby the upholding of it could be used against women to further the cause of a
patriarchal order? This is one of the problems that I hope to teaseout in the analysis of some
of the films in this thesis.
One of the problems that could arise in an acceptanceof difference is that the social
moresof a machfsta tradition could continue in a society that is continually trying to promote
egalitarian principles. This possible contradiction is illustrated in the following quote from the
magazineMujeres:
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Y es que desde los dial del Moncada y luego en la sierra y la lucha clandestina,Fidel defendib
el derecho de la mujer a participar como una combatiente mäs, a pesarde resquemorese incluso
incomprensi6n de muchos guerrilleros.

(Mujeres, 1998:30)
Fidel Castro himself has called the struggle for female equality the `revolution within the
Revolution' (Stone, 1981: 48)36and has spoken of their `participation' in the great struggle
against capitalism and the West. As Castro said in 1962:
Las mujeres dentro de la sociedadtienen interesesque son comunes a todos los miembros de la
sociedad; pero tienen tambien intereses que son propios de las mujeres. Sobre todo, cuando se
trata de crear una sociedaddistinta, de organizar un mundo mejor para todos los sereshumanos,
las mujeres tienen intereses muy Brandes en ese esfuerzo, porque, entre otras cosas, la mujer
constituye un sector que en ei mundo capitalista en que vivfamos estaba discriminado. En ei
mundo que estamosconstruyendo, es necesarioque desaparezcatodo vestigio de discriminaciön
de la mujer.

(Mujeres, 1998:3)
But this paternalistic standpoint has not gone completely unnoticed by the FMC:
Hoy es innegable ei protagonismo de las cubanasen las principales esferas de la vida del pals,
aunque la lucha por eliminar los rezagos de la cultura patriarcal tanto en el ämbito del publico
como de to privado continua de acuerdo con las nuevascondiciones.

(Mujeres,1998:21)
The FMC is therefore aware of the necessity for change to more than simply the role that
women play in Cuban society, but also to modes of thought and behaviour. Many of these
changes occurred in the 1970s, an important decade for the FMC, as important laws were
createdthat transformed thejuridical situation of women and eliminated injustices exclusively
derived from the condition of
gender. Such reforms included the Ley de Maternidad (1974),
Cödigo de la Familia (1975), Ley de Protecciön
e higiene del trabajo (1977), Ley de
Seguridad Social y Cödigo Penal (1979).

36Castro
made this comment at a speech at the closing of the Fifth National Plenary of the FMC, in
1966.The whole speechis translated into English in Stone,
1981: 48-54.
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Important to the general debate on gender relations in Cuba from the mid-1970s was
the C6digo de la Familia (`Family Code') that was created in order to try and legislate for
equality of the sexes within the home; an extremely bold attempt at taking the socialist
Revolution into the private sphere. Symbolically presented to the president of the FMC,
Vilma Espin, in the International Year of the Woman (1975) on 8 March ('Women's Day'),
it was set up to formally present the `rights and duties of husbandand wife', where marriage
must be underpinned by full equality and demands loyalty, consideration, respectand mutual
help (Azicri, 1989: 458). The care of the family and the upbringing of the children should be
shared `according to principles of socialist morality' (Ibid). According to Julianne Burton, the
code had three principal aims in mind: to preserveand strengthenfamily ties, to transfer some
of the housework duties to the father, and to increase citizen participation in government
politics (1994: 108). Designed, as Azicri argues, to counter traditional attitudes rooted in
cultural values (attitudes such as male chauvinism), part of the code included legislation to
increase the collectivisation of domestic duties. '... if one of them (husband or wife) only
contributes by working at home and caring for the children, the other partner must contribute
to this support alone, without prejudice to his duty of cooperating in the above mentioned
work and care' (1989: 468).
This came in responseto the many complaints by women that the Revolution's desire
to enable women to enter the workplace on an equal footing with men had simply created
what was known as the `double-shift': the idea that, although women were now able to go to
work, they still were largely responsible for the maintenanceof the home, as men were not
preparedto changetraditional patternsof behaviour in the private sphere.
The Cuban constitution in Article 44 of Chapter VI on equality, states:
... el

Estado garantiza que se ofrezcan a la mujer las mismas oportunidades y posibilidades que

al hombre, a fin de lograr su plena participaci6n en el desarrollo del pals... La mujer y el hombre
gozan de iguales derechos en lo econ6mico, politico, cultural, social y familiar. Ei Estado se
..
esfuerza por crear las condiciones que propicien la realizaci6n del principio de igualdad.

(Constituciön de la Republica de Cuba, 1992:28)
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Social policies were also put in place to promote and push forward the strategies in
favour of women's rights, such as the creation of the Comisiön de Atenciön a la Ninez, la
Juventud y la Igualdad de Derechos de la Mujer in la Asamblea Nacional del Poder Popular,
the Centro Nacional de Educaciön Sexual, and the Comisiones de Prevencibn y Atenciön
Social y la Comisiön de Empleo Femenino (Abreu, 2006: 12).
The adopted health strategy is another element that has favoured the development of
equitable gender conditions, as the majority of the population has free access to these
services. Health protection programmes have been implemented. Sexual health and
reproductive services are guaranteedand maternal mortality is 22 per 100,000 births (Ibid).
Women receive tests for cervical uterine cancer and there is special attention paid to child
maternity with el Programa de Maternidad y Paternidad Consciente,as well as programmes
for the prevention of HIV and AIDS. In addition to this, abortion is considereda fundamental
right. As Dr Carlos Dotres, Minister for Public Health, said: `Quisiera comentar que el aborto
es un derecho de la mujer: es inhumano que ella tenga que parir hijos que no deseao que, por
diversas circunstancias,no puedetener' (Ferrer, 1998a: 11).
Cuba has had particular successesin the incorporation of women into socio-economic
life, due to the literacy programmes
and accessto free education. Women make up 49.9 per
cent of the total population of 11 million with a life expectancy of 77.6 years (Ibid). In 1997
the participation of women in the civil state sector was 42.5 per cent and in the private sector
22.9 per cent. Women constituted 66.6 per cent of technicians and professionals and 70 per
cent of education workers (Fernandez,2000: 67). They occupied 31 per cent of management
posts in the state economy, 27.6 per cent of parliamentary positions, 34.6 per cent of
managersin the judicial system, 61 per cent of finance workers, 49 per cent of professional
judges and 47 per cent of magistrates the SupremeTribunal (Alvarez, 2000: 126).
of
However, it cannot be said that the actions of the FMC or of the political environment
in general, with respect to
women's situation or gender issues in Cuba, were inspired in any
conscious way by a theory of gender or feminism. It was not until the II FMC Congress of
1975 that the terminology of equality
started to be used in conjunction with debates on
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notions of stereotypesand prejudices derived from the condition of gender. Studies of gender
began to develop in a rudimentary and informal fashion in the secondhalf of the 1980s,and
more intensely from the 1990sas a natural developmentof macro-social demandsthat see it
as necessaryto changethe position of women to not only transform their place in society but
to transform society itself (N(inez, 2001: no page numbers). The basic motivation for
promoting studies of genderhas been the desire for social justice againstthe discrimination of
which women and homosexualswere the main objects, at the sametime as being a scientific
imperative to understandmore fully the objects of study. As Reynier Abreu argues,there has
been confusion, prejudice, misunderstanding and resistance with respect to feminism and
feminist theory and to the perspective of gender that has emanatedfrom some of the most
prominent of Cuban intellectuals who tackle the problem (Abreu, 2006: no page numbers).
However, various events have gradually changedthis environment for the better. According
to Nunez, the development and presenceof Cuban women in all aspectsof society became
much more evident from around 1985-6(Nufiez, 2001: no pagenumbers).
It was at this time (1986), that the Third Congressof the Communist Party put forward
the need to promote management positions for women, the black population and young
people as part of the Rectification Campaign. In this process, an economic, political and
social restructuring took place within the socialist project and which, in the opinion of Jorge
Luis Acanda, `marcaron nuevos espacios,prioridades, täcticas y estructuras,y que recibieron
una nueva direcci6n tras la desaparici6n de la Union Sovietica' (Acanda, 1996, no page
numbers). He continues:
Todo ello provoc6 la existencia en Cuba, a partir de estos aflos, de una percepci6n generalizada,
en todos los niveles y sectoressociales, sobre la necesidadde transformaciones. La discusidn se
estable66 en torn a c6mo entender las dimensiones,objetivos y direcci6n de las mismas.

(Ibid)
As Catherine Davies comments, during the period of rectification, it was recognised that
Marxism had to be refocusedto encompassfeminism. Fidel Castro declared in the Third Party
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Congress, 1986, that efforts to correct `historical injustices' such as racial
and gender
inequalities had been inadequate(Davies, 1999: 199).
During these years the participation of Cuban men and women in international events
was promoted, which allowed comparisons of the situation of women in Cuba with that of
other countries, thus allowing for contact with other ideason women. Forums on gender and
women's issues were held between universities and from 1991 the Casasde la Mujer y de la
Familia and the Centro de Estudios sobre la Mujer were set up by the FMC (Abreu, 2006, no
page numbers).
As Carolee Bengelsdorf argues, the studies on women in Cuba in the majority of cases
do not have the required level of theory. What is worse, they have been displaced by studies
on the family where the women are shown only as part of a family situation. `Los debatesen
la literatura sobre la mujer y el trabajo en Cuba han sido mucho menos complejos, y tal vez
por eso menos interesantes,que los relativos a la familia. Casi siempre los investigadores
emplean las mismas cifras para Ilegar a conclusionesdiferentes' (Bengelsdorf, 1997: 122).An
example of the above would be the study by Marta Lamas at the Centro de Estudios
Demogräficos de Cuba (CEDEM), entitled `Usos, dificultades y posibilidades de la categoria
de gdnero'.
Reducir la complejidad de la problematica que viven los seres humanos a una interpretaciön
parcial que habla solo de la `opresiön de las mujeres' no es iinicamente reduccionista, sino que
tambidn conduce al `victimismo' y al `mujerismo', que con frecuencia tinen muchos de los
analisis y discursos feministas. Requerimos utilizar la perspectivade genero para describir cömo
opera la simbolizaciOn de la diferencia sexual en las präcticas, discursos y representaciones
culturales sexistasy homöfonas...

(Lamas, 1999: 175)
It seems evident that the gender debate in Cuba focused the development
on
of opportunities
for women to enter into the workplace, in
a very Marxist, and often reductionist, appraisal of
a highly complex terrain. Cuban female cultural and social production would appear to begin
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from a point of difference, that is to say that women's cultural production is seen as in some
way inherently different from that of men. As writer and critic Mirta Yänez states:
...

igualdad no querfa decir similitud. Un falso igualitarismo entre los sexos simplificarfa hastala

caricatura el problema. Existen y existirän diferencias, mas ellas no pueden imponerse
arbitrariamente ni porvenir de la primacia de un grupo social sobre otro. La mujer, dentro de un
determinado conglomerado humano, tanto familiar, como productivo, como intelectual, en un
contexto histörico dado, manifiesta rasgos particulares que provienen de un sedimento de su
evolucibn, asf como por su naturalezaconcreta.

(1996: 13)
This starting point of difference does have its difficulties and this study aims to highlight
some of thesethrough the examination of the major films of the period.
When the FMC was established in 1961, one of the difficulties confronting it was in
attempting to equatethe egalitarian principles of the Revolution with the partisan principles of
a movement seeking to promote the cause of one particular section of society (albeit half the
population). The feminist movement throughout the (Western) world, since the end of the
eighteenth century, has always operated within a wide political spectrum. But within it are
inscribed the pioneers of socialism in Europe creating a feminist/socialist current that still
exists and the FMC has, since its inception in 1961,been at the forefront of socialist feminism
within Latin America. In the majority of the films in this thesis, socialist ideals are clearly
very strongly advocated.
The balancing of these two ideologies (feminism and socialism) has thus been a prime
concern of the FMC, it being sought through the notion of participation. Women can take
their place in the Revolution through work. According to Espin, their purposeis to support the
Revolution (Espin, 1990: 1). Through participation in all walks of life, women should be able
to free themselvesfrom the alleged drudgery of domestic labour. However, in some cases,the
long arm of tradition dictates that women continue to perform domestic tasks and other
revolutionary activities besides, as the film Retrato de Teresa, discussed in Chapter Four,
clearly highlights. Part of the struggle for female equality lies directly in the ideological
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standpoint of the FMC, which believes that the problems of the nation are more important
than the searchfor female liberation:
los problemas de nuestros pueblos y son mäs importantes estos que las
... pesan mäs
reivindicaciones netamente femeninas: los problemas de supervivencia, de lucha por la
liberaciön, los enfrentamientos a la explotaciön imperialista tienen un peso superior, porque son
problemas mäs apuntantes.Nuestra labor se dirige a hacer conciencia en las mujeres sobre sus
problemas, ya hacdrselaa toda la sociedadpara propiciar la participaciön de la mujerjunto con
el hombre en la soluciön de esosproblemas.

(Espin, 1990: 73)
For the FMC, the struggle in Cuba appearsnot to be so much an internal struggle betweenthe
sexes but a (Marxist) ideological confrontation that has more to do with class than sex. The
radical feminists' point of view that man rather than class is at the root of women's
oppressionsimply does not exist in Cuba:
Estas ültimas ideas, antinaturales y absurdas, no tienen nada que ver con nuestra concepciön
cientifica y con la realidad de que la lucha que existe en el mundo es un problema de clases.

(Ibid: 63)
As Espin comments,women are different biologically: `es el recinto del niflo que va a nacer,
el taller natural donde se forja la vida' (Ibid). Such a celebration of the biological miracle of
women and motherhood is, as Germaine Greer points out, tantamount to heresy in today's
modem Western feminist theory (2000: 43), although the contextual differences in which the
two operate must be taken into account when these opinions are considered. Thus, Cuban
feminism is fundamentally a Marxist feminism and the fundamental relationship between
Marxism and feminism lies in the knowledge that Marxism does not consider women in
relation to men but in relation to the prevailing economic system. Women's oppression, from
a Marxist point of view, is seen as the oppression of one more of the downtrodden classes.
Women are thus seen in terms
of class rather than sex. Economic goals have always been put
before female liberation

or independence(Bunck, 1994: 93). As Heidi Hartmann points out
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(1981: 3), Marxism seeswomen's oppressionas being directly related to production (or a lack
of it).
Thus, the more important relationship becomes that of man and woman's relationship
to capital - which subsumesthe relationship between men and women as different sexes.By
destroying the sexual division of labour, it was assumed by Marxists that the oppression of
women by men would disappear. From what we have seenof the work of the FMC, this is the
basis of their argument also - following Marx, Engels and Lenin. For example, Engels
recognised women's inferior position and attributed it to the institution of private property,
believing that no oppression existed amongst the working classes (Sargent, 1981: 210). The
problem with the ideas of Marx, Engels and Lenin is that they ignore socio-cultural changes,
privileging the economic argument. Women's position in society changesregardless of the
economic situation - changesthat are bound up with a multitude of different factors but not
least with the power of tradition. Simply to change the economic parameters of a nation
cannot erase hundreds of years of socio-cultural politics. In the case of Cuba, the situation is
made even more complex by the multiplicity of ethnic communities that inhabit the island,
bringing with them their own cultural traditions. Yes, equality of economic production and
opportunity are important, and it appears that Cuba has made important advances in this
respect, but, as Lise Vogel points out, socialist feminists subordinate their feminism to their
Marxism (Vogel, 1981: 195).
In Cuba, this Marxist, materialist-basedapproachto feminist issuesfails to considerthe
unequal relationship between men and women at the private, domestic level where, as we
have seen, cultural traditions, created by men, force women to work the `double-shift'. So,
does this failure of Marxism to consider the private sphere, i.e. the relationship between the
sexes in the home, imply the ultimate failure of the alliance of Marxism and feminism in a
Cuban context?
Lydia Sargent makes a valid point concerning women and revolution, arguing that
revolutions are often led by white middle-class males (Cuba is no exception) and that the
women are mobilised to `keep the home fires burning' (1981: xiii), functioning as nurturers
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and `occasionally even participating on the front line as quasi-revolutionary cheerleaders'
(Ibid). In this sense the work of the FMC becomes like the push-me, pull-me two-headed
llama, at once giving women opportunities to pursue new objectives other than purely
domestic ones, while at the same time perpetuating a particular social and political structure
that derives part of its power from the subordination of women. So `the material conditions
and legal rights [of women] improved considerably' (Davies, 1997: 118), but `it was difficult
to eradicate deep-seatedmasculinist attitudes, either in the family or the public domain.. The
.
universal socialist subject has always been implicitly male' (Ibid: 119). The Revolution
considered feminism a `white, middle-class phenomenonwhich had no role to play in Cuba'
and the Revolution was largely male-oriented (Ibid). The Revolution:
...

implicitly condoned traditional attitudes towards women. Abstinence or sexual restraint was

expected outside marriage, particularly of women. Sexual matters were a public embarrassment.
Sexuality was not an issue; rape, domestic violence and sexual abuse were invisible topics;
pornography, homosexuality, the expression of female sexual desire were taboo at least until the
1980s. The main aims of the Revolution, then, with respect to women, were profoundly
contradictory.

(Ibid)
This thesis argues that Cuba, throughout the period in question (1974-90), was a patriarchal
society, in the broadest sense that men make the most fundamental and important decisions
and that they, not women, are the dominant force in society, following Simone de Beauvoir:
`patriarchal ideology presentswoman as immanence,man as transcendence'(Moi, 1985: 92).
But the condition of patriarchy for Cuban women is not only metaphysical or existential, but
also material. Evidence of this will

be provided throughout the thesis, in the general

discussions of women's roles in Cuban society in this introduction, and in the theoretical
introductions (Chapters One, Three
and Five) to the film analyses (Chapters Two, Four and
Six).
Suffice it to say here, as Alvarez
argues, with all the transformations in Cuban society
and the undoubted benefits that women have obtained, patriarchy still exists in Cuban culture,
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in values perpetuatedin individual and social subjectivity and in the lack of a sufficient level
of consciousnessconcerning issues of gender and gender discrimination. The inequalities
between men and women are seen more in the area of the private sphere and in the access
women have to decision-making positions (2000: 122). There appears to be a pyramid
structure of power, feminised at the bottom and masculinisedat the top, with 66.6 per cent of
the professional-technicalworkforce being women (Ares, 2000: 23). In general, women and
men are seen, in Cuba, as essentially different. In 1970, the Cuban Labour Minister Jorge
Risquet said:
There are men and there are women. The problem isn't the samefor both. Women have the job
of reproducing as well as producing. That is they have to take care of the house, raise the
children and do other tasks along these lines... from the political point of view our people
wouldn't understandif we were to treat women and men alike.

(Bunck, 1994: 106)37
And Fidel Castro's paternalism is evident in the following quote from 1974, when he called
women `nature's workshop where life is formed' (Ibid).
Men are obliged to give their seatto a pregnant woman on a bus, or to an elderly woman... you
must always have special considerations for others. We have them for women becausethey are
physically weaker, and becausethey have tasks and functions and human burdens which we do
not have.

(Ibid)
However, in 1974,Castro acknowledgedthe failure of the Revolution to adequatelydeal with
the problem of inequality between the sexeswhen, in a discussion about sexual equality he
admitted: `After more than 15 years of revolution... we are still politically and culturally
behind' (Ibid: 107).
There exists a sexist division of domestic roles and a lack of material resourcesand
support services sharpenedby a general economic crisis that impacts unfavourably on the
equitable functioning of the family (Alvarez, 2000: 124). Other symptoms of a patriarchal

37Bunck
cites from Granma, 9 Sept. 1970 (her own translation).
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society are subjective, such as the persistenceof representationsthat undervalue women. For
example in 1990, president of the FMC, Vilma Espin commentedon the new role of peasant
women immediately after the triumph of the Revolution:
El saber coser, el saber cortar una ropa bonita era siempreun anhelo de la mujer en nuestro pals
antes del triunfo de la Revoluci6n, era de las cosasmäs atractivas para la mujer y que les hacia
aprendercon mucha facilidad. Serecibi6 con mucha naturalidad.

(1990: 112)
The magazine of the FMC, Mujeres, promotes women stereotypically as `private', domestic
beings while at the same time advocating their achievementsin the public world of work. In
Mujeres No. 4,1998, for example, the article entitled `Estilo y originalidad' (pp 14-15) takesa
look at women's clothes design with illustrations of slim, white, middle-class females dressed
in typically feminine clothes. This contrasts with various other articles detailing the high
profiles of certain women in positions of power and importance, such as Doctor Rosa Elena
Simeon, Minister of Science, Technology and the Environment. Women are therefore seen
somewhat in contradiction, in the context both of the private (domestic and feminine)
individual, and the public (political) person. But, in this perpetuation of female stereotypes,
there exists a masculine style of direction -a

patriarchal design in the organisation and

functioning of society, so women are seenalmost entirely as responsiblefor domestic chores.
More than 90per cent of women in salaried employment also do more household chores than
men and the responsibility of the family and children continues to lie with them (Alvarez,
2000: 130). It is as if a type of superwomanwas being createdby the revolutionary process;a
woman who has to some degree been liberated but who also carries a heavy load and with it
comes a psychological risk, due to the extra stressesencountered, as the film Retrato de
Teresa illustrates.
With the social advancesof the Revolution the myth of `woman = mother = wife =
housewife' started to be eroded as
women began to achieve economic, social and personal
independenceand to exercise their rights. The film Lucia illustrates this well. But this
confrontation with old models has created contradictions between the previously assigned
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images and the new challenges: `...el conflicto que ha tenido que enfrentar entre el legado
cultural y el mandato social de cambio (Ares, 2000: 42). Although, as we have seen, statesponsoredsocialism has tried to eradicatesexism by introducing women into the labour force,
this has not combated sufficiently Cuba's gender divisions. How much, then, does the
elaboration of a `socialist feminism' perpetuatepatriarchy? As previously touched upon, the
Cuban Marxist critique argues that gender inequality is inextricably linked to economics. The
films De cierta manera and Hasta cierto punto in particular support this. But, for Adrienne
Rich, the division of labour as a product of capitalism is only one symptom of a much deeper
divide between the sexes (1986: 54). In her discussions on motherhood (discussedin more
detail in Chapter Three) and the burden of work that mothers in socialist countries have to
bear, Rich argues:
Under patriarchal socialism we find the institution of motherhood revised and reformed in
certain ways which permit women to serve... both as producers and nurturers of children and as
the full-time workers demanded by a developing economy. Child-care centres, youth camps,
schools, facilitate but do not truly radicalize the familiar `double role' of working women; in no
socialist country does the breakdown of the division of labour extend to bringing large numbers
of men into child-care. Under Marxist or Maoist socialism, both motherhood and
heterosexuality are still institutionalised; heterosexual marriage and the family are still viewed
as the `normal' situation for human beings and the building blocks of the new society.

(Ibid: 55)
Of course, in claiming that Cuba is a patriarchal society, it is easy to get caught up in a
universal and generalised view of what patriarchy might constitute. `The very notion of
`patriarchy' has threatened to become a universalising concept that overrides or reduces
distinct articulations of gender asymmetry in different cultural contexts' (Butler, 1999: 45/6).
Judith Butler believes that gender and sexuality are cultural constructions, built out of
patriarchy in different ways according to the cultures within which they are generated.For
Butler, the very notion `Woman' has to be consideredas fluid and unstable. `The very subject
of women is no longer understood in stable or abiding terms' and `... the feminist subject
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turns out to be discursively constituted by the very political system that is supposed to
facilitate its emancipation' (Ibid: 4). Butler's arguments are dealt with in more detail in
Chapters Three and Five, and this thesis will attempt to argue that where the female
characters in the films are seen to be determined as fixed subjects within a particular sociohistorical construction, then perhaps any supposed `emancipation' of women (through work
for example) is a false illusion. But where the films discussedin this thesis can in some way
illustrate or createthis notion of gender fluidity within a particular social construct, then they
may well undermine any notion of the fixity of gender relations and hence go some way
towards providing a critique of Cuban patriarchy.

Theoretical Approaches
Space does not permit a more detailed account of the gender debate in Cuba as a whole (this
would form a thesis of its own), although the theoretical and contextual introductions in
Chapters One, Three and Five, to the film analyses in Chapters Two, Four and Six, provide
more detailed accounts of certain aspectsof the gender debate in Cuba. From the evidence
presented,it appearsnecessaryto subject the debate on gender relations in Cuba, and in one
area of Cuban cultural production (cinema), to theoretical approaches that might serve to
provide a more nuancedaccount of aspectsof male-femalerelations in film which in turn may
help to illustrate how this debate fits into the
overall development of Cuban cultural
production in the period defined.
The theoretical approaches in this thesis are varied; all the theoretical ideas used
emanate from the films themselves, or from a crossover or tension between them and the
contexts in which they were produced and viewed. It is important to stress that in no way are
these approachesintended to impose themselves on the films discussed;rather the reverse,
that the films should dictate the theory. Theory is merely the tool with which to help us
understandmore fully that of which the films `speak'. It is also important to point out that the
films `speak' in different
ways according to how they are received by the spectator and, as

such,will saydifferentthingsat differenttimesaccordingto where,whenand by whomthey
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are viewed. The analysestherefore are personal and, as such, are not intended in any way to
be deemed`correct'.
Chapter One takes as its focus point the recurring and highly problematic notion of
machismo, as two of the most important films from ICAIC to deal with gender relations, De
cierta manera and Hasta cierto punto, focus on the theme in different ways. The notion of
machismo in the context of Cuban society is considered, before ideas from feminist film
theorists Laura Mulvey, Julia Lesage,Elizabeth Cowie, Annette Khun and Claire Johnston are
used to teaseout how it might be possible to resist the machismo paradigm in film. Alongside
this theoretical debate this chapter argues that the two films in question are developedwithin
the context of a Marxist modernising revolutionary process, the theoretical approaches of
Cuban film-makers and theorists Julio Garcia Espinosa and Tomas Gutierrez Alea supporting
this idea. Detailed analysesof the two films in Chapter Two will determine to what extent the
films either resist or support the machismo paradigm within this modernising context.
Chapter Three considers both female sexuality and the figure of the mother in cinema.
The notion of female sexuality simply cannot be ignored in an examination of Retrato de
Teresa, and theoretical approachesfrom Teresa de Lauretis, Judith Butler and, in particular,
ideas on what Molly Haskell calls the `Woman's Film' will be considered in a theoretical
introduction to it, analysedin Chapter Four. A more general reflection on the mother-figure in
cinema will also be considered in Chapter Three as an introduction to an examination of
Lejania and how this figure is presentedhere. In this respect, work by Mary Ann Doane, E.
Ann Kaplan, Adrienne Rich, and Julia Kristeva is important as these theorists provide subtle
approachesto the consideration of the figure of the mother in cinema and culture and can help
in understanding, in the context of the Cuban revolutionary process,to what extent the two
films resist or support traditional, patriarchal
representationsof the mother-figure.
Chapter Five argues that a shift occurs in Cuban
cultural production away from the
Marxist, modernising project (evident in Chapter One) towards
a postmodernre-appraisal of
this project at the end of the 1980s.To this
end, ideas on the emergenceof postmodernismin
Cuban cultural production generally
are consideredas well as debateson how this concept is
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represented and produced in cinema, via work by Frederic Jameson, Ann Friedberg, Tim
Woods and Linda Hutcheon; as well as considerations on the relationship between
postmodernism and feminism from theorists such as Nancy Fraser, Linda Nicholson, Raquel
Olea and, again, Judith Butler. Using multiple theoretical approaches,then, this thesis will
argue that the presentationof gender relations in Cuban cinema moves from a tacit acceptance
and support of the Marxist modernising revolutionary project, to a postmodern critical
questioning of that project, over a short period of only fifteen years.
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Chapter One
Machismo, Masculinity and the Modern
El `macho' hace...actos imprevistos y que producen la confusi6n, el horror, la destruccibn. Abre
el mundo; al abrirlo, lo desgarra.El desgarramientoprovoca una gran visa siniestra... reestablece
el equilibrio, pone las cosas en su sitio, esto es, las reduce a polvo, miseria, nada.

Introduction
This chapter is intended as a theoretical introduction to the two films analysed in detail in
Chapter Two; De cierta manera (1974, Sara G6mez)Zand Hasta cierto punto (1983, Tomas
Gutierrez Alea).
Set during the early 1960s,De cierta manera tells the simple love story of Mario, a
young, working class, bus-depot mechanic in a slum neighbourhood of Havana that is being
rebuilt, and Yolanda, a schoolteacherfrom a wealthier background who has been sentto work
at a school in the area. Mario's work colleague and friend, Humberto, asks Mario to lie for
him so that he can take an illicit vacation with his girlfriend. During a workers' assembly,
Humberto tells his colleaguesthat he had to take time off work to visit his dying mother, but
Mario denounceshis friend to the assembly. He consequently suffers a crisis of conscience
for betraying his friend and separatesfrom Yolanda. The film ends as Mario, trying to regain
her trust and friendship, walks off in conversation with Yolanda, into the now modem and
rebuilt neighbourhood.
Hasta cierto punto is set in a Havana dockyard in 1982. A scriptwriter, Oscar, and a
film director, Arturo, set out to research a film they wish to make about machismo on the
Havana docks. Although married, Oscar has an affair with Lina, a dockworker and single
mother who is the model for the film they are researching.During his relationship with Lina
and the researching of the film, Oscar develops a crisis of conscience both over the film and

1Octavio Paz,
cited in Stavans, 1995: 50.
2 Although the film
was made in 1974 it was not released for a few years for various reasonsdiscussed
in Chapter Two.
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over his personal life, as Lina, after being raped by her former boyfriend with no subsequent
support from Oscar, leavesHavana to go and live in Santiago.
Both films have, as their central dilemma, issues of masculinity, and, specifically,
machismo, and it is for this reason that the construction of machismo is discussed in detail
here. I will also consider what I believe to be significant and highly relevant theoretical
approaches from feminist film theorists Laura Mulvey, Julia Lesage, Elizabeth Cowie,
Annette Kuhn, Claire Johnstonand others, as a way of shedding light on issuesof masculinity
in film, to ask to what extent the two films in question are able to express and, perhaps,
undermine traditional ideasof machismo in Cuban society.
Analysis of De cierta manera will look first at how, in very general terms, it
approachesand attempts to subvert ideasof machismo in Cuba. For this reason it is necessary
to understandthe construction of machismo in Cuba and in cinema, in order to discuss to what
extent the film subverts or supports this construction. The analysis then concentrateson the
possibilities of male identification with the central male character. For this reason, issues of
identification in cinema will be discussedto illustrate how these processescan affect viewing
practices. It will be argued, using feminist film criticism that takes from psychoanalysis
(specifically using Laura Mulvey's 1975 seminal essay `Visual Pleasure and Narrative
Cinema'), that the film draws in a
young, black, marginalised, male Cuban audience to
identify with a typically strong male character, before undermining that identification using
various technical-aesthetic devices that stem from Garcia Epinosa's revolutionary,
modernising and progressive ideas, set out in his essay`Por un cine imperfecto'. This essayis
therefore discussedin detail here.
In order to better understand Gutierrez Alea's film it is important to discuss the
director's own theoretical writing on film-making, Dialectica del espectador,to illustrate how
the film adheresto Marxist-modernising film-making practice in a similar way to De cierta
manera. It is also necessaryto consider in detail how the film helps to construct and reflect
issues of masculinity
and machismo in Cuba and it is for this reason that these issues are
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discussed in detail in this chapter,including an analysis of how the film deals with the rape of
Lina at the end.
To fully understandboth films, then, it is necessaryto set them in a politico-aesthetic
context. I will argue that both films adhere to Marxist-modernising filmmaking practices
developed by Garcia Espinosa and Gutierrez Alea, but that De cierta manera is more
effective in its use of these practices than Hasta cierto punto, in the elaboration of a Marxist
discourse on genderrelations. However, both are deemedto be modern in the sensethat they
attempt to construct radical new images of gender relations in Cuban cinema.3 It will be
proposed in Chapters Five and Six that this modernising discourse is questioned in films
made in the late 1980s that display, if viewed through the prism of gender relations,
postmodernsensibilities that illustrate a broader questioningof Cuban revolutionary society.

Machismo and Masculinity
In order to ascertain whether or not the two films under discussion support or subvert notions
of machismo in Cuban society, it is important to briefly discuss issues of machismo and
masculinity, to examine how they have been constructed.
The nature of Cuban machismo is both complex and unclear. Studies in the area seem
to agree that it is at least partially linked to the notion of warfare and the development of
nationhood.' In one of the best studies on the specificity of Cuban machismo, De La Torre
comments that military struggles dominated nineteenth-century Cuba and so a machista
outlook became dominant. Manhood and nationhood were then fused together. `History is
forged through ones cojones (balls). Women, non-whites and the poor fail to influence history
becausethey lack cojones Machismo became ingrained in the fabric of Cuban culture. [... ]
...
Women, gays and blacks are not macho enough to constructpatria' (1999: 214). Others also
argue that, in Cuba, wars have been the principal sourceto determine the levels of masculinity
of men: `el matar o morirse ha sido un elemento importante en la reafirmaciön de la virilidad'
' Seetheprefacefor definitions
of modern,

in this

modernity,modernismetc as used
thesis.
° See Gonzalez Pages, 2002; De La Torre,
1999; Lancaster, 1992; Chant, 2003; Goldwert, 1983,
Braham, 2000.
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(Gonzalez Pages, 2002: 118).5 Some of the documentary insertions in De cierta manera
studied in Chapter Two, discuss this link between warfare, aggression and machismo and
provide a useful contextual backdrop to the fictional elementsof the film.
`[D]omination and protection for those under you' (De la Torre, 1999: 214). These are
essential components of the machismo paradigm, implying, for De La Torre a burden on the
part of the dominator to educate those below his superior standards.Dc La Torre argues in
Lacanian terms that the construction of the macho's ego depends upon `an illusory selfrepresentationthrough the negation of cojones... I am what I am not" (Ibid). The `Other' is
therefore projected as non-macho in order that I am macho. Gonzalez Pagesaffirms that the
national history of Cuba repeats a universal stereotype of `male' to which it assigns
patriarchal values that makes it a victim of a construct of gender, according to which, to be
male is important becausewomen are not (2002: 117). He continues: `Las investigaciones
histöricas en Cuba, desde la Ilegadade los espafioles,muestran a las mujeres como diferentes
de los hombres, pero en el sentido de seresincompletos o inferiores' (Ibid: 118).6 In De cierta
manera this gender relationship is subvertedas the female protagonist, Yolanda, is in no way
seen as inferior to her male counterpart, Mario. At times the opposite is true as Yolanda is
depicted as holding the upper hand in their relationship in a number of scenes,discussedin
Chapter Two.
According to Gonzales Pages, masculine hegemony is for Cuba synonymous with
machismo. `EI machismo es el termino con el que se acufa la hiperbolizaciön de la
masculinidad y pone al macho, entidndaseal hombre, como centro del universo' (2002: 119).
It is often used as a counter-position to feminism and is a way of preserving masculine
hegemony as a centre of power. Machismo has beenvalidated in Cuba as a form of the culture

s Gonzales Pages
notes that even Jose Marti's virility was questioned for his lack of ability in battle
(2002: 118).
6 As Zlotchew
affirms in his study on Hispanic machismo, there are historical precedents for this
`Self/Other' relationship. His argument
concerning Mexican machismo is that a Mexican's view of the
US as effeminate (an acknowledged
phenomenon according to Zlotchew) stems from a tradition in the
Spanish court to see the French in this
way (1979: 110).
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and despite having been criticised in the last decades, seems to have deep roots within
different social groups both on the island and in the Cuban diaspora.
The term appearsto work as a cradle to accompanyyoung boys and convert them into
machos.And so they are condemnedfor the rest of their lives. The macho is constructed from
infancy with the demand of constantly illustrating his virility reinforced with the phrase
`demuestra que eres un hombre' and not doing so immediately converts him into someone
weak and effeminate (Ibid). So we see how masculinity is constructed basedon the exclusion
of those that do not fulfil

the essential requirements of strength, virility,

domination,

protection, courage, aggression, violence and patriotism. In De cierta manera Mario's
masculinity is highlighted in this way, by illustrating and then questioning some of these
traits. The opening scene in particular posits him as this assertive,dominant figure, literally at
the centre of the men surrounding him. However, this masculinity is then consistently
questionedthroughout the film, as he is forced to doubt the machismo embedded in his own
past.
Zlotchew refers to machismo as `sexual-aggressiverationalizing' (1979: 120) and
argues that its goal `would seem to be the assuaging of a sense of national inferiority with
regard to world position by meansof a purely personal affirmation of superiority' (Ibid). The
residue of a long history of machismo appearsin Cuban male-female relations and there is a
widespread `assumption of the superiority (biological, intellectual and social) of the male'
(Goldwert, 1983: 2). This is made evident in the ambivalent way that women are treated by
traditionally machista males, in the `division of females into `good' and `bad.' `Good' women
are the mother, wife, daughters,and sisters who are allegedly disinterested in sex, and `bad'
women are those less respectable females whom one can take as mistressesor otherwise
enjoy sexually' (Ibid). The wife then becomes an asexual creature, as an extension of the
mother.
Machismo, then, `emphasisesthe

sex role at the expenseof humanity. It likens a man to

a rooster or bull whose prime responsibilities lie in fighting real or potential rivals and
inseminating every healthy female in his domain' (Ibid: 116). For Nencel,
too, sexuality
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forms a significant contribution to any definition of machismo. `In Latin America, the
symbolic representationof masculinity and male sexuality merge in the conceptof machismo'
(1996: 57). This perhaps arises from a sense of inferiority suffered by the indigenous
population at the hands of the conquistadors; a humiliation suffered, `not only at their own
defeat, but at the rape of their women by the Spanish conquerors' (Chant, 2003: 15). Perhaps
then, as Mirande suggests, machismo `is nothing more than a futile attempt to mask a
profound senseof impotence, powerlessnessand ineptitude, an expression of weaknessand a
senseof inferiority' (1997: 36).
In Hasta cierto punto, there is a focus on male sexuality at certain times in the film, as
the protagonist, Oscar, does not make love with his wife, but does so with his mistress, and
reference is made to the extra-marital affairs of another character, Arturo. However, the
treatment of male sexuality in this film does little to subvert the traditional stereotypes
discussedhere, as the analysis of the film will demonstrate.
So power, control, and sexual aggressionare some of the `symptoms' of machismo;
these traits forming part of the characteristicsof the two main male protagonists in the films
to be discussed in Chapter Two. Sexual aggression has not been sufficiently discussed in
relation to Cuban cinema and a much deeperanalysis of it is overdue. However, via work by
Julia Lesage, I will attempt to highlight how, particularly in Hasta cierto punto, this
aggressionserves to position the male and female subjects as natural and, in so doing, keeps
them in their `rightful' and traditional place. In a patriarchal, traditionally machista culture,
male (physical) dominance over women is part and parcel of the nation's psychosexual
development. As De la Torre points
out, the history of Cuba relies on the development of
machismo as `gender and cultural identity become integrated' (1999: 216), in a history of
inferiority and subsequentneuroticism. The line between aggression and sexuality becomes
blurred, and this sexual connotation of machismo is illustrated by way of a phallic signifier
that, for Cubans, `is located in the cojones' (Ibid: 215).7

In Cuba, the macho compliment `Como Maceo',
said while upwardly cupping one's hands, refers to
the machismoof Antonio Maceo, Cuba's general during the Wars for Independence.`Maceo
embodied
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According to Stavans,this male domination is revealed in a form of `violent eroticism'
and stems from the conquest.This eroticism:
... was a

fundamental element in the colonization of the Hispanic world... The primal sceneof

the clash with the Spaniards is a still unhealed rape: the phallus, as well as gunpowder, was a
crucial weapon used to subdue.Machismo as a cultural style endlesslyrehearsesthis humiliating
episode in the history of the Americas, imitating the violent swaggerof the conquerors.

(1995: 49)
Machismo, then, as Octavio Paz argues, is violence, rupture, tearing; revolving around the
symbol of the phallus, absolute and all-powerful .8While men dominate, women `are often
accused of impurity and adulteration, sinfulness and infidelity... on one side flamboyant
women, provocative and well-built, sensuous,lascivious, with indomitable, even bestial nerve
and intensity; on the other, macho men' (Stavans, 1995:51).
According to Morales-Diaz, Cuban machismo dominates Cuban society and is related
directly to sexuality. At the outset of the Cuban Revolution, she argues, machismo was
already deeply ingrained in the fabric of society. Gender roles were clearly identified and
sharply differentiated. Men were expected to be strong, dominant, and sexually compulsive
while women were expected to be vulnerable and chaste-9 Morales-Diaz quotes Mirta
Mulhare who states:`the dominant mode of behavior for el macho,the male, [was] the sexual
imperative

...

A man's superchargedsexual physiology [placed] him on the brink of sexual

desire at all times and at all places'. 1° During Hasta cierto panto, this sexual desire is
highlighted as Oscar pursues Lina. This pursuit and desire is foregrounded in the film but
rarely, if at all, questioned. It appears that the film naturalises rather than questions such
behaviour and in so doing aids rather than subvertsthe myth of male sexuality.

the macho qualities of honor, bravery, patriotism and the best that Cubans can hope to be. His exploits
on and off the battlefield served as testimony to his testosterone gall' (De La Torre, 1999: 216:
footnote). Later we will
seethe importance of this with reference to the film De cierta manera.
a Octavio Paz,
cited in Stavans, 1995: 50.
9 Morales-Diaz, E. (2006).
At:
wWw.postcolonial.org/index.php/pct/article/viewArticle/258/228 (accessed13/06/08).
10Ibid
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The machista outlook appearsingrained in the fabric of a nation that places so-called
`male' values in high regard, even today, and regularly uses stereotypes of what are
considered to be negative traits in males as insults and abuse." `Fidel Castro himself is the
quintessential macho' (Braham, 2000: 55), and, as De La Torre suggests,Cubansfelt they had
lost their machismo with US dependency and the Platt Amendment; 12such a sense of
inferiority and emasculationleading to the oppressionof one or more sectorsof society (such
as women) by the ruling, white elite.
The answer, as far as De La Torre is concerned, lies in the destruction of Cuba's
patriarchal system (1999: 216). `For Cubans, seriously dealing with patriarchal structures
must be the first stage in the processof dismantling all forms of oppression, providing for the
liberation and possible reconciliation of all, including women' (Ibid: 214). As a number of
critics argue, one of Cuban cinema's main themesof the 1970sand 1980swas the rebuttal of
machismo.13The two films to be discussed in the following chapter run counter both to
traditional cinematic (world) codesand (to a greater and lesser extent) to hegemonic codes of
patriarchal discourse in a country imbued with sexism. `Sexist values are inextricably woven
into Cuban cultural identity and popular Cuban culture' (Davies, 1997: 356). Sara G6mez's
film is more successful in this respectthan Gutierrez Alea's but both films deal with (amongst
other things) the crisis of masculinity causedby a deconstruction of the terms of machismo;
terms that are ingrained in a system and that cinema can either subvert or reinforce.
In the early 1970s,as Braham points out, there was a state-sponsoredconfirmation and
affirmation of the values of machismo via the arrival in Cuba of the socialist detective novel
explicitly launchedto project:

H In

a 2006 telephone exchangebetweentwo Miami DJs and Fidel Castro, duped into believing he was
talking to the Venezuelan leader, Hugo Chavez, Castro used the common expletive maricön (queer)
and mariconzdn (big queer), as well as telling the hoaxers that they had no cojones (balls)
http://www. latinamericanstudies.
org/fidel/transcript. htm (accessed23/01/07).
12The Platt Amendment formed
part of the 1901 Army Appropriations Act, a United States federal law
that detailed the conditions for the removal of U.S. troops from Cuba after the Spanish-American War.
Such conditions included limited rights for Cuba to conduct its
own foreign policy and the right for the
U.S. to intervene in Cuban
affairs. Part of the Amendment included the leasing of land to the U.S.,
including GuantanamoBay. For
more on the Platt Amendment see Pdrez,L. A. (1986).
13SeeD'Lugo, 1997; Benamou,
1999; Spinella, 2004; Davies, 1997; Pastor, 2005; Pick, 1993.
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... an

idealized image of socialist society, complete with instructions on acceptable behaviour,

attitudes, and even sexuality... the socialist detective novel was sponsoredby the government, a
fact that has become a source of embarrassment to many Cuban writers who originally
embracedit. The government saw mass-marketfiction as a way to export ideology, and the new
detective stories were shipped throughout Latin America, Spain, Angola and especially the
Eastern bloc. What some now refer to as the `gray decade' in Cuban letters was an era of
popular literature at rock bottom prices.

(2000: 52)
This type of didacticism can also be seen in the first of the films to be discussed in this work,
De cierta manera, except that, here, the film makes a critique of machismo rather than
attempting to reinforce it as part of Cuba's cultural psyche.
Sexual aggressiveness,then, seems to form an important part of any definition of
machismo; `the virile metaphor of the Revolution'

(Ibid: 58) being eroded in recent times,

14The
according to Braham, by Leonardo Padura's novels in the Four Seasons tetralogy.
in 1983
question for us here is whether, in 1978 when De cierta manera was released, and
with the release of Hasta cierto punto, Cuban cinema had already begun this erosion of
established codes.

According to Ramirez Berg, the macho is a man who `puffs himself up with (mainly
sexual) self-praise... Machismo is thus a pose of sexual potency made by one man before his
fellow men, and in relation, not to women in generalbut to a woman in particular' (1989: 69).
In the Cuban case,the image of man has always been constructed as a singular image:
strong, heterosexual, with the answer for, and in control

of, everything.

As Natividad

Guerrero, researcher from the Centro de Estudios Sobre la Juventud, states: `ser hombre es
saber, poder, tener; y cuanto mäs, es mäs hombre' (1998: 37). And, as Lancaster shows, this
assertion of one's `activity' in a denial of `passivity' is conducted as much for other men as it
is for a female
audience (1992: 235). Lancaster is one of the foremost authorities on the
14Padura's
novels are interesting to this study as they illustrate an emerging postmodernism in Cuban
literature as a reaction to the type
of didactic, socialist detective fiction of the 1970s; they are
`nostalgic, pessimistic and cynical' (Braham, 2000: 58). Later in this work we shall see how, at the end
of the 1980s,this postmodem outlook reverberated in the cinema in the film Mujer transparente.
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subject of men and masculinity in Latin America and argues that the formation of power
relations structures Latin American machismo. `Machismo...is not exclusively or even
primarily a meansof structuring power relations between men and women. It is a means of
structuring power betweenand among men' (Ibid). Chant would agree: `Machismo has long
been recognisedas encompassingthe notion of competition betweenmen' (2003: 15).
In an Althusserian sense,the macho is thus able to define himself as part of a statesponsored ideology in a mutual exchangebetween stateand individual which encompassesall
forms of behaviour, and gives the subject a senseof identity and purpose.15We have already
seen (in the introduction to this work) how women in Cuban society have been portrayed,
with a strong emphasison the image of the Cuban woman as both mother and revolutionary; a
sexist image transformed into an iconic status of nationhood. It is sexist in that the image
occupies both spacesof male desire - woman as virgin mother and as whore; the phallic rifle
of the revolutionary heroine as signifier of the latter and the baby as signifier of the former.
The whole myth of woman as symbol of nation is built around a sexist, patriarchal viewpoint
but this sexism `disappears' as such when the image is used to symbolise unity of the Cuban
nation as a whole; for criticising that image is equivalent to criticising the nation. Cuban state
ideology (including cinema at times) has appropriatedthe image of the female and of gender
relations in general for its own use - to support and even propagate patriarchy. `Within a
sexist ideology and a male-dominated cinema, woman is presentedas what she representsfor
man' (Johnston, 2000: 24).
Clearly, cinema is both part and product of ideology. It developed as a product of a
bourgeois ideology but is central to the development of a new, Cuban revolutionary
philosophy. As Garcia Espinosa's work on imperfect cinema shows (discussedbelow), this

15In Louis Althusser's `Ideology
and Ideological State Apparatuses' (1971), Althusser analyses the
relationship between the state and the individual. He argues, amongst other things, that, through a
process of `interpellation', the individual is constituted as part of an ideological structure within a state
system. `I shall then suggest that ideology 'acts' or 'functions' in such a way that it 'recruits' subjects
among the individuals (it recruits them all), or 'transforms' the individuals into subjects (it transforms
them all) by that very precise operation which I have
called interpellation or hailing, and which can be
imagined along the lines of the most
commonplace everyday police (or other) hailing: 'Hey, you there!'
(1971: 174).
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ideology contains the tools and techniques of cinema itself, which is bound up in it. If the
prevailing ideology of a system is patriarchal, sexist, then feminist cinema, to be effective,
must `disrupt the fabric of the male bourgeois cinema' rather than simply display the `natural'
dominant ideology (Johnston, 2000: 29). In its examination of sexism at the level of the
intellectual Cuban `bourgeoisie', Hasta cierto punto makes a bold attempt at a disruption of
this fabric but ultimately fails to deliver.
Machismo then is `mutual agreement between the patriarchal state and the male
individual'; there is `an implicit, socially understood role el macho which is empowered
and supported by the state' (Ramirez Berg, 1989:68).
For Goldwert, this mutual exchangecan cut acrossall social classes.
Regardless of social position, the macho is admired for his sexual prowess, action-orientation
(both physical and verbal), and aggressiveness.Stridently masculine, the macho is allegedly
sure of himself, conscious of his inner worth, and prone to gamble everything on his selfconfidence. The macho may express his supposed inner confidence by overt action, as in the
case of caudillos or revolutionaries, or he may do so verbally, as in the case of a leading
intellectual, lawyer or politician... This phenomenon is rooted in underlying and haunting male
insecurities.

(1983: vii)
One of the methods of assuagingthese insecurities is to highlight one's superiority within
male society; as Ramirez Berg states: `in the male world, to be a hero, to be respected,you
must be successful' (1989: 67). As we shall see, the films in the first part of this work
elaborate this notion of machismo across the class divide, highlighting the nature of success
and failure in a machista environment. While De cierta manera deals with the phenomenon
amongst the working classes,Hasta cierto punto argues that it can also exist amongst the
intellectual class within the Cuban Revolution. In both films,
what is important to the male
protagonists is not just their relationships with women but the way they feel they are viewed
by other men, in Mario's
caseas he is seen by his workmates in the typical male environment
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of the bus depot, and in Oscar's case as he is seen in the eyes of Arturo, the director of the
film he is scripting.
In Miguel de la Tone's study of Cuban machismo,a strongcase is made to argue that it
is more than simply a system of power relations betweenthe sexesand I would mostly agree.
However, there is no denying that one of the most prominent and negative ways in which
machismo is manifest is precisely in the gender power struggle. This placesthe male/female
power struggle in a complex negotiation with aspectsof race and class, an important point to
make. But an analysis can, and should, be made of the various manifestations of machismo,
be they concerned with race, class or gender, while at the same time realising that there are
other socio-cultural considerationsto consider. Yes, as De la Torre argues, machismo moves
beyond the oppression of women, but, as Braham argues, machismo does involve the
denigration of women (2000: 55), and this aspectof the phenomenonneedsto be analysed.
As we have seen, power and control are central to the concept of masculinity and `to
patriarchal discourse of the masculine' (Kirkham and Thumim, 1993: 23). In cinema, the
male is often shown as an action hero, strong both physically and morally (Ibid: 15).
Male power is central to any consideration of masculinity; patriarchal order continually attempts
to define power and masculinity as practically synonymous. It is therefore no surprise to find
that in filmic representations of masculinity, associated issues such as status, hierarchy,
knowledge, skill, language and success inform our understanding of the operations of male
empowerment and control... Social statusis a significant indicator of power.

(Ibid: 19)
In Hasta cierto panto, it is made evident that Oscar's questioning, becauseof his relationship
with Lina, of his own, previously fixed, beliefs regarding gender relations, puts him in a
difficult position with his director, and friend, Arturo. This not only develops the role that
machismo plays between men but also placesOscar in a difficult position regarding his status
as a screen-writer, and the possible implications this will

have on his career. The

understanding of machismo in this way, then, is essential to develop a deeper understanding
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of the mechanismof the film. Oscar's power as a screenwriter is madeevident as he usesit to
effectively seduceLina. When this power is removed, he no longer has any hold over her.
This notion of power is central to both films. In De cierta manera power is often
denied Mario and delivered to Yolanda. It is also important to understand the way the rape of
Lina is handled in the second film. As Julia Lesage asserts, power in the cinema is often
illustrated by way of rape or the threat of rape. In her essay, `The Rape Threat Scene in
Narrative
stalking

Cinema' (1993), she argues that a rape threat scene can run the gamut from a
episode to actual rape and violent

murder, but the common characteristics

are

misogyny and:
a spectatorial frisson, in which the spectator feels the threat in an eroticised way. The scene has
a play of force and consent. It depicts threat, forced sex, or murder to which the female
characterdoes not consentbut to which the audience does consent.For any social group, violent
threat is a way to establish its members' fixed identity (especially that of its less powerful
members) and to impose a behavioural code. The warning is, `Stay in your place'... For a
woman, rape threat is an admonition. It warns her about the relation between gender roles,
public and private space- especially in the city, dress codes, and safety. These aspectsof daily
life are all coded, and for a woman, in one way or another, these social codes are reinforced by
the commonnessof rape.16

As Lesagepoints out, in cinema generally `male protagonists are the most common subjects
of social acts, mobile and active, penetrating space, and in control of the glance'. " It is the
male who therefore posesthe threat of, or actually performs the act of rape; the consequences
of which are often ignored. 'After the threat occurs, as the narrative gains force moving
toward its climax, the woman... seemsmiraculously to recover. Most significantly disavowed
in the common use of the rape threat scene is the reality that a woman faces after sexual
aggression, including the repetition of the traumatic moment over and over in her conscious
mind and in her dreamsand unconscious reactions to daily life'. 18
16Lesage,J., `Rape Threat Scene in Narrative
Cinema'. At:
www. darkwing. uoregon.edu/-jlesageJJu)iafolder/RAPETHREAT. HTML (accessed02/04/08)
" Ibid

'8 [bid
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Thus, the rape threat scene,as Lesageargues, is not ironic, and is used to `explain' the
narrative conclusion. Such a naturalisation of violence towards women is common in cinema,
providing a ritual of cultural importance that servesto maintain a psychosexualstatus quo that
emanatesfrom a history of machismo as described by Stavans, Paz and De la Torre. For
Lesage, it is the confirmation of a nation's social and psychic rule of heterosexuality as an
institution, where male and female viewers are complicit in their submission to such a
naturalised cinematic image. `The rape threat sequence is emblematic of heterosexuality
because it enacts a violent dance of spectatorial viewing positions at the boundaries of the
female body... The rape threat scene sexualizes the world of women, intruded upon by the
world of men. It is about women's availability, statedto the extreme'.19
In Chapter Two, I will argue that Gutierrez Alea's film does not offer the viewer a
credible alternative to this spectatorial viewing position as it fails to be sufficiently critical of
the rape of Lina, focusing instead on the crisis of consciencesuffered by Oscar as Lina leaves
him.
In both De cierta manera and Hasta cierto punto, notions of sexuality, power,
hierarchy, success, honour and status all merge in their discussions on the themes of
masculinity and machismo, as both films ask of their central male protagonists, `What kind of
man are you?'20In addition to this though, one might ask of the two films in question: `What
kind of film are you? ' If Sara Gömez's film is a paradigm of feminist imperfect cinema as
Davies believes (1997: 358), then I shall propose that Gutierrez Alea's is not, even though it
pays homageto the earlier work and copies many of its stylistic tendencies.As we shall seein
the analysis of the films, one of the reasons why Guti6rrez Alea's film poorly compares to
Gömez's work as a piece of feminist film-making is becauseof its stylistic confusion.

19Ibid
20Leon Hunt
considers the terms of masculinity in two epic films, Spartacus (1960, Stanley Kubrick, ),
and El Cid (1961, Anthony Mann); two films that `derive much of their fascination from their inquiry
into questions of honour, patriarchal law
and heroism' (1993: 65). Although the films to be discussed
here are not `epics', they make a counterpoint to this dominant Hollywood genre by discussing similar
themes but from very different viewpoints and in very different ways.
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The Modern
As already stated, one of the Revolution's aims was the eradication of what were considered
negative bourgeois tendencies, such as machismo. For Cuban film-makers, then, it was
necessary to find a method of film-making that would produce a body of films to aid this
`cultural revolution'. Julio Garcia Espinosawas at the forefront of the radical new approachto
film-making in Cuba from 1959 and his essay Tor un cine imperfecto' in 1969, played a
large part in the formalisation of a modern revolutionary cinematographic aesthetic from the
end of the 1960s.2'
In the early years of the Revolution, this aesthetic initially took from a variety of
sources, including Italian neo-realism, French nouvelle vague ('new wave') and Soviet
socialist cinemas in a searchfor a paradigm from which to develop the specific, progressive
and modernising Cuban national cinema project. `Neo-realism they saw as the model for an
appropriate cinema; a humanist and progressive aestheticthat offered a real alternative to the
dominant modes of Hollywood and Latin American commercial production' (Chanan, 2003:
163). But none of these theories alone would serve Cuba's revolutionary requirementsideally,
and so Garcia Espinosaaddressedthe problem in his 1969essay.
Garcia Espinosa has long been considered one of the foremost theorists regarding the
New Latin American Cinema alongside such notables as Glauber Rocha, Fernando Birri,
Fernando Solanas,Octavio Getino and Jorge Sanjines.22In 1982, Garcia Espinosa was made
head of ICAIC, and then became director of the film school at San Antonio de los Barios,
outside Havana. He has made a number of films, including Aventuras de Juan Quin Quin
(1967), Reina y rey (1994), and the unreleasedSon o no son, and has been scriptwriter on
many films including Lucia (1968) and De cierta manera (1974).
21 Along
with Tomas Gutidrrez Alea, Garcia Espinosa had studied film-making at the Centro
Sperimentale film school in Rome in the 1950s. From there they brought to Cuba many radical filmmaking ideas including the use of a neo-realist aesthetic that could, perhaps,provide a model for the
new Cuban revolutionary cinema. `... neorealism was the cinema that discovered amid the clothing and
rhetoric of development another Italy, the Italy of underdevelopment. It was a cinema of the humble
and the offended that could be readily taken up by film-makers in the underdeveloped countries
(Chanan, 2004: 35).
ZzFor complete
versions of essayswritten by these theorists (including the complete translated version
of Tor un cine imperfecto') see Chanan,M. (ed.) (1983).
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Tor un cine imperfecto' discussesa number of aestheticand political points regarding
cinematographic production. It is important to the discussion of the two films here, that both
approach the issue of machismo, as they both adhereto greater or lesser extent to the practices
mapped out in the essay.In so doing they develop the link betweenthe modernising practices
of Cuban cinema post-1959 and the modernisation of Cuban society with regards to gender
relations. Garcia Espinosa's essayarguesthat one of the techniques revolutionary art can use
is to expose the tricks of bourgeoisartistic production by developing the position whereby the
audience becomes the subject of artistic production rather than the object or merely the
passive spectator,an idea taken from playwright Bertolt Brecht, whose work will be discussed
briefly later in this chapter. In this way, the negative tendencies of a pre-revolutionary
bourgeoisie can be cinematically brought in to the open, analysedand dissectedby a critically
conscious spectator.
Garcia Espinosa criticises the Hollywood schema whereby the consumer becomesa
passive spectator of monopolistic production, simply sharing in the artistic results of a few
`chosen' film-makers. He suggeststhat the Cuban Revolution in the late 1960s and early
1970s provides the perfect opportunity to reverse the division of society into sectors and
classes and is the highest expression of culture, as it can abolish artistic culture as a
fragmentary human activity, turning it into an activity for everyone.
The new poetics he describes for Cuban cinema in the 1970s is a cinema that would
`commit suicide, to disappearas such' as art and scienceshould be integratedthereby creating
a `partisan', `committed' poetics (1979: 26). This, he argues, is imperfect cinema, one for
those who struggle. But, he asks, what should this imperfect cinema look like? It must show
`the process that generates the problems' (Ibid) and is therefore the opposite of films that
simply `illustrate ideas or concepts that we already possess' (Ibid). This is narcissism, he
argues,that has no place in imperfect cinema.
Imperfect cinema can use any genre (documentary, fiction etc) and can be enjoyable
(struggle does not have to be serious). It
rejects exhibitionism (the narcissistic and the
commercial - i.e. it should not seek to be shown in established cinemas, but in independent
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locations). It also considers the function of critics and mediators as unnecessary and
anachronistic. It is not interested in quality or technique - it can be created equally well in
whatever format.
Undoubtedly, the concept of imperfect cinema was taken on board by many filmmakers during the late 1960s and early 1970s in Cuba, and Garcia Espinosa's own film,
Aventuras de Juan Quin Quin (made before the production of his essay) is a prime example.
Other critics have arguedthat Memorias del subdesarrollo (1968, Tomas Gutierrez Alea), La
primera carga al machete (1969, Manuel Octavio Gomez), Paginas del diario de Jose Marti
(1971, Jose Massip), Una pelea cubana contra los demonios (1971, Tomas Gutierrez Alea),
De cierta manera and El otro Francisco (1974, Sergio Giral), all carry the distinguishing
marks of imperfect cinema.23Later, we will seehow both the films to be discussedin this part
of the work adhere,in many ways, to this Marxist-modernising film practice, and, in so doing,
also make valid and important critiques of machismo in Cuban society.
In her 1997 article Davies writes to restate `the ongoing revolutionary potential of
imperfect cinema from a feminist viewpoint' (1997: 347). Via Habermas(The Philosophical
Discourse of Modernity, 1987) and his definition of modernity, she explains how the social
tensions in the films De cierta manera and Hasta cierto punto are a result of accelerated
modernisation in their `complex referencing of themes of masculinity and modernity' (Ibid:
348).24Thus, Davies locates both the films firmly within the reality of a modernising project.
This is important, as later in this work I will argue how this project is questioned by
postmodern and post-feminist interventions in Cuban cinema that posit a reworking and a reformulation of Cuban feminist discoursethrough the medium of film. 25
2' See Davies, 1996: 180
and 1997: 358; Chanan, 1985: 249,258,262; Garcia Espinosa, 1986: 248.
24For Habermas, Davies
confirms, modernisation representsthe mobilisation of resources, increased
productivity, centralised political power, national identities, urbanisation, participatory politics,
schooling and secularisation. This Enlightement thinking leads to differentiation between the spheresof
economy, art and the polity which leads to increasing alienation for the individual. According to
Davies, Habermas wants to re-link these spheresand liberate the individual. In art (including cinema)
aesthetic experience has an explosive power to emancipate culture from the Polity and the Economy
but only if it is vanguard art, less formally
structured. `Art is most potentially liberating and able to
challenge political hegemony, therefore, when it is least formally structured' (Davies, 1997: 348).
ZsSee Chapters five
and six that introduce and discuss the films iPlaf (o demasiado miedo a la vida)
and Mujer transparente.
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As Quirös states, imperfect cinema was `creative, innovative and with a distinctive
style', and it adhered to orthodox Marxist aesthetics,`reinforcing the Polity's values' (1996:
293). He goes on to say that after the mid-1970s there was an aesthetic transition from
imperfect to `perfect' cinema; a cinema that is more inline with a classic Hollywood style of
film-making where the distanciation26techniques of imperfect cinema are replaced by more
coherent and simpler chronological narratives, without such aestheticeffects as the use of a
variety of genres within the same film (newsreels, photo stills, documentary etc).27Quirös
does not believe that there was any pure imitation of Hollywood, merely that the formal
dogma of imperfect cinema was eschewed for a more easily accessible aesthetic. This
aesthetic transition, he argues, reflects changes in Cuba itself during the process of
`Insitutionalisation' as, during the late 1970s,economic changessuch as private farming and
an increasein joint ventureswith foreign companiesoccurred.
As we shall see later, if the vanguard film De cierta manera perfectly embodies the
creativity of a modernising, Marxist aesthetic,allied to a revolutionary orthodoxy, the 1983
production Hasta cierto punto, in its attempt to pay homage to and rework the earlier film's
ideas, finds itself unable to recapture the innovation of Sara Gömez's work while being
subservient to some of the `fascinating blandishments' 28of the Hollywood oeuvre. The
imperfect cinema techniques used in De cierta manera and then later in Hasta cierto punto
would be almost completely rejected in Retrato de Teresa(to be discussed in detail later), a
film that, chronologically, sits betweenthese two but, stylistically, is very different.
Both Garcia Espinosa and Gutierrez Alea were film-makers and film theorists.
Gutidrrez Alea had already, in 1968, created perhaps the most widely revered of all Cuban
26 `Distanciation' is
a term taken from playwright and theorist Bertolt Brecht. Called the
Verfremdungseffektin the original German, it is a rupture in the processof identification to prevent the
spectators from simply surrendering themselves to the film but retaining their critical faculties. It is a
theatrical and cinematic device `which prevents the audience from losing itself passively and
completely in the character created by the actor, and which consequently leads the audience to be a
consciously critical observer' (Brecht, 1964: 26)..
27Director Humberto Soläs has
called the classic Hollywood style of film-making `formulaic and
p8redictable'and a type of `cultural imperialism' (Martin and Paddington,2001: 13).
In an analysis of Gutidrrez Alea's Fresa
y chocolate (1993), Paul Julian Smith argues that the
director does not
oppose the Hollywood style of film-making but that he uses its `fascinating
blandishments' to force the
spectator to surrender to the narrative and thereby to confront an image of
themselves in order to provoke a crisis of consciousness(1996: 83).
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films, Memorias del subdesarrollo that developed similar stylistic tendencies as later
described by Garcia Espinosa. Gutierrez Alea's theoretical work is perhaps best brought
together in his 1982book, Dialectica del espectador.
The work attempts to bring together many of the director's views on film-making in
Cuba in much the same way as 'Por un cine imperfecto' does for Garcia Espinosa: to search
for a film-making process,technique or style that supports the aims of the Cuban Revolution.
In this sense sentencessuch as: `A partir de lo que entendemosdebe ser ]a funciön social del
eine en Cuba en estos momentos contribuir de la manera mäs eficaz de elevar el nivel de
conciencia revolucionaria del espectador, armarlo para la lucha ideolögica que estamos
obligados a sostener contra las tendencias reaccionarias de todo tipo... ' (Gutierrez Alea,
1982: 9), come straight out of the Marxist, modernising handbook. As Trotter states of
modernism, it represents`a peculiar opennessto modernity at its most enabling (sometimes a
fearsomeprospect)' (2007: 4).
In opposition to cinema from the capitalist world, Gutierrez Alea tries to establish the
premise of a cinema `verdaderamente,integralmente revolucionario, activo, movilizador,
estimulante y al mismo tiempo consecuentamentepopular' (Gutierrez Alea, 1988: 9). Popular
in the sensethat it was an expression of the people, not in the capitalist senseof attracting a
heterogeneous public, the majority, `ävido de ilusiones' (Ibid: 11). These illusions (of
Hollywood cinema) are false, Gutierrez Alea argues,and create nothing more than a passive
consumer of popular culture rather than an active recipient/participant.
In his work, Gutierrez Alea is very much concernedwith the relationship betweenform
and content. It is too simplistic, he argues, to merely say that cinema and art are for
entertainment purposes and, in order to raise the cultural level of the spectator,the artist or
film-maker simply has to deliver `social'
content in an attractiveform (original italics), as the
relationship between form and content is far more complicated than the simple mixing of two
ingredients together in an ideal recipe (Ibid: 19). If film is to fulfil its function
properly it
must constitute a factor in a person's development. In order to stop spectators becoming
passiveobserversof their own reality they need to understandtheir true
reality. Film should
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therefore appeal not just to emotion and feeling but also to reason and intellect. It is, 'la
emociön ligada al descubrimiento de algo, a la comprensiön racional de algün aspecto de la
realidad' (Ibid: 21). The important point here is that the fiction of film is part of daily reality
and so reality and fiction are not simply opposing spheres.Film, therefore, should be in the
process of mediating this space between the two in order to help spectators come to a
deepened sense of their own reality. 29 The spectator should not, therefore, identify
unconditionally with characterson screen: `cuando se absolutiza el recurso de identificaciön,
se estäcerrando el paso a la comunicaciön racional' (Ibid: 36).
Gutierrez Alea draws on ideas by playwright and theorist Bertolt Brecht in his view
that this Aristotetelian dramaturgy, the cathartic identification by spectators,was an obstacle
to creating the spectators' critical sense.30Brecht wanted to break with these traditions by
keeping the spectatorsat a critical distance from the work in order to avoid being taken in by
the fascination of the hero's personality, but at the same time sufficiently drawn in so that
they would not lose interest. This, as Gutierrez Alea admits, is not an easy process.
In a stylistic sensethis can be achieved using a variety of sources,for example through
montage and/or through sound/vision relationships that provide counterpoints to promote the
`emociön de descubrir algo' (Ibid: 39). 31Trotter refers to montage in cinema as `the
combination of two shots in such a way as to generatean effect or meaning not discernible in
either shot alone, or to the sort of conceptual or rhythmical cutting associatedin particular
with Sergei Eisenstein' (2007: 3). This is important as Gutierrez Alea's concerns regarding
identification in cinema centre on a critical/aesthetic opposition betweenthe ideas of Brecht
and Eisenstein.
Z9Gutierrez Alea
usesthe example of Tarzan films to illustrate his point arguing that viewers naturally
identify with the supposed `good
guys' without thinking about what they actually represent. He
wonders how a spectator's class-consciousnesscan be so dulled as to not see the realities at work as
Tarzan kills lots of black men to rescuehis female
companion (Gutierrez Alea, 1982: 35).
30Aristotle
said the goal of tragedy was catharsis (the removal of fear and pity in the spectator by the
presentation of fear and pity and the identification by the spectator in characters). So, when this
identification is produced, Brecht
calls it Aristotelian. Identification, therefore, is the basis of catharsis
(Ibid: 37).
In an examination of modernism and film, the
principle of montage is seen by Michael Wood as
`quintessentially modernist' and is one
of the narrative techniques that can be exchanged between
modernist literature and cinema (Wood, 1999: 28).
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As Gutierrez Alea points out, both were born in 1898,32one year after the first Lumiere
films were shown in Cuba (1979: 28). The importance for both men was to promote a
spectator armed with reason, to transform man and acceleratehis development. But where
Eisenstein wanted to put the spectatoroutside himself, captivated by the screenand by pathos,
Brecht wanted the spectatorseparatedand distancedfrom the screenand the characterson it,
remaining critical and analytical. Eisenstein wanted a spectator compelled to jump from his
seat and shout in a process of ecstasy (ex-stasis - being outside of oneself). This implies
identification with a character or characters on screen,a separation from oneself and thus a
transition to another state; an enajenaciön ('alteration'). Brecht desired that the spectator
place him/herself apart from the content or characters,and not be drawn from his/her world to
into a separateworld of art.
Gutierrez Alea examinesthe similarities and differences betweenthe ideas of the two
theorists, arguing that, although there are many stylistic variants between them, their ideas
also interconnect. Eisenstein was known for developing the cinematic style of intellectual
montage and Gutierrez Alea argues that his cinema did not simply appeal to the emotions but
had a deeply intellectual foundation (1979: 32).33Likewise, Brecht does not dismiss sentiment
but arguesthat the emphasismust be on rational argument,in order to wake up the intellectual
activity of the spectator through the sensations to develop a `toma de conciencia' consciousnessraising (Gutierrez Alea, 1979: 34). For Brecht, a `new' spectator is created that
questions his or her own behaviour and at no moment identifies with the characters being
watched. The bridge betweenthe two, for Gutierrez Alea, is that each one tries to arrive at an
emotional understanding of the spectacle and for this reason cannot be seen as direct
opposites.
32In her 1978
essay Julianne Burton discusses pre- and post-revolutionary Cuban cinema and the
evolution of ICAIC. `By 1898, Cuban audiences were already being treated to the cinema as a vehicle
for historical falsification imposed upon them by their
neighbors (sic) to the north. Fighting With Our
Boys in Cuba, Raising Old Glory Over Dro Castle, The Battle San Juan Hill,
of
and the like alternated
authentic footage with blatant simulations filmed not in Cuba but in the US.' (1978: 17).
" Eisenstein's
most famous work is his film Battleship Potemkin (1925). Considered by many (as
Taylor asserts) to be the best film
ever made, it `is regarded as a pioneering milestone in the
development of world cinema especially Eisenstein's bold
camera-work and breathtaking editing'
(2000: back cover). It
will be discussedagain later, with referenceto the short film Zoe in chapter six.
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This is important for the analysis of Hasta cierto punto (released only four years after
the publication of Gutierrez Alea's essay on Brecht and Eisenstein). In the 1983 film, an
attempt at creating a Brechtian/Eisensteiniancollaboration is evident.34This thesis argues that
it is for this reason,this confusion of sensibilities, that the work fails to provide the intended
message,as it draws too heavily on Eisensteinian pathos, while Sara Gömez's direct Marxist
dialectical discourseis very clear in its aims, as we shall later seein the detailed analysesin
Chapter Two.
Both Gutierrez Alea and Garcia Espinosa elaborated their ideas for a revolutionary,
modernising and innovative film practice, one that could appeal to a mass audience but that
35
could also be informative, educational, didactic and a challenge to old forms and ideas.
They both wanted to challenge the traditional opposition between `high culture' and `mass
culture' as seen in North America and Europe,for example.
Both the films in Chapter Two develop the mechanics of a cinema that could
appropriate both elements of high culture and mass culture in order to createcinema that was
both revolutionary and entertaining, and truly modern in the Cuban senseof the term referring
to post-1959 cinema when everything was new. Both films fit the modernising aesthetic,
designed to promote a revolutionary consciousnesson the part of the spectator,concerning
aspects of male-female relations. The two films draw on the cinematic codes they wish to
subvert in order to promote their message.As Jamesonstates:`the modernist project... can be
seen as a kind of homeopathic strategy whereby the scandalous and intolerable external
irritant is drawn into the aesthetic process itself and thereby systematically worked over,
34In
an article by Luciano Castillo, Gutierrez Alea is quoted as describing his own feelings about using
montage techniques similar to those of the Latvian film-maker. `Estabamuy lejos de imaginar entonces
que ese recurso - la mezcla del documento y la ficcidn - acabarla convirtie ndose en uno de los rasgos,
no solo de mi estilo personal, sino de toda nuestra incipiente dramaturgia. Les confieso que ese recurso
Para ml, ofrece posibilidades inagotables. Lo utilic8 al miximo en Memorias del subdesarrollo, donde
las ficciones mäs elaboradas coexisten con todo tipo de estimulos estfmulos sonoros y visuales que
provienen de fuentes documentalesy bibliogrAficas, lo integre al tema mismo de la pelicula en Hasta
cierto punto y tratd de analizarlo, desde una perspectiva teßrica, en Dialectica del espectador' [Castillo,
L., 2006, `Tomas Gutierrez Alea: Dialdctica del documentalista 11'. At:
www. habanaradio.cu/singlefile/? secc=I3&subsecc=35&id art=2007010111122
(accessed03/07/08)].
33As Frederic Jameson
says,modernizing theory and practice has a `strategic emphasison innovation
and novelty, the obligatory break with previous styles' (1992: 17).
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`acted out, ' and symbolically neutralized' (Ibid: 18). In Chapter Two we shall see how, in
both De cierta manera and Hasta cierto punto, the `irritant' of a type of Hollywood
dramaturgy is used and then `worked over'; only this working-over, as a tool to aid the
subversion of masculinist codes of machismo, is lesseffective in Gutierrez Alea's film than in
Gömez's. As we shall see in subsequentchapters, this modernising aesthetic would itself be
subverted with new ideasduring the mid to late 1980s.

Identification and Ideology
As Davies argues, Cuban film-makers used techniques of identification and distanciation in
various measures to cajole the audience. She quotes film theorist Anne Friedberg:
`identification `recuperatesthe separation between self and other and in this way replicates
the very structure of patriarchy... it demands sameness...disallows difference' and `is a
process with its own ideology"

(1996: 180). For Davies, identification comes from

recognition (of the `object' on screen),and `is an implicit confirmation of the status quo to the
extent that the spectator's perception of common qualities in a character is an important
mechanismof the `herd instinct'. Distanciation, on the other hand, counters this effect' (Ibid).
This is important to understandthe processesat work in De cierta manera and Hasta cierto
punto, films that usethe two cinematic devices to force the (male) spectator to both `look at',
and `look outside' of, himself (to identify with the central male character and then to be
forced to becomedistancedfrom that character)in a consideration of genderrelations.
Identification in the cinema is a hugely complex and often misunderstood field of study
and it would be impossible and unnecessary to cover all aspects of it in this work. But
identification is a psychological process,and psychoanalytic theory offers the most complex
account of it, even though it is incomplete. For this reason, it is important to consider some
important aspectsof the processof identification in cinema in order to better understandthe
films in question
In The Language of Psychoanalysis, Laplanche and Pontalis summarise identification

as `a psychologicalprocesswherebythe subjectassimilatesan aspect,propertyor attributeof
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the other and is transformed, wholly or partially, after the model the other provides. It is by
means of a series of identifications that the personality is constituted and specified' (1967:
205). Suffice it to say that when it comes to the representation of gender relations it is
important to consider identification processesinvolving both masculinity and femininity. In
the first film to be considered, De cierta manera, I will argue that the film tricks the young,
black, male, Cuban spectator into an identification with the male protagonist, Mario, and then
later subvertsthat identification, causing a changeof consciousnesson the part of the subjectspectator regarding his view of machismoand of how a man should act within the Revolution.
According to Kuhn, there are four dominant codes or operations within a film that
determine how spectatorscreate identifications in cinema: `... the photographic image, misen-scene,mobile framing and editing. Theseoperations are historically specific and construct
modes of address that draw spectators into films by making the reading of the film seem
effortless' (1982: 36).36She argues that, in dominant cinema (referring here to Hollywood),
the production of the meaning of the images being watched is deliberately obfuscatedso that
the spectator does not know how the meaning behind those images is being produced. In
order to find out `how the tricks work - how the discourse is constructed - how meaning is
produced, we must go below the surface of the discourse' (Ibid). Imperfect cinema, then,
intends to do just this; to illustrate how meaning is produced and thereby to undermine and
deconstruct it. Both films in Chapter two use the four elements described by Kuhn to subvert
the passiveconsumption of dominant (Hollywood) cinema.
Within the four operations in the process of cinematic identification, there are,
according to Kuhn, five issues to consider: the subject-spectator,cinematic address, suture,
unconscious processesand scopophilia (1982: 46). Kuhn's work on the relationship between

36Kuhn argues that
certain codes of photography such as close-up, long shot, medium shot etc serve to
accentuate and identify detail. For example, close-ups are often used to accentuate the type of
`psychological realism' associatedwith dominant cinema. Mis-en-scene (the setting in the frame) can
produce meaning as it can provide a context in the form of a location; but also movement within the
scene('mobile framing') can emphasisea certain psychological state. Editing has its own rules that are
strictly adhered to in dominant cinema and rely, generally, on continuity and the provision of a
coherent narrative; `the effect of this is to make cinematic discourse the process of meaning
production - invisible' (Kuhn, 1982: 38).
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the cinematic text and the spectatordraws on work by French theorist JacquesLacan (19011981) who argued: `The unconscious is constituted by the effects of speechon the subject, it
is the dimension in which the subject is determined in the development of the effects of
speech, consequentlythe unconscious is structured like a language' (1977: 149). Thus, the
unconscious subject is continuously being produced at the same time as the subject itself is
being produced through language(Kuhn, 1982: 46). This languageis external to the subject:
`The images within which the subject "finds" itself always come to it from outside'
(Silverman, 1992: 6). However, this is problematic for any notion of subjectivity as: `In
acceding to language, the subject forfeits all existential reality, and forgoes any future
possibility of "wholeness"' (Silverman, 1992: 4).
This is important to understandhow the two films in question try to cajole the Cuban
spectator in an attempt to change the population's attitudes towards machismo in
revolutionary Cuba. The central characters go through transformations of consciousness
regarding their machista behaviour, but the spectator is not simply asked to passively
consume the imagesoffered to them but to consciously question the nature of that machismo
and how they, as subjects, might be able to change also. In this way the films generate the
sensethat they desire a unified male subject, the new subject of the Revolution, releasedfrom
the chains of a historically constructed machismo into a new and modern revolutionary
society. But as the final part of this work argues,Cuban cinema towards the end of the 1980s
begins to question the very idea that such a `proper' or `constructed' subjectivity on the part
of the individual is attainable.
So human subjectivity, language, and the unconscious are linked in a complex
negotiation that consists of a series of formative stages,such as the mirror stage. The mirror
stage, according to Lacan, is a primordial transformation (i. e. one that occurs before the
subject enters into language itself) that occurs in the subject when it assumesan image. It
occurs in a child from around six months old when it views itself in a mirror, and can last up
until 18 months. Lacan describes it as the `threshold of the visible world' (1977a: 3). For
Kuhn, and useful here for an analysis of how a male spectator might identify with a character
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on screen,the formation of the subject in cinema is partially basedon the constant negotiation
between language,the unconsciousand the specular(relations of looking and seeing).
One of the important elements of cinematic identification in this play between
language, the unconscious and the specular, described by Kuhn, is that of `suture'. Suture
refers to the part that the spectator plays, as a stand-in enunciator, where the lack of a source
of enunciation enables the spectator to fill this gap. `The spectator becomes a stand-in
enunciator (the subject in the text)' (Kuhn, 1982: 56)," so becoming central in the processof
signification, as there is an interaction between spectator and film that constructs meaning.
This construction of meaning is mostly hidden by classic Hollywood narrative, but Cuban
cinema looked to illustrate this process in order to create a very different relationship between
film and spectator;as Garcia Espinosa'sessayillustrates.
Analysis of the two films in Chapter Two will develop Kuhn's ideas on cinematic
identification as well as illustrate how, particularly in De cierta manera, the central processof
identification in the film servesthe modernising cause of Cuban revolutionary cinema via the
use of the practices of imperfect cinema. This will be achieved using ideas from film theorist
Laura Mulvey, whose seminal essay `Visual Pleasure,Narrative Cinema' was published in
1975, a year after De cierta manera was finished but three years before its release.In it she
argues that the spectator subject arrives at a film with pre-existing `patterns of fascination'
regarding sexual difference and that, in mainstream film, these patterns are often reinforced.
For Mulvey: `psychoanalytic theory... [can be used as]... a political weapon, demonstrating
the way the unconsciousof patriarchal society has structured film form' (1975: 6).
Woman, in the symbolic order of patriarchy, has two functions, Mulvey argues: she
firstly symbolises the castration threat by her lack of a penis, and secondly thereby raises her
child within this order. After this her meaning has endedother than in memory of `maternal
37In typical
a
cameramove called shot-reverse-shotfor example (when the camerafirst is aimed at one
speaker from the eye level of a presumed listener and then subsequently reversed and aimed at the
former listener, now secondspeaker) the
spectator's look seems to come from an identical place to the
source of the `absent character'. The spectator is standing-in for the character out of shot. When that
character appears again in the reverse shot the gap between the spectator and his relation with the film
is sewn up sutured. Such
moments of absence,presence,suture, are repeated throughout a film so the
spectator is ensured an ongoing process of subject positioning (Kuhn, 1982: 57).
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plenitude and memory of lack' (Ibid: 7). Woman becomesa bearer, not a maker, of meaning.
The ultimate challenge, Mulvey believes, is how to fight the unconscious,which, as we have
seen, is structured like a language. Use of psychoanalytic theory, then, combined with the
study of cinema, can examinethe status quo of the patriarchal order, and ask questionsabout
the way the unconsciousstructuresways of seeing and the pleasurein looking.
In mainstream Hollywood cinema, the erotic, the pleasure in looking, is encoded into
the dominant languageof the patriarchal order. It is therefore incumbent upon an alternative
cinema to destroy this codification, to deconstructthis pleasure,thereby eradicating it in order
to create a new language of desire. This chapter argues that the possibilities arrived at via
theoretical work from Garcia Espinosa and Gutierrez Alea, discussed above, have the
potential to serve this purpose where the issue of gender relations is concerned, as they can
break with the dominant codes of Hollywood dramaturgy to subvert pre-existing negative
tendencies.
For Mulvey, a major source of spectatorialpleasure in cinema comes from the desire to
look (scopophilia) and the fascination with the human form.38The spectatoris driven to look
by a voyeuristic fantasy; the extreme darkness of the cinema theatre separating individuals
from others, promoting `the illusion of voyeuristic separation'; the illusion of looking in on a
private world (Ibid: 9). Cinematic conventions are all `anthropomorphic', she states, they
focus attention on the human form. There is a general fascination with recognition and
likenessthrough faces, bodies and their relation to the surroundingsshown in a film. Here she
(like Kuhn) makes use of work by Lacan who has shown how a child's mirror image is
'S Mulvey
makes a brief analysis of Freud's `Three essayson Sexuality' where he isolates scopophilia
as a component instinct of sexuality. Freud associatedscopophilia with the taking of people as objects
- `a controlling and curious gaze' (Mulvey, 1975: 9) and he usesthe voyeuristic behaviour of children
(their desire to see and to make sure the
of
private and forbidden, and the presenceor absenceof the
penis) to illustrate this. For Freud scopophilia is essentially active and, after being initially attached to
pre-genital, auto-eroticism, it becomes attached to others (who become objects of fascination) and
continues to exist as an erotic basis for pleasure in looking at another person (Ibid). Mulvey suggests
that the socopophilic look can be broken down into three different looks associatedwith the cinema: 1.
the camera recording the event; 2. the audience; 3. the characters. Narrative film conventions deny the
first two and subordinate them to the third. The first
two must be absent in order for reality,
obviousnessand truth to be available. By making these first two evident (one of the goals of `imperfect
cinema'), the power of the third is reduced, thus deconstructing mainstream narrative
cinema by
unravelling its codes of pleasure regarding the scopophilic look (Ibid: 17). Later, in the film De
cierta
manera, we will see how this deconstruction works in film
practice.
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crucial to the formation of its ego39- this is a joyous moment for them as they imagine the
mirror image to be more complete than their own limited capacity. Thus there occurs
recognition and misrecognition at the sametime - as the image received is at once conceived
as a reflected image of the self but also misrecognised as superior.This image constitutes the
first articulation of the `I', of subjectivity, and of the relationship between image and selfimage.
There are then two contradictory aspects of the pleasure of looking, according to
Mulvey. One is the scopophilic aspect of using another as an object of sexual stimulation and
the other is the formation of the narcissistic ego by identification with the image on screen.
The first is a function of the sexual instinct, the second a function of ego libido. In cinema,
Mulvey argues, this contradiction between libido and ego has found a fantasy world that
complements it perfectly (1975: 11) as the desire to look can be satiated. For Mulvey
(drawing on Freud), the world

of looking

is divided

between active/male and

passive/female.40The male gaze projects fantasy onto the female figure, which is styled
accordingly. [The] `woman displayed as sexual object is the leitmotif of erotic spectacle'
(Ibid: 12). So there is a `lack of verisimilitude in the representation of the female in
Hollywood cinema due to the primacy of the male, scopophilic gaze' (Ibid).
The active/passive relationship illustrates that the male is the one who controls and
dominates via the look; the man in the story is the one making things happen, he controls the
39 When a baby
sees itself in a mirror, it both recognizes itself and misrecognizes itself.
Meconnaissance meansto `misconstrue' or `misrecognize'. Lacan argues that, during the mirror stage,
the infant misrecognises the mirror image as an `imago', an `ideal ego' (1977a: 2), and that this
misrecognition continues throughout the life of the individual; its existence depending on others and
the Symbolic Order. `Adults still feel uncomfortable about themselves as integrated and whole
individuals. Self-images continue through their lives to causenarcissistic fascination and/or discomfort
in that the image somehow does not look like'me". At:
http://changingminds.org/disciplines/psychoanalysis/concepts/mirror_phase.
htm. For Kaja Silverman
also, Lacan's work on the ego is important for the study of subjectivity and identification in cinema.
Silverman states, in reference to the mirror phase of a child's subjective development: `What the
subject takes to be its `self' is both other and fictive.. veritable `mirage' or illusion, the result of a
.a
series of misrecognitions' (1992: 3/4).
40Smelik
also believesthat dominant cinema operateson a binary opposition of activity/passivity which
is genderedand signified through sexual difference. The
male character is active and powerful and all
action unfolds around him; his look is primary. `In this respect cinema has perfected the visual
machinery suitable for male desire such as already canonized in the tradition of Western art and
aesthetics'. The `ideal' spectator is assumed to be male with the woman as his object (Smelik, 1999:
356).
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film fantasy. A `satisfying sense of omnipotence' (Ibid: 13) is created whereby the male
spectator identifies with the male protagonist, which coincides with the active power of the
male look. So the male movie star is the `idealised, complete, powerful ego of the spectator
conceived in the original moment of mirror recognition' (Ibid). The character in the story can
control events better than the subject/spectatorjust as the mirror image was more perfect than
the real one. The use of cameratechnology enhancesthe naturalistic processinvolved here as
the active male figure must be seen in natural conditions; the film thus reproducing accurately
the mirror image. The male protagonist is free to command the stage; `a stage of spatial
illusion in which he articulatesthe look and createsthe action' (Ibid).
Mulvey's work is very useful for an analysis of machismo in the two films to be
discussed later in Chapter Two, particularly for De cierta manera, where the interaction
between Garcia Espinosa's ideas on `imperfect cinema' and Mulvey's use of psychoanalysis
can help to uncover the dialectical reasoning behind G6mez's film; that breaksdown classic
cinematic codes, `shifts the emphasis of the look' (Ibid: 16) and challengesthe pleasurethat
mainstream cinema provides. As Davies comments with referenceto `imperfect cinema', the
Cuban film industry was at the `cutting edge of counter-cinema practice' (1997: 346).41And,
as Janet McCabe comments of Mulvey's 1975 essay, it was a founding moment in feminist
film theory as it proposed a new feminist aesthetic, to destroy the conventional relay of
looks `to free the look of the camera into its materiality in time and space and the look of the
audience into dialectics and passionate detachment' (2004: 31). This chapter therefore
proposes a strong link between the modernising aesthetic of imperfect cinema and its
potential to develop a discourse counter to the hegemony of Hollywood, and the alternative
film practicesdesired by Mulvey. Via an analysis of De cierta manera in Chapter Two, it will

41 Mulvey's

essay was criticised for assuming the primacy of the male spectator, and for not
considering female spectatorship,particularly in a film where there may be a central female character.
Via Freud, she argued, in a follow-up to her 1975
essay, that, in a female spectator there occurs a
`trans-sex identification' whereby the female
spectator temporarily accepts `masculinisation' in
memory of her active, masculine phase,that Freud had said was a period of development for both boys
and girls (1981: 125-134).
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be possible to seehow this link can createa Marxist-modernising feminist discourseprecisely
through the subversionof the traditional cinematic gaze Mulvey criticises.
Important for an understanding of the two films here, within a revolutionary process
that considers cinema as paramount to the dissemination of ideas, is the notion that any level
of cinematic identification can be used on a national scale. For Silverman, Lacan's mirror
stage is something that occurs `on a mass as well as an individual level' (1992: 20). Using
Althusser, she argues that ideology constitutes both the subject and the world. `Since
hegemony dependsupon the maintenanceof what is at leastto somedegreea shareduniverse,
it necessarily implies not only a common identification, but a shared "reality, " both
subordinate to the principle of a recognition which is simultaneously a misrecognition' (Ibid:
24). When a new cinema is being created, to serve a revolution that seeks to change the
consciousnessof its people across many areas of culture and society, it is easy to see the
potential that cinema can provide, if identification at such a mass, ideological level is indeed
possible.
Claire Johnston, one of the foremost authorities on the study of gender and cinema,
argues that cinema develops certain iconographies in order to enable spectatorsto decipher
images on screen, and that these become entrenched within a system (2000: 23). Anneke
Smelik agrees: `Cinema is a cultural practice where myths about women and femininity, and
men and masculinity, in short, myths about sexual difference are produced, reproduced and
represented' (1998,7). Through Roland Barthes, Johnston illustrates how cinema aids the
propagation of myth, even if it is not a conscious effort on the part of the film-makers 42
We have already seen (in the introduction to this work) how women in Cuban society
have been portrayed, with a strong emphasis on the image of the Cuban woman as both
mother and revolutionary; a sexist image transformed into an iconic status of nationhood. It is
sexist in that the image occupies both spacesof male desire - woman as virgin mother and as
whore; the phallic rifle of the revolutionary heroine as signifier of the latter and the baby as
42Johnstonrefersto RolandBarthes'
work Mythologies(1957)to illustratehow myth, as thesignifier
of ideology,operatesto becomenatural. `Myth thereforemakesthe ideologyof sexism,for example,
invisible' (Johnston,2000:23-24).
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signifier of the former. The whole myth of woman as symbol of nation is built around a
sexist, patriarchal viewpoint but this sexism `disappears' as such when the image is used to
symbolise unity of the Cuban nation as a whole; for criticising that image is equivalent to
criticising the nation. Cuban state ideology has appropriated the image of the female for its
own use - to support and even propagate patriarchy. `Within a sexist ideology and a maledominated cinema, woman is presentedas what she representsfor man' (Johnston, 2000: 24).
Elizabeth Cowie argues that there is no `original essence' against which to measure
cinematic images- no essence`woman' but `we are constructed as agentswithin the social by
legal and economic discourses. Sexual difference may or may not be constituted as an aspect
of that agency' (1997: 18). This is important in the Cuban context, as woman has been
constructed ideologically in very specific ways, as we have already seen. It is important to
remember that film is not a simple representationof already constituted meaning, so it must
be involved as one of the agenciesproducing meaning and hence in producing definitions of
women.
However, woman - in cinema - is assumedto have a meaning already existing outside
of the representation of each film that the story then denies or denigrates.This meaning is
produced (as critics such as Cowie and Mulvey would assert) by and for men so the filmic
representationis inadequate.`Patriarchy controls the image of woman, assigning it a function
and a value determined by and for men' (Ibid) 43
Clearly, cinema is both part and product of ideology. It developed as a product of a
bourgeois ideology but is central to the development of a new, Cuban revolutionary
philosophy. As Garcia Espinosa's work on imperfect cinema shows, this ideology contains
a' In an examination the film Morocco (Sternberg, 1930), Claire Johnston shows how the role of the
of
central female character, Amy Jolly (played by Marlene Dietrich), is subverted by the male character
even when the film revolves entirely around the woman. Man remains at the centre and woman is
repressed- it is the `image of woman' that we see and the woman becomesthe `pseudo-centreof the
filmic discourse'; the real opposition being male/non-male. As Johnston comments, Jolly is even
dressedin masculine clothing (2000: 25). In Hasta cierto punto, this oppositional attempt at promoting
strong female characterscan lead to an enhancementof the very thing being opposed by exaggerating
its strengths and characteristics in a phallocentric, even fetishistic manner. It can, therefore reinforce
rather than subvert existing myths. Johnston continues with an examination of Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes (1953) and Bringing Up Baby (1938), both by Howard Hawks, arguing that women have
positive qualities but enter a male universe in these films where the relationship is firmly posited as
male/non-male; where the non-male has, finally, to be negated.
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the tools and techniquesof cinema itself, which is bound up in it. If the prevailing ideology of
a system is patriarchal, sexist, then `women's' cinema,to be effective, must `disrupt the fabric
of the male bourgeois cinema' rather than simply display the `natural' dominant ideology
(Johnston, 2000: 29). In its examination of sexism at the level of the intellectual Cuban
`bourgeoisie', Hasta cierto punto makes a bold attempt at a disruption of this fabric but
ultimately fails to deliver.
Conclusion to Chapter One
This chapter illustrates a number of elements that are central to an understandingof the two
films in Chapter Two. Both deal extensively with machismo and this chapter has shown how
this notion is constructed and its relationship to war, sex, aggression,power, control and the
division of the sexes.The chapter argues that there are a number of cinematic methods that
can possibly subvert dominant depictions of the macho, methods that require a
psychoanalytical approach to analyse them in detail. The chapter ties in discussions of
machismo in general with discussions of how identification is created in cinema and how
these identification processescan be used by film directors to persuade an audience. By
understanding how these identification processeswork it may be possible to deconstruct
them. The two films in the next chapter use theoretical practicesdesigned to exposethe myths
of the dominant codes of film-making, and both deal extensively with the problem of gender
relations in Cuba. They both operate at the level of the modernising practices of the
Revolution to try to develop new depictions of male/female, and question pre-revolutionary
realities. Chapter Two will show how successfulor otherwise they are.
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Chapter Two: Machismo on Screen
Part One
De cierta manera (Sara Gomez, 1974)
Sara Gömez's highly experimental, bold and captivating film is one of the true landmarks of
the New Latin American cinema, being the first full-length feature to be directed by a Cuban
woman (Foster, 1995: 150). Gomez, born in 1943, tragically died of acute asthma in June of
1974 before the final edit of the film was finished, but Tomas Gutierrez Alea and Julio Garcia
Espinosawere responsiblefor its completion in the edit suite (Ibid). '
But, apart from some of the post-production, this is Gbmez's work, her teeth having
been cut on the 10 documentaries she had made previously at ICAIC, covering matters
ranging from a portrait of her home city of Santiago de Cuba (Ire a Santiago, 1964) to a
music documentary, (Y.. tenemossabor, 1968),to reflections on the lives of individuals living
on the Isla de la Juventud (En la otra isla, 1967), where Castro was imprisoned by Batista.2
Set in the early years of the Revolution, the film deliberately uses imagery of
destruction and reconstruction, overplayed by a didactic voice-over, to establish its
modernising cause. Indeed, after the initial proleptic sequence,to be discussedlater, the story
`begins' with the image of a wrecking ball destroying slum housing in a poor Havana
neighbourhood. The film is both set in, and forms part of, Cuba's modernising project during
the 1960sand 1970s,and reconstruction is an important element of this. `A fundamental part
of the project of modernity has involved the reconstructionof cities' (AlSayyad, 2006: 2). 3 As
AlSayyad also states: `No medium has ever captured the city and the experience of urban
1According to Chanan, the
editing was well advancedat the moment of her death. The majority of the
scenes were already cut and the commentary had already been planned although it wasn't totally
written. The ending of the film was therefore delayed and, due to technical problems in the laboratory,
the negative had to be sent to Switzerland to be treated and blown up from 16mm to 35mm. He
comments that the film did not make its debut until two years later, in 1976 (Chanan, 1989: 27). Its
release date remains a mystery. While Pick comments that the film was not released until 1978 (Pick,
1993: 130), Lesage believes that it
was released in 1977 [Lesage, J. (1979), `One Way Or Another:
Dialectical, Revolutionary, Feminist', in Jump Cut, no. 20, May. At:
www. uoregon.edu/-jlesage/Juliafolder/OneWayOrAnother. htmi (accessed16/07/08)].
Z For more the documentaries Sara G6mez,
on
of
see Chanan, 1985: 275-303.
3 Later in this
work we shall see how the similar destruction of housing (in St Louis, Missouri, 1972)
becamea symbol of the collapse of modernity
and the ushering in of postmodernity.
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modernity better than film' (Ibid: 1). This analysis will argue that De cierta manera, in its use
of the modernising techniques of imperfect cinema, and via its theme of reconstruction (both
material and spiritual), both reflects and constructs a vision of modernity in postrevolutionary Cuba, through its discourseon machismo and male-female relations.
The film begins, pre-credits, with a flash-forward sequence(the significance of which
is only made clear later in the film when it is repeated)of Humberto (Mario Limonta) at a
worker's assembly apologising for taking time off work to go and visit his dying mother.
Humberto's friend Mario (Mario Balmaseda), stands up to vociferously denounce his
colleague and tells the assembly that Humberto had actually taken time off work illegally to
go on holiday with his girlfriend. After the opening scene, the story of a developing love
affair between Mario and Yolanda (Yolanda Cuellar) unfolds. The narrative plot is
interspersedwith documentary sections, illustrating the destruction of neighbourhood slums
and the building of new, more modem housing, as Mario and Yolanda both embark on a
processof changeand individual reformulation in the new Cuba.
Mario is struggling to come to terms with what is now expected of men in the
Revolution as his old machista ways, displayed in typical fashion by his friend Humberto, no
longer have a place, while Yolanda also needsto understandthe needsof the Revolution and
the use of education to help bring this particular poverty-stricken, working-class, largely
black neighbourhoodout of its previously marginalised existence.
Mario is himself a product of a marginalised, working-class Havana neighbourhood,
who tells Yolanda that he regularly played truant from school and therefore never had a good
formal education. He says that he was `saved' by military service; if it hadn't been for that he
would have become a nänigo, a member of the Abakuä secret society that has its roots in
West Africa. ' G6mez makes strong criticism of this element of Cuban culture, showing, in

As this documentary part of the film describes, the Abakus society is a religious practice `de cultura
patriarcal' that arrived with the large African slave communities of the 19th century to the ports of
Havana and Matanzas with the dramatic increase in Cuban
sugar production. An exclusively male
society it epitomises the values of male chauvinism in Cuban society (Chanan, 1985: 287).
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documentary form, the rituals of Abakuä taking place, including the sacrificial slaughter of a
goat, while a voice-over states that:
De Africa occidental ilegan hombres de diferentes culturas en diferentes etapasde desarrollo...
Por otra parte, la economia colonial, con una casade contrataciones comerciales, con centro en
Sevilla y Cadiz, hace posible que durante siglos, entren en nuestra floreciente capital espafioles
procedentesde estas ciudades andaluzas, recrutados como marinos precisamentedentro de las
capas marginales; aventureros que Ilegan a la Habana con todo su c6digo de violencia,
machismo, el use de la navaja y el culto a la hembra, y que van a encontrar un marco social
propicio para integrarsea una poblacion criolla de semejantenaturaleza.

As the male goat is sacrificed on camera,the didactic voice-over continues: `After the Billy is
castrated it becomesa Nanny, representing the woman who tells the God's secret and causes
war. ' Machismo, war and the formulation of the Cuban nation are brought together with the
voice-over asserting that this cultural manifestation epitomises the norms and values of
machismo in the traditions of Cuban society.
Creemos que su caräcter de sociedad secreta, tradicional y excluyente la sitiia al contrario al
progreso, e incapaz de insertarsedentro de los valores de la vida modema.

The film suggests that, without military service, Mario would never have been able to
undertake the process of change and reformation that he is struggling through during the
story, as he would have been caught up in the Abakus religion of his neighbourhood.
Although the film is highly critical of the Abakuä religious society and what it stands for,
Gomez counteracts this contradiction with a positive portrayal of the inclusive and acceptable
Santeria religion when Mario and Yolanda visit a Santerfa ceremony. In contrast to the
portrayal of the Abakuä ceremony, the Santeria one includes women and does not involve the
sacrifice of a goat. So Gomez is not critical of traditional Afro-Cuban religious ceremonyper
se, just those that have, as she clearly believes, negative and regressive tendencies,
particularly pertaining to male chauvinism. This criticism creates a dialectical relationship
betweenfilm and spectator,where criticism is seen as productive and progressive. As Lesage
states: `Rather than look at conflict as merely painful or disruptive, or seeing it as something
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that can or should be contained,dialectical thought looks at all phenomena,natural and social,
in terms of ongoing internal processand built-in change'.5
Thus, Gomez links the traits of machismo directly to the formation of the Cuban nation,
with the blame firmly placed on the historical consequencesof colonialism, as argued in
Chapter One by Stavansand De La Torre. The criticism by the film of macho culture is not a
criticism of the Revolution, as all the machista elements of the feature are shown to be a
result of pre-revolutionary tendencies.Adhering to the mores of imperfect cinema, the film
constructs the reasons behind contemporary social issues and tries to work through them.
Such is the part that history plays within it, as anotherprotagonist. History acts almost like a
ghostly character, haunting the protagonists' every sentence and giving both reason and
purpose to their present and future actions. It is the documentary sequencesthat situate,
culturally and historically, the love-story narrative of Mario and Yolanda, adding an
increasing weight and complexity to an otherwise simple plot.
The historical site is extremely important; Mario's personal history playing an integral
part in his current progress.Mario tells Yolanda of his own, difficult past and shetells him of
her more privileged upbringing, that was not luxurious but, she says, her family had
`recursos'. The two characters combine throughout the film in a system of dialectical
exchangesthat lead, ultimately, to a searchfor a vision of a modernist utopia at the end. This
contrast of history between these two charactersplays a major part in the film as traditions,
stereotypes and perceptions are played alongside each other in a kind of socio-historical
experiment; reflected by the sociological experiment that has occurred all around them as the
old, slum neighbourhood is being demolished to make way for new housing. The relationship
between Mario and Yolanda is central to the film's narrative, the differences between them
being madeevident through the work that they do and through their respective histories.

SLesage,J. (1979). At:
www. uoregon-edu/-jlesage/Juliafolder/OneWayOrAnother.htmi (accessed16/07/08).
6 Stavans, 1995: 49;
De La Torre, 1999: 214.
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Mario is a bus depot mechanic, brought up in the slum district of the Las Yaguas area
of Havana where African traditions still play a large role in the community.' Yolanda is a
schoolteacherworking in the district, who comes from a wealthier background. It is evident
that she is not used to the area in which she now finds herself, and the lack of education and
anti-social behaviour of some of the community, including some of her pupils, appears
anathemato her. As much as Mario, Yolanda is also on a steep learning curve.
What the film does examine is the difficulty of leaving history and tradition behind and
moving into a new future where machismo should play no part. It is set some years after the
triumph of the revolution in 1959 and yet still many of these stereotypes, traditions and
practices remain. As Chanan states: `Marginalism, underdevelopment, machismo, are forms
of disruption inherited from the past (1985: 290). And, as De La Torre argues,the history of
Cuba has been constructedby men (1999: 214). But, here, this history is heavily critiqued and
the proposals for a new future clearly mapped out, as later we will see how Mario, upon
denouncing his friend Humberto, feels less like a man for becoming a part of this
revolutionary change in the masculine progressionof history.
Stylistically, the film very much adheres to Garcia Espinosa's ideas on imperfect
cinema and also to Jameson's ideas concerning cinema and the theory of modernisation.
Many of the `characters' in the film are not actors but real workers of a bus depot and real
people of the neighbourhood where the charactersYolanda and Mario live and work. As well
as the combination of narrative plot, documentary sequencesand didactic voice-over, the film
encompassesstories of real people and their struggles to come to terms with the revolutionary
process and the demands made on them; plus techniques used by Gömez to make the
spectator wonder where the boundariesof fiction and fact are actually drawn.
As Chananremarks, nearly all Gömez's films followed the mores of imperfect cinema,
being socially and politically functional where `style and idiom is subordinate to purpose'

' In 1961, in
order to tackle the enormous housing problem in Havana, five new neighbourhoods were
built for and by the people of Las Yaguas. The area of Miraflores,
which features in the film, was one
of these neighbourhoods(Chanan, 1985: 286).
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(1985: 284), and this is also true of De cierta manera.8 This senseof purposecombined with a
political functionality, have driven a number of critics to see De cierta manera as
demonstrating a real commitment to the ideas of imperfect cinema.9 Becausereal people are
used alongside actors and different film genres are used, this gives many of her
documentaries, and certainly De cierta manera, a fine senseof the potentially close relation
between art and people's lives (Ibid). It breaks the barrier betweenthe film and the spectator
on numerous occasions and is a film that, as imperfect cinema requires, takes risks without
fear of criticism, is `partisan' and `committed' (Garcia Espinosa, 1979: 26).
Yolanda, for example, is introduced as she speaksdirectly to the camera,as if this part
is a documentary sequence.It is only later do we realise that she is a fictional character. Later,
she again addressesthe camera but, when it pulls away, we realise she is speaking to her
teaching colleaguesand to the mother of Ldzaro, one of the children sheteaches(we presume
the mother to be real and that she is telling the real story of her life). Here the traditional
effect of suture (as discussed in Chapter One) is disturbed. By speaking to the camera, the
audience is addressed directly, only to find that the addresseeswere Läzaro's mother and
Yolanda's teaching colleagues. Thus, the spectator is centralised as part of the process of
meaning construction, this process being made evident as part of the film's aesthetic. This
interchange between documentary and fiction forms is one of the reasons why Michael
Chanan posits the film as part of the imperfect cinema `revolution' as it illustrates the
syncretic character of the film, this syncresis being a reflection of a Cuban cultural and
historical mix that was one of Gömez's primary concerns. The film is a `veritable
interpenetration of the two forms of address, a teasing synthesis which makes it a prime
example of the processof syncretism' (Chanan, 1985: 285).
This mixture of address,by real people, by actors and by a mixture of the two, can, it is
argued, divert the spectator from their regular viewing position and demand for a structured,
6 Sara Gömez
once commented: `... el cine, para nosotros, sera inevitablemente parcial, estarä
determinado por una coma de conciencia, sera el resultado de una definida actitud frente a los
problemas que se nos plantean, frente a la necesidad de descolonizarnos politica e ideolögicamente y
de romper con los valores tradicionales ya sean econömicos, eticos, o esteticos' (Lezcano, 1989: 11).
9Chanan, 1985: 288; Benamou, 1999: 83; McGillivray,
1998: 9; Davies, 1997: 347.
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narrative plot line. There has been much discussion about the relative merits of the
combination of discoursesin the film, but this author would tend to agree with Chanan who
sees them as inextricably linked through the process of revolution. The lack of a `single
internally consistent discourse' (Kuhn, 1982: 162) is a technical device by Gomez and does
not alter its constant, revolutionary, position. Kuhn, however, as Chanan observes, always
wishes the film to return to the narrative of the love story between Mario and Yolanda. But
this love story is historically and culturally situated within a revolutionary process,which puts
it in the bracket of counter-cinema as Claire Johnston describes (Kaplan, 2000: 22-33), and
provokes a dialectical exchangethat allows for a feminist reading within the boundariesof a
modernising revolutionary discourse. As we have seen, imperfect cinema was specifically
proposed to counter classic Hollywood-style narrative, and this film stylistically allies itself to
that practice.
This film is the paradigm of Marxist-modernist feminist cinema. The negative
bourgeois tendency of machismo is heavily critiqued using a style that seems `created'
specifically for the Cuban revolutionary purpose, as Garcia Espinosa desired. With its low
budget, hand-held camera,use of real people and real locations, it contains many of the traits
of Italian neo-realism that Garcia Espinosa and Gutierrez Alea picked up while studying in
Rome; it `borders on the amateurishand chaotic' (Davies, 1997: 348), in line with how Garcia
Espinosa envisaged revolutionary imperfect cinema for the Third World. But, with the
didacticism of the voice-overs and the constant referencesto history, it places itself firmly
within the specificity of the Cuban problematic. It promotes the idea of the active spectatorin
Garcia Espinosa's `Por un cine imperfecto' by developing both Brechtian distanciation and
Eisensteinian identification techniques, as we shall see shortly in a more detailed analysis of
the most important sceneof the film.
The basic premise of the film is that the material conditions of people's lives affect
their ideas, beliefs and actions. By creating new material conditions, we can go some way
towards erasing certain preconceptions, stereotypes and behaviour that are detrimental to
creating a new, revolutionary society. But other factors, such as the weight of tradition, must
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also be examined and dispensed with in order to move on in to the future. Part of this
detrimental behaviour is the negative way women have been treated in Cuban society.
Although the film concerns itself with other factors regarding community solidarity and the
restructuring of the lives of previously marginalised sections of Cuban society, one of its
primary interests is with the effects of that marginalisation on the relationship between men
and women.
This rebuilding is not an easy process,as years of ingrained tradition have to be fought
against in order to alter outmoded ways of thinking. The simple material rebuilding of
people's lives needsto be achieved alongside their moral and philosophical restructuring -a
far more difficult processwhen, as Chanan asserts,the previously marginalised community
resists the changethat is being imposedupon it (1985: 286). It is no coincidencethat Yolanda
is a teacher having to deal with many difficult and, for her, unusual, situations of delinquency
and neglect. What is interesting, however, is Yolanda's own reaction to these with negative
behaviour of her own that stems from her own, middle-class, preconceptions.At first shefails
to seehow the mother of one of her children is unable to cope with her life after being left to
look after her children alone when her husbandhas gone. But, through a processof learning
on her part, she finally realises that the pain the mother inflicts on her child, Läzaro, is a pain
that the mother herself feels and deflects to someoneshe really loves.
Mario, unlike his friend Humberto, is attempting to undergo a rapid processof change
is
- his love affair with Yolanda being his crutch and motivation for this change. But Mario
far from complete, as he remains confused by his conflict of loyalty - either to his friend or to
the Revolution and his new self as partner to Yolanda. He operates within the process of
changethat is required by the new society being created, but he still retains macho attitudes
towards Yolanda that illustrate how difficult is this process.When she is late for the cinema
he acts like a child, becoming angry, aggressive and confrontational. On two occasions he
grabs her by the arm and tries to prevent her from walking away; the violence of his machista
background reappearingto demand absolutepower

and domination by the male of the female,

an essential part of the machismo paradigm as De La Torre suggestsin Chapter One (1999:
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214). When they are alone together, Yolanda teases Mario about the differences in his
behaviour when he is with her and when he is with his male friends. Together with his friends
he walks differently, with a swagger, as she demonstrateshumorously. In this swagger he
displays one of the rituals of gender, this performance being `not a singular act but a
repetition and a ritual, which achieves its effects through its naturalization in the context of a
body' (Butler, 1999:XV).
When he tells the workers' committee the truth about Humberto's absence,he says that
he acted `like a woman'. The term `Woman' is here being deconstructed for the Cuban
audience that is made to reflect on its own preconceptionsof gender difference. As we have
seen via work by Gonzales Pages,the importance of the male is established in relation to the
inferiority of the female (2002: 117-119). Although Mario is attempting to change, his
negative attitudes towards women are as deeply ingrained as those of Humberto. As Chanan
argues, Mario wants to break his machista thought processes,but cannot see that to do this
would be `revolutionary rather than womanish' (1985: 289) - thus highlighting the need for
more substantial and deep-rootedchangethat stems from the need to write a new history as
well as a new future.
Chanan discusses male chauvinism at length, citing the episode recounting the
departure of Läzaro's father with the subsequentdocumentarynarration telling the audience
of the high incidence of single-parentfamilies headedby a woman. Although he does not go
so far as to say that this is a feminist film, he admits that other Western observers do say so,
and goes on to point out the Cuban Revolution's antagonism towards the term feminism, due
to the apparent conflicts it throws up between men and women. He then pointedly remarks
that this is `an indication, perhaps, of the degree to which Cuban society is still patriarchal'
(Ibid: 288).
Mario's friend Humberto representsthis stereotypical patriarchal, macho persona (and
perhaps acts as Mario's after ego), and Chanan posits Humberto's machismo as part of his
individualistic nature that is yet to be reconstructed in the
new socialism. It seemsthat, for
Chanan, Humberto's lack of respect for women is
part of his general evasion of social
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responsibility. Chanan here fails to address the fundamental nature of Humberto's and
Mario's machismo, which does not stem from their lack of social responsibility but from far
more complicated and deep-seatedpsychological factors, as discussedin Chapter One.1°
Humberto does, indeed, lack commitment to his job and his fellow workmates, and
this certainly highlights his individualism as contrastedwith the desire for social cohesion and
collectivism. But machismo does not merely equate with individualism. It is surely not
possible for Chananto criticise the Revolution for being patriarchal and refusing to admit to
the existenceor value of feminism, while at the sametime insinuating that a dose of collective
responsibility will cure hundreds of years of oppressivemale practice.This film clearly shows
that it takes a great deal more than a change in the material conditions of people's lives to
causea sea-changein their attitudes, perceptions and behaviour. In this respect,Gömez's film
is highly complicated and works on a number of levels as many critics have asserted.
Chanan correctly points out the importance of location to the narrative structure of the
film, and it is this element that gives a clue as to Gömez's desire to baulk at history and how it
has servedto create an extremely negativemale/female binary in Cuba. When Mario says that
he acted `like a woman' he is illustrating the more negative side of his character - the part
that refuses to change. At this point in the film he is standing beneaththe statue of General
Maceo on his horse, Maceo being one of the heroes of the wars of independence,a hugely
venerated macho figure in Cuban history. As Chananpoints out, to say that someonehas `the
balls of Maceo's horse' is to describethem as being more machothan the next person.Thus, a
definition of masculinity is developed here that takes account of Cuba's particular culture and
history. It is the film's way of emphasising the Althusserian link between state-sponsored
ideology that connects war and heroic deedswith machismo. By doing so through a character
that is going through a consciousness-raisingepisode that is forcing him to question these

10As Nencel
argues, machismo puts the role of sex before that of humanity itself (Goldwert, 1983:
116). Humberto prefers to abandon his workmates and
commitments to his job in order to spend time
with a woman he has clearly sexually objectified in an earlier scene with Mario. It is not merely
Humberto's individualism that drives him to let down his
colleaguesbut the machista desire to sexually
conquer.
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beliefs, it is making a direct critique of this link. This is contrasted with the scenes where
Yolanda and Mario go to be alone and make love. Here, in a room where history cannot enter,
Mario loses his macho attitude and becomesthe sensitive, caring man he is capable of being,
the type of man, in Gömez's eyes,that the Revolution is trying to create.
What is important is that these locations carry a significant resonancein the distinction
between public and private domains. The private domain of Mario's intimate encounterswith
Yolanda contrasts with the public domain of the park that contains the Maceo statue.Alone
with Yolanda, Mario appears sensitive and caring. But, in the public domain, at work or
playing dominoes with his friends, he performs his gender role as a typical Cuban macho; his
dominance amongst other men being illustrated as he delights in winning the domino game.
Thus, his dominanceover his male friends is linked to his macho character, this scenecoming
before Humberto has revealed to him his desire to take a girl away for a holiday. This
authority is later subvertedas he starts to question his deep-rootedmacho behaviour.
Julia Lesage illustrates this concern with the distinction between the public and the
private in her essay in Jump Cut. " She describes the individual (private) `me' and the
collective (public) `you', rightly pointing out that they are not posited in the film as contrasts
or oppositions but as existing in a dialectical relationship, interacting with

and

interpenetrating each other to such an extent that they `aretransformed into each other' 12
.
In this way the film is able to confront certain aspects of Cuban life head-on, even
through conflict; something that Lesage argues would be difficult to do in the liberal world.
So it is that Mario is confronted by the knowledge of his own machismo his personal life
being encroached
upon by public demands, although those public demands do carry with
them a caring and nurturing quality that attempt to ease the abrupt nature of the necessary
changes. The requirement of change is made evident by Gömez's use of the footage of the
wrecking ball tearing down the old slum districts; but the support network is at hand as Mario
receives advice and guidance from the character Guillermo, his father and also Yolanda, who
Lesage,J. (1979). At:
www. uoregon.edu/jlesage/Juliafolder/OneWayOrAnother. html (accessed16/07/08).
12Ibid
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herself receivesguidance and support from her fellow teachersfor the changesshe must make
to her self. This emotional support of personal transformation attachesa level of emotional
responseto Mario that Lesagebelieves gives the film some of its feminist element - as Mario
struggles internally in a way that a male protagonist in a regular depiction might not.
As mentioned, the dialectical struggle towards new identities in De cierta manera has
been extensively explored by Julia Lesage, who uses the term dialectical in its original
Marxist form to examine the relationship between human consciousnessand historical and
social process and change. She first makes a detailed examination of the processof dialectical
thinking before applying its explanation of process and change to film criticism and Sara
Gömez's film in particular, positing that it is this very struggle that enables the film to be
labelled feminist. Sheargues that the film is also revolutionary in that it helps to preserveand
nurture the social revolution due to the dialectical relationship it creates between audience,
film-maker and film. 13
The film also contains within it a system of dialectical relationships between the
characters and the society they live in and are conditioned by, these relationships being
conflicting and critical. But what is important is the productive nature of some of this
criticism as characters learn from each other and from debate and discussion of the issues at
hand. This relationship between the individuals and their society emphasisesthe importance
of history as `past history bears on the present and what individuals do in the present is, in
turn, history making and historically important'. 14 The evident contradictions of the
characters' pastsand how these contradictions must be worked through in order to formulate
a productive future are extremely important.
What is at stake here in this `internal
process' is Mario's very identity as a man in the
Revolution, and it is shown how his changing identity reflects the ongoing revolutionary
course. As Lesagepoints out, Mario is bound by a false conception of his own identity. He

13Ibid. As Jameson
states, an aesthetics of film should be `social and historical through and through'
(1992: 3).
14Lesage,J. (1979). At:
www. uoregon.edu/-jlesage/Juliafolder/OneWayOrAnother. html (accessed16/07/08
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possesseswhat Marx would call a `false consciousness',and is confused as to the right course
of action. But Gomez makes a re-appropriation of Mario as an individual and in so doing
rejects some of the pre-establishednorms of codification. Mario is trying to abandonthe old,
machismo behaviour in favour of an egalitarian love relationship and participation in the new
society (as this old macho behaviour is essentially part of his old identity that he has to throw
off). But he can only do this away from the public (male) gaze. Mario is as much affected by
the male gaze in this respectas Humberto's girlfriend might be, were she to appear,and so it
is interesting that Mario believes he acted `like a woman', as that is how he believes he will
be viewed.'5

Benamou'sexaminationof Cuban documentaries
madeby women is crucial hereto
understanding Gömez's film in terms of the relationship between individual subjectivity and
the individual's historic position. She arguesthat an `aura of intimacy' is createdwith a film
subject in many cases with the camera accessing very private spaces (such as a dancer's
dressing room) thus establishing an intimate subjectivity while at the same time
reconstructing history with found materials (photos etc). So a double perspective is
maintained; that of the protagonists' evolving senseof identity and subjectivity within a given
spatio-temporal context (thus emphasisingtheir historical connections to a `national arena of
struggle'), plus that of their own, developing inner consciousness(1999: 88). This is exactly
what is happening here, except it is a male subject whose consciousnessis being played
against his historical reality in a dialectical struggle that Julia Lesagebrilliantly illustrates.
Benamou also claims that a feminine line of communication is drawn up within many
of the documentaries she discusses, avoiding the disempowerment of the female spectator.
Within those documentaries about
women that she examines, she believes there is a

15This idea
of the creation of individual identity is often ascribed to female characters in Cuban
cinema, and personal discovery at the threshold of the private/public sphere is evident in two
documentaries,as Benamou points out (Mujer
ante el espejo: Marisol Trujillo, 1983, and Yo Soy Juana
Bacallao: Miriam Talavera, 1989). Benamou
argues that, like De cierta manera, these documentaries
do not attempt to
resolve the issues of struggle with society at large but they provide moments of
individual reflection
and discovery of subjective identities, these discoveries being hesitant and unsure
(1999: 76).
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corresponding idolisation of the protagonist, thus creating a dialogue between audience and
spectator.One would not wish to claim that this idolisation occurs with respectto Mario, but
the same lack of an imposing authoritative voice is evident in De cierta manera, and the
spectator is left to ponder the protagonists' choices and arrive at their own conclusions. The
spectator is left, according to Benamou, in a state of permanent `contemplation' and
`distraction' (Ibid: 79).
So, as Benamou might argue, Gomez, perhaps unwittingly, prioritizes `subjectification
over ideology which leads to violation of certain boundaries concerning `realism' as the
chosen aesthetic for political narratives' (Ibid: 88). Mario, as a character, is neither real nor
fictional. The boundariesof his aestheticidentity have been blurred due to Gömez's technique
of situating the fiction amongst a reality; he representsboth at the same time. This technique,
then, disrupts the acceptedaestheticnorm of realism, as imperfect cinema requires.
Mario's 'subjectification' is important when considering the relationship betweenthe
character (and his relationship with Yolanda) and the spectator.Julia Lesagehas highlighted
the deconstructive aspects of Gömez's film, and her examination of its Brechtian influences
are backed up by Aspasia Kotsopoulos whose article in Jump Cut, 2001, highlights the
deconstructive tendenciesof the work of Bertolt Brecht. As already discussedin Chapter One,
Brecht promoted the notion of the `alienation' (Verfremdungseffekt) of the spectator using
certain strategies that do not subordinate the artistic processto the creation of character as,
according to Laura Mulvey, traditional Hollywood narrative does (Mulvey, 1975). As Aspasia
Kotsopolous remarks:
The concept of distanciation comes from Brecht's views on epic theatre... and had a significant
influence on '70s film theory, specifically on the discussion of Hollywood spectatorship vs. the
potential creation of an avant-garde, revolutionary counter-cinema. Distanciation, according to
Brecht, is achieved through strategies that insist on artifice in opposition to the dominant
aesthetics of realism and melodrama. Distanciating formal strategies may include direct
audience-addressor foregrounding the means of production (e.g., in film, displaying lighting
equipment). The goal of distancing spectators from the fiction is to place them in a position of
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detachment which would enable them to contemplate critically the drama's subject matter in
order to decide their attitude towards the conflict portrayed and actively take a stand. Those
politically committed theorists and media makers who follow in Brecht's line argue that only a
self-reflexive, anti-illusionist cinema can free the spectator from a purely emotional and sensory
experience, which usually leaveshim or her open to ideological manipulation. 16

Lesage rightly assertsthat these influences are at work in De cierta manera via the use, as
Kuhn asserts, of `interruptions, fragmented narratives, non-linear structures so rendering
traditional spectator identification impossible' (1982: 161). Similarly, in Laura Mulvey's
terms, Gomez is deconstructingthe developing relationship betweenMario and Yolanda and,
by implication, relations amongst all Cuban spectators.The socio-historical placement of the
film makes it undeniably Cuban and post-Revolution. In Kuhn's terms, many of the
photographic images and the mise-en-scene(settings within real and recognisable locations in
Havana) give the film a specifically Cuban feel and create its own meaning. Its target
audience must be considered as Cuban also due to the colloquial language used, the use of
real people as semi-fictional characters, references to the revolutionary process, and
documentary scenes of the restructuring of Cuban society. So this film, as Mulvey would
assert, asks questions about the way the spectators' unconscious formulates ways of seeing
and the pleasure in looking, as Mario and Yolanda develop their relationship. Although there
is nothing directly erotic about the film, the relationship between Mario and Yolanda is
posited in revolutionary new terms; the `old' way being illustrated through Mario's friend,
Humberto, who objectifies his girlfriend and sees her as nothing more than a plaything, a
diversion from work and a chance to escape. Interestingly we do not ever see her, thus
emphasisingher `absence'.
As we have seen in Chapter One, Laura Mulvey develops her theory on visual pleasure
using Freud and Lacan and by relating the formal structures of traditional narrative cinema
(particularly

Hollywood)

to viewing pleasure, arguing that cinema plays on the spectator's

voyeuristic fantasy (1975: 37). She asserts, via Lacan, that a viewer both identifies with and
16Kotsopoulos, A.
(2001). At:
www. ejumpcut.org/archive/jc44.2001/aspasia/againstgraini.htmi (accessed16/07/08).
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`misrecognises' characters on screen (Lacan's meconnaissance)in a process of narcissistic
ego formation. So, for a male Cuban spectator,identifying with Mario causes a problem in
that he does not fit neatly into the socio-cultural norms he is accustomedto, heightening the
necessity for a dialectical relationship betweencharacter and spectatorthat Lesagediscusses,
and so breaking with the norms of character identification. Through Mario (but also through
the portrayal of Yolanda), the primacy of the male, scopophilic gaze is disrupted as the usual
male/active, female/passive relationship is disturbed. This evidently unsettles Mario but I
would argue that a male, Cuban spectatorwould also find this relationship as acting outside of
considered belief, the `regular' male/female relationship being exposed by way of
Humberto's machismo.
The casting of the actor Mario Balmaseda(using his real first name) enhances this
argument. Balmaseda was already well known, having appearedpreviously in a number of
films, and he is characteristically good-looking -a typical male lead." A young male Cuban
audience might, therefore, automatically `identify' with him, particularly given the opening
scene of the film where he appears as a forceful, opinionated character opposing Humberto
who is seen as a man `on trial'. In this scene Mario is the universal stereotype of the active,
forceful, gesticulatory, dominant male; Humberto the passive, humbled non-macho upon
which the macho depends.The anthropomorphic nature of cinema is played on here as Mario,
in close-up, vigorously rails against his friend in a very recognisable and natural situation for
a Cuban spectator. Mario has cojones, Humberto has had them metaphorically removed by
the `trial' procedure of the workers' assembly.We do not yet know why Humberto is facing
the assembly, nor why Mario is railing against him, but this scene servesto locate the male
spectator immediately on the side of Mario before we realise that he is the one who has been
troubled by his identification crisis and the need to change. If this part of the film had not
been shown first, spectators may have identified with Humberto, arguing that he was simply
taking a few days off work to have a holiday with his girlfriend. But by showing this scene
" Prior to the
releaseof De cierta manera, Balmasedahad appearedin the following feature films from
ICAIC: Los dial del agua (1971), Ustedes tienen la palabra (1973), El extrario caso de Rachel K.
(1973), El hombre de Maisinicü (1973)
and La 91timacena (1976).
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first, the audience is made aware of the gravity of Humberto's actions and anti-revolutionary
behaviour, and is `persuaded' to immediately connect with Mario. As Kuhn argues (in
Chapter One), spectatorscan be drawn into films through effects such as editing; exactly what
has happenedhere.
But if the male audience is expecting identification with an idealised, complete,
powerful representationof himself (conceived, as Mulvey argues, in the original moment of
mirror recognition) then he will later be deceived, as Lesage and Benamou say, being faced
with what could be regarded as a `double-misrecognition'. In Mulvey's terms, the male
protagonist in traditional Hollywood narrative is supposedto `control' the events of the film,
and so the spectator sees an idealised version of himself (a version that is already a
misrepresentation). But Mario in no way controls the narrative here. In fact, at times he is
completely out of control of his situation, and, in particular of his relationship with Yolanda.
At one point, when they are discussing their respective histories on a walk in the countryside,
Yolanda stands in front of Mario and confronts him, leaving him shrugging his shoulders in
confusion as she then turns and walks away, having completely controlled this particular
episode. Mario is left in shot, ostensibly free to command the stage, a stage in which, in
traditional Hollywood narrative, the male `articulates the look and creates the action'
(Mulvey, 1975: 41). But he has no idea what to do with the stage, shrugs his shoulders and,
head bowed, meekly follows Yolanda. The male spectator, therefore, having at first
`identified' with Mario, then suffers another `misrecognition' as the characterfails to turn out
to be what he might have desired.
Mulvey argues that character representation in traditional narrative is the key to
promoting a cinematic illusion that supports the construction of patriarchy by creating a
certain gaze that is developed through a complex processof relations betweencharacter and
spectator, as we have already seen. In De cierta manera Gomez exposes both the audience
and the camera through her use of documentary footage and the insertion of real people
instead of actors into the course of the narrative, but only after her initial trick of exposing
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Mario as the male spectator's `surrogate' (Mulvey, 1975: 46). 18By making both the audience
and the camera evident, via the aesthetic process desired by Garcia Espinosa, the film
ultimately reduces the power of the characters and therefore deconstructs mainstream
narrative cinema, thus unravelling its codes of pleasureregarding the scopophilic look. Thus
Mario, as a supposed`surrogate', is deconstructedvia the technical effects of the film, just as
the society around him is being reconstructed. De cierta manera was made one year before
the publication of Mulvey's seminal piece and adheresvery well to the complex interaction of
looks that she discusses.If, as Mulvey wrote, blows were being struck at that time by radical
film-makers against the `monolithic accumulation of film conventions' (Ibid: 47), then De
cierta manera was certainly an active wrecking ball.
As statedearlier, the traditional male/active, female/passiverelationship does not apply
in Gömez's film, as she constructs a more complex relationship between her leading
characters. Mario's character has been discussed in detail and is perhapsmore complex than
that of Yolanda. But Yolanda's portrayal is interesting in that she both provides a support
mechanism for and a psycho-sexualchallenge to Mario as he strugglesto come to terms with
the new role expected of him.
Yolanda is never sexually objectified in the film, being framed in much the same way
as Mario, with similar amounts of close-up. Her dress is modest and her role as a responsible,
intelligent, independent working woman is made evident throughout the film (although,
intelligently, Gomez does not posit her as the `perfect' Cuban woman, creating a character
that also has a number of personal barriers to overcomeregarding her place in the new society
and her perceptions of the marginalised neighbourhood in which she now works). It is clear
that Yolanda does not feel comfortable in her role as a teacher in sucha difficult environment,
this discomfort giving her an air of vulnerability that she shareswith Mario.

18In Jameson's
terms the male spectator, caught up in the film's dialectical process, is left to examine
himself and his own machista attitudes: `... the filmic images the
of
night before stain the morning and
saturateit with half-conscious reminiscence, in a way calculated to reawaken moralizing alarm' (1992:
2). On the question of mass culture and
manipulation Jameson quotes Brecht, who said that `under the
right circumstances you could remake anybody over into anything you liked' (Ibid: 24).
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In many sensesthey are `in it together', although Yolanda certainly has the emotional
upperhand between the two, being far more in control of her emotions regarding their
relationship than is Mario. When she turns up late for their date at the cinema, it appearsthat
she initially does not even realise that Mario is upset. To her a small delay meansnothing in
their relationship, and one can imagine that, had the situation been reversed, she would not
have reacted in the same,childish manner that Mario does. For Mario, having to wait for her
is a huge dent to his ego; Gomez cleverly illustrating the central question of power relations
betweenthe sexesin this short episode.
Yolanda has the controlling hand at most times during the relationship and seems
entirely comfortable with this role, choosing when and where to respond to Mario's
pleadings. In the scene mentioned earlier in which she steps in front of him to confront him,
only to turn and walk out of shot, she leaves Mario perfectly framed in his confusion as she
steps boldly into a space the spectator cannot see -a

space of her own that Mario has to

follow.
In many ways Yolanda controls the film as she controls Mario's emotional
development. When he is with her in private he appearsas the sensitive new man required by
the Revolution, even laughing at the way she pokes fun at his macho public swagger. When
he is with her in public he often appearsconfused and angry and when he is without her in
public he reverts to his old macho ways. Without Yolanda one feels that Mario would find
this processof change an almost impossible one, and yet he too provides what for her is the
necessary help to cope with her daily traumas at the school. She is not used to the type of
child she has to deal with in the miscreant Läzaro, but Mario certainly is as he used to be one
himself.
Through shared information the two support each other (with a certain amount of
difficulty and emotional strife) in a dialectical exchange, the results of which are left to the
viewer's imagination. The closing shot of the film seesthe two vigorously discussing their
relationship as they walk through an impoverished neighbourhood, being destroyed by the
wrecking ball, towards an area of new, clean, comfortable housing. The utopian messageis
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clear - through support, exchange,dialogue, understanding,and not a small amount of will,
can the Revolution succeed in creating both the material conditions of a new society and
improved relations within it.19

Part Two
Hasta cierto punto (Tomas Gutierrez Alea, 1983)
Hasta cierto punto pays homageto Sara Gömez's film De cierta manera, and uses many of
the formal devices of the earlier work. Here, the master pays due respectto the pupil, but I
will attempt to show that it is the pupil's film that is the more successful in its criticism of
It is certainly the
machismo and in its attempts to reconstruct imagesof male/female relations.
more subtle and complex of the two films. Gutierrez Alea's film aligns itself far more with
insertions that give it
classical cinema, although it does contain a number of documentary
it is in the use of
some of the complexity and Brechtian distanciation of Gömez's film. But
these insertions and in the film's insistence on using the central male protagonist as the
dominant viewing position that weakensthe film's impact as a critique of machismo.
The film focuses on two white, middle-class, male intellectuals, Oscar (Oscar Alvarez)
and Arturo (Omar Valdes), who are researching a film they wish to make about the
continuance and tenacity of machismo in the workplace. They conduct their research in a
Havana dockyard where, they are convinced, the tendency for macho behaviour is greater
than in any other work forum. The title of the film derives from a comment made by one of
the dockworkers examining how his machistavalues have changed in the new society.
Me han cambiado, yo he cambiado un 80 por ciento pero no voy a Ilegar a cambiar hasta 100
por ciento en este sentido... puede ser que cambie un por ciento mäs, a lo 87 pero a cien por
ciento no... la igualdad del hombre a la mujer es lo correcto pero hastacierto punto.

The film we are watching is thus a narrative based both on the interviews the two men
conduct with real dockworkers (i. e. non-actors), and the narrative of the fictional aspectof the
19In his
analysis of the film Jaws (1975, Steven Spielberg), Jameson states that it has a `utopian
dimension, that is, its ritual celebration of the renewal of the social order and its salvation' (Jameson,
1992: 25).
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film as the two men researchtheir ideas. There are five documentary sequenceswithin the
film and a number of plots and sub-plots within the fictional element.
The largest part of the fictional drama concerns a developing love story between
married scriptwriter, Oscar, and a fictionalised dockworker, Lina (Mirta Ibarra),20who Oscar
has chosento be the `model' for the film he is supposedto be writing. Immediately after the
initial pre-credit interview with the male dockworker, who gives his views on how the
Revolution has changed his attitude to machismo, the credits give way to a quotation onscreen citing the words of a Basque song, accompanied by classic, romantic music. `Si yo
quisiera, podria cortarle las alas, y entoncesseria mia... Pero no podria volar, y lo que amo es
el päjaro.' The questioning of machismo is immediately, therefore, undermined by a love
song that exposes,in its classic imagery and dubious relations of power between the sexes,
the heart of the film's dilemma; that of creating the right balance,as achieved in De cierta
manera, betweenthe devices of distanciation provided by the documentaryinsertions, and the
attempt to provoke consciousness-raising through identification with the central male
character.
As the story develops we are witness to Oscar's infidelity as he falls for the workingclass single mother, Lina. He both lies and refusesto make love to his wife Marian (Coralia
Velöz), who is due to play the part of the female dockworker in the drama he is constructing,
as he becomesmore involved with Lina, at one point suggestinghe may leave his wife to live
with her and her young son. But Oscar cannot, finally, leave his wife, frequently asking Lina
to `give him time', and so Lina, angry and upset at the way she feels she has been used by
Oscar, continueswith her original plan to go and live in Santiago and start afresh.

The other main trajectory for the fictional elementconcernsOscar'srelationshipas
scriptwriter with his friend and director of the film they are researching, Arturo. Arturo's
ideas on the film are clear: to make a film about the vestiges of pre-revolutionary machista
behaviour that continue amongst the working classes (according to him, the dockyard being
the environment in which it is most evident).
20Mirta lbarra
was married to director Tomas Gutierrez Alea.
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But, as Oscar becomesmore and more involved with Lina, who educateshim regarding
real life on the docks, and as the two men interview various dockworkers in the non-fictional
elements of the film, the scriptwriter begins to develop a conscienceregarding the content of
the film, and wishes to changethe trajectory of the drama he and Arturo are putting together,
much to the chagrin of the director. Oscar realises that machismo is not simply a workingclass issue, as both he and Arturo are caught up in its tenacious grasp, and he cannot now
write the original script. The film ends as Oscar, apparently suffering a crisis of conscience,
looks despairingly and longingly to the sky over the docks as Lina (in a simultaneous but
separatescene) flies off to her new life. Oscar is thus left with both a lost love and a crisis of
consciencewith which he must now cope.
The film, then, opens up one of the greatestpolemics of Cuba's `cultural revolution' that of the role of the intellectual in the new Cuba. This was a topic that Gutierrez Alea had
previously tackled brilliantly in Memorias del subdesarrollo (1968), although this later film is
less effective than his earlier masterpiece.
Michael Chananbelieves that Hasta cierto punto gives centre stageto the identity crisis
of Cuban cinema itself as two worlds are juxtaposed: that of the film-makers and that of the
dockworkers. The film, he argues, points towards the production problems within ICAIC as
film-makers trained in documentary-making, were then let loose within the genre of fiction
with inadequate scripts, which later had to be rewritten. He praises the film for its apparent
opennessand incompleteness,and for not falling into the trap of didacticism as he believes is
the case in De cierta manera.
In the earlier film the documentary sequencesserve broadly to locate the protagonists within a
certain cultural history elaborated by an ideologically orthodox commentary; here, without
commentary, they locate them within a messy present. Where Gömez proposes a historicist
analysis of social contradictions, within a classic Marxist teleology which leads to a utopian
future, Alea offers a synchronic analysis, a cognitive mapping of the same terr itory but one
which is necessarilymuch more open and incomplete.

(2004:402-3)
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Chanan believes that the balance between the creation of a love story and an enquiry into
machismo is a difficult one, but supports Zuzana Pick's argument that, in the character of
Lina, there is `a subtle, yet powerful, resistance to machismo' (1995: 54). Pick is far more
generous about the film than critic Catherine Davies (1997a), and feels that Lina's character
represents a re-authorising of `subjectivity' via the dissent (however restricted) she aims at
Oscar. Chananthen asks an important question: is this a feminist film or only a film about the
crisis of masculinity? But perhaps the question should be; is this both a feminist film and a
film about the crisis of masculinity? Citing incidences of Lina's dissent, he supports Pick's
viewpoint that the strength of her charactercreatesa strong resistanceto machismo,although
he does not answer his own question directly. He does, however, admit that Gutierrez Alea's
sympathies lie with the fictional scriptwriter, Oscar, a man whose machista behaviour is
evident in more than one scene(2004: 406).2' This chapter will demonstratethat the film does
attempt to develop the theme of the crisis of masculinity but is not a feminist film.
As Chanan and D'Lugo observe, the film opens up avenues of debate concerning a
number of issues and cleverly develops a three-way discussion between the film, the onscreen audience of the dockworkers themselves,and the off-screen audience:the spectator.It
derives its subtlety from the staging of an on-screenaudiencewithin the film, an audiencethat
representsthe `essentialparadigm' to which the film is directed (D'Lugo, 1997: 156).
This does produce a powerful mixture leading, the film-makers would hope, toward a
dialectical argument between the three elements on the subject of machismo. But the
emphasis on the on-screen romance, the dominance of Oscar's viewpoint and the lack of a
critical attitude towards him, I believe, deny the film the power of De cierta manera. The film
thus becomes somewhat lost in the complex negotiation between maintaining an orthodox
Marxist stance towards the role of the community and the intellectual in revolution (as

2 Chanan
pays high regard to the method of creating this film, shot without a script, the fictional
elements being derived from the documentary sequencesmade first. This is high-risk film-making and,
as Chanan points out, this is alluded to in the film we watch as Oscar remarks to his wife how difficult
it will be to put the documentary
sequencesthey have filmed into a `simple love story' (2004: 403).
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depicted by the various documentary sections and the argumentsbetween Oscar and Arturo),
and the developmentof a feminist aestheticdemandedby the critique of machismo.
This analysis seems to be entrenched in the character of Lina; a strong female character
with a degree of complexity. Lina is a single mother of a twelve-year-old

boy whom she had

out of wedlock, confounding her parents' wishes, and she lives alone with her son in a small
house. She has never been married, thus breaking with one of the traditional mores of Cuban
women. She also works in a traditionally

male environment, at the docks (Cuba in the 1980s

had seen a certain amount of economic growth and women were working in various industrial
sectors).

2

She hasa boyfriend, Diego (Rogelio Blain), whom she seesfrom time to time, although
she has never been in love with him. It is madeobvious that her work is important to her, as it
offers her independenceand professional development. She participates in meetings and is a
vociferous campaigner for better workers' conditions (one of the reasons she comes to
Oscar's attention is becauseshe is seen voicing her opinions at a workers' assembly about
dangerousworking conditions).
At times Lina is presented as a complex character, variously illustrating certain traits
associatedwith traditional Cuban femininity, but also creating some kind of resistance to
these models. She is independent, having left Santiago to come to live in Havana with her
son. She questionsOscar and Arturo's motives as they researchtheir film, asking why, in the
making of a film about machismo, there are no women as part of the crew? A spark of
recognition lights up Oscar's face as if, somewhat unbelievably given the contemporary
debates in Cuba generally and certainly within the world of film, he had never consideredthis
before. This is one of a number of awkward, affected and highly artificial moments in the film
that reduce its subtlety and effectivenessas a piece of contemporary social analysis.

22It
was the Cuban government's policy to incorporate women into all sectors of the workforce from
the very start of the Revolution. As Fidel Castro said in 1974: `... the whole question of women's
liberation, of full equality of rights for
women and the integration of women into society is to a great
extent determined by their incorporation into production. This is because the more women are
incorporated into work... so will the
way to their liberation become easier and more clearly defined'
(Granma Weekly Review, December 15,1974: 3).
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However, there is no denying the strength of Lina's character that sometimes controls
the stage, at one point telling Oscar that she cannot see him later as she has another
engagement.From the outset, it appearsas if Lina is being constructed, as Catherine Davies
argues, as the perfect revolutionary woman, working within the revolutionary process,
alongsidemen, not typically feminised in any traditional way (1997a: 357).23
In one exchange,Oscar assumesLina is divorced; when she says she is not, he assumes
she is still married. Lina does not respond in the most obvious way by saying `I'm not
divorced', but by saying `Lquien le dijo que estaba divorciada?' (Who told you that I was
divorced?), thus emphasisingthe importance of the word - her word - and forcing through a
senseof her dominance of the conversation and of the situation. Here, she is in control due to
Oscar's lack of understandingand his entrenched,but for the moment unconscious,traditional
beliefs. It is her unusual, non-traditional situation (an unmarried, attractive, eloquent,
independent,single mother living with her son with no partner, working as a checker on the
docks) that throws him into a state of confusion. His traditional beliefs are so firmly set that
he does not even contemplate the idea that Lina might be a single mother who was never
married. His silence is clear testimony to his ignorance.
Language here is all-important in developing not only the consciousnessof the speaker
but in illustrating the (false) consciousnessof the listener, and on this occasion it is the
woman who controls the language.The film at times, then, gesturesto the fissures and spaces
where women in Cuban cinema can, and have, found a voice to elucidate their own desires.24
To some extent Lina achievesher desires by going to Santiago,as shetells Oscar early in the
film she will probably do; and she voices her negative attitudes towards Oscar's film.
However, she is portrayed as more complicated than simply a forceful, independentwoman as

23In this
sense,there is a similar focus on Lina here as there is on Teresa in Pastor Vega's 1979 film,
Retrato de Teresa (discussed in Chapter Four)
as a woman working within the revolutionary process,
being seen essentially not as an individual in her
own right, but as part of a continuous and unifying
national project; part of the modernising project of the Revolution.
24In Chapter Six
we will see how women's desires are elucidated more clearly in the film Mujer
transparente.
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she herself also bearsthe scarsof machismo, as evidenced by scenesin which she illustrates
some of the more traditional aspectsof her Cuban femininity, as we shall see.
So, the representationof Lina is, at times, a complex one, as it also is of Yolanda in De
cierta manera. Although Oscar and Arturo assumethat the more reactionary values exist on
the docks, Lina's barbed commentsabout the making of their film exposethis as false, as hers
are the more progressive values. In fact, in terms of the development of anti-machista
revolutionary ideas, the most developed characters in the film are Lina and one interviewee,
Sonia. Sonia is a `real' female dockworker that is asked for her views on machismo in one
documentary segment. She says that her husband did not want her to work at the dock, and
that if she did work there, he would leave her. As she is there we must assumethat she is a
strong and independent-mindedwoman. She continues by saying that she wants to work so
that she can support herself in case he does leave her, in which case she would be left with
nothing. Again woman is linked, via the revolutionary process, to work but in a way that
promotes her strength and independencefrom men. However, Sonia also comments that
women in love do not look around for other men but that men are different, thus exposing a
traditional male/female binary that, at that time, still formed part of the Cuban psychosexual
mind-set.
It appearsthen that, through the female characters in the film, Gutierrez Alea pushes
the boundaries of revolutionary consciousnessas he uses them to question certain traditional
values that may be vestiges of pre-revolutionary thinking, but that the Revolution has failed to
dismantle. Oscar says to Lina that there is more machismo in the port than anywhere else, but
Lina says knowingly that it is everywhere. Thus, in one throwaway sentence she makes
perhapsthe most intelligent comment of the whole film as she gets to the heart of the matter that machismo exists across the classdivide.
It would have been too easy to portray Lina as simply a strong woman, the ideal
revolutionary, and Gutierrez Alea knows this, giving Lina a certain degreeof intricacy. After
being critical of Oscar and his ideas for the film, she is then apologetic to him in a
traditionally feminine `what-do-I-know? ' kind of way. This type of behaviour gives Lina a
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complexity of character-a woman that carries real contradictions that she must live with on a
daily basis. Sheappearsboth burdened by the expectations of what it (still) is to be a woman
in Cuba and holds many of the idealised traits (as Davies rightly points out) of the new
revolutionary. All this seemsto suggesta strong feminist agendaand the intent is there. But
Gutierrez Alea's own views on machismo, to be discussed later in this chapter, illustrate a
naivety and lack of understanding of what is fundamentally a problem of power relations
betweenthe sexes;a problem that the film mostly ignores. 5
The machismo that the two film-makers are looking for on the docks evidently
constitutes part of their own psyche. Arturo has had several affairs, as his wife Flora (Ana
Vina) confessesto Oscar's wife, Marian. Flora does not appear upset by this but defends her
husbandsaying that he has become more sensitive about himself and his masculinity as he has
become older. Here Arturo's machismo is displayed as natural (and accepted by his wife) and
directly linked to his sexuality: the ability to be sexually active proving (to himself) his
manhood, as Nencel argues is one of the traits of Latin American machismo (1996: 57).
Sexuality and machismo are conflated in this film on a number of occasions. In the
sequenceimmediately preceding the interview with the dockworker, Sonia, Oscar has fallen
asleep on the bed while his wife is trying to persuadehim to make love. The immediate cut to
Sonia, talking about machismo, thus equates Oscar's supposed lack of sexual prowess with
issues of masculinity. This is meant ironically, and is designed to reflect to the spectator his
own considered beliefs regarding the nature of the relationship between sex and masculinity.
However, the irony fails as the scene simply plays on this supposedlypopular belief in order
to get a cheap laugh, rather than being critical of the belief itself. The joke appearsto suggest
that here is a man criticising machismo but that he cannot even make love to his wife, a
messagethat remains firmly entrenched within the parameters of patriarchal law that, as
discussedin Chapter One, equates sexual prowess with masculinity, but that does not equate

2' As
mentioned in Chapter One, Cuban studies on gender relations were few and far between in the
early 1980s.
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female sexual prowess with femininity. 26The division of females into `good' and `bad' that
Goldwert refers to (1983: 2) is made evident. Oscar refusesto make love with his wife (the
`good' and asexualcreature; an extension of the mother-figure), but appearswilling and able
to make love with Lina; by implication the `bad' or lessrespectablewoman who is taken as a
mistress and later punished or discarded.
The film attemptsto strike a delicate balancebetween the creation of a love story and a
humorous debate on machismo. But, although it has many radical and intelligent arguments,
the film loses itself in the romanticism of the classical narrative love story element, as
Catherine Davies rightly asserts(1997a: 357) and, at times, merely panders to some of the
traditional negative sexualstereotypesit is supposedlycriticising.
The documentary sequencesare, as D'Lugo states, staged as `ironic counterpoints'
(1997: 157) to the figure of Oscar and do, to some extent, pull the fictional narrative along as
Oscar begins to see his own machismo reflected to him in the interviews with the real
dockworkers. Work and art are, indeed, merged as Julio Garcia Espinosa called for in his
essay Tor un cine imperfecto'. But in this film, unlike in De cierta manera, there is too much
of a disjunction betweenthe fictional and documentarysequences.
Gutierrez Alea's own theoretical work is useful here. Dialectica del espectador is
discussed at length in Chapter One and represents Gutierrez Alea's concern with the
production of `revolutionary' and `popular' cinema, via a relationship between form and
content (1982: 18). But this disjunction betweenthe documentary and fictional sections of the
film, where, at times, the documentary sections appearto have been inserted gratuitously, or
for comic effect, plus the attempt to develop a genuine love story amidst the dialectical
reasoning, merely enhancesthe emotional aspectof the film at the expenseof the intellectual.
There is a genuine attempt to mediate the spacebetween reality and fiction but the balance is
simply not right. Gutierrez Alea himself admitted to some of the film's failings in an
interview with Michael Chanan. When asked about the possible conflicts between individual
directors and the producersat ICAIC, Gutierrez Alea replies:
26The term `patriarchal law'
refers, in a very general senseto domination by the male of the female.
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I can tell you that in my case, I have had conflicts of this type only once. This was with my
film Hasta cierto punto... and I believe the conflict was justifiable in this case. I wanted to
discuss the paternalism of the State in this film and create a stimulus to provoke discussion of
this problem. But the truth is that I hadn't done it in a sufficiently solid and consistent manner so
that the discussion could develop in what I thought was the best way. So I realized that I
couldn't insist on my approach, in spite of the fact that, theoretically, my position was right,
becausein the film itself I had not expressedit in a convincing and correct manner...In Hasta
Cierto Punto, I didn't say what I wanted to say in an effective way, in a convincing way. Some
things didn't come out well; they were not effective dramatically, and, at the same time, they
were politically polemical. 27

The film seems to suffer from the desire within ICAIC after 1982 (when Julio Garcia
Espinosa became president), to make more popular films that would appeal to the spectators'
emotions rather than to their intellect. It therefore does not strike the balance well between
Eisensteinian pathosand Brechtian distanciation.
Just as in De cierta manera, the setting is important in Hasta cierto punto. In Gömez's
film Mario works in a bus-station garageas a mechanic, while here the interviews are set in a
similarly working-class environment, the docks. Two of the documentary insertions are
interviews in which the male workers talk of pride and commitment to their work, illustrating,
as D'Lugo states, `part of a larger national effort to define social and personal identity in
terms of work' (1997: 159). In this sense,the woman here, Lina, is also defined using these
criteria. Her importance, her identity, is largely classified through the work that the
Revolution has enabled her to do.28She
says to Oscar that she may go to Santiago as there are
more work opportunities there for her. In contrast, the wives of Oscar and Arturo are both
derided as petit-bourgeois. For example, Oscar's wife (an actor) looks forward to the first-

Z' Chanan,M. (2002). At:
www. muse.jhu. edu/journals/boundary/v029/29.3chanan.html (accessed21/02/06).
28Women's
participation in the labour force increased from 13 percent in 1960 to 39 per cent in 1990
(Eckstein, 1994: 221. Cited in McCaughan, 1998 McCaughan, E. J. (1998) `Social Justice in Cuba:
Promises and Pitfalls', Prepared for delivery
at the 1998 meeting of the Latin American Studies
Association, The Palmer House Hilton Hotel, Chicago, Illinois, September 24-26. At:
www. 168.96.200.17/ar/Iibros/1asa98/McCaughan2.pdf
(accessed18/03/06).
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night party and the attention she will receive, after the film he is writing has been made. The
contrast is at times clumsy, the stereotypescreatedlacking the necessarysubtlety.
As Davies comments,Lina is an idealised revolutionary, bringing up a son on her own
and working full time (and, as Davies points out, still with time to go to the theatre and enjoy
herself; 1997: 357). The situation presentedseemstoo simplistic and unreal to be believable,
and makesa blunt collision with the documentaryinsertions.
In De cierta manera, the mixing of documentary and fictional sequencesis aided by
various other diegetic insertions that soften the impact that the simple clash between
documentary and fiction creates, and provides for a far more subtle and complex picture that
reflects the necessarydifficulties of the staged dilemma. Both films present an analysis of
machismo in the workplace, but the later film offers a far too simplistic and ill thought-out
examination. Whereas in the earlier film there is a complex negotiation of both Mario's and
Yolanda's personalities, here the personalities are already presented as formed stereotypes
with little room for manoeuvre. There is an element of consciousness-raisingfor Oscar's
character, but this is extremely limited, particularly by the ending of the film, which shall be
discussedlater.
The film also lacks subtlety in more than just the stereotypical character portraits
painted. The insertion of the Basque song that Oscar plays to Lina, about the difficulty of
loving someonebut also allowing them to be an independentspirit, is trite and heavy-handed.
This scene, coupled with the imagery of doves flying as Lina finally leaves, merely enhances
the cliched love-story romance that suffocates and overwhelms any dialectical reasoning on
the subject of machismo.
From the early 1980s, Cuban cinema began to take a different direction as the 1970s
had seen a series of historical films during
a sustainedperiod of economic difficulty. Hasta
cierto punto is, as Barbara Reiss points out, the `representative cinematic production of the
Eighties' on the topic of women in the Revolution that she calls a `meta questioning of the
Cuban machismo controversy' (1999: 106). So a difficult balance is being struck here
betweenthe development

of a more popular cinema and the need to engagethe spectatorin a
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complex negotiation of ideas. The film is sometimes, but not always, successful in
maintaining this balanceand often falls into a populist trap in order to seducethe spectatorto
identify with the unfolding love story.
Although the portrayal of Lina is occasionally complex and contradictory, some scenes
do nothing to reduce the power of the male gaze (a gaze that is mostly Oscar's), and she is
often depicted as a curious object of attraction for the male. After inviting Oscar up for coffee
only a short while after meeting him, she then takes a shower and returns to him wearing just
a towel and combing her hair erotically. 29Romantic music is then layered over the top of the
scene to enhancea traditional romantic image that plays on the male viewer's voyeuristic
fantasy (as Laura Mulvey would say) as Lina flirts with him. They smile affectionately at
each other and there is an immediate attraction that is `Hollywoodesque' in its crassness.It is
done with no hint of irony and is clumsy and affected. Later, as Oscar goes to kiss Lina for
the first time and they head for the bedroom, the cameracuts to a steaming pot (to which Lina
briefly returns to remove from the flame before returning to Oscar), using another tired and
old-fashioned cinematic metaphor, but without the irony that would have served this scene
much better. If we are supposedto look upon Oscar as a representativeof Cuban film-makers
(even of Gutierrez Alea himself), as he confronts his own bourgeois, macho consciousness,
then the use of traditional (bourgeois) Hollywood-type imagery should have been used in
ironic reflection, with a wink of an eye or a nod of the head; and yet the romantic imagery
developed is done without any hint of the self-reflection that is evident in other parts of the
film and in many other Cuban films, such as Plaf.? (o demasiado miedo a la Vida) to be
discussed in Chapter Six.
Here, as Gutierrez Alea admits, the main protagonist of the film is Oscar, the
intellectual script-writer, `que a traves de su relaciön amorosacon la obrera profundiza en su
realidad' (Gutierrez Alea quoted in Colina: 1984: 75), with Lina playing second fiddle as anOther voice; one that ostensibly picks at his conscience
and servesto affect the beginnings of
29Interestingly, In Pastor Vega's film
Retrato de Teresa (1979), Teresa's hair can also be seen as a
sexual signifier, as discussedin Chapter Four.
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a possible change in his machista behaviour. In Gömez's film the characters of the `love
story' element belong to the working environment, they are part of the working processand
are developed on a roughly equal basis. Yolanda does not merely pick at Mario's conscience,
she is a fundamental part of his reasonfor change.
In Gutierrez Alea's film, Oscar has come to the docks from outside, as a writer and
film-maker (an intellectual) already establishedas the one controlling the look, controlling the
story. From this position it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to subvert this situation
simply by inserting him as a character in his own narrative. On many occasions,it is Oscar's
look that dominatesas he and Arturo conduct the interviews that will direct their story. When
Oscar first sets eyes on Lina at the workers' assembly,he is immediately attractedto her and
asks his colleague to take a photograph of her that he later gives her. In a later scene,as he
conducts interviews at the dock, he watches her walk by and follows her, first with his gaze
and then as he walks after her. His power and domination over her is made evident as he asks
her to become the model subject of the film he is researching.Shetells him her full name is
Laudelina, to which he says that with that name she will never become a famous actress.The
established viewpoint is always Oscar's. Apart from the five documentary insertions (of
which Oscar is watching or filming three), there are approximately 50 separatescenesin the
film and only eight of them do not at least feature Oscar, although he is the central character
in most. He follows or pursuesLina either with his gaze or by physically walking after her on
seven occasions, climaxing in an angry and violent encounter. Such domination, as we have
seen in Chapter One, is an integral part of Cuba's machismo.
The revolutionary transformation, then, is guided partly through the female perspective
but not, it appears,too greatly affected by it.3°The mixture of class and gender discourses
illustrates the fact that gender issues do
not stand alone, as other concerns such as class and
race must also be considered. However, in this case,the gender issue is somewhat submerged

'o lt is
also guided through a working-class perspective as Lina not only representsCuban women, but
Cuban working-class women, in direct
opposition to Flora (Ana Vina) and Marian, the wives of Arturo
and Oscar.
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by the Marxist class discoursein the same way that the question of gender differences is also
submergedwithin classical Marxist philosophy.31
On a number of occasionsGutierrez Alea refers directly to this classdiscourseas Oscar
and Arturo's views on machismo conflict with those of the dockworkers. This has a tendency
to undermine the gender debate. Oscar's change in consciousnessis not, therefore, primarily
influenced by the female, but by his newly discovered knowledge of class differences. Oscar
rallies with Arturo over the changes he wishes to make to the film script, arguing that
Arturo's version - showing a working-class man as machista becausehe hits his wife and
does not let her work is too simplistic, as many of the workers they have met already have
more advanced ideas of what machismo entails. `La gente es mucho mäs compleja', Oscar
says. `LCömo son los obreros que tienen un alto nivel de conciencia? Dime, 4c6mo son?'
Arturo does not have the answer; for him the passageof the film was already established.
Only later do we see Arturo re-watching some of the interviews they have made with the
dockworkers and, apparently, reconsidering his ideas.
Gutierrez Alea's own views on machismo are enlightening and seem to fit well the
classic Marxist tendency to ignore sex differences. In an interview with Enrique Colina,
Gutierrez Alea commentsthat he wanted the film to transcendthe basic problem of machismo
as a male/female dilemma, stating that machismo is really a form of `paternalism'. Although
he does not evacuatethe problem, he does generalize it.
El machismo es una actitud ante la vida que yo calificaria de una forma mäs general como
paternalismo... el paternalismo no se da solamente dentro de esa relacibn entre el hombre y la
mujer, sinn que se da en las relaciones cotidianas de mucha gente. Siempre hay la tendencia de
muchas personas...a pensar por los demas; a tomar decisiones por otras personasya proteger a
otras personas.
'1 As Heidi Hartmann
points out, Marxism sees women's oppression as being directly related to
production (or a lack of it). Thus, the more important relationship becomesthat of man and woman's
relationship to capital - which subsumesthe relationship between men and women as different sexes.
By destroying the
sexual division of labour, it was assumedby Marxists that the oppression of women
by men would disappear (Hartmann, 1981: 32). An historical
analysis would illustrate that, in public,
many sexual inequalities have, indeed, been eradicated and the Revolution has been pro-active in
campaigning for this. However, many critics would argue that, in the private sphere, traditional
machista behaviour is still very much in evidence (for more on this see Smith and Padula, 1996).
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(Colina, 1984:76)
In the same interview, Gutierrez Alea defends his character,Oscar, as a positive example that
illustrates certain transformations evident in Cuban society: `a mi me parece un personaje
positivo que estä desarrollando dentro de la Revoluciön a pesar de que al final cae en una
actitud machista' (Ibid). It appears,then, that a certain amount of machista behaviour is
accepted as long as you are a good revolutionary. Here, as opposedto the character,Mario, in
Gömez's film, machismo is left mostly intact, the problem being swept away as Lina (who
throughout the film has been the only person to challenge Oscar's macho viewpoint) is `sent
off to Santiago.We must rememberthat the film Oscar is in the processof writing is the very
film we are watching. Oscar has already discussedthis new ending with Arturo as his ideas
for the film change,and so, as scriptwriter, it is Oscar who controls the narrative (and features
as the main character in most of it). Just as in the film Retrato de Teresa(discussedin Chapter
Four) the problem that faces the central male character is removed from the scene and is a
problem no more. We are supposedto feel some sympathy for Oscar as he has lost his newfound love and he now has to face an apparentcrisis of conscience,but his infidelity is never
questioned and neither are his machista values sufficiently.
Gutierrez Alea, taking a traditional Marxist standpoint, is trying to deny (or, more
probably, never fully understood) the direct power relations between male and female that
machismo infers in order to remove it from the male/female power struggle, when that is
precisely what a part of machismo represents-a system of power relations that servesone of
the sexes, as pointed out in Chapter One (Stavans, 1995: 49). In his defence of Oscar,
Gutierrez Alea takes a line that to
some extent upholds these ingrained values. In creating
such a character, he develops a subject-spectator position that plays on the male/active,
female/passivebinary while failing to be
critical enough of this opposition.
As Laura Mulvey would assert, this film is reliant upon the notion of fixation and
eroticisation of a female object for its narrative progress(1975: 39). Without the fixation that
Oscar has for Lina we have no love
story and no love-triangle complications involving
Oscar's wife that create the consciousness-raising (limited though this may be) in him.
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Speaking about Hasta cierto punto, Gutierrez Alea admits that the love story element became
more important in the film than was originally planned. `La historia amorosa estä mäs
desarrolladaque en el proyecto original, me fui enamorandode ella durante la filmaciön y me
sirvi6 para hacer descansaren ella el filme. Pero no era lo que yo queria' (Garcia Borrero,
2001: 164).
However, he found that this wascomplicated by their researchinto making a film about
machismo: `Fuimos a una asambleade eficiencia y salieron cosasmuy interesantes.Ahora no
se como meter todas estos problemas en una simple historia de amor' (Colina, 1984: 186).
Unfortunately, the balance is not well struck. Oscar's is the primary gaze, and accessto Lina
is deflected through it, whether it be filming the interviews with the dockworkers or chasing
somewhat pathetically after her. If it is not his then it is Arturo's (also by implication, as he is
the director of the film they are researching). The roving eye, the masculine gaze; the
`patternsof fascination', (Mulvey, 1975:34) are male, white and middle-class even if some of
the voices, the asides, the insertions (more intelligent and uncompromising than the master's
voice, though some of them are) are not middle-class, are not `intellectual', are not male. This
`prolonged eroticized gaze''' is not treatedwith a sufficiently critical eye.
It is the unconscious here that spills over into the film and it is disturbing. What is it
that fascinates Oscar about Lina? As Davies states, both the films De cierta manera and
Hasta cierto punto `deal with the psychosexualeffects of social and economic changeon men
and women' (1997a: 349), and I agree in large part with Davies' summing up of Hasta cierlo
punto that it does nothing to move the feminist debate along in Cuba (lbid). Davies rightly
argues that, while De cierta manera contains a strong sense of dialogue, interpersonal
relations and communication, the psychosexual dilemma faced by Oscar in Gutierrez Alea's
film overshadowsthe dialectical struggle at work.
The objectification of Lina has already been mentioned, as she `poses' for Oscar in a
pink negligee, minutes after their first meeting; her posture, clothes and loosened-hair
32In her
essay `Masculinity in Crisis' (1982), Pam Cook examines the theme of tragedy and the process
of identification in the film Raging Bull (1980, Martin Scorcese),arguing that the character Vickie is
seenthrough Jake La Motta's eyes with what she calls a `prolonged eroticized gaze' (1982: 42).
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signifying sexualopennessand possibility with no hint of criticism or irony, place, as Mulvey
argues of classic Hollywood cinema, `the erotic into the languageof the dominant patriarchal
order' (1975: 36). And this does nothing to develop a dialectical argument that might serve
the notion of breaking with the traditional mores of a pre-revolutionary machista past. When
Lina asks Oscar if he would leave his wife and come and live with her and her son in her tiny
house, Benny More sings `te quedaräsporque to doy carino, to quedaräsporque to doy amor.'
Gutierrez Alea is trying very hard to write a love story as he truly desired, but this comes at
the expenseof developing somethingmore complex and critical.
Barbara Reisssums it up well:
Here, the obvious focalization of the narrative structure of the film through the male
perspective, although illustrating a consciousnesstowards gender issues,continues to frame the
revolutionary female subject through the institutional looking glass... the critical implications in
the production's metadiscursivefailure and the (female) protagonist's symbolic flight, represent
a gap in the institutional discourse's capacity, not only to representwomen, but in its complicity
in containing an alternative discourse.

(1999: 106-107)
Reiss demonstrates that there is an inconsistency between the existing Socialist agenda and
the feminist agenda that begins to emerge in the late 1980s. The earlier films, including Hasta
cierto punto, she argues, construct a limiting

role for women as acting agents by and for the

Revolution and are also read as breaking with the classic image of the Cuban woman of the
tropics; `la mujer caliente del tr6pico'

(Ibid: 107). The idea of the Revolution was to shift

what she calls the `masculine system of the gaze' and replace this image with a `revolutionary
gender construct' (Ibid). However, here, as in other films, there is no escape from what Teresa
de Lauretis calls `the oedipal tale
of pursuit and capture, distance and desire, memory and
loss' (Ibid: 108). 33

33Freud's Oedipus
complex is described as the childhood desire to sleep with the mother and kill the
father. The child transfers his love
object from that of the breast to the mother, at the same time
resenting (or even wishing to kill) the father. Resolution of the Oedipus complex occurs through
identification with the parent
of the same sex and renunciation of sexual interest in the parent of the
opposite sex. In other words, resolution involves the
symbolic destruction of the parents as libidinal
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Thus, as Laura Mulvey would assert,multiple identifications are constantly being made
in a complex systemof looks that defines cinemaand governs its representationof woman.
The [traditional, Hollywood] film opens with the woman as object of the combined gaze of
spectator and all the male protagonists in the film. She is isolated, glamorous, on display,
sexualised. But as the narrative progressesshe falls in love with the main male protagonist and
becomes his property, losing her outward glamorous characteristics, her generalised sexuality,
her show-girl connotations; her eroticism is subjected to the male star alone.

(Mulvey, 1975: 13)
The male star is therefore the `hero' and the female waits for him to cross her space; the
woman being reduced to function as a sign (a representation) and a value object that
eventually fulfils the promise of the story. For De Lauretis, such traditional narrative
development produces a female position she regards as a `figure of narrative closure' (2003:
87).
In Hasta cierto punto, the ending of the film carries the implication that no closure is
sought, or achieved. Oscar loses Lina and apparently suffers a crisis of conscienceover his
macho behaviour. But, just as in Retrato de Teresa, the ending grossly oversimplifies and
glossesover the crux of the problem; the discussion of the power relations betweenthe sexes.
As Lina leaves for Santiago, power is left firmly supported by its patriarchal roots as the
camera sympathetically focuses on Oscar. Lina is removed from the narrative and closure is
achieved, although perhapsnot in the classic Hollywood model. But certainly the established
(patriarchal) order is retained via the reduction of Lina to the sign/representation of the
`hero's' psychosexualtorment.

objects - the only way to take full responsibility for one's own life. For Freud, this complex was the
cornerstone of all human relationships (Freud, 1991: 356-9 and 362-7. See also: Thwaites, 2007: 9799). In her essay `Oedipus Interruptus', De Lauretis is
concernedwith how women are both represented
and viewed in cinema, arguing that the `ancient narratives' (she cites the Sphinx and Medusa) survive
today as markers, `placesand topoi' where the hero is clearly evident (2003: 83). But how, she asks, do
women identify with this type of characterisation in contemporary cinema? After all, women do buy
cinema tickets and are `seduced' into doing so by the construction of characters in cinema that are
firmly fixed within the terms of the Oedipus. Thus,
she considers the nature of identification for
women spectators and how female subjectivity is engaged in narrative cinema, cinema that establishes
terms of identification with the spectator, who completes the projected image in an intersection
between the profilmic event (the look of the camera), the look
of the spectator and the intradiegetic
look(s) of each of the
characterswithin the film.

While in this film, therefore, Oscar's psychosexual dilemma takes centre stage; for
Mario in De cierta manera, the `hero's' engagementwith Yolanda is not just about sex.
Oscar's attraction for Lina is made obvious as he follows her, first with his eyes and then
physically. The potential threat to Lina is madeevident here. Indeed, nothing has been written
about the constant threat that the male poses to Lina in this film, a threat that turns into a
dreadful reality at the end of the narrative.
But this threat, this insidious weapon of dominancethat men can hold over women, is
so naturalised that it is painted as a socio-cultural certainty, expected and even desirable in a
patriarchal, traditionally machista culture where male (physical) dominance over women is
part and parcel of the nation's psychosexual development, in a history of inferiority and
subsequentneuroticism, as De la Torre points out in Chapter One (1999: 216).
As Oscar and Arturo argue about the path the film-script is taking, Lina's casual
boyfriend, Diego, gives her a lift home in the rain. These two scenesare cut simultaneously
provoking an interesting reading. Lina reluctantly invites Diego up for coffee and he forces
himself on her as she asks him to leave her alone. He pins her violently to the bed and tries to
kiss her as she shouts `iSueltame, no quiero, no quiero! ' Arturo and Oscar continue to argue
about the film-script and the merits or otherwise of imposing intellectual visions of machismo
on the working classes,and we are left with a fundamental question. Is machismo a gender
issue or a class issue?The film seems to imply that it is as much to do with class as gender.
We then cut to Oscar on his way to Lina's apartment,spying Diego leaving as he enters. Lina
is evidently distraught, but, instead of consoling her, Oscar becomes angry and shouts at her
to tell him what happened. `i,Qud hace este tipo aqui? iCoho, dime, dime dime! ' He then
violently throws her on the bed, leaving Lina in tears but mute with shock.
As Lesage points out in Chapter One, in cinema generally (and this film is no
exception) male protagonists guide the action. 4 What is more, in Hasta cierto punto, as the

34Lesage,J., `Rape Threat Scenein
Narrative Cinema'.
At: http://darkwing. uoregon.edu/jlesage/Juliafolder/RAPETHREAT. HTML
(accessed02/04/08).
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narrative moves swiftly from this scene to its conclusion, Lina's rape by Diego and the
subsequentviolence suffered at the hands of Oscar, are forgotten about and Lina seemsto
`miraculously' recover.
Up to this point Lina's world is sexualised from the moment we see her, as Oscar's
fascination begins, and the film then teasesthe viewer as to her availability. When she refuses
the advancesof her former lover he forces himself upon her. Gutierrez Alea himself has
spoken about the `availability' of Lina's character. The fact that she is an unmarried mother,
he argues, makes her, if judged through `petty bourgeois prejudice' (Colina, 1984: 77), more
sexually `available' than otherwise. This is made evident by the recriminatory look given to
her by her neighbour as she enters her apartment with Oscar the first time. Gutierrez Alea
makes it clear that it is the petty bourgeoisspectatorwho may hold this prejudice and thus, he
argues, this spectator is merely having his or her negative stereotypesreflected back to them.
However, such a naturalised portrayal merely servesto enhancethe very stereotypethe film is
attempting to criticise, as it presentsno real alternative, no absolute critique of this negative
stereotyping.
Gutierrez Alea is sympathetic towards Oscar, and argues that he is: `un tipo bien
integrado y bien vivo dentro de la Revoluciön' (Ibid). Oscar does appear lost at the end of the
film and is beginning a process of consciousness-raisingthat may continue, as he questions
his own machista values. This is the film's strongest message;that moral compromises are
necessaryin order for the Revolution to survive and prosper. As Gutierrez Alea states:
Vivir dentro de una realidad tan compleja y crftica como la nuestra, en el sentido de ser una
realidad que se estatransformando incesantemente,exige un compromiso moral a cada minuto y
una toms de decisiön constante frente a los conflictos que le impone al hombre a su existencia
social.

(Ibid)
But perhaps the director is not asking enough of the scriptwriter as he is not criticised
sufficiently for his sexism and violent, unsympathetic attitude towards Lina, while the
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problem that confronts him (Lina) is comfortably removedfrom the narrative, thus alleviating
him of any guilt or moral opposition.

Conclusion to Chapter Two
Although the wrecking ball in De cierta manera is a very obvious metaphor of the personal
reconstruction that Yolanda and Mario are undertaking in the new Revolution, it is a very
strong one and, effectively, tears down history in order to make way for the new material and
`spiritual' conditions of people's lives. This is a film that, in Jameson's terms, posits the
`historical coming in to being' of the visual (1992: 1); that unites `high culture' and `mass
culture' in a process of dialectical reasoning. It both draws on and subverts traditional
cinematic codes, using them so effectively that the documentary and fictional sequencesare
almost interchangeable.As Lezcano states:
El documental y la ficciön no aparecenyuxtapuestos,no avanzan en direcciones autönomas, no
se despliegan en eseviejo juego escenicoque reserva la estilizaciön y la brillantez para los entes
de ficciön y relega los seres `de carne y hueso' a la tonalidad gris de las escenasde trämite.
Ambas dimensiones se complementan, se enriquecen mutuamente, se integran desde las
primeras escenasa la idea rectora del filme.

(1989: 5)
G6mez uses both Brechtian and Eisensteinian film practices in a balance that both draws the
spectator in and then prevents any real identification

with the characters on screen. It

promotes critical viewing that attempts to create a `new spectator', who can then question his
or her behaviour. Its approach is historical and `dialectic, modem and Marxist and, as most
Cuban cinema had already done
since 1960, eschews traditional
progressive and revolutionary

film

narrative

for a

discourse that posits male/female relations in radically new

ways.

Hasta cierto punto is a film about machismo that gives valuable insights into the nature
of the problem in Cuba and, rightly, argues that machismo is a complex issue that involves
gender, race and class dimensions. But the film places class and sexuality as more important
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in the machismo debate than relations of gender.In its desire to createa love story acrossthe
class divide it does not deal sufficiently with relations of sexual power and dominancethat, as
we have seen,are central to the machismo paradigm. Although Oscar is madeto reflect on his
film script (ultimately refusing to write what Arturo had in mind), and has marital problems
with his wife after the affair with Lina, he is still a scriptwriter, and he is still married. As Paz
argues,a patriarchal equilibrium is achievedand everything is put in its place, including Lina,
whose life has been reduced to dust and the misery of being raped, while for Oscar, what has
really been changedis, practically, nothing.
Ultimately, while De cierta manera uses its sense of the modem within a Marxistsocialist frame of reference to brilliantly elaborate on the possibilities of new modes of
thinking concerning gender relations, Hasta cierto punto falls into the trap of paying homage
to a far better piece of work while saying nothing new. `The result is a sentimental romance,
which goes nowhere, couched in an overview of Cuban society as experiencing stasis at the
levels of production, morality and art' (Davies, 1997: 349).
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Chapter Three
Sexuality and Motherhood
As her sons have seen her: the mother in patriarchy: controlling, erotic, castrating, heartsuffering, guilt-ridden, and guilt-provoking; a marble brow, a huge breast, an avid cave;
between her legs snakes,swamp grass, or teeth; on her lap a helpless infant or a martyred son.
She exists for one purpose;to bear and nourish the son.'

Introduction
This chapter is intended as a theoretical and contextual introduction to the two films analysed
in detail in Chapter Four; Retrato de Teresa (1979, Pastor Vega) and Lejanfa (1985, Jesüs
Diaz). It is hoped that the readercan carry the ideas developedin this chapter forward into the
film analysesin Chapter Four.
Retrato de Teresa is set in 1970s Havana. Teresa, wife to Ramon and mother of their
three children, struggles to balanceher work, family and revolutionary responsibilities. With a
full-time job plus out-of-work union duties as dressmakerto a successful dance troupe, and
cultural leader of her workplace, Teresa at first refuses to take on any more union
responsibilities. But she is persuadedto carry on, and her and Ramön's relationship finally
breaks down as he feels she has little time for him and the family. Ramön leaves home and
starts a new relationship, while Teresa becomes ill with stress and has to take time off work.
Offered a new job in Santiago,Ramon tries to win his wife back so that she will go with him
but she cannot forgive his infidelity. After
she refusesto tell him whether or not she has also
had an affair, she walks away from him into a crowded street as he follows.
Set in contemporary Havana,Lejanfa is the story of Reinaldo and his wife, Aleida, who
receive an unexpectedvisit from Reinaldo's mother, Susana,who had left Havana for Miami
some ten years earlier, when Reinaldo was unable to leave with her due to his impending
military service. Susanaarrives with her son's cousin Ana, and tries to persuadeReinaldo to

' Rich, 1986:186.
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return with her to the USA. But he eventually rejects his mother and remains in Cuba to serve
the Revolution.
As argued in Chapter One, machismo has been central to Cuba's psychosexual
development as a nation formed out of a Hispanic colonial and Black African past. Male
domination over women in all areas is a historical phenomenon that the Revolution has
partially attempted to ameliorate, using certain legislative measuressuch as the Family Code
(discussed in the Introduction to this thesis). In Chapter Two, the analysis of the film Hasta
cierto punto touched on notions of sex and sexuality, particularly in relation to the central
character, Oscar, who will not make love with his wife, but has an affair with female
dockworker and single mother, Lina. In this film, at the end, Lina leavesto go and start a new
life in Santiago de Cuba. It is arguedthat this `eliminates' her from the scene,thus evacuating
the `problem' for the central male character; equilibrium of patriarchal power being restored.
After Lina is raped by her ex-boyfriend towards the end of Hasta cierto punto and, in the
terms of the machismo paradigm, becomesa `bad' woman (Goldwert, 1983: 2), she is then
`expelled'. 2
This present chapter theoretically and contextually introduces two films that both have
a mother as a central character. In Retrato de Tersea,a similar ending to Hasta cierto punto
(the lead female character seemingly exiting the dominant discourse) spawns much of the
analysis and controversy. Issues of sex are important here as the film deals with a marital
crisis, the ending of which dependson the fidelity of the mother. The first part of this chapter
will look at aspects of sexuality in Cuba and in cinema and will use the debate on female
sexuality in film studies as a theoretical introduction to this film. It will argue that, although
Retrato de Teresa opens up a wealth of issuesconcerning male-female relations, by refusing
to deal with the issue of female sexual relations in a dialectical manner (in the way that De
cierta manera approachesthe issue of machismo for example) it evacuatesthe `problem'. In
so doing it supports (perhaps unwittingly) the universalism of traditional male-female sexual
2Chapter One
examined in more detail the relationship between machismo and sexuality via work by
Zlotchew (1979) and Goldwert (1983).
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relations. This will be illustrated by showing how female sexual relations have been
representedin Latin America and in Cuban culture generally and with referenceto film theory
on female sexuality that demonstrateshow cinema can approach issues of female sexuality
and, possibly, subvert patriarchal notions of woman as sexual object rather than sexual
subject.
For the second film, Lejania, issues concerning representationsof the mother-figure
will provide the focus for the theoretical insight. The chapter will illustrate how Cuba has
represented culturally the figure of the mother and how this figure has been conceived in
cinema and society generally. This is important to understand the film in question as it is
argued in Chapter Four that it posits a contradictory representationof the figure of the Cuban
mother that questions traditional (Oedipal) representationsand can therefore go some way
towards subverting those norms.

Female Sexuality in Cuba and Latin America
The introduction to this thesis illustrates how difficult it has been for women to, as Davies
states,make `inroads into traditional Hispanic `machismo" (1997: 199). The 1975 Cödigo de
Familia, she comments, was an attempt to bring this debate into the private sphere of the
home, but this was resistedby men in a society organisedusing `patriarchal formations and a
masculine economy' (Ibid). 3
In Cuba the collective (sectorial) experienceof women was assimilated into the wider
collective experience of the developing nation. Despite the redrawing of the map of social
relationships vis-ä-vis gender and race (but not sexuality), feminine subjectivity is still largely
hidden and unspoken.This has partly to do with the idealisation of motherhood which results
in `woman's desexualisation and lack of agency' and the preservation of a gender system in
which `man expresses desire and woman is the object of it' (Ibid: 200).4 Discussions of
female sexuality, Davies suggests,have formed part of Cuba's literary development for many
3 Article 25
of the C6digo de Familia states: `Spouses must live together, be loyal, considerate,
respectful and mutually helpful to each other' (`Family Code, 1975', English version, p. 19).
4 Here Davies is
partly quoting Benjamin, J. (1990), The Bonds of Love, Virago, London, p. 86.
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years, but in cinema there have been very few films to deal with this almost taboo subject.5
Retrato de Teresa was the first to approach the topic but, as we shall see in Chapter Four,
skirted very much around the edges of the debate in order to avoid too much controversy,
even though sex and sexuality were topics regularly being discussedin the public domain. As
the `Thesis: On the Full Exercise of Women's Equality', presentedby the Communist Party
of Cuba at the First Congressin December, 1975 said: `Men and women have to be equally
free and responsible in determining their relations in the area of their sexual lives... This
freedom does not imply licentiousness,which degradesbeauty and the relations betweenmen
and women' (Stone, 1981: 101). Davies quotes Ian Lumsden: `Since 1959 young Cubans
have become much more open and liberal about sex. They have probably become more
sexually active as well [... ] premarital sex is commonplace [... ] Young women seem very
much at easewith their sexuality' (1997: 212).'
But debates on sexuality have mostly taken a subordinate role in the literature on
women in Cuba, as Carollee Bengelsdorf points out. She discussesthe lack of debates on
sexuality in Cuba and blames this on the fact that most of the investigations on gender in
Cuba concentrateon the incorporation of women into the workplace (1997: 127). She argues
that notions of female sexuality have historically had a racial interpretation. White women
and their honour, she argues, were the objects with which men would trade in their attempts

s Davies then discusses
a number of poets (e.g. Reina Maria Rodriguez, Soleida Rios, Chely Lima,
Soledad Cruz Guerra) and the inscription of female subjectivity in their poems using various ideas such
as female sexuality (both heterosexual and homosexual), denial of family roots, denial of traditional
roles of motherhood, the construction of the body, and collective and individual experience. She
comments that eroticism in woman's poetry was commonplace throughout the twentieth century and
that Cuban writers, born after 1959, `experienced a sexual revolution in Cuba' (1997: 211-2). In
addition, in Nina Men6ndez's article on lesbianism in Cuban women's writing, Menendez highlights
the `audacious subtext that presents lesbianism as a liberating identity for some women' in the 1929
novel La vida manda by Ofelia Rodriguez Acosta (Menendez, 1997: 177).
6 With the C6digo de Familia
of 1975 came the introduction of sex education to Cuba as the FMC
worked with the Ministry of Health to prepare people for responsible parenting. See:
http: //www. scienceblog.com/community/older/archives/L/2000/A/un000969. html
accessed29/07/08).
It is also worth noting at this stage that amongst the
many foreign films being shown in Havana in
1979 when Retrato de Teresa was released,
was Hitchcock's Marnie (1964), a bold psychological
thriller and sex mystery that centres on a
woman habitual thief, and Peter Bogdanovich's Daisy Miller
(1974), based on the short novel by Henry James
about a nineteenth-century US. woman touring
Europe who illustrates
very progressive, modern behaviour that surprises those around her (Granma,
8/11/79: 6).
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to construct their own virility, while black women did not have an honour to defend. White
society defined and establishedthe terms of sexualdiscourse; and the value of the pure, white,
virginal bride, alongside the conflicting masculine sexual imperative, had little in common
with the actuality of male-female sexual relations. The honour of the white male then
depended on the sexual purity of his female relations (wife, mother, sister, daughters, etc),
illustrated by the nineteenth-centurysaying: `La mujer honrada, la pierna quebrada,y en casa'
(Ibid: 128).8 Women could not therefore openly explore or discuss their sexuality and the
most obvious way for a man to harm the honour of another man was to have sexual relations
with a female member of his family.
In the case of mulatas, Bengesldorf argues, their sexuality has a different narrative. In
the sexual ideology of the island, the mulata inhabits, at one and the same time, `el centro
ausentey la peligrosa frontera entre las razas' (Ibid: 129). The mulata has always been seen
as possessinga dangerous sexuality that at the same time defies and supports the sexual
structures of society. In short, the mulata representseverything that, traditionally, the white
woman was not: sexually aggressive,immoral and threatening.
In cinema, although ICAIC had produced Lucia, the first part of which hints at the
possibility of female sexual desire, and Part Three of which deals with machismo and
restrictions placed on women's freedom, female sexuality remained taboo-9
Chant and Craske define sexuality as `a spectrum of behaviour that extends from the
procreative to the erotic and encompassesideals, desires,practicesand identities' (2003: 128).
They argue that social constructionism has `exploded the myth that female sexuality is
`inherently dangerous' and in need of restraint by patriarchal institutions to effect transition
from a `primitive' to a `modern', regulated social order' (Ibid). They use Foucault and others
aAs Bengelsdorf
points out, the idea that only mad white women were seen out on the streets was
underlined in the film Lucia, in which, in the first part, a mad woman (Fernandina),who had once been
a nun but had been raped by Spanish soldiers, runs around the streetsof Trinidad (1997: 130).
9 Aufderheide
comments that, after 1975, documentaries from ICAIC would begin to deal with sexual
equality, citing the films Controversia (1981, Rolando Diaz), which deals with the debate among rural
husbands and wives about their respective
roles that reveals long-standing and unresolved problems;
and El piropo (1978, Luis Bernaza), which suggests that macho ideals are not so easily banished,
although argues Aufderheide, the film seemsto celebrate them in its `leery, cheesy way' (1989: 500).
Later, female sexuality would play a larger role in Cuban
cinema in films such as Mujer transparente
(1990), Maria Antonia (1990, Sergio Giral, )
Adorables
Mentiras (1991, Gerardo Chijona).
and
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to assertthat the notion of sex itself is an outcome of specific discursive practices and not an
origin. Bodies have no sex outside discourses,so the discursive construction of binary sexes
is part of discourseand not `natural' or inherent. Foucault's work led to Judith Butler's, which
argues that no distinction should be made between sex and gender. The body is `a site of
multiple, contested meanings and in constant, mutual and simultaneous motion with
configurations of sex and gender' (Ibid: 130).10Gender, as Butler asserts,is performative, and
what is important is to consider cultural variations of sex and gender as corrective to
universalist tendencies(Ibid: 130). In the examination of Retrato de Teresa in Chapter Four,
it is arguedthat the film's refusal to debate the issue of female sexuality denies its power as a
feminist text by supporting traditional views of male and female sexuality as discussedhere.
According to Chant and Craske there have generally been two extremes to
representationsof sexuality in Latin America - sexual repression associatedwith Roman
Catholicism, and exoticism and sensuality. In their examination of pre-Hispanic cultures, they
argue that these, plus the Catholic legacy, have produced fixed notions of female sexuality,
where motherhood is seenas a woman's destiny and sex should only occur in marriage." At
the sametime, the dichotomy produced of 'virgin/Madonna' and `whore' led to the belief that
a man's wife should be a conservative sexual partner while his mistressor a prostitute would
be the recreational object (Ibid: 135-138).
`Preponderant stereotypical constructions of male and female sexuality in Latin
America have long been characterisedin a binary fashion, mapped unproblematically onto
male and female bodies so as to confer on men a sexuality which is active and dominant, and
on women a sexuality which is passive and submissive' (Ibid: 138). The sexual double
standardis fuelled by the belief that men cannot be blamed for having many sexual partners
even when married, if they are seducedby `bad' women. Constructionsof sexuality are based

10In Chapter Five,
J7 (o demasiado miedo a la vida) and
the theoretical introduction to the films P1a,
Mujer transparente concerns itself partly
Butler
with the way
configures notions of gender and
sexuality.
11They
claim that the Mayans were monogamous, and that the Aztecs avoided sexual excess, believed
that a woman should be virginal before marriage, and deplored lesbianism (Chant and Craske, 2003:
134).
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on the belief that men's sexual desire `is based on strong biological impulses which require
immediate relief (Ibid:

141).12This is confirmed by Goldwert in his book on machismo in

Latin America.
The `cardinal cultural prescription' pertinent to male-female relations is the double standard.
The sexual aggressivenessof the macho reflects the widely held belief that sex is necessaryto a
man. Whereasa woman can live without sexual intercourse, a man cannot. In accordancewith
this belief, a man is expected to be sexually aggressive,and to create and capitalize upon sexual
opportunities.

(1983: 2-3)
Easthopeasks why male heterosexualdesire is presentedas absoluteand undifferentiating, `as
though it were always the same, no matter what the time, the place, or for that matter the
person' (1990: 135). Masculinity is constructed as an insatiable sexual appetite, `something
that seeks satisfaction everywhere - in posters, magazines,advertising, soft and hard-core
pornography - in images of women or bits of women' (Ibid). He goes further to
controversially state: `Sexuality cannot be separated from the symbolic forms in which it
takes on representation the idea that male heterosexual desire is a natural force has to be
...
rejected' (Ibid). Throughout Retrato de Teresa, Ramön's sexuality is foregrounded (he dates
other women and seduces Teresa after their separation), while Teresa's is deliberately
ignored.
According to Suarez-Orozco,there has been a tendency for Latin American men to
articulate `a collectively
discusses the piropo

held male fantasy on the nature of women' (1987: 121). Suarez
(flattery

addressed to women in the street about their

physical

appearance) and remarks that it illustrates a dual image of women on the part of Latin males.
The piropo is `an expressive manifestation
of a collectively held male attitude toward women,
which

has as its central feature fantasies about the angelic, virginal

purity of the ideal

woman.. This coexists with aggressive, hostile feelings and the frequent reduction of women
.
to sexual objects

hostile and
... many piropos worship women, yet many others are clearly

12Here Chant
and Craske are quoting Ivonne Szasz, from her 1998 article on men and sexuality in
Mexico.
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denigrate them' (Ibid: 131).13Suarez suggeststhat women are socialised to expect a piropo,
and the failure to elicit them createsa senseof anxiety as if they are getting old or losing their
attractiveness. `Latin women may be victimized by the Latin male image of women. They are
caught between the idealized demands for sexual repression...and the urges for sexuality
which, if indulged, carry the stigma of harlotry' (]bid: 143). Any powerful manifestation of
the contrary therefore; any direct and oppositional exposure of female sexuality (particularly
from a mother and wife whose sexuality should, normally, be repressed),would be extremely
threatening to this traditional binary.
Feminists, Ferguson argues, need to look for alternative sexual moralities to this
dualism (1989: 209). But treatment of Cuba's double standardconcerning sexual morality in
Retrato de Teresa relies on a dualistic approach to sexuality and this will be discussed at
length in Chapter Four.14

Female Sexuality and Desire in Cinema
In order to understand how cinema can approach issues of female sexuality and,
possibly, subvert patriarchal notions of woman as sexual object rather than sexual subject,
recourseis often made to aspectsof feminist film theory that rely on psychoanalysis.As well
as seeing the phallus as the primary signifier, psychoanalysis also tries to deconstruct
patriarchy from the perspective of sex and so is very ambivalent. It gives a very compelling
description and theory of women's sexuality but encloses it in `normative definitions of
woman as other' (Cowie, 1997: 10). We must acknowledge, then, the limitations of this
approach while taking advantageof its benefits, for, as Jacqueline Rose argues: `The history
of psychoanalysis can in many ways be seen entirely in terms of its engagement with this
13In this last
category Suarez usesan example from Cuba directed at older women, with reference to
Castro's beardand the woman's pubic hair. `Vieja, mbstrame la de Fidel' (1987: 131).
14According to Ursula Vogel, the double-standard derives from the 1804 French Code
civil - the
model of the modern legal system- that `affirmed the unquestionable authority of the husband and
father' in the domestic sphere (1992: 150). The husband could demand a divorce on the grounds of his
wife's adultery but the wife could only demand divorce on the grounds of her husband's adultery if he
had lived with his mistress in his marital home (Ibid: 150-1). `[T]he meaning of what may appear a
timeless code of sexual morality is intimately bound up with the historically specific and changing
pattern of a society's legal and political institutions, with its religious traditions, and with the interests
and values of particular groups' (Ibid: 149).
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question of feminine sexuality' (1989: 51). Close analysis of Retrato de Teresa in Chapter
Four will argue that, although it raises many important and valid concerns for women in
Cuba, in its treatment of sexuality it encloses the female figure in Cowie's `normative
definitions', and presentsimages of both male and female sexuality that fall within traditional
paradigms in Cuba, thus reducing its power as a `feminist' film.
Female desire and fantasy play an integral part in both films to be discussedin Chapter
Four, particularly becausethe desires are either unseenor not achieved. In her discussion of
fantasy as a concept, Cowie elaborates two feminist positions. One is moralistic and charges
that sexual fantasy is dehumanising,as it usesanotherperson as an object; the secondposition
is the contrary in that it `acceptsthat fantasy is intrinsic to human nature and indeed bound up
in some way with sexuality but arguesthat its implications remain to be explored' (1984: 72).
Seeing fantasy as the fundamental object of psychoanalysisand linking sexuality directly to
how it is shapedby society, Cowie defines the term, using the Chambers dictionary as `an
imagined scene' (Ibid: 78), being derived from the Greek `to make visible'. `Fantasy
involves, is characterisedby, not the achievement of desired objects, but the arranging of, a
setting out of, desire; a veritable mise-en-sceneof desire' (Ibid: 79). A repressedwish, the
specularisation of fantasy is aided by the realism of the cinematic experience, particularly in
the case of a film like Retrato de Teresa,which relies on the conventions of cinematic realism
for its verisimilitude.
In her analysis of the film Now Voyager (1943, Irving Rapper), part of the `woman's
film' genre, Cowie examines how fantasy is created for the lead female character. `The
scenario, the mise-en-sceneof desire thus emergesfor us not just in the story, but rather in its
narrating: that series of images bound into the narrative structures, in the devices, delays,
coincidences, etc that make up the narration of the story. The pleasurethen not in what wishes
[a character] obtains but how' (Ibid: 92). As we shall see later, this is all important in Retrato
de Teresaas the film limits the narration Teresa's fantasy to such an extent that it is all but
of
negated, and the question left behind is: whose desire, whose fantasy is figured in the film,
Teresa's or that of her husband?
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As Judith Butler remarks, some feminist theorists argue that `sexuality is always
constructed within the terms of discourseand power, where power is partially understood in
terms of heterosexualand phallic cultural conventions' (1999: 40). From this point of view,
desire is established as a heterosexual, male prerogative. `The naturalization of both
heterosexuality and masculine sexual agency are discursive constructions nowhere accounted
for but everywhere assumedwithin this founding structuralist frame' (Ibid: 54-5). As such,
any transgressionof these codes is denied or negatedand traditional cinematic representations
of women deliver: `objectification of the female image in relation to the controlling male
gaze; highly coded and fetishised images of the female face and form; cyclical narrative
processes which restore a conservative status quo; destruction of female characters who
threaten the patriarchal order; denial of aberrant forms of desire... ' (Screen, 1992: 5). As
Swanson remarks, in the forms of cinema that privilege masculine spectator-relations,`the
image of woman is held within a voyeuristically and fetishistically distanced looking, while
narrativity is prioritised over image, closure over disequilibrium. For to de-sexualise the
female body is ultimately to deny its very existence'.15Drawing on Doane, Swanson argues
that the woman is cast as object and can only signify the position of lack that structuresmale
desire. `Desire may be insatiable, it may entail the constantly renewed pursuit for a
perpetually lost object, but at least the male has desire' (Ibid).
In Teresa de Lauretis's examination of the construction of sexuality in cinema, she
points to the classic myths of the Sphinx and Medusa to show that these ancient narratives
survive today in cinema as markers `places and topoi' where the hero is clearly signalled
(2003: 83). Referring to Freud's 1922 paper `Medusa's Head', she argues that the fear of the
threat of castration is linked to the sight of the female genitals but also to the sight of
Medusa's head. Quoting Cixous from her article `The Laugh of the Medusa', she argues that
the threat of female sexuality, and the associated`death' of woman, forms a significant part of
all cinematic depiction. `[Men] need women to be associatedwith death; it's the jitters that
15Swanson,G. (1991).
At:
www. mcc.murdoch.edu.au/ReadingRoom/4.2/Swanson.html (accessed07/08/08).
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gives them a hard on! For themselves!' (lbid: 84). Women's desire, suggestsde Lauretis, has
been constructed within the terms of the Oedipus complex. No film image is neutral as
editing, lighting, staging, script and so on, all play their part. But the spectatorcompletes the
picture via the `terms of identification' that are establishedbetween subject and object (Ibid:
85). In narrative film, the movement of the spectatoris subject to teleology (the movement of
the narrative), which is largely basedon the `two zones of sexual difference, from which they
take their culturally pre-constructedmeaning' (Ibid: 86).
When this meaning is establishedin the largely dualistic terms of gender,then it is easy
to seehow looks can convergeon the female figure in cinema basedon mythical mechanisms,
exactly what happens in Retrato de Teresa. As we have seen in Chapter One, in Laura
Mulvey's terms, woman is framed by the camera as icon or object of the gaze, the male
character who looks is the `bearer' of the look, which in turn is relayed to the spectator
through the camera.

So there is already a pre-constructedlook at the female as icon, and traditional
cinematic narrative often simply adheresto that construct. Narrative is therefore governed by
an Oedipal logic that is based on the system of exchange due to incest prohibition, and
woman functions as a sign (representation) and a value (object) for exchange.16So in cinema
`woman' representsthe fulfilment of narrative promise and this supports the male status of
the mythical subject. De Lauretis claims that the female position is produced as the end result
of narrativisation, as `the figure of narrative closure' (Ibid: 86)." As we shall see in Chapter
Four, this idea of narrative closure is extremely important to the film Retrato de Teresa.
Important in the debate on female sexuality and desire in cinema is the work of Molly
Haskell, who has considered a number of Hollywood films from the 1930s and 1940s as
making up the heyday of the 'woman's film' in mainstream cinema (1999: 20-30). Her

16See footnote 33, Chapter Two for brief
a
explanation of the Oedipus complex.
17De Lauretis
argues that in certain narratives (eg the Western) the female character simply waits for
the hero to cross her space; or she may wish to disturb that space by seeking to exceed the boundary
(film noir for example); or, as in the
case of a film basedon a melodrama (a 'woman's film') there is a
journey (inward or outward)
whose possible outcomes are those outlined by Freud's mythical story of
femininity, `Medusa's Head', 1922 (2003: 84).
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analysis is useful here as her definitions of these films very much describe the nature of
Retrato de Teresa (even though the films were produced at different times and in different
socio-political contexts). Haskell describesthe `woman's film' as being centred on a female
character in opposition to the classic `man's film' in which a hero battles against the odds
with a woman acting as an aside.18She suggeststhat the world of the housewife corresponds
to the state of woman in general with limited options - and dependentfor her well being on
institutions such as marriage and motherhood (Ibid: 22). In the classic `woman's film' there is
a central moral code, according to Haskell, where the housewife is forced to adhere to a
morality in which she stifles her own desires while the man is free to expresshis. In these
films the path of love is drudgery as the domestic and romantic are entwined in a theme of
self-sacrifice that recognisesthat the `essenceof her [the woman's] salvation' lies in her dayto-day struggle to keep `the best of (herself) afloat' (Ibid).
Haskell is extremely critical of the worst of this genre of films, calling them `soft-core
emotional porn for the frustrated housewife' (Ibid: 21), and suggeststhat the fact that there is
a need for such a genre of film suggests `a heap of misery in the first place' (Ibid). `What
more damning comment on the relations betweenmen and women in America than the very
notion of somethingcalled the `woman's film'? ' (Ibid: 20).
She divides the `woman's film' into three general categories.First there are films about
`extraordinary women', who `call the shots' with a singular viewpoint and `transcend the
limitations of their sexual identities... But their status as emancipatedwomen, basedas it is on
the very quality of being exceptional, weakens their political value as demonstration-model
victims... ' (Ibid). Second there are films about `ordinary' women - `women whose options
have been foreclosed by marriage or income, by children or age, who are, properly speaking
the subject of women's films at their lowest and largest common denominator'. Women in
1eThere have been
a number of examples, in Cuban cinema, of films that have, as the central character,
a male revolutionary hero, battling against the odds to emerge, triumphant, at the end. El brigadista
(1977, Octavio Cortazar) is described by Michael Chanan `naive'
as
and `macho' (1985: 18). It tells the
story of a young, educated, male teacher who, as part of the literacy campaign in the 1960s,goes to
rural Cuba to live with and teach the peasantpopulation. El hombre de Maisinicü (1973, Manuel Perez)
was criticised for its black and white morals, and for being one of several `macho adventure stories,
where the good guys are revolutionary and the bad guys are counter-revolutionary' (King, 2000: 160).
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these films stand as `audience surrogates...defined negatively... by their mutual limitations
rather than by their talents or aspirations'. Such films preserve the status quo by not
encouraging women to rebel or question (Ibid). Finally, there are the better women's films,
Haskell asserts.Theseare the fictions of the:
becomes extraordinary, the woman who begins as a victim of
... ordinary woman who
discriminatory circumstances and rises, through pain, obsession or defiance, to become a
mistress of her fate... Her ascent is given stature and conviction not through a discreet contempt
for the female sensibility, but through an all-out belief in it, through the faith, expressed in
directorial sympathy and style, that the swirling river of a woman's emotions is as important as
anything on earth.

(Ibid)19
In Jump Cut 44, Autumn, 2001, Aspasia Kotsopoulos discussesStella Dallas (1937, King
Vidor) as an example which she calls a sub-genre of melodrama specifically addressedto
female audiences. She makes the point that the `woman's film' often includes fantasy
scenariosof resistancein which the female protagonist, usually played by a well-known star,
enacts a wish, one socially prohibited to her becauseof her gender.For Kotsopoulos,this type
of film often incorporates a wish on the part of the female protagonist to resist patriarchy's
mechanisms and the idea that `the very possessionof desire (for knowledge, for sex, for
`something else') is forbidden her, regardless of whether she acts on it or not. Merely to be
desiring goes against patriarchal constructionsof a self-abnegatingfemininity'. 20
For Haskell, the good `woman's film' places woman `into the singular and out of the
plural', by portraying her public and private dilemmas (1999: 27). As she remarks, movies
have a narrower context than literature with the protagonist being seen in detailed close-up,
the visualisation being done for the spectator via the camera.This singular experiencehere is
a signifier of the attempt to move `out of the contrivances of puritanical thinking into

19Haskell
cites two films as examples of great women's films: Angel (1937, Ernst Lubitsch) and Letter
From an Unknown Woman (1948, Max Ophüls). In both these films, the leading
protagonists are
married women who fall in love with other men.
20Kotsopoulos, A. (2001). At:
www. ejumpcut.org/archive/J*c44.2001/aspasia/againstgrainl.
htmi (accessed16/07/08
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enlightened self-interest' (Ibid), from the reactionary to the radical in an examination of
woman's negative experienceand her `solitary soul' (Ibid). However, in many of these films
of the 1930s,the underlying assumptionwas to preservethe status quo by reconciling women
to their role and not encouragingthem to rebel against it.
This definition of the mainstream `woman's film' precisely describesthe nature of
Retrato de Teresaand the position that the central character (a Havana housewife and mother)
finds herself in when we meet her. As we shall see,the lead character does rebel against her
domestic drudgery but, I will argue, any alternative desires or fantasiesshe may have are not
elucidated sufficiently and, as such,the film ultimately naturalises her position as Other from
a patriarchal viewpoint. As such, Teresa goes some way to subverting the masculinist
economy, but not far enough, and so lands somewhere between Haskell's second and third
categoriesof the `woman's film', as we shall see later.
Discussion of this kind of film is very useful for the analysis of female subjectivity,
`precisely becauseits addressto a female viewer is particularly strong marked' (Doane, 1987:
3). Mary Ann Doane analyses `woman's films' of the 1940s from Hollywood, describing
them as dealing with `problems defined as `female' (problems revolving around domestic life,
the family, children, self-sacrifice, and the relationship between women and production
versus that betweenwomen and reproduction' (Ibid). Like the films Doane discusses,Retrato
de Teresa, as we shall see,appearslike a historical memory, `no longer completely culturally
negotiable since they are, in an era which believes itself to be post-feminist, so strongly
marked as belonging to the recentpast' (Ibid). 21
There has beenthe temptation to use the `woman's film' as a possible alternative to the
objectification of women in traditional narrative - to `shift the terms of an analysis of fantasy
and history in favour of the woman and away from a paternal reference point' (Ibid: 4). In its
attempt to elaborateon a grand debate in Cuban society, i.e. the inequalities between men and

21In the final
chapter of this thesis, it will become apparent how Cuban cinema at the end of the 1980s
decides to leave behind this cultural memory in favour
of a postmodern aesthetic that is strongly
marked by its desire to question female subjectivity rather than to try and insert it neatly into the grand
master narrative of the Marxist modernising project.
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women, it is tempting to see Retrato de Teresa very much in this light. `Yet such films that
focus on the female subject do not provide us with an accessto a pure and authentic female
subjectivity, much as we may like them to do so. They provide us instead with an image
repertoire of poses- classicalfeminine posesand assumptionsabout the female appropriation
of the gaze' (Ibid).
The production of women's stories is very problematic; following Mulvey, we now
know that `the figure of the woman is aligned with spectacle,space, or the image, often in
opposition to the linear flow of the plot. From this point of view there is something abut the
representationof the woman which is resistant to narrative or narrativisation' (Doane, 1987:
5). In Chapter One we saw, using the work of Mulvey, that the male inhabits the screenand
controls the space in traditional cinematic narrative and `the female's association with space
or matter deprives her of subjectivity' (Ibid: 6). As such it is very difficult to conceptualise
female identification outside of such masculine parameters.When a film operateswith the
gritty realism of Retrato de Teresa,using some of the traditional cinematic terms reminiscent
of the 1930s and 1940sHollywood `woman's film', it is extremely difficult to work outside
of these establishedcodes.
For Doane, two of the most evident tropes of the `maternal melodrama' as she calls the
`woman's films' (Ibid: 73) are: the `sense of disproportion between desire and fulfilment'
(Ibid: 85); and the representationof misdirected desire
-a `fault' or `flaw' in female sexuality
22
- `her insistence in striving after the `wrong' object' (Ibid: 92). This, she argues,is basedon
one of the maternal functions of patriarchal society; that is to hide or repressthe body - `the
repression of desire' and the regulation of sex (Ibid)23 The absenceof female desire is then
made present by its substitution - that of filial devotion, where `pathos is generated by a
22Doane
adds that one of the aspectsof melodrama (and applicable here to the film Retrato de Teresa)
is the `externalization of internal
emotions and their embodiment within the mise-en-sceneor decor;
the claustrophobia of the settings, which are most frequently domestic... a strategy linked to the
`foreshortening of lived time in favour of intensity" (1987: 72). In the last part of this quotation she is
citing Thomas Elsaesser's`Tales of Sound and Fury: Observations on the Family Melodrama', from
1972. Doane describes the melodramatic mode
as a "feminine' form, linking it intimately with the
`woman's film' in its addressto a female audience' (Ibid: 72-3).
23Here Doane
analyses the film The RecklessMoment (1949, Max Ophüls ) and the mother's potential
relationship with an underworld gangster.
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situation in which maternal love becomesa sign of the impossibility of female desire, which
must remain unfulfilled precisely because it is `out of synch' with the proper order of
generations' (Ibid: 94). Ultimately Doane criticises the maternal melodrama for this pathetic
affect. Such `woman's films' feminine the spectatorthrough pathosand are `complicit with an
ideological notion of sexually differentiated forms of spectatorship' (Ibid).
In Doane's analysis of the `woman's films' Caught (1949, Max OphOls) and Rebecca
(1940, Alfred Hitchcock), she shows how these films anticipate a female audience through
their concern with traditionally female spheres (2003: 70).24However, this is problematic,
Doane asserts, in the light of Mulvey's assertion that the gaze is male and there exists the
assumptionof a male spectator with the psychical mechanismsof voyeurism and fetishism at
play. But Doane argues around this restrictive notion of female spectatorshipby maintaining
that it is not only the film that constructs the spectator but that the spectator herself
contributes to any notion of identity construction. As the `woman's film' is basedon a female
fantasy, the spectator is able to help construct that fantasy herself and `the problematic of
female fantasy is most frequently compatible with that of persecution - by husband,family,
or lover' (Ibid). In Retrato de Teresa the notion that fantasy and persecution are linked is
significantly brought together in the final sceneof the film.
Doane argues that the 1940s `woman's films' try to trace female subjectivity and
desire, as does Retrato de Teresa, but because they are done using traditional modes of
Hollywood narrative that cannot sustain such an exploration, certain contradictions within
patriarchal ideology become apparent. Does this mean that the only cinematic mode of
address compatible with feminism is to break with traditional narrative, as Mulvey would
argue? The `woman's film', then, can be seen as opposite to the type that Mulvey would
desire as being appropriate to a feminist cinema, as they are designed to `ensure the ego
fortification of the male spectator' (Ibid: 71). However, given their obsessionto `centre and
re-centre the female protagonist' they may offer an alternative to the "to-be-looked-at-ness'

24First
published in 1981.
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of traditional cinema (objectification of woman as spectacle according to the masculine
structure of the gaze)' (Ibid).
Analysis of the Hollywood `woman's film' as described by Haskell, Kotsopolous and
Doane provides an insight into how a spectator might become what Kaplan describesas an
`effect' of the text, unable to escapepatriarchy's mechanisms(1983: 83). Kotsopolous draws
on Kaplan's work on the film Stella Dallas to show how the main (female) character's
perspective is delegitimised in order to place the audience in line with the central male
character's patriarchal point of view. This, however, implies that the spectator is being
structured by the mechanismsof the film, when multiple readings are possible. But any film
has the ability to construct meaning, and this is the point of the film Retrato de Teresa,and
why it became such a polemic. On the one hand it can be read as a film that engageswomen's
desires and pleasuresand, on the other hand, it can be readas a film that excludes Teresa (and
thus all women) from the dominant discourseas, ultimately, it refuses to grant her (and all
women) sexual agency. Such films then have `a contradictory relationship to the image
'
`Woman' - contradictory becausethe image causesboth pleasureand displeasure25
Perhaps, then, films with central female characters, prejudicing domestic and
traditionally women's concerns, do have a place in feminist cinema in order to try and
counteract the way much contemporary cinema portrays women's sexuality. `Despite the
vociferousness of the Women's Liberation Movement and its campaign to awaken in the
media, particularly in advertising and television, a senseof the sexual identity and dignity of
the independent woman, the contemporary cinema persists in spitefully portraying the
sexuality of its women as infantile and dependent' (Mellen, 1973: 55). Because of this,
feminist cinema has often strived to stand as oppositional to traditional, mainstream cinema,
in an attempt to `deconstructthe patriarchal imagesand representationsof `Woman" (Smelik,
1999:356).

25Kotsopoulos, A. (2001).
At:
www. ejumPcut.orglarchive/jc44.200I/aspasia/againstgrainl. html (accessed16/07/08).
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Motherhood in Cuba
The concepts of mother and mothering vary between cultures and even across generations
but, as one study reveals, the image of the good or bad mother has been determined by
economic, social and political interestsover the centuries.26
As the `Thesis: On the Full Exercise of Women's Equality', from 1975 shows, aspects
of mothering and Motherhood were apparently central to the concerns of the Communist
Party in Cuba27 `Cuban housewivesare no longer the women who traditionally lived only to
take care of individual or family matters. Today they contribute their labour, their initiative,
and their enthusiasmto the work of the revolution' (Stone, 1981: 77). Maternity leave was
granted for all mothers and the equality of men and women in the private sphere of the home
was enshrinedin law in the Cödigo de Familia.
The Family Code enshrines the equality of women in marriage, eliminates the difference
between legitimate and illegitimate children, and justly defines the rights and duties of the
spousesas well as the equal obligations in regard to the children... Both partners must care for
the family they have created and each must cooperate with the other in the education,
upbringing, and guidance of the children according to the principles of socialist morality. They
must participate, to the extent of their capacity or possibilities, in the running of the home, and
cooperateso that it will develop in the best possible way.

(Ibid: 79)
The exploitation of wives and mothers by preventing them from having accessto the public
arena was seen as an historical (and capitalist) fact as in Cuban history `women were
relegated to the narrow framework of the household.They were discriminated against and had
limited possibilities for participating in social production, or were mercilessly exploited.
These ideas, which prevailed in our country until the overthrow of the capitalist system, have
no place in the stage of building the new society' (Ibid: 80-1). Thus, the material conditions
26`Mother Images in Latin American
Literature' At:
www.hope.edu/latinamerican/motherimages.htmi (accessed27/07/08). This study argues that there has
seemingly been an `open matrophobia in literature. As a general rule, women who are mothers are not
portrayed as individuals'.
The Introduction to this thesis highlights the importance,
generally, of women's equality in the
Revolution.
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for working families improved markedly during the first years of the Revolution as, at the
sametime as incorporating women into the social sphereof work, the state was trying to ease
the burden of housework. For example, day-care centres, semi-boarding and boarding
schools, and workers' canteens were set up. As Stone comments, in 1974 there were 654
child-care centrescatering for 55,000 children (1981: 77).
However, the Party admitted the difficulties in changing the consciousness of a
population with traditional, ingrained beliefs regarding the duties of a mother and father. The
`double-shift' or `double-function', where mothers would not only go to work but also do the
majority of the household chores, was seen as a major problem to overcome, and the Party
tried to tackle this at the level of consciousness,not simply by developing new material
conditions. `The view that child rearing is the exclusive responsibility of mothers must be
rejected' (Ibid: 86). This is one of the matters addressedin Retrato de Teresa.
However, traces of these traditional attitudes to the working woman remained in the
Ministry of Labour Resolutions 47 and 48 that were enacted in 1968 to rationalise the
workforce so that all jobs were adequately filled. `These resolutions guarantee a better
integration of women; they keep women from those types of jobs whose characteristicsmight
damage their biological function of mothers, or which could prove dangerous for the
development of pregnancy and the growth of the baby' (Ibid: 85).
In terms of the representation of the mother in Cuban culture, in her examination of
Cuban women writers, Davies talks of the identification of the mother with the Motherland
where Cuba is represented as `the Great Mother, or more precisely, maternal practice:
protection and nurturance... The Mother is nature, growth, shelter, and natural origins' (1997:
48).32
Davies states that the figure of the mother `admits ambivalent interpretations' either as
a `symbol of biological determinism and woman's traditional role in society' whereby it is
`associatedwith gender conservatism, anti-feminism and right-wing politics', or it is used by
32 In this
regard, Davies makes specific references to poems by Dulce Maria Borrero and Emilia
Bernal.
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radical feminists to represent `nurturance, moral superiority, and resistance to androcentric
values and patriarchal social structures' (Ibid: 196). Socialist and Marxist feminist writers
such as Ofelia Rodriguez Acosta and Mariblanca SabasAlomä veneratedthe mother-figure as
sacred, representing `family unity, probity,

abnegation and virtue. Motherhood as

myth... stood for the nation's progress' (Ibid: 197). During the early years of the Revolution
this symbolic value of motherhood persisted and the `veneration of motherhood [became] a
cornerstoneof national culture' (Ibid). 33
Davies goes on to debate the role of the mother-figure in Cuban culture and to show
how this has been represented,often in a radical way in Cuban women's literature of the
Revolution, pointing out that Cuban women writers focused on sexual desire; the eroticised
mother thus becoming a subversive image (1997: 204). She argues that although the prerevolutionary poets portrayed the mother-figure in terms of harmony, light, love, protection
in
and the `nostalgic reconstruction of a childhood paradise' (Ibid), the younger poets (born
the 1950s and 1960s, including black and mulatto women) have a less idealised perception of
the mother. These poets `debunk the myth of the protective home', describemother as `lack'
and write about their feelings of neglect at home rather than protection. In some poetry the
mother is not disparaged but neither idealised - rather she is seen as a real and imperfect
person, hard-working but unfulfilled (Ibid: 208-9).34In general, Davies argues, the stability
and reliability of mother and home are questioned. But this 'demythification of the mother
and the home allows the mother to acquire subjectivity in her own right, as a person separate
from the daughter who may or may not identify with her' (Ibid: 211).
Teresa Diaz Canals, in her book on life as a woman in 1990s Cuba, argues that myths
have been created of the Cuban mother-figure through culture and she cites Lezama Lima's
description of a mother:
Una madre es una bahia en el naufragio. Es la mann que acaricia nuestra frente y nos refresca
como el agua del mas sumergido manantial. La ünica cosa eterna en la vida es la madre. Cuando
" This last
quotation is taken from Smith and Padula, 1996: 122.
34Davies
gives the example of the poet Soleida Rios (b. 1950) and her collection entitled Entre mundo
yjuguete (1987)
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decimos la madre de un rio aludimos a su soporte, su secreto, lo que aumenta
su caudal.
Siempre en la vida nos acompafianuestra madre 35

(Diaz Canals,2006: 76)
Shehighlights the words `refugio', `bahia', `acaricia', `eterno' and `soporte', arguing that this
is typical of a concept of maternity in modernity; a unilateral vision of Motherhood that
derives from a biological essentialism.Patriarchal ideology, she argues, `define a las mujeres,
esencialmente,como madres' (Ibid: 79).

The Mother in Cinema
Discussions of female sexuality and desire in cinema often centre on the figure of the mother
representedon film; important to both films discussed in Chapter Four. What is clear is that
the maternal melodrama demonstrates that motherhood, `far from being the simple locus of
comfort and nostalgic pleasure -a

position to which patriarchal culture ceaselessly and

somewhat desperately attempts to confine it - is a site of multiple contradictions' (Doane,
1987: 81-2). These films foreground the `sacrifice and suffering' that mothers endure and
`bring into play the contradictory position of the mother within a patriarchal society' (Ibid:
74). This is certainly the case in the two films in question here. Both have a mother as a
central character, although in Retrato de Teresa,Teresa's condition as a mother is not foregrounded as it is in Lejanfa. In the first film Teresa's role as a mother provides a backdrop to
her role as a wife, but it is nonethelessextremely important, particularly in a number of
specific scenes,as we shall later see. In Lejanla, however, the central character, Susana, is
configured primarily as a mother, and it is this configuration that will be our concern in
Chapter Four.
The concept of motherhood has been studied in detail by a number of eminent critics
and philosophers. Luce Irigaray, for example, configures the spaceof the mother as `the realm
of pure need... mothering is obsessively linked to nurturing, feeding, the provision of an

35 From Berenguer
Hernändes, Carmen y Victor Fowler Calzada (2000), Jose Lezama Lima.
Dfccionario de citas, Casa Ediora Abril, La Habana, 88.
p.
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object for the oral drives' (1981: 60). But, as such, motherhood becomesalmost an invisible
arena, invisible in that its associationsand functions are seen as given, expected and natural.
Doane's study of the `woman's films' of the 1940sin Hollywood illustrates some of the ways
in which motherhood is seen in this light. `Everyone has a mother and, furthermore, all
mothers are essentially the same, each possessingthe undeniable quality of motherliness'
(1987: 70). To have a mother, she comments, is natural, to have a father is not.28There is
`something obvious about the maternal, which has no counterpart in the paternal' (Ibid). And
it is the logic of biological essentialismthat regulatesthe control of the mother-figure.
Maternity is self-regulating; it has its own internal guarantees.The logic of the sexual division
of labour in relation to the upbringing of children derives its force, more than any other aspect
of sexual difference, from a purported fidelity to the dictates of the biological. Although the
connotations of the maternal as social position far surpass its biological aspects,the biological
neverthelessinfuses it with meaning and is activated as an anchor to prevent any slippage of the
concept. The biological fact of motherhood is utilized to reduce all argumentation to the level of
the `obvious'.

(Ibid: 71)
In cinema, Doane links maternal melodramas and naturalised conceptions of motherhood,
arguing that the mothers in these films are limited by a `constricting domestic sphere' (1987:
73), and shecomparesthese melodramasto the Western where the man has wide, open spaces
suggesting freedom and a wide range of options.
Motherhood is marginalised, situated on the cusp of culture (it is more compatible with nature)
-

looking in from the outside as it were becauseit is always the source of potential resistance
-

to the child's entry into the social arena... The price to be paid for the child's social successis
the mother's descent into anonymity, the negation of her identity She must be relegated to the
...
statusof silent, unseenand suffering support.

(Ibid)

28In 1998 in Cuba
one quarter of all families was headed by a single female; in Latin America the
number was about one third (Ferrer, 1998: 11).
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These ideas can be plainly witnessed in Retrato de Teresa and Lejanfa, as we shall see in
Chapter Four, as these texts `bring into play the contradictory position of the mother within a
patriarchal society' (Ibid: 73), to illustrate how 'motherhood, far from being the simple locus
of comfort and nostalgic pleasure -a position to which a patriarchal culture ceaselesslyand
somewhat desperatelyattemptsto confine it - is a site of multiple contradictions' (Ibid: 81-2).
In cinema and film criticism there has been a `patriarchal omission of the
mother... Since patriarchy is constructed according to the male unconscious, feminists grew
up in a society that repressedthe mother' (Kaplan, 1990: 126). But, argues Kaplan, feminists
have been reacting to the construction of the mother-figure since the mid-1970s, beginning
with Adrienne Rich who showed the reasons for the repression of the mother. In her highly
acclaimed work (originally published in 1977), Rich talks of motherhood and marriage as
institutionalised. `Institutionalised motherhood demandsof women maternal `instinct' rather
than intelligence, selflessnessrather than self-realisation, relation to others rather than the
creation of self' 1986:42). Patriarchy, she argues,would seemto require that women assume
the major burden of pain for furthering the speciesand that they remain unenlightened. `On
this underemployment of female consciousnessdependsthe morality and emotional life of the
human family... Patriarchy could not survive without motherhood and heterosexuality in their
institutional forms; therefore they have to be treated as axioms, as `nature' itself... ' (Ibid).
Patriarchal culture is not inevitable or natural according to Rich, but female biology has
become `a root of powerlessness'(Ibid: 85). Rich makes a critique of Engels' view of gender
conflicts, arguing that the end of private property has not led to female emancipation as `the
overwhelming bias of socialist and revolutionary movements is male, and reflects a wish to
have a social revolution which would leave male leadership and control essentially
untouched' (Ibid: 112). She quotes Eli Zaretsky from `Capitalism, the Family and Personal
Life' (1973) who statesof the Bolshevik Revolution:
Revolution through economic development left intact a major part of women's oppression. The
psychological heritage of male supremacy was scarcely challenged by the entry of women into
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industry, while the strengthening of the family encourageda resurgenceof traditional patriarchal
ideals, such as the exaltation of motherhood...

(Ibid: 126)
For Rich the more important relationships to consider in establishing the sexual politics of
male supremacy are those of mother-son and mother-daughter. Rich considers mother-son
incest as the greatest of all taboos and argues that there is a common cultural belief that
mothers should sacrifice all for their sons;the anxiety that sons feel towards the mother being
a reminder of when the boy/man was nothing. `He may fear - and long for - being... pulled
back into a pre-consciousstate' (1986: 188).In patriarchal society as a whole, women's status
is seenas lacking, as castrated, as this construction benefits patriarchy.
A Freudian analysis would argue that one of the prerequisitesof moving into manhood
is the rejection of the mother. Thus, mothers are seen as getting in the way of masculinity and
are regarded as inevitably emasculating boys. The male yearning for the mother combines
with feelings both of entrapment and the possibility of abandonment. But because dependency
on others, particularly women, is seen as a sign of weakness, it is perhaps difficult

for some

men to develop genuinely interdependent relationships with women. In the film Lejanfa, the
mother-son relationship provokes such a psychoanalytic reading as we shall see in Chapter
Four.

Kaplan argues that the mother has always been an `absent presence' in culture (she
refers specifically to literature and cinema). The mother has always been studied from the
point of view of the `Other' or `representedas an (unquestioned) patriarchally constructed
social function' (1992: 3). Using work by Julia Kristeva ('Stabat Mater', 1985) she asks if a
woman can know whether the desires she feels have been imposed on her by society (e.g. to
want children) or whether these are truly subjective desires? Kaplan considers three
representationalspheresof motherhood - the mother as socially constructed and institutional
(the mothers that girls are socialised to become); second,the mother in the unconscious('the
mother through whom the subject is constituted'); and third, the mother in fictional
representationswho combines the first and secondrealms (Ibid: 4). Thus, what she posits is a
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fictional level lying at the crossover between the historical and the psychoanalytical.
Sometimesthe representedmother character is closer to the institutionally constructedmother
and sometimes closer to the unconscious,imaginary mother - the analysis will teasethis out
in showing `how fictional mother-representationsare produced through the tensions between
historical and psychoanalytic spheres,and then to organize (and analyze) the contradictory
mother-discoursesand ideologies within specific texts' (Ibid: 9).
In feminist film criticism generally, then, the mother-figure was initially seen as
negative and as an `agent of the patriarchal establishment.We were unable then to seethat the
mother was as much a victim of patriarchy as ourselves, constructed as she is by a whole
series of discourses- psychoanalytic, political and economic' (Kaplan, 1990: 126). But in
cinema, the mother has been either idealised or disparaged.`The mother as a complex person
in her own right, with multiple roles to fill and conflicting needsand desires, is absent from
patriarchal representations. Silenced by patriarchal structuresthat have no room for her, the
mother-figure, despite her actual psychological importance, has been allotted to the symbolic
margins, put in a position limited to that of spectator' (Kaplan, 1990: 126). Kaplan divides the
dominant paradigms of the mother-figure in cinema into four categories:
1. The Good mother who is all-nurturing and self-abnegating - the `Angel in the
House'. Sheis marginal to the narrative.
2. The Bad mother or Witch - the underside to the first myth. Sadistic, hurtful and
jealous, she refusesthe self-abnegating role, demanding her own life. Becauseof her
`evil' behaviour, this mother often takes control of the narrative, but she is punished for
her violation of the desiredpatriarchal ideal, the Good mother.
3. The Heroic mother who suffers and endures for the sake of her husband and
children. A development of the first mother she sharesher saintly qualities, but is more
central to the action. Yet, unlike the second mother, she acts not to satisfy herself but
for the good of the family.
4. The Silly, Weak or Vain mother. Found most often in comedies, she is ridiculed by
husbandand children alike, and generally scorned and disparaged.
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(Ibid: 128)
`Each paradigm is assigned a moral position in a hierarchy that facilitates the smooth
functioning of the system...If the mother reveals her desire, she is characterisedas the Bad
mother (sadistic, monstrous), much as the single woman who expressessexual desire is seen
as destructive' (Ibid).
Kaplan then examinesStella Dallas as an example of a film that teachesthe mother her
correct position in life, taking her from resistanceto `conformity with the dominant, desired
myth' (Ibid). In this film Stella resists mothering at certain times. `It is both Stella's (brief)
resistanceto mothering and her resistanceto adapting to upper-class moresthat for a moment
expose the construction of mothering in patriarchy' (Ibid: 131). Just as in Retrato de Teresa,
the spectator is forced to look through the husband's eyes as the mother `is made into a
`spectacle' (in a negative sense)both within the film story and for the cinema spectator' (Ibid:
132). The bond that Stella has with her daughter in Stella Dallas (and that Teresa has with
one of her sons) is seenas violating the `patriarchal myth of the self-abnegatingmother' (Ibid:
133) as she says she doesn't need anyone else. `This kind of bonding threatens patriarchy'
(Ibid: 133).
As Stella relinquishes her daughter, she then occupies the place of absencethat the
mother, traditionally, is supposed to inhabit. She is brought `from resistance to passive
observer' (Ibid: 129). To be a mother in patriarchy `is to renounce,to be on the outside, and to
take pleasurein this positioning' (Ibid: 134).
Given the prevalence of the mother-as-spectator myth, it is not surprising that feminists have
had trouble dealing with the mother as subject. An analysis of the psychoanalytic barriers to
`seeing' the mother needs to be accompanied by an analysis of cultural myths that define the
Good mother as absent and the Bad mother as present but resisting... the patriarchal construction
of the mother has made her position an untenable one.

(Ibid: 135)36

36Lucy Fischer's 1996 book Cinematernity:
Film, Motherhood, Genre, examinesthe relationship
betweencinema and the figure of the
mother in fiction, experimental and documentary film. Sheargues
that there is a rigid view of gender and
genre in film criticism that is often polarised betweenthe
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Kaplan argues that `cinema is the closest analog in the realm of the Symbolic to accessthe
maternal body: it allows subjects to re-experience the pleasuresof fusion with the maternal
body in fact impossible after the pre-oedipal period' (1990: 28). Using Freud and Lacan, she
demonstrateshow psychoanalysiscan be useful for feminist film theory, arguing that Freud's
analysis of the Oedipus complex revolutionised motherhood discoursesby ushering in the
concept of subjectivity in his analysis of how the baby comes to know itself as separatefrom
the mother.37
Freudian psychoanalytic theory has heavily influenced theories of motherhood, and the
importance of the pre-oedipal mother-child relationship has been influential in feminist
scholarship. Julia Kristeva has been especially attractive to those who focus on motherhood
and discourse since she presentsthe maternal as the sourceof poetic languageand subversive
power. In `StabatMater'38, Kristeva criticises what she calls `someavant-gardefeminism' for
rejecting motherhood or for accepting its traditional representations(1987: 234), arguing that,
in Christianity, there has been a reduction of femininity to the maternal. In her discussion of
the history of the Virgin Mary she arguesthat an imaginary construct of motherhood has been
formed over hundreds of years (`one of the most powerful imaginary constructs known in the
history of civilizations': Ibid: 237), and that this has been converted into `the fruit of
apocryphal literature' (Ibid: 238) in the function of patriarchy. In general, Kristeva argues,the
mother-figure in art is reflected as covered except for the breastand face (representingmilk
and tears) and these milk and tears stand in for the nonverbal: `a `semiotics' that linguistic

masculine and the feminine. Motherhood as a topic in film criticism is often ignored she argues and, in
general terms this book `confirms feminist perceptions that motherhood in the cinema has been a site of
`crisis" (1996: 30).
37Freud talked
of the difference between the pre-Oedipal mother-figure (and fusion with her) and the
post-Oedipal figure (and levels of self-hood achieved by the child). Lacan went on to give the term the
name `subjectivity'. The Oedipal stage is when the female child acceptscastration and the male child
accepts the threat of castration and thus fears it (Kaplan, 1992: 28). `Resolution of the Oedipus
complex is believed to occur by identification with the parent of the same sex and by the renunciation
of sexual interest in the parent of the opposite sex. Freud considered this complex the cornerstone of
the superego and the nucleus of all human relationships It is no exaggeration to say that the
...
assumption of responsibility for one's own life and its conduct is in psychic reality tantamount to the
murder of the parents, to the crime of parricide, and involves dealing with the guilt incurred thereby'
[Loewald, H. M. D., `The Waning of the Oedipus Complex: Introduction'. At:
www jppr. psychiatryonline.org/cgi/content/full/9/4/238 (accessed17/09/08)].
38Written in 1976.
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communication does not account for. The mother and her attributes, evoking sorrowful
humanity, thus becomerepresentativesof a `return of the repressed" (Ibid). 39
In `Motherhood According to Giovanni Bellini', Kristeva gives an account of the state
of motherhood as either science (which denies the subject itself as it is an objective account)
or theology (which describesmaternity as `an impossible elsewhere,a sacredbeyond, a vessel
of divinity, a spiritual tie with the ineffable godhead...necessarilyvirginal and committed to
assumption') (1997: 301), while lay humanism views the cult of the mother as `tenderness,
love and seat of social conservation' (Ibid). Kristeva veneratesmotherhood as a subjective
experience, taking the mother as the subject of the birth process,and talks of the two sexes
operating each with its own subconsciousand dream language(she calls this division between
the sexes `archaic and fundamental' (Ibid: 305).
For Sugiyama, a maternal discourse (a narrative about a mother written from a
mother's point of view):
makes it possible to present a variety of maternal realities, including such acts as abuse and
desertion, without falling back on the monolithic condemnation of less-than-ideal mothers as
morally `bad' or psychologically `sick'. Since maternal behaviours may be overdetermined by
cultural, historical, and political specificities, along with the subject's psychological inclinations
and personal traits, presenting various mothers' stories in itself may powerfully portray the
fragmentation and decenterednessof today's society.40

39Cynthia Schmidt-Cruz
posits the possibility of writing subversive texts centred on the mother-figure
in her analysis of the short stories of Julio Cortäzar, highlighting the `seemingly unnatural or `perverse'
instinctual urges' contained within them, particularly the `incestuous desire to seduceor be seducedby
the mother, which may be considered the anti-civilized urge par excellence' (Schmidt-Cruz, C. At:
www. lanic.utexas.edu/project/lasa95/schmidt.html. Accessed 20/07/08). `The Freudian theory of
human civilization rests on the incest taboo or successful resolution of the Oedipus complex, the
function of which is to deny the child his (or her) primordial love object the mother. Thus Freud
maintains that civilization itself depends on the male subject's detachmentfrom and transcendenceof
the mother' (Ibid). In this article Schmidt-Cruz argues that these short stories illustrate the difficulty in
reconciling Freud's theory of patriarchal authority (the eventual rejection of the mother) with an
ongoing attachment to the pre-oedipal mother developed in the first few years of a child's life. It is
suggestedthat perhaps the earlier relation can subvert the Oedipal structure of patriarchal power, `by
exposing the undertow of regressive urges focused on the desire to return to the maternal body' (Ibid).
The contradictory relationship developed between
mother and son in Lejania seemsto agree with this
point of view.
40Sugiyama, N. (2000). At:
www. soc.nii. ac.jp/jaas/periodicals/JJAS/PDF/2000/No. 11-071.pdf
8(accessed14/01/05).
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Kaplan argues that, if nothing else, Freud's theory of the Oedipus complex provides an
explanation for the mother being first installed as symbolic mother, `then relegated to the
margins of patriarchal culture. The Oedipus theory suggestspsychic origins for the polarized
paradigms of the `virgin' and the `whore' `that have a long representational history' (1992:
45). But Freud's theories were constructed within this very patriarchal discourse of the
nineteenth century, thus reflecting the difficulty that feminist theorists have in developing
theories that are able to `speak' outside of this discourse. Psychoanalytic theory is only
capable of `thinking the mother' in terms of her relation to the phallus. So the `good' mother
became the one who perceivesof the child as representingthe longed-for penis and the end of
her envy and now entersthe subordinatephaseto the father - she is happily passive,receptive
to the child and with no desire of her own. Hence the institution of the family unit that is so
supported in capitalist countries (Ibid). The `bad' mother, then, is the one who, instead of
placing herself in abjection towards the child as representationof the desired phallus, tries to
`take it into herself' in a jealous, aggressiveway in competition with the male. This negative
image punishes women who are not angelic and do not serve patriarchal unconscious needs
(Ibid).
Importantly, Kaplan engageswith the idea of the impossibility of subverting patriarchy
simply by writing a mother's discourse.
Honouring the mother's subjectivity, the mother's voice, may be important in a culture where
that subjectivity and voice have been silenced; but the question is: what precisely is it possible
for the mother to speak as in a patriarchal culture? If the mother's position is patriarchally
constructed, can she only speak within the confines of the construction? How could she speak
otherwise?

(Ibid: 40)
As Kaplan states, representationis `the terrain at the intersection of... the `historical' and the
`psychoanalytic' discourses...The level of representation (whether fiction or film) always
bears traces of both the historical and the
psychoanalytic' (Ibid: 49). Using the genre of
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melodrama (that she argues can be readily linked to psychoanalytic discourse),4' she argues
that such films involve a re-affirmation of the Oedipus complex as man learnshow to become
a man, which involves the rejection of the mother, and the mother's position as a patriarchal
function. In her discussion of the female character (often a mother-figure) as victim, she
suggeststhere are two schools of thought within feminist theory of cinema - those such as
Mulvey and Doane who see the feminine as being accessedvia the masculine, making any
specific and separatefemale desire impossible, or those such as Tania Modleski and Linda
Williams who argue that there is such a thing as the independently `feminine', where women
are complete and capableof achieving their own desire. There are texts that follow both lines.
Those that follow the first Kaplan calls `complicit' (where the mother character serves as a
paternal function) and they address a male spectator.42 The other category she calls the
`maternal woman's film' and is the `resisting' type as it speaks from the mother's position
about her pleasuresand oppressions.
The first paradigm, then, is a male fantasy about the boy-child's loss of the idealised mother,
while in the second, although the basic Oedipal melodrama structure remains, the enunciative
position is altered so that the story is fully positioned within the mother's perspective and
subjectivity. Narratives in the first, complicit, type may appear to be spoken from the woman's
position, but this is soon revealed to be that of an uncritical patriarchal function. In the second
type of text, the position is still articulated within patriarchy (this type does not found a new
order of languageor of the `feminine'), but it assumesa feminine desire, even if its expression is
constantly repressedor thwarted.

(]bid: 69)
Each of the positions mentioned is socially constructed `within specific historical, national,
intellectual/cultural contexts' (Ibid: 70). `Complicit' texts are those `whose melodramatic
elements are uppermost' and they `permit full expression to the patriarchal unconscious in
which we are immersed and which we need to know about, but also allow issues around
41Kaplan arguesthat
melodrama and psychoanalysisare linked as charactersin melodrama symbolize
the id, ego and superego.Both are `sense-makingsystemswhich man has elaborated to recuperate
meanings in the world' (1992: 65).
42Thesefilms
usually feature an intense mother-son relationship. The example she gives is The
Mothering Heart (1913, D.W. Griffith).
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female desire to be addressed' (Ibid: 75). The `resisting' texts are the ones whose `realistic
elements predominate' and `are important in permitting address to the oppressive social
institutions that confine women and in allowing expression of alternative social structures'
(Ibid). 43It will be the task of Chapter Four to determine to what extent the films Lejania and
Retrato de Teresacan be describedas `complicit' or `resisting' texts.

Conclusion to Chapter Three
This chapter has illustrated how female sexuality has traditionally been constructed in Cuba
and Cuban culture, and how difficult it has been for Cuban women to resist such traditional
constructions. It has shown how female sexuality remained an almost taboo subject even
though, after 1959, Cubans themselves became more open about sex. It has shown how
female sexuality is regarded in Latin America generally and how the dualistic approach to
male/female sexuality, where men are permitted sexual freedom while women are not, is still
largely upheld in Cuba.
The chapter has studied how, in cinema generally, female sexuality has been
representedand constructed often ignoring, or at least failing to develop sufficiently, female
desire and sexual agency, via a naturalisation of masculine sexual agency. The male-female
sexual binary witnessed in Latin American society is also reproduced in cinema, with few
exceptions; female sexuality is often representedas a threat to the male and his dominance.
Analysis of the 1940s `Woman's Film' makes this clear, as this type of film illustrates the
possibilities for women to resist those mechanismsthat perpetuatethe dualistic approach to
male-female sexuality. However, they were not always able to achieve such a goal. In the
analysis of Retrato de Teresa in the next chapter, it will be made apparentthat, in a similar
vein, the film ultimately fails to posit female sexual desire in any radical way.

43Kaplan then
statesthat there is a third type of text (the `postmodern') that `may provide the historical
female reader/spectator
with the possibility for experiencing herself otherwise' (1992: 75). As we shall
see in Chapters Five and Six, such postmodern cinematic texts
allows for female expressionsof
`otherness'at the
end of the 1980s in Cuba.
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This chapter has also discussedthe mother figure in Cuba and how that figure has been
constructed as myth. Throughout history (and not only in Cuba) this myth has created a
mother-figure primarily, and often obsessively, associatedwith nurturing and feeding and, as
such, the figure of the mother has been presented as one-dimensional. In the cinema, the
figure of the mother has often been confined by such traditional, patriarchal representations.
But some theorists (eg. Kristeva, Doane, Kaplan and Rich) have seenthe mother figure as a
site of multiple contradictions that can go someway towards subverting these traditions. It is
the intention of Part Two of the next chapter to illustrate how the film Lejanfa presentsa
mother-figure that goes some way towards subverting both traditional Cuban and cinematic
representationsof this figure.
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Chapter Four: The Mother on Screen
Part One
Retrato de Teresa(1979, PastorVega)
Retrato de Teresa was made in 1979 and dealt very directly with domestic male-female
relations, coming only four years after the introduction of the 1975 Cödigo de Familia,
discussedin the Introduction to this work. The film was set in Havanaand, as Julianne Burton
comments, it was seen by half the adult population of the city within the first six weeks of its
release(1991: 82).'
Critic Michael Chanancommentsthat the film was madefor parents and that it is about
the breakdown of a marriage (2004: 372-77), and this is partly true. But I would like to
propose that, more in line with Julianne Burton's take on the film (Burton-Carvajal, 1994),
although its radical content focuses attention on a subject in need of much discussion - and
therefore struck a major blow for the `feminist' struggle within Cuba - it exposes itself,
through a simplicity of narrative form, as being caught up in a male/female oppositional
binary that restricts its possibilities as a piece of empowering female narrative by polarising
sexual difference, thus illustrating one of the fundamental flaws of ICAIC's film production that the films madeabout women have a `masculine' perspectivethat needsto be exposed.
As Burton argues, the film certainly does advancethe `scope of gender debate' (1994,
306) and can be seen in some ways as a sequel to Part Three of Soläs' Lucia. 2 In both films
the husband is a typical macho who demands certain behaviour from his wife. Whereas in
Lucia Tomas literally locks his wife in their house by nailing up the windows and locking the
doors while he is at work, in Retrato de Teresathe efforts of the Revolution have meant that
' It is important to bear in
mind the large economic and social differences between Havana and much
of the rest of Cuba (particularly rural Cuba) at this time and in no way can the film be said to be a
representationof Cuban domestic affairs throughout the country.
Z The polemic
embraced the broadest sectors of society. The equalities of the Cuban woman becamea
theme of public discussion, outside the home. Teresa, as a worker, found a very important interlocutor,
a fundamental element of our society, the working-class woman. From one day to the next, Teresa
becamethe image of the Cuban
woman, typifying her conflicts. Part Three of Lucia deals with newlyweds in rural Cuba in the early 1960s and the problems they encounter due to the husband's machista
behaviour, when
a young, male teacher is sent to live with them in order to educatethem as part of the
nationwide literacy campaign.
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Teresa is free both to go to work and take part in out-of work-cultural activities. However, it
is this `triple-shift' of work, revolutionary activity and family life that presentsthe difficulties
for Ramon, who complains that his wife never has any time for her family. Thesearguments
build to breaking point and the couple separates,Ramon leaving to go and live with his
mother. Throughout the film we are witness to Ramön's extra-marital affairs and a certain
level of physical and verbal abusetowards his wife, but any possibility of intimacy outside of
the marriage for Teresa is only hinted at and the audienceis left to judge for itself the result of
any possible liaison with her colleague Tomas. It is this aspectthat is of greatestconcern here
and I will attempt to show how, although the film opens up a wealth of issues regarding
gender politics in 1970s Cuba and presents a radical diversion from much of ICAIC's
previous production, in terms of its stereotypical and formulaic presentation of sex and
sexuality, it exposesitself as party to the very mechanismsit appearsto wish to deconstruct.
The film started a huge national debate on radio, television and in the press and, as
Chanan suggests, it further developed the notion of the woman as centre of the national
debate (2004: 373). John King quotes the film-maker Mayra Vilasis:
The polemic embraced the broadest sectors of society. The equalities of the Cuban woman
became a theme of public discussion, outside the home. Teresa, as a worker, found a very
important interlocutor, a fundamental element of our society, the working-class woman. From
one day to the next, Teresa becamethe image of the Cuban woman, typifying her conflicts.

(1990: 159)
I would like, therefore, to propose Retrato de Teresanot so much as a film for the parents,as
Chanan suggests,but as more in the genre of a `woman's film', as described by Haskell,
Doane and Kotsopoulos, detailed in Chapter Three. Their definition of the mainstream
`woman's film' precisely describesthe nature of Retrato de Teresaand the position in which
the central character finds herself, when we meet her.
The central argument of Retrato de Teresa appearsto be that, whereas Ramon would
like to preservethe status quo, the Revolution has allowed for Teresato break free from this
domestic drudgery. However, I will argue that
once Teresahas been `expelled' from the scene
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at the very end of the film, as we shall see later, the status quo has indeed been preservedas
she is still held back from her searchof personal freedom by certain regressiveattitudes that
still exist in revolutionary society. Although Teresa rebels to alter the status quo at the
expense of preserving the traditional heterosexual, family unit, the possibilities for her
personal freedom and the developmentof her subjectivity remain limited.
In many ways the film does stand as oppositional to traditional, mainstream cinema something that feminist cinema has often strived to do - in an attempt to `deconstruct the
patriarchal images and representations of `Woman" (Smelik, 1999: 356). Via a simple
processof role-reversal the film points towards the possibility of changeas it is the male half
of the binary that complains of the female working too hard and not dedicating enough time
to him.
Teresa's life, both inside and outside the home, is restricted by certain patriarchal
mechanisms. She is structured socially and defined by her social presence as a
housewife/mother/revolutionary. Her life consists of a series of laborious tasks, whether it is
as housewife, mother or union cultural secretary. For example, as we witness, almost in real
time, her preparation of the children's milk, making breakfast, waking the children and
Ramon, and washing the sheets, we sit as voyeurs on her daily drudgery, the camera
maintaining an objective distance from the subject in order to enhancethe laborious nature of
the tasks. There are few sensuousclose-ups,oblique camera angles,and little fast-cut editing
or extraneous music that you might find in a modern-day drama or commercial. This is
popular cinema but certainly not populist - as an audience we are madeto struggle with her,
in a dialectic that hints at her possible self-realisation.
At home, her personal freedom appearsrestricted by her marriage and the role assigned
to her by her part in a traditional family unit. The film suggeststhat her involvement in
revolutionary activities can perhaps give her a sense of self by moving her away from the
domestic sphere into a more public
arena through her work and cultural activities. But even
here, the restrictions are evident
as she is persuaded by her colleague Bernal to continue
working with the dance troupe at the expense of her family and personal life. Ramon,
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however, is allowed free rein as a roving TV repair man, moving from house to house with a
degreeof mobility not permitted to Teresa.The direct opposition between Ramön's freedom
and Teresa's highly restricted existence is a strong one and does much to create a senseof
claustrophobia around her; many of his scenesare filmed outside, as we witness him flirting
with some of his female clients and, with a pendingjob offer further afield, in Santiago, this
servesto compound the distinction betweenthem.
Just as Molly Haskell describesthe central female protagonist in the 1940s `woman's
film' in mainstream cinema (1999: 22), Teresa has limited options open to her and she is
defined as wife, mother and, in this case,revolutionary, dependentfor her well-being on the
Revolution and motherhood. In this film, Teresa is perhaps representative of many
contemporary Cuban women, but the film suggests a way out of her domestic drudgery
provided for her by the Revolution -a path to independencethat is extremely difficult and not
guaranteedto succeed,but at least hints at a possible alternative.
Throughout the film, for Teresa,the `path of love' (Ibid) is drudgery as the domestic
and romantic are entwined in a theme of self-sacrifice. In this sense Teresa represents a
certain `type' of Cuban woman, her life being one dictated by work, revolutionary
participation and few selfish pleasures.The title of the film and the opening sequenceboth
hint at the fact that this film does attempt to present Teresa as a `typical' Cuban woman in a
way that is a radical departurefrom previous representations.As Ramon takes a photograph
of her, we see her as her husband does, as the cameradoes, as we look directly into her eyes,
This opening scene establishesthe audience's initial responseto the title and to the character
of Teresa by freeze-framing her staring directly into the camera, being photographedby her
husband as he calls her name, commanding her to turn round and look at him, at us. We are
he and we are made to instantly contemplate who this character Teresa might be, her hair
being blown over half her face so that her eyes are dominant, staring back at us. When we
first see her it is as a sexualised
object, her hair becoming a signifier of her sexuality, as
Julianne Burton has remarked,

and as we shall examine more fully later. The point of view of

the camera is our own, as it is Ramön's (as it is all men?), this point of view being enhanced
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by the presenceof the lighthouse in the background, `a phallic marker that permeatescultural
thought and oppressesfemale subjectivity' (Alvarez, 1998:91).
The modem European music of this initial scene adds to the sensethat we are being
presented with a very traditional narrative; there is no sense of a film specifically made to
construct a potential new vision of woman's place in Cuban society. As the camera pans
across a Havana skyline Teresa is caught in a `moment of erotic contemplation' (Mulvey,
1975: 40) in a world of looking that is divided between active/male and passive/female. The
gaze of the male (in this case Ramon, her husband) projects a fantasy onto this female figure
that has been styled accordingly for our particular delight, displayed as a sexual object. It is
this close-up, this freezing of the image that createsthe erotic spectacleas Teresaplays with
her hair as it blows in the wind. As we shall see later, it is not for nothing that the same frozen
image is repeated at the end of the film, this time as she walks away from her husband and
with her hair tied firmly under the asexualbarrier of a white headscarf.
And yet this `portrait' (classic, traditional, positioned, static, passive, controlled, and
centred) is then reversedas the turmoil in Teresa's life becomes the centre- her very activity
rather than her passivity upsets this classic framework - the `essence of her salvation'
(Haskell, 1999: 22) as she keeps herself (barely) afloat. This film deals with women's
concerns in contemporary Cuba, the opening sequence lulling the audience into a
contemplation of a traditional male/female binary in order to attempt to radically disrupt it as
the dramatic cut after the freeze-frame illustrates. In this second scene, the camera pans
slowly over various textile machinery in a large factory, the deafening noise adding to the
contrast between this and the previous harmonious music and sunshineof the opening scene.
This is where we enter the story `proper', in an industrial, hard-working, modern Havana,the
suddenjump from the opening picture highlighting one of the dominant themes of this film
(and many others concerning male/female relations produced by ICAIC): the clash between
traditional and revolutionary values.
As Haskell asserts,in the classic woman's film there is a central moral code where the
housewife must adhere to a strict
morality, foregoing her own desires, while the male half of
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the binary is free to express his. We witness this constantly in this film as Ramon literally
roams around town as a TV repair man, his freedom accentuatedby the use of a van, while
Teresa is always seenstuck indoors; at home, in the factory, during cultural activities or at her
mother's house. Throughout the whole film, as Burton remarks,Teresa is rarely seen outside
while many of Ramön's episodes are in the open air; flirting with women from his van,
visiting various parts of the city in the course of his work, relaxing on the beach with his
girlfriend (1994: 312).
The two halves of this marital/sexual binary are constantly opposed throughout the
film, scene after scenejuxtaposing their spatial and social conditions. Michael Chanan raises
this point saying that the `gritty' linear narrative of the drama of daily life moves between
observations of Teresa and Ramon in an objective and realist fashion, evoking the `perfect
cinema' of Hollywood rather than the imperfect cinema style of radical ICAIC film-making.
Chanan quotesdirector PastorVega's ideological take on the film:
The enemy of Teresa and Ramön is the assembly of traditions engendered by the family
structure of the bourgeoisie and the petty bourgeoisie which still survives in the depths of
consciousnessand which holds back the emergenceand development of emotions and feelings
of greater depth, richness and value. Teresa struggles to stop being a wife and become a
compan"era.

(2004: 375)
The problem for Teresa is that the two are incompatible as the demandsmade on her by her
status as companeraconflict with the traditional values of all those around her - her husband,
her mother and her mother's maid, Charo. The film raises the issue of this conflict at every
turn: when Teresa and Ramon argue as he feels she spends too much time on cultural
activities; when her mother blatantly tells her to buckle down and put up with Ram6n's
behaviour as she had to do with Teresa's father; when Charo tries to convince Teresato take
Ramon back after she has thrown him out. Teresa's mother's comments on male-female
relations are much quoted in studies of this film but are worth repeating as they illustrate the
central argument of the conflict between traditional values and revolutionary demands. `El
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hombre es hombre, y si alguien tiene que ceder eres tü... la mujer se debe a su marido ya sus
hijos... que digan lo que digan la mujer siempre sera mujer y el hombre, siempre sera
hombre eso no puedecambiarlo, ni Fidel. '
...
Retrato de Teresa is a radical film in that it takes a contemporary social dilemma and
turns it into a personal profile of struggle at the very private level of the domestic and the
marital, attacking along the way both the social practices of a society steepedin a bourgeois
family tradition and the attempts by the Revolution to rapidly alter that society. In 1979, the
year it was released,Cuba was experiencing one of the high points of its economic progress
and the film illustrates this subtly by entering the comfortable homes of some of the
characters.But it also hints at various social problems still in existence, as Julianne Burton
remarks, such as the black man with a broken arm living in no more than a shack, the lack of
childcare facilities for women at work, the problems of local transport and poor
telecommunications (1994: 313). All these give the film a sense of the real without a
preaching attitude reminiscent of some of the earlier ICAIC productions.
Also, in 1979,Cuba was moving out of a period of cultural repression,the `quinquenio
gris' of the early to mid-1970s coming to an end. In terms of cinema, therefore, this meant a
movement away from the socialist-realism of the 1960s and early 1970s and Retrato de
Teresa reflects this change well, aligning itself closer to the traditional linear narrative of
mainstreamNorth American cinema in order to createa popular aesthetic,while at the same
time delivering an important social message. This change in style worked and the film
becameone of ICAIC's most popular and certainly its most polemic up to this point.
The film's radical content combined with a less radical aesthetic approach,then, serve
well the film's feminist argument: that women in Cuba are often burdenedby both the weight
of tradition and the demands made on them by the revolutionary process,at the expenseof
their self-realisation.3 For Caballero and Del Rio, Teresa represents a victim of bias and

3 Chanan
makes a comparison with the feminist films of Chantal Akerman of the 1970s (2004: 375).
One of her films, Jeanne Dielman 23, quaf du
commerce, 1080 Bruxelles (1976), deals with a woman's
isolation due to her domestic chores and her
eventual path into prostitution. The protagonist's daily
routine is shown in minute detail. Akerman stated in an interview with Camera Obscura: `I do think it's
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prejudice trapped in social and work mechanisms that obstruct personal realisation (1995:
102).
Marvin D'Lugo seesthis film as one of the many films from ICAIC that present female
characters (in Solas' terms) as `transparent referents of national identity' (1997: 155).
However, here he fails to point out how Retrato de Teresa makes barbed attacks on certain
aspects of revolutionary society thus creating a doubling effect both of identification (with
oneself through the prism of revolutionary society, as reflected in the characterof Teresa) and
criticism inherent in such an identification - criticism indeed both of that society and of
oneself. But it is true, as D'Lugo asserts,that the characterof Teresacan, at one level, be read
as a transparent cinematic representation of an aspect of the Cuban nation. The `textual
motivation of the audience to read the discourse of nation through female characters' (Ibid:
156), evident in previous films, remains to some extent here,except that it is personalisedand
brought to the level of the private and domestic. For Teresa,the personal is truly political.
One of the striking features of the film is its representationof a female protagonist as
rarely before seen in Cuban cinema - in the workplace as often as at home, existing in both
the public and the private. It appearsat first that `Woman' now has a place in which she can
function outside of the home, and the scenes filmed inside the women's cloakroom at the
textile plant where Teresa works make a marked contrast to her domesticity and life with
Ramon and their three children.

Thereis an obviousenthusiasmon displayin the factorywhereTeresaworks,andit is
evident how the women try to achieve their planned targets and how they become involved in
out-of-work activities such as the Festival de Aficionados for which Teresa makes dresses for
the dance troupe. There is also great interest and a concern that the workers should have the
right conditions

in which to perform their jobs and there is a search for solutions to the

problems that the female workers have. This illustrates the idea of mass participation, with
a feminist film becauseI give space to things which were never, almost never, shown in that way, like
the daily gestures of a woman. They are the lowest in the hierarchy of film images. A kiss or a car
crash comes higher, and I don't think that's accidental. It's becausethese are women's gesturesthat they
count for so little' See: Bergstrom, J., Akerman, C. At:
www. bfi. org.uk/sightandsound/archive/innovators/akerman.htmi (accessed13/9/2006).
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women being fully incorporated into this project. But it is obvious that Teresahas acquired a
`double-shift', as when she returns home she also has to do the vast majority of the
housework.
Teresa is thus portrayed as a hard-working, devoted revolutionary who also cares
deeply about her children, worrying whether of not they have gone to bed on time or have
done their homework. She also rails passionately and furiously against Ramon when he
threatens to take them away. Teresa takes care of the household, becoming angry when
Ramon accusesher of not doing the housework and caring enough for him. It is obvious that
she does far more than her fair share of the household chores whereas Ramon is seen
occasionally removing his plates from the table but hardly lifting a finger otherwise,
expecting to be waited on and certainly not adhering to the laws of the recently promulgated
Cödigo de Familia.
But, as much as family life is extremely important for Teresa, she believes that it
should not be a place of subordination for women. She shows herself to be opposed to the
traditionally assignedroles for women in the family, she doesn't simply want to wash, iron
and cook. She demandsher rights to develop herself as a subject. She searchesfor new ways
to look after the kids, looking for someoneelse to help care for them at night to be able to
maintain her out-of work-activities. She struggles continuously to make this different
dynamic work, while Ramon simply maintains the traits of pre-revolutionary chauvinist
thinking.
Teresa is worried about the problems of her female colleaguesand struggles to improve
their rights, complaining at the union assembly about the inefficiency of the childcare system
(Circulos Infantiles) that operates through
work. She transmits her enthusiasm to her
workmates so that they also involve themselves in these debatesand she applies herself with
diligence and responsibility to the
preparation of the dance troupe. When she returns to the
preparations for the dance festival, after separating from Ramon, one can see her new
enthusiasmfor the work when she realises that they have won the first part and must then
attendthe national competition.
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She believes the relationship with her husbandshould be entirely equal with their work
split in half - both domestic and public. They both work a full week and yet, as we have seen,
he expects her to also maintain the householdwhile doing very little to help, other than make
the appearanceof being a good husband outside the home. Teresa believes women have the
right to be more than just housewivesand mothers and shedefends her rights to participate in
the out-of-work cultural activities against Ramon who has little interest in such things. She is
also critical of some of the women at work who don't participate in the extra activities or who
complain that they don't have time.
But the conflict between her public and private existence is made evident publicly
when asked to take charge of the group for the national competition. At first she says no
although she feels anxious and disappointed at the trouble she causes, and her workmates
make it obvious that she is disappointing them. She appearstrapped by this conflict that is
maintained throughout the film, bearing in mind that she also doesn't want to lose her
husband. The tension mounts to the point where her husband says she has to choose between
him and her other work. This struggle becomes unsustainable due to Ramön's impossible
position, to the point that his behaviour and the conflict it provokes becomes unbearablefor
Teresaand she has to take time off work with stressand take tranquillisers.
Her role is that of the assumed revolutionary mother - the `super-mother' with a
`double-shift'. In the morning she is the first to get up, prepare the breakfast for everyone,
preparethe kids for school, sort the lunch, clean the clothes; then say goodbye to the children
before starting her job in the afternoon. She also has a conciliatory tone towards Ramon as
shecalls him to say she'll be late and worries about him when she getshome.
The contrast betweenher more modern (revolutionary) values and the traditional mores
of her mother's pre-revolutionary society are made evident in the exchangesshe has with her
mother and with Charo, her mother's maid. Teresa believes that women were previously
made slaves in their own homes,with no individual rights, simply occupying their time with
the house, the children and the husband. This, it is argued, was the reality of the machista
society existing in Cuba before the triumph of the Revolution.
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One can visibly see Teresa's anxiety and discomfort with the weight of her routine,
becoming upset at Ramon and throwing the plates in the bin telling him she refusesto wash
up any more. Her relationship with her husbandis, therefore, fraught with difficulty and there
are few moments of affection between them, save for the sequencein Lenin Park when the
whole family goes out for a day trip. This is filmed with the idealistic wash of soft focus, like
a dream sequence with a chocolate-box romanticism accompanied by cliched music to
enhance the unreal effect. One might even think this were a dream sequence,such is the
contrast in style from the rest of the stark neo-realist aesthetic.The only other tender moment
betweenthem occurs as they lie in bed after making love during a period of their `separation'
when Ramon unexpectedly calls at the house.But as they laugh together about a dream one of
the children has had, this moment is shatteredwhen Ramon gets up to leave in order to visit
his girlfriend, Miriam, and we realise he hasonly been `passingtime' with his wife.
Their relationship, therefore, is portrayed in a very negative light, the obvious
restriction on Teresa's individual subjectivity being her domestic life with her husband. This
is brilliantly illustrated in what Burton describesas an `oedipal moment' (1999,88), as Teresa
and son Tony dance at home to modern North American music on the television. Teresa'sjoy
and senseof freedom are evident as she literally lets her hair down; until Ramon enters and
the child is sent to bed before her husbandeventually persuadesTeresato make love. In this
scene one can sense a certain ironic attitude Teresa has towards her husband as she makes a
poor attempt to try and stop him kissing her by repeating some of the phraseshe has used
against her: `yo soy mala madre, yo no limpio mi casa,yo no atiendo a mi familia, yo soy
Teresita ]a hormiguita, la que se quiere ganar el came a cuenta tuya. ' Later, when Teresa
realises that Ramon has simply been using her to pass the time and satisfy his sexual urges,
she changesthe locks on the house so that he cannot enter unexpectedly. Perhaps it is here
when Teresa's moment of self-realisation occurs as she then becomes decisive and strong determined to be herself and confront life
alone (or, at least, without her husband), and she
refusesto go to Santiagowith him.
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Ramon appearssimilar in age to Teresa(around 30-35). He is a good worker and gets
promoted to become managerof a new television repair workshop in Santiagode Cuba. This
makes him rethink his life as he must decide whether to go alone or whether, if he rekindles
his marriage with Teresa,they should go as a family. He obviously cares for his children and
has a good relationship with them, worrying about how they get on at school and promising to
treat them if they do well. The contrast with Teresa is made starkly evident in an early scene,
where Teresa's morning routine of getting up before everyone else to prepare the children's
(and Ramon's) breakfast, is first introduced, and we see her constantly commanding the
children harshly to get ready for school and abruptly waking Ramon by throwing a bed sheet
at him to wake him up. Ramon, however, is seen at the breakfast table, calmly asking son
Tony in hushedtones about his schoolwork and promising him a reward should he do well.
This follows a previous contrast in which we witness Teresa's hostility towards a female
work colleague, scolding her for not attending the after-work cultural activities, followed
immediately by a scenewith Ramon bringing the children home from school and socialising
amiably with the neighbours. Such disparities between Teresa's negative public character
portrayal and Ramön's positive portrayal will be discussed in more detail later but play an
important part in valorising Teresa as the negative part of a traditional male/female binary,
from which she may never be able to escape.
Ramon does help do some of the chores, but such incidences are rare, particularly
within the home. He studies a course in television electronics in order to try and better himself
but feels satisfied with the job that he does. He does not, however, seem interested in
contributing to the wider aspectsof society, unlike Teresa,even though he does have a good
attitude at work. It is obvious that he wishes to subordinate his wife and feelsjealous of her
work for the Festival de Aficionados and believes she wants to earn her Communist Party
membershipcard at his expense. He does not believe in equality of the sexes in the realm of
sexual practice, believing that a man is permitted to be unfaithful to his wife but that the
reverse should not be allowed.
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He never thinks about what Teresa really wants and tries to subjugate her more and
more, denying her any sympathy when she tries to communicate her desires to him. When he
does not get his own way he at first shouts and then becomes physically violent, often
grabbing Teresa roughly by the arm and on occasion slapping her. When offered a new job in
Santiago his solution is to try and take Teresaand the family with him rather than to think of
the possibility of not taking the job in order to stay with his family. This is one example of his
selfishnessin a relationship always marked by inequality basedon supposedinferiority.
This film, then, develops a polarisation between the sexes and, in so doing, with an
intimate portrayal of a woman's public and private dilemmas, placesTeresa `into the singular
and out of the plural' (Haskell, 1999: 27). As Haskell remarks, films have a narrower context
than literature with the protagonist being seen in detailed close-up, the visualisation being
done for the spectator via the camera. This singular experience here is a signifier of the
attempt to move `out of the contrivancesof puritanical thinking into enlightened self-interest'
(Ibid), from the reactionary to the radical in an examination of Teresa's negative experience
and her `solitary soul' (Ibid).
For Jose Alvarez, the film illustrates a phallocentric order and Teresa represents an
easily identifiable figure for many Cuban women: hard-working, marginalised and exploited
by the demands of work and domestic chores the `transparent' incarnation of the typical
Cuban (even Latin

American) wife/mother image allowing

an understanding and

identification by a large number of spectators(not just female). Alvarez suggeststhat Teresa
typifies the conflicts of many Cuban women particularly in Havana. Via a `thematic
displacement' (1995: 117), the film makes leap from a criticism of the notion of the
a
`double-shift' for women to a criticism of the `double-standard', thereby challenging the
patriarchy still prevalent in 1970sCuban society. He makes the point that the evident clash of
the film is betweenthe sexes and not between different races or different classes.He argues
that this division of the sexesplaces the film as firmly within the parametersof a MarxistLeninist discourse, presenting a criticism

of a society that prevents Teresa from becoming an

`individual' (Ibid). The society
presentedin this film is uniform, carrying both a Marxist and
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a historical agendaas Teresahas to fight hard to overcomethe vestiges of a pre-revolutionary,
bourgeois moral code that have continued in revolutionary society. Teresa says to her
husband at one point: `Todo no puede ser lavar, cocinar, planchar; yo quiero ser yo, no una
esclavacomo mi mama, mi suegra'.
Perhaps,then, the film makes a critique of certain aspectsof a society in the processof
flux, but is not critical enough of the Revolution's failure to alter negative attitudes. This is
highlighted by the only possibility for Teresaat the end of the film - to leave Ramon (perhaps
for good) and walk into her new future, leaving the weight of tradition and history behind her.
Teresa's struggle for independence is Cuba's struggle to re-write its own history by
developing a new future, however difficult that might be. The problem, however, is that
Teresa is walking away from that society in flux, one that seemsunlikely to alter its negative
attitudes in the near future.
Many contrasting and complementary scenes illustrate well how Teresa is caught up
within old-world values apparently with very little hope of escape.When she has to listen to
her mother telling her to simply put up with Ramön's behaviour, we see them performing
historically women's work, peeling potatoes and stringing runner beans (Ibid: 118). The
following scene, however, is even more telling when played alongside this one as we see
Ramon flirting with women in the street.Teresa is thus caught in this world of the 'doubleshift' and the `double-standard' and the possibilities for her salvation seem very limited
indeed.
Alvarez arguesthat the film denouncesthe
machismothat exists in Cuban society - to a
certain extent this is true. But, by presenting a female character in such a polarised and
negative fashion, the film has the effect of naturalising sexualdifference to such an extent that
it often overrides the criticisms it attempts to make.
As mentioned, sexual difference is essential to the construction of this film, as it is to
the construction of the human subject. For this reason I believe it is impossible to ignore a
psychoanalytical examination of the development of Teresaas a subject within the film, such
are the many instances presented to the spectator of a distinct male/female dichotomous
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relationship. The sexesare juxtaposed so many times - usually in confrontation rather than as
complementary - that an appraisal of the power relations between them is unavoidable, and
the relations are certainly not equitable, the primary signifier being the phallus, as suggested
in the opening scene.
But, as argued in Chapter Three, any psychoanalytical examination is bound to steer a
path of ambivalence, such is the nature of psychoanalysis,and Retrato de Teresa follows that
same path. Both tend towards a deconstruction of patriarchy but both also enclose women's
sexuality in Cowie's `normative definitions' (1997: 11). One of the problems with the film
resides in this idea of a normative definition. As Catherine Benamou has suggestedthere
perhaps needs to be more `autonomous spaces within which diverse subjectivities and
identities needto be represented' (1999: 67) in Cuban cinema as a whole; and the presentation
of Teresa here as representativeof a typical Cuban `super-mother' does nothing to alleviate
this problem.

Women'sissueswereat the forefrontin 1979as Benamoupointsout,the undesirability
of machismo being one of the major themes of the day. Many Cuban films have `promoted
women as labouring subjects at the expenseof personal attributes with national collectivity as
referent' (1999: 68), but, as in this film, women are usually shown as the inferior part of a
male/female binary, taking advice from men and very rarely shown in public office making
decisions.

But thereare no absolutes,no suchthing as `real' or `true' imagesin cinemaas some
feminists might desire. As Cowie points out, in cinema, images are not already truthful, they
are socially constructed and become true only when the spectator finds them true (1997: 4).
But when such representations are created in a neo-realist style, in the understanding that
realism is important in constructing identity, the assumption of a `truthful' image is being
made,whereby a female protagonist, in this caseTeresa,seeksan achieved, finished identity.
By placing Teresa within such a structure of sexual difference, her familial and
historical legacy playing such an
obviously large part in her formation as a (sexualised)
subject and the possibility of her extra-marital affair being presentedto us almost as a taboo
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subject, we are witness to a processof the exchange of woman between family structures.
This exchange is delivered in the film as a combination of expulsion and possibility, but all
leading to a satisfactory solution or, as Cowie argues, a resolution of opposition. Just like
the rules of kinship, like language itself, the film is a processof oppositional structures that
relies on a resolution.
As Teresadecides to leave Ramon, walking away from him into the very public space
of a crowded street, we are led to believe in an open ending, the lack of a resolution. But the
opposition that the film has constructed demands (and gets) a resolution, and Teresa is
removed from the scene, being left without (social or sexual) intercourse as she walks away
from Ramon towards another possibility: another lover? Perhaps towards her colleague
Tomas, a relationship with whom has been hinted at during the film? Or moving on to a life
of independenceand chastity? The fact that she is banished from the sceneexcludes her from
`intercourse' in this particular society, and it appearsthat there is little hope for her sexual
freedom in the next one. In the opening scene we see Teresa as sexualised object, her hair
blowing in the wind, as her husband frames her in his camera.But here, at the end of the film,
as she leaves her husbandbehind, her sexuality is denied her, as the signifier of her sexuality
is tied tightly under a pure white bandana.This underminesthe attempt by the film-makers to
liberate her, as she is merely exchanged,as Ramon will no doubt happily exchangeher for a
younger model as we have already seen he is capable of doing. WhereasRamon is permitted
sexual freedom, Teresais not. She is only permitted the value of a sign of exchangeof women
betweengroups, in a social contract with the Cuban spectator,still immersed in the machismo
of pre-revolutionary society.
We do not know if Teresahas had an affair not and Michael Chanan assertsthat this
or
ambiguity `brilliantly and deliberately plays on the susceptibilities of the audience' (2004:
376). He quotesdirector Pastor Vega: `If we'd made it definite that she'd had an affair, Cuban
viewers would simply have said that she deserved what she got... And we wanted people to
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hear all of what Teresa says, not just what she says about sex' (Ibid) 4 Thus we witness a
denial (a fear?) of Teresa's sexuality and she is therefore desexualised and exchangedby
being expelled from the scene,thus retaining the symbolic function of the name-of-the-father.
In this senseher very existence, as a desexualisedwoman, is being denied. Female sexuality
remains a taboo. Where it raises its ugly head it must be opposed and then eliminated for fear
of a breakdown in culture itself. Teresa has been expelled from the scene, from language
itself, stripped of her subjectivity and delivered into a linguistic void of uncertainty, with no
voice, in order that she may bejudged by the omnipotent eye of the camera(of the spectator)
with no possibility to answer back. Her symbolic `death', as Cixous would argue, has been
constructed within the terms of the Oedipus,those `terms of identification' (de Lauretis, 2003:
85) that have beenestablishedbetweenCuban film-makers and their audience.
Teresa's expulsion from the narrative is posited in the film as her voluntary
abandonment of the abusive and unequal relationship she has suffered at the hands of her
husband. She walks away and leaves him; a strong and independentact that, according to
scriptwriter Fornet, in the interview with him, was seenas provocative at the time. But this act
thereby removes Teresa from any possible discourse and the potential for real change is lost
in her defiant gesture. Yolanda, in the film De cierta manera, discussedin Chapter Two, also
walks away at the end of the film. However, in the case of the latter film, Yolanda walks
away in conversation with her former boyfriend, who is trying to win her back, her voice still
being heard by the film's dominant male character,the potential for real changeremaining.
One of the problems with the constant positioning of Teresa as the inferior half of a
male/female binary (whether it is with her husband, with Tomas or with the managerof the
textile factory, Bernal) is in the potential to naturalise such negativity. Teresa's femininity,
her supposedinnate femalenessin her role as mother/wife, is a construction (within both the
film and the society captured by the film in such a realist fashion). The film certainly
highlights this negative construction
of femininity and by so doing makes an attempt to
° The film's
script writer, Ambrosio Fornet, gave the same point of view in an interview with the
author in Havana, January, 2005.
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deconstruct it. But, by refusing to deal with one of the most fundamental of all aspectsof
human subjectivity, sex, it goes a long way to undermining this deconstruction.
As already discussed, negativity follows Teresa's every move in the film, as she is
usually seen (in both public and private situations) as demanding, surly and even aggressive,
often contrasted with Ramöns' cheerful and friendly nature. This obviously has the effect of
exposing Teresa's life as difficult, tough and without pleasure. There are a number of what
Haskell might call `external co-relatives' 5 that add to her despair and misery. Such an
example might include the ringing of a chicken's neck when she is at her mother's house,
after a hostile argument with Ramon. Or the scene where she sits, sewing, and is viewed from
behind the exterior bars of the patio, or the immediate cut to a hospital after Ramon and
Teresa's most violent clash, even when the scenesare entirely disconnected.All of this adds
to the constant portrayal of Teresa as a negative part of a binary, one from which shecannot
escape,she can only be expelled or exchanged.
In Aspasia Kotsopoulos's terms, Teresa wishes to resist patriarchy by possessing
desire, but possessionof that desire is forbidden her.' As discussed in Chapter Three, the
idealisation of motherhood leads to the desexualisationof woman while man's sexual desires
are readily expressed.Throughout the film we are witness, however, not only to just the
possibility of desire for Teresa(we are actually denied the knowledge of her actual desires as
she is always seen as struggling against rather than struggling for), but to the actuality of
desire for her husband Ramon. He is the one pursuing other women, relaxing on the beach
and with the freedom to roam freely around Havana. In Judith Butler's terms, the multiplicity
of sex-gender relations is ignored while the universalism of traditional male-female sexual
relations is supported. The film's viewpoint is as much Ramön's as it is Teresa's, if not more
so. Due to this centralised viewpoint of Ramon, therefore, the spectator is forced to look

s In an
examination of Tolstoy's Anna Karenina, Molly Haskell argues that the female characters
become increasingly complex and take fate into their
own hands, their inner state being suggestedvia a
seriesof `external co-relatives', elements within a mis-en-scenethat provide an illustration of their state
of mind (1999: 24).
6 Kotsopoulos, A. (2001). At:
www. ejumpcut.org/archive/jc44.2001/aspasia/againstgrainl.htmi (accessed16/07/08).
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through his eyes and is implicated in the process of rejection of Teresa as a bad wife and
mother who simply wants to have her independenceat the expenseof family life. This then
delegitimises Teresa's perspective in order to place the spectator more in line with Ramön's
patriarchal point of view. Although we feel for Teresa and the sacrifices she makes, we
`accedeto the necessityof this sacrifice' as the film structuresthe spectatorto do so.7
The whole area of spectator identification is a complex one and not all spectatorswill
be affected in the sameway. But a discussion of the representationof Teresa in this film does
highlight a major contradiction. On the one hand, Teresa is represented as forceful and
dominant, choosing to escapea violent and unproductive relationship but on the other she is
prevented from even expressing, let alone achieving, her true desires. She is both included in
and then excluded from this dominant discourse`constructedas the ground for the exercise of
patriarchal power' but `denied agency and subjectivity'!
Julianne Burton-Carvajal emphasisesthe contrast betweenthe presentationof Ramön's
and Teresa's lives, criticising the ellipsis the film makes by not referring directly to anything
but the possibility of Teresa's desire outside of marriage as `bowing to the sexual mores that
the film purports to criticise ie that it's ok for male infidelity but not for female' (1994: 310).
The attempts at a critique of machismo in Cuban society, she argues, often backfire as Teresa
is always seenas `despondent,being criticised, unhappy, derided, laughed at' (Ibid: 311). She
is often portrayed as nothing but a sexual object from the opening scene through to the
scenewhere she appearson television being offered nothing but piropos by the presenterwho
does not take her seriously. This constant representationof Teresa as a passive object is in
direct contrast to the attempt to present her as a strong character,fighting againstthe moresof
a traditionally sexist society.
The problem with this film is not just in the presentationof the central characters,but
in its denouement and the negative attitude it conveys towards the potential for woman's
liberation in such a society. When Teresa walks away at the end she escapesone overbearing,

]bid
8 Ibid
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unequal relationship, but there is nothing to suggestthat she will not simply walk straight into
another very similar one. As she disappearsinto the crowd, desexualised,staring harshly into
her future, a street group plays a song that warns her of the difficulties of trying to escape
such a male-dominated world.
1E1que siembra su maiz, que se coma su pilön!
La mujer en el amor, separece a la gallina.
Y cuando se muere el gallo, a cualquier otro se arrima
The song continues in this vain, calling out to Teresa to `Polish the floor! ' A stereotypical
portrayal of Teresa was never a conscious strategy on the part of the film-makers but, in its
creation of a type of iconography (a `typical' Cuban woman with certain characteristicsand
behaviour), this film, and cinema in general, creates the conditions for the spectator to
decipher imagesthat are entrenchedwithin a system. Thus, the film adds to the creation of the
myth of a type of `super-woman' before, admittedly, attempting to deconstruct that myth by
exposing the harsh realities of it. But, by expelling Teresa from the scene at the end, her
desires never fully realised, and in direct and obvious contrast to her husband, the
iconography created `places man as inside history and therefore changing and woman as
outside of it... and eternal' (Johnston, 2000: 23). The myth created is using Teresa(a `supermother') as an icon that has the effect of naturalising the meaning she signifies. If, as a sign,
she is emptied of her original meaning by breaking with her husband and destroying her
iconic status as `super-mother', she is never invested with new meaning, as this would be too
painful to bear for a society caught up in old traditions. The sexism inherent in society is now
made invisible by this lack of meaning, this expulsion. This film, then, aids the propagation of
a myth and: `Within a sexist ideology and a male-dominated cinema, woman is presented as
what she represents for man' (Ibid). When she no longer represents his desires, she is
destroyed.
There is a real opposition in this film between male and female but the attempt at
opposition as resistance merely enhances the power of the thing being opposed by
exaggerating its strengths and characteristics as Johnston argues it is fetishistic and
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phallocentric (2000: 26). She usesthe image of Mae West in Hollywood cinema to explain
this, but in Cuban cinema there are many examplesof this fetishisation, including the use of
Teresa's hair as a sexual signifier. For Johnston,the only way out of this oppositional cul-desac is through the development of a cinema of fantasy, Cowie's `imagined scenes', her misen-scene of desire' (1984: 79). However, when woman is constantly being presented (and
Retrato de Teresa is no exception) as a negativepart of a male/female binary (i. e. non-male),
within the ideological product of cinema (particularly in such a realist fashion), there is no
break between ideology and text, no real disruption of the ideology of patriarchy. In essence,
there is no fantasy. Teresa's sexuality is, as Butler would assert,constructed within the terms
of heterosexual and phallic discourse and power (1999: 40) via a naturalisation of
`heterosexuality and masculine sexual agency' (Ibid: 54-5).
The ending is particularly important as Chanan comments, the film's denouement
dependson it and, although the director has statedthat sex is not the only factor to consider in
this film, the level of importance attachedto whether or not Teresahas had an affair, suggests
that sex (and ultimately whether or not Teresahas had it with someoneelse) is one of its most
important aspects.The whole film has been set up, via a series of male/female conflicts and
contradictions, for this climactic, teleological moment. And yet what we are given is no
apparent resolution. Is this, therefore, the lack of `closure' often called for by feminist critics
of cinema?As Annette Kuhn has said, `feminine languageworks against that closure which is
a feature of dominant masculine language' (1982: 17), and this film would appearto allow the
spectatorto make up his or her own mind. But the film producesa huge imbalance, both in its
portrayal of the characters already discussed and in its insistence upon showing blatantly
Ramön's affair and macho behaviour. This imbalance belies the attempt at offering a feminist
discourse and the closure is real, as Teresa is expelled the threat of her sex being too much
for both audience and film-maker. This illustrates the film's masculinist tendency towards the
fixed beliefs regarding male and female
sexuality, and it suffers in part from the importance
attachedto the possibility of Teresa's affair.
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I would even like to go further to examine in more detail the threat that Teresa (as
liberated, possibly adulterous and sexually active female) posesto the society depicted in the
film, this threat being made obvious by Ramön's abusive attempts to keep her in check.
Ramön's physical violence (albeit restricted) towards Teresa could perhaps be seen as
evoking a threat of something more sinister. The way he grabs her arm on a couple of
occasions signifies his desire to hold her within his field of domination. It is this muted
violence that warns her to keep herself within certain physical boundaries, i.e. belonging to
him, physically, sexually. It tells her to stay in her place and developsthe power relationship
betweenthem. It tells her that his power is all around her, she cannot escapeit, and this is the
power that forbids her sex with another. Ramön's domination acts as a signifier to patriarchal
power serving to prohibit Teresa from sexual relations with another; the attitudes of Teresa's
mother, Charo and others acting as the `multiplicity of force relations' (Foucault, 1978: 92)
upon her. For Teresa, though, the film does not allow for her to break out of these power
relations without being expelled from the scene.The film traps itself within its own juridicopolitical system' (Ibid) of power relations by accedingto the norms of the society it purports
to criticise.
Violent threat is a powerful way to establish and maintain the identity of any social
organisation or group, and here Ramön uses his physical superiority to admonish Teresa.
When they fight on the bed, this violence is even eroticised, the link betweenpower, violence
and sex made evident by the location of the bedroom. Later, after Ramon has left to go and
live with his mother, he returns, uninvited, to his former home, sends his son to bed and
persuadesTeresa to have sex with him, killing time before going to see his girlfriend. The
power he assertsover her thus takes on a threatening sexual element as Teresagives in to his
demandsall too easily, in the vain hope that their marriage can be saved.
In short, the film does nothing to deconstruct the relationship betweenpower and sex in
such a traditionally machista society or to delegitimise the threat of violence Ramon poses.
These scenesremind the viewer of this threat (possibly
of rape, perhaps?) without criticising
sufficiently these power relations. As Teresawalks away from him at the end of the film, one
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wonders if she feels like looking over her shoulder, expecting his hand at any moment to grab
her again and pull her back to him as he follows (stalks?) her through the crowd, in a scene
that, put together with the scenesof Ramon leering at girls from the safety of his van, and
with those of his violence towards Teresa,heightensthe possibility of his potential threat.

Part Two
Lejania (l 985, JesüsDiaz).
This part of Chapter Four arguesthat the film Lejania presentsa complex and subtle character
study of the mother-figure (one of its central characters)and in so doing subvertsone of the
myths of Cuban cultural production by presenting a mother-figure who sits outside the
accepted parametersof Cuban cultural discourse. The film does not obviously set itself up as
maternal melodrama and it is as much about familial relations and the pain that exile (and
revolution) can create for families. It concentratesas much on the figure of the son as it does
on the figure of the mother, but there are some very important issuesto be raised by a close
examination of this text that evinces contradictory and surprising attitudes concerning the
mother-figure.
After relating some of the context within which the film was made, this analysis
attempts to discuss the film Lejanfa from two different, but not necessarily entirely
oppositional, points of view. First, I would like to examine the figure of the mother, Susana,
and her relationship with her son, Reinaldo, arguing that these representationsillustrate one of
the many difficulties faced by ICAIC in its portrayal of female characters. Since Humberto
Solis' comments concerning his film Lucia about the female figure in Cuban cinema as
transparent referent of Cuban society, it has become very difficult to read any such
representation in Cuban cinema without this idea in mind. Many critics still adhere to this
traditional criticism where any strong or prominent female character comes to represent
aspects of the Cuban nation. The first half of this commentary explores this idea and
highlights some of the recent
work in this area concerning this film, at the same time as
illustrating some of the difficulties

with this line of argument.
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However, the second part of this study attempts to see the figure of Susanafrom a
different point of view and illustrates how this film disturbs to some extent this traditional
idea of viewing the female character purely as symbolic national referent. This part of
Chapter Four points towards finding some common ground betweenthesetwo points of view
(as surely the national and the individual must exist in tandem, harbouring at least some
dialectical exchangethat can serve the interestsof both), but also endeavoursto engage the
reader in something other than a simplistic and reductionist reading of the female character
that servesneither the individual nor the national interest.
Lejanfa was made in 1985 and perhaps(as Enrique Fernandezhas remarked) had more
resonance in the USA than in Cuba at the time, due to its politically sensitive and emotive
subject (exile) that struck a chord with a large exiled community constantly searching for
some kind of representation(1987: 23) and still smarting from the pain and confusion of the
Mariel exodus of 1980.'
In the period 1950-59, according to an interview with the film's director Jesüs Diaz
(1941-2002) in the magazine Cine Cubano, approximately 30,000 people emigrated from
Cuba to the USA every year (Diaz, 1985: 44). From 1959 until October, 1962,120,000
emigrated until the USA suspendedall flights. However, the Cuban government then set up
ways for people to leave. For exampleon the 28 September1965,from the port of Camarioca,
all who wanted to could leave the island. Washington was forced to concede and reopened
flights from Varadero. The one exception was that Cuban males aged 17-26 were not allowed
to leave as they were of military age and therefore required for self-defence purposes.It was
not until 1979 that the Cuban government allowed those who had left years earlier to revisit
their families. Political provocation from the USA incited some to search for exits via
embassies.In April, 1980, Fidel Castro removed the guards from the gates of the Peruvian
embassyallowing 10,000 Cubans to enter in searchof asylum, leading to the massexodus at

9 During
a period of growing dissent amidst housing problems and a failing economy, approximately
125,000 Cubanswere allowed to leave the island for the USA between 15 April and 31 October 1980
from the port of Mariel. 27 migrants died in their
attempts to leave; the incident worsening the already
difficult immigration relations between the two
countries (Fernandez, 1987: 23).
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Mariel. Finally, in 1984an agreementwas reachedbetweenthe USA and Cuba which helped
to stabilise migratory relations.
The theme of exile, then, has always been a painful and difficult one to tackle, although
writer and director Diaz never shied away from it. Diaz was known as a committed
revolutionary and faithful supporter of Castro. He taught Marxism at the University of
Havana and wrote the short story collection Los anos duros (1966), which won the Casa de
las Americas prize. 10
He joined ICAIC in 1971 and madea number of documentariesand shorts including 55
Hermanos (1978) about a group of descendantsof Cuban exiles visiting Cuba for the first
time. Having made the film Polvo rojo in 1981 (a film that illustrates some of the human
costs of revolution), he then went on to make Lejania four years later. He went into exile first
to Germany in 1991 and then to Spain, where he died in 2002.
Founder of the magazine El Caiman Barbudo and one of the editors of Pensamiento
Critico, Diaz was unhappy when Castro closed down the latter in 1971 and so drifted towards
ICAIC where his artistic merits could be best utilised. Diaz was a firm believer in Cuba's
`militant culture' as describedby Pedro de la Hoz who quotes Diaz's humanistic views on the
role of culture in revolution.
EI centro de la problemätica intelectual en Cuba si de creadoresse trata es traducir la crisis
del mundo que todavia estamosdestruyendo,ei parto doloroso del que comenzamosa construir,
al lenguaje del arte hallando los medios expresivos adecuados.Traducir la experiencia de la
Revoluciön cubana, vanguardia del mundo subdesarrollado,en tdrminos de vanguardia artistica.
No podemos entender por vanguardia en este caso la imitaciön, la copia servil de ningün
experimento artistico foräneo; la vanguardia, para serlo, tiene que estar delante de nosotros, no a
nuestras espaldas. No puede ser, por tanto, repeticibn. Pero tampoco podemosdesarrollar esa
vanguardia sin conocer, y asimilar criticamente, todo lo que la humanidad ha creado y crea. No
es posible, en nombre de un localismo falso, despreciar lo que provenga de Londres, Paris,
Nueva York... o de Moscü, Praga, Berlin. Nuestro
pueblo no ignord la dbcima que tambidn
provenfa de Europa. Lenin en su proyecto de resoluciön para ei Congreso del Proletkult,
10http: //www.
britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/860193/Jesus-Diaz(accessed19/02/09).
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escribid: "EI marxismo ha conquistado su significaciön histörica-universal como ideologla del
proletariado revolucionario porque no ha rechazadoen modo alguno las mäs valiosas conquistas
de la epoca burguesa sino, por ei contrario, ha asimilado y reelaborado todo lo que hubo de
valioso en mäsdedos mil afios del pensamientoy la cultura humanos.11

Diaz's humanism is evident from this quotation and is supported by the films Polvo rojo and
55 Hermanos that deal with human emotion in times of personal difficulty. Diaz was a
committed revolutionary but this quotation shows that he was open to artistic ideas from all
ideologies and had a disliking for `false localism' as he puts it, or, in other words, for the
irrelevances of artistic isolation.
But Diaz's support of the Revolution waned after the making of Lejanfa and he became
disillusioned with many aspectsof the revolutionary processafter the film Alicia en el pueblo
de maravillas (1991), that he co-directed with Daniel Diaz Torres and for which he wrote the
script, was banned four days after release(Paranaguä,1997: 167). An obituary in the Miami
Herald of 3 May 2002 by Fabiola Santiago, quotes Diaz's change of heart concerning his
allegiance to the Cuban Revolution. `I harbor no rancor, but I don't forget... I believe that
Cuba should not forget; that reconstruction must take place. But the memory of the atrocities
must be preserved,not for vengeance,but to not repeatthem' (2002: 23).
The film Lejania has been seen very much as one of the films that both representsand
constructs the idea of a specific national consciousness in Cuba, dealing poignantly and
directly with the politically sensitive and difficult theme of exile, a subject not consideredin
such depth in Cuban cinema as it is here. However, in the film's ambivalent portrayal of
character and in the highly personalisedand intimate nature of its construction, I would argue
that there are at work in this film various intense and deeply personalconflicts that allow us to
steer away from an examination at the level of national consciousnesstowards an analysis at
the level of individual subject formation (although, admittedly, the film allows for both
possibilities).

11Hozde la, Pedro(2001).At:
html (accessed
20/08/06).
www.Iajiribilia.cu/2001/n8_junio/202_8.
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The film is set in one apartmentover 24 hours in Havana in the 1980swhere, initially,
a party is in full swing. The phone rings and Reinaldo is informed that his mother, whom he
has not seen for ten years, is to return the next day to visit him. He wants to see her but is
obviously distressedby the prospect of seeing again the mother who had left him to live in
Florida when he was 17.Reinaldo's wife, Aleida, is also concernedat the prospectof the visit
but agrees to put up Reinaldo's mother, Susana, in their apartment for the week-long visit.
When Susanaarrives with her niece, Ana, it becomesevident that she hopes Reinaldo will
return with her to Florida. But the reception she receives from her son is nothing like she
expected and he and Aleida ultimately reject her pre-revolutionary bourgeois ways and the
many gifts she brings from the USA. But this is not before she and Reinaldo have shared
some intimate mother-and-sonmomentsthat belie Reinaldo's impending rejection of her.
As Gillian McGillivray argues, the film is full of indirect comments on gender and
there are three central female characters playing major roles in the elaboration of the plot,
these charactersserving to reflect aspectsof Cuban nationhood (1998: 8). Aleida is a young
mulata who embodies the ideal of the good revolutionary in a somewhat stereotypical
portrayal of the `perfect' Cuban revolutionary woman. She possessesthe dignity often
associatedwith a portrayal of national revolutionary consciousness,echoing the feelings of a
nation suffering from an embargo and the lack of material possessions.She instinctively
rejects Susana'sdollars and appearsto representrevolutionary strength and decency,directly
opposing Susana's amoral, materialistic, US-influenced character. The contrasts between
Aleida and Susanaare obvious to the point of being deliberately coarse and heavy-handed.
Susanais white and bourgeois, Aleida is mulata and revolutionary. One representsold values
and the other representsthe new values as proposed by the Revolution.'2 But this binary,
obvious as it may be and evidently proposed to illustrate problems of national consciousness,
can also be read at the level of the personaland individual rather than merely the symbolic, as

12To
oppose two women in such a way is common in Cuban cinema. For example, in the film jPlaf? o
demasiadomiedo a la vida (1989, Juan Carlos Tabfo), discussedin Chapter Six, Part One, middle-aged
Concha representsthe Revolution's
early values while her `opponent', the youthful Clarita, represents
the modem values of the Revolution in the 1980s.
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both have an intimate relationship with the same man, Reinaldo, and Susana is evidently
concernedabout her son's new partner.
Catherine Benamouassertsthat this is another film about women made by men, where
women are proposed as symbolic referents of the nation and any critique of patriarchy is
sorely lacking (1999: 69). However, Gillian McGillivray argues that films such as Lejania,
Lucia, Retrato de Teresa, De cierta manera, Hasta cierto punto, Una novia para David
(1985) and Papeles secundarios (1989), (these last two both by Orlando Rojas), do indeed
`portray sympathetic and `real' female characterswhile at the same time offering a powerful
critique of the manifestations of sexism in Cuban society, from rape and abuseto jealousy and
the double standard' (1998: 13). McGillivray cites the conversation between Susana and
Reinaldo near the beginning of the film as evidence that a slightly more progressive take on
machismo in the home is being expressedby this film than, for example, that found in Retrato
de Teresa and that `this impression is reinforced by the fact Reinaldo resistsadultery with his
cousin Ana, despitethe fact they were evidently very intimate and both he and Ana are visibly
tempted to relive the past' (1998: 14).
McGillivray's

view is interesting to note as she pays particular attention to the

questions that Susana poses to her son when they meet. She asks Reinaldo why he has
married a divorcee and if his new wife is a mulata, adding that there has never been one of
those in the family before. These questions are typical of the type a mother would ask,
concerned as she is both with her son's welfare and with the image of her family. Here,
Susanamust be taken in the context of who she is; a white, Catholic, middle-class Cuban
woman brought up in a pre-revolutionary society with all the cultural baggage that that
implies. Besides, although the answers from Reinaldo reveal how times have changed (he
does not care that Aleida is both a divorcee and a mulata and does not see it as relevant), the
catalyst for this critical exchangeis Susanaherself,just as she is the one who hasarrangedthe
visit. Susana,then, in the context of who she is and as catalyst of critical discourse, if nothing
else, is portrayed sympathetically.
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Marvin D'Lugo argues that the film problematises`issues of national identity' (1997:
160), by placing several distinct characters within a restricted space thus enhancing the
differences between them in what he describesas a `symbolic mis-en-scene' that helps the
spectator seethe film as an allegory of national concerns (Ibid: 161). It is impossible to read
this film completely outside of the sphere of national consciousness- the simple fact of the
theme of exile dictates that. But it can also be viewed at the level of the personal (the
psychoanalytical) in a way that Retrato de Teresa cannot, and this is aided by the very
mechanism that D'Lugo feels placesthe film at the level of national allegory - the restriction
of space. D'Lugo himself statesthat the film is an example of how `the female figure is used
not merely to embody a static concept of patriotism but rather to problematize issues of
national identity' (Ibid: 160). So again, a critique of this film is structured around the central
theme of woman as national referent. There is no doubt that the film can be read in this way
and a close examination of the figure of the mother, Susana,illustrates how certain issuesof
national identity concerning the mother-figure are disturbed by this film.
The figure of Susana,therefore, is linked to this notion of national identity and D'Lugo
and others choose to read the film in this way. For D'Lugo the characters serve to express
national concerns that supersedetheir representationsas individual human subjects. But such
is the intimacy and personal involvement the spectator has with the characters that there is
another level at which the character of Susanamust be considered, and that is the level of the
individual, the subject, both as part of and separatefrom this idea of national identity. This
will be discussed in more detail later with particular reference to Susanabut one of the
technical aspectsof the film that D'Lugo argues placesit at the level of national allegory, the
restriction of space,also provokes this more individualistic, more personal,reading.
As the camera moves around Reinaldo and Aleida's apartment,closely following the
characters through rooms and down corridors, the effect is that of intimate personal
involvement in their everyday lives, how they interact,
even what they watch on television.
The reduction of space and time (the film is
entirely set within one apartment during only 24
hours), gives the film

what Paulo Antonio Paranaguacalls `(m)aximal dramatic condensation'
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(1988: 93) and establishesa claustrophobic sense of intimacy that enables us to experience,
and examine very closely, the characters' interactions; and perhaps in so doing understand
better their individual desires that might add to but also disturb D'Lugo's assertion that the
characters are representativeof aspectsof national identity. The individual and the national
are interwoven in a dialectical exchangeand an examination of the figure of the mother in this
film can elaborate this idea.
As Michael Chanan observes, the diegetic sound adds to the feeling of personal
intimacy. Here we get no sweeping soundtrackthat might lull the spectatorinto a senseof the
grandiose (as in, for example, the soundtrackat the beginning of Retrato de Teresa), but we
hear the television and the radio as they are turned on in the apartment and street sounds
wafting in from outside (Chanan,2004: 420).13This does a number of things, one of which is
to accurately locate the film in a particular socio-historical place. However, the songs we hear
are not all contemporary, thus leading the spectator (particularly a Cuban one familiar with
the cultural references)to consider the passingof time both at a national, historical level and
very much at a personal one as the film's protagonists react instinctively to these diegetic
insertions. The importance of such emotional conceptsas memory, loss and nostalgia are here
astutely observed. As Chanan points out, the theme song of the film is Omara Portuondo's
bolero Veinte ahos, `about the separation of two lovers and the impossibility of rekindling
their love' (2004: 421), and another classic song of nostalgia is played, Carlos Gardel's
Volver.
The programmeson the television in the apartment also hark back to former times with
the screening of Gutierrez Alea's film about slavery in Cuba, La ültima cena (1976).
Interestingly, the mulata Aleida asks white, bourgeois Susanaif she would like to watch it but
she says no as it looks `horrible'. This moment encapsulatesthe relationship between the two,
and of how a part of Cuba's national dilemma (that of race and the history of slavery) is
viewed through the eyes of these two women - the audience is seeing part of Cuba's national
history through Aleida and Susanawho have become the transparent prisms through which
13Thistechnique
would be usedagainin Mujer transparente,discussedin ChapterSix, PartTwo.
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issues of national identity are viewed. However, it is probably fairer to say that the two
women act more as translucent prisms rather than transparent ones, as at the same time as
seeing through them we are seeing them in all their intimate glory enhanced by the
claustrophobic atmospherecreated by the restrictive mis-en-sceneof the apartment.
D'Lugo believes that the apartment they inhabit `becomesthe nation' (1997: 161), but
if this is so then a sense of reduction is achieved whereby we become locked into this
allegory, and lose any notion of the characters' individual subjectivity. It is the purposeof this
part of Chapter Four (and more importantly, one of the purposes of the film) to recover
Susana's individual subjective identity, in order to rescue it from its position solely as
representativeof an aspectof Cuban national consciousness.
The problems that the inhabitants face are personal and individual, as well as national.
The film, then, should be viewed as more than just an allegory of national dilemmas as the
very personal problems, of loss, memory, love, familial relations, abandonmentand desire
combine to produce dramatic conflict that drives to the heartof the individual. Unlike Retrato
de Teresa, this film does not naturalise gender differences in such a way as to offer a
reductionist reading. Most critics have read the film as a form of national allegory, and to
ignore the context within which these problems occur would be foolish, but that is not to say
that we should reduce any analysisto one where the individual is seenas an idealistic national
portrait that probably does not exist. As Chanan statesthe film has an `intensely naturalistic
feel achieved by the use of available light' which `is intensified by the direct location sound'
(2004: 421). This naturalism servesto individualise the story while, at the sametime, certain
cultural referenceshelp us to place it also within the genre of national allegory.
D'Lugo believes that the film usesthe three central female charactersof Susana,Aleida
and Ana as markers of certain social and historical positions that `transcendtheir positions as
women' (1997: 161). He goes on to assert that their positions as women are supersededby
their roles as members of a nation. The difficulty here arises when one considers in detail the
figure of the exiled Susana. As D'Lugo agrees, the film develops an ambivalent attitude
towards Susana,who is ultimately rejected by her son Reinaldo. I would argue, therefore, that
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this placestheir relationship within a sphereof personal intimacy that supersedes,or at least is
equivalent to, its force as marker of a national dilemma.
Susanais not overtly criticised in the film for abandoningReinaldo ten years earlier (he
was unable to leave at the time as he was due for military service), and a degreeof sympathy
is aimed at her when she is finally rejected by her unforgiving son. As D'Lugo states, `her
[Susana's] status is seen as contradictory' (Ibid). This contradiction validates an appraisal of
the film from the level of the acutely personaland partly female in that it deals with a motherson relationship. It may illustrate some of the problems Cuba had to face at the time, but this
part of the story is distinctly personal, touching and, from Susana's point of view, as a
mother, female.
Chanan's take on this relationship is that a metaphor is created whereby emotional
deprivation is linked to Westernconsumerism.
The perversion of motherly love in the service of the dehumanising culture of consumerism
becomes, in Cuba, a mark of perverse complicity with an ideology that places wasteful
materialism above natural human feeling. The effect is to place at the centre of the film a
metaphor of the double-sided condition which divides the first world and the third, the two faces
of deprivation, emotional in one, material in the other.

(2004: 423)
But such a binary is too simplistic and relies on the assumption that first-world consumerism
is devoid of emotion and full of perverted motherly love. Besides, the film simply does not
tell us this. If any one person is devoid of emotion in the film it is Aleida, the paradigm of
revolutionary woman, completely rejecting any of the gifts Susanabrings from `the North'
(the only way Susanabelieves she can win back the affections of her son and his family).
It is evident that Susanais overflowing with motherly love as her actions towards her
son demonstrate in the film. It is true that Reinaldo is diffident towards his mother towards
the end of the film but when she arrives they share some intimate moments that belie the
simplistic division Chanan observes. These moments in the film are full of human feeling,
emotion and a surprising tendernessby both Reinaldo and Susana.If anything, it is surprising
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that Reinaldo is as acceptingof her as he is given that she `abandoned' him ten years earlier.
However, as the director JesüsDiaz himself states,the situation is a complex one.
La pelicula aborda la relaciön madre-hijo en una situaciön Limite. Hemos sido testigos, durante
el proceso revolucionario, de un hecho insölito: muchas madres adandonarona sus hijos varones
cuando estos arribaron a la edad militar y, por obvias razonesde autodefensa,no se les permitia
salir del pals. No obstante ellas se fueron, dejaron solos a muchachos de diecisdis, diecisiete
atios. LQuc fuerza motiv6 esa decision?, Lquidnes eran esas personas capaces de preferir su
autosatisfacciön al deber de proteger a sus hijos?, y sobre todo, j,que ocurre diez altos despuesen el presenteünico de la pelicula - cuando se produce el reencuentro?

(Garcia Borrero, 2001: 185)
The director, then, realises that it is a far more complex matter than simply portraying two
sides of a coin, the revolutionary and the materialist, and Chananhimself assertsthat this film
is indeed a character study, the theme being `the trauma of families divided by the revolution'
(2004: 420). So, to reduce Susana to a type (Chanan quotes Variety's take on her as `a
middle-aged woman of deep-rooted bourgeois tastes') (Ibid) does little justice to the valid
attempt by Diaz to illustrate some of the more difficult personal situations attributed to the
side-effect of the revolutionary process - the division of families. If Susana is partly this
bourgeois materialist, it is not at the expenseof her role as mother, even if she did abandon
her son years earlier. In many
ways the film is trying to deal with the pain of reconciliation at
the level of the very private and personal. Variety claimed that, `by extension', this implied a
bleak picture of reconciliation `between the two countries' (Ibid: 423). However, this is too
simplistic a take on what is a far more complex set of interactions at work. If it were true that
some kind of allegory at this level of national politics were intended, then it is a harsh
criticism of the Cuban side of the binary for it is Reinaldo who ultimately rejects any
reconciliation, not Susana.
The director's intention was to try and expose Susanain an attempt to tear away the
mask that she had created for herself ten years earlier when sheabandonedher son, to try and
reveal her true (human) face: `... la gente como Susanase habia puesto una mascaraque con
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el tiempo se hizo inseparablede su propio rostro. Ese fue nuestro punto de vista al dirigir un
problema estetico-politico de primera magnitud' (Diaz, quoted in Garcia Borrero, 2001: 185).
Such a statementprovokes a postmodernreading of the text, where notions such as
identity and individual subjectivity are foregrounded. 14 Diaz's intention, however, is
impossible as what can ultimately be revealed by removing such a `mask'? Surely another
mask lies underneath; the `truth' being impossible to find. As Stuart Hall statesthere is `no
fixed, essential or permanent identity' (1992: 277); subjects assume different identities at
different times. But the use of such terms as `masks', `faces' and `aesthetics' surely compels
us to discussthe representationof cinematic identities and subjectivities as well as reading the
film as a national allegory. The two are dialectically engaged;the personal is enveloped in the
national and vice-versa.
The presentation of Susana is a very brave one by Diaz, the mother-figure in Cuba
being such an important and revered one, as discussed in Chapter Three, and yet the film
tackles this problem extremely well, portraying Susanaas something other than the typical
mother-figure found in so much art, literature and cinema. As Catherine Davies has said, from
the early years of the Republic, representationsof Cuban women have been linked to the very
philosophy of nationalist discoursewhich `is a genderedand an eroticised discoursein which
the family, kinship and affection are symbols of the nation as a natural division of human
society' (1997: 38).
Chapter Three argued that the construct of motherhood is built on constantly moving
foundations, dependingon social, political and economic circumstances,with the influence of
psychoanalysis playing a large part in the construction of images of motherhood since the
beginning of the twentieth century. Much work has been done on the image of motherdaughter relations but much less on the mother-son relationship. Writers such as Julia

14Postmodern
analyses of cinema, often deriving from Lacanian psychoanalysis, argue that films
visually construct subjectivity (see Anne Friedberg, 1993. Window Shopping. Cinema and the
Postmodern, University of California Press, Berkeley,
pp. 1-18). Chapters Five and Six discuss both
the emergenceof the postmodern in Cuban cultural production and how two films illustrate this break
with traditional notions of Cuban modernity.
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Kristeva, Helene Cixous and Luce Irigaray from the so-called `French Feminists' school of
thought have deliberated much on the figure of motherhood from a Freudian/Lacanian
psychoanalytic perspective and others such as Adrienne Rich and Nancy Chodorow draw on
motherhood as site of female creativity. But can there ever be such a thing as a `maternal
discourse' or a `maternal voice', if no two mothers are the same?Mothers are often posited as
a unified entity when a postmodernperspectivewould tell us that such a mono-glossia is not
possible.
Although the film Lejania is ultimately about Reinaldo, the son, the importance of the
mother-figure is made obvious in the first few moments when Reinaldo receives the phone
call telling him that his mother is coming to see him. I would like to present here two
arguments revolving around the figure of Susana.The first will interpret her representationin
more or less traditional terms - as site of patriarchal discourse and emblem of Freudian
psychoanalysis. However, an alternative, also psychoanalytic, reading provides a counterpoint
to this argument and attempts a reading of Susana as a far more subversive character
representation, one that ultimately disturbs one of the foundations of Cuban culture and
national identity.
On hearing of his mother's imminent arrival, Reinaldo immediately retrieves a giltframed portrait of her from a cupboard; evidence itself that he has not completely forgotten or
discarded her, the frame alluding both to her iconic status as mother-figure and to the fact of
her historical presence (and absence). In such a way history, nostalgia and memory are
wrapped up in one singular moment that encapsulatesthe difficulties that mother and son are
about to face in the near future. However, the inherent difficulty lies in the immediate framing
of Susananot as woman but as mother, the trick for Diaz being to intelligently analyse the
relationship she has with her son without resorting to negative stereotypical portrayals. The
fact that he begins the film with the representationof a mother-figure in such a traditional,
iconic and unitary manner but then subverts this by telling the spectatorthat this mother had
`abandoned' her son years earlier, does much to humanise Susana outside of the typical
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framework of the traditional mother-figure who would not normally be portrayed this way.
This goes some way towards subverting traditional myths of motherhood.
So it is entirely possible to assessthe figure of the mother from the point of view of
various aspectsof feminist theory; the poststructuralistfeminists' engagementwith the figure
of the mother being a kind of revalorisation, away from the existentialism of The SecondSex,
wherein Simone de Beauvoir stressedthe oppressivenessof motherhood. In so-called `French
feminist' theory for example, motherhood is seen as an affirmative position and the mother is
an important figure, but one that should be removed from the patriarchal structure of the
family.
As we have seen in Chapter Three, Julia Kristeva's work is interesting here as she
believes that the site of motherhood can be a source of subversive power but that an
imaginary construct of motherhood has been formed over hundreds of years (1987: 234). In
Lejanfa the figure of the mother is certainly not rejected but neither is it venerated in the
traditional way. The portrait of her retrieved by Reinaldo from a cupboard is still in his
possession(unlike many other things that Reinaldo admits to having sold or discarded as
unnecessaryvestiges of his past). This placing of the figure of the mother (for we know her as
nothing else at this moment other than Reinaldo's mother) within a gilt frame represents
Kristeva's non-verbal, monotheistic, primary, iconic status. Immediately, therefore, we are
drawn in to a very traditional representationof a Cuban mother before this is later subverted.
In `Stabat Mater', Julia Kristeva argues that conception and the maternal are very
important in the feminist debate. Christianity, she argues, has appropriated the figure of the
mother for its own ends and has consistently portrayed the mother as not entirely human but
as virginal and untouched by sin in a phallocentric projection fantasy. This imaginary
construct has been perpetuated in literature and other art forms for centuries, sheargues, with
the figure of the mother being raised to an iconic `dogma status' (1987: 238). She argues that
the relationship between mother and son is like no other in humanity but that the Marian cult
has created a mother-figure either of `hyperabstraction' in order to live in tandem with the
symbolic order, or as repressed `other,' unable to produce its own complexity, confined to
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singular, iconic status. In Lejanfa we first gain knowledge of the figure of Susana,the mother,
as a confined (framed) iconic representation -a

phallocentric, patriarchal fantasy, or, as

Kristeva would say, `a masculine appropriation of the Maternal' (1987: 236). This sets up the
relationship between mother and son in a very traditional manner, portraying this `imaginary
construct' of motherhood as if natural, as a diegetic elementof the film's narrative.
As we have discussed E. Ann Kaplan believes a psychoanalytic analysis of the motherfigure in culture can be very useful in an examination of female subjectivity (1990: 28) and
Freud talked of the difference between the pre-Oedipal mother-figure and the post-Oedipal
figure. Lejania is a film about the separationof mother and son and there exists in the film a
fusion of the pre-Oedipal type when Reinaldo first hearsof his mother's return. As he looks at
her portrait and sits at the kitchen table with his wife, Aleida, it is as if he has been extracted
from the symbolic world of the party continuing in the room next door and delivered back
into a pre-symbolic state as he views the portrait and says: `tengo ganas de verla.' When
Susanaappearsit is as if Reinaldo is born again with no knowledge of her (he insistson using
the formal `usted' form of addressthat one would use with an unfamiliar person).
She has knowledge of him, their separation being like a contracted pregnancy as
Susanahas waited for this moment for ten years. She says to and of Reinaldo: `tan lindo pero
si eras un nino, ' and, turning to Reinaldo's wife says of her: `la que me robö,' emphasising
the Oedipal nature of the discourse. This Oedipal discoursecontinues throughout the film as
Susanaand Reinaldo engage in a series of intimate moments that representthe pre-symbolic
unity between mother and son. They are extremely affectionate with each other (as mother
and son often are in Cuba), caressingeach other's faces, looking into each other's eyes and
poring over old family photographs, that helps to create the sense of nostalgia the film so
expertly portrays.
This intimacy serves to emphasisethe Oedipal nature of the discourse, resolution of
which, for Freud, was the basis of all human civilisation. For Freud this resolution restedon
the rejection by the child of the primordial love object (the mother). So civilisation depends
on the detachment from this object. Intertwined with the Oedipus complex is Freud's
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Castration complex where the child fears castration by the father for desiring the mother. This
leadsto the desire by the child to kill the father. Interestingly in Lejanfa, Reinaldo's father is
already dead, his silent image being seen on a cine film brought from the USA, a messageto
Reinaldo from him before his death, played later on a cassette.
So perhapswhat the film is doing is addressingthis Oedipal mother-son relationship at
the level of the patriarchal, by presenting a very obvious scenario. Reinaldo's relationship
with his mother is still the barrier that prevents him from moving into the world of the
symbolic -a world now representednot by his father but by an altogether different 'fatherfigure', the Cuban Revolution and, ultimately, Fidel Castro himself. Reinaldo at first tells his
wife Aleida that he will postpone his trip to Moa (a trip that signifies his commitment to the
Revolution as it is to work as a volunteer). But, after he has spent time with his mother and
cathartically removed the attachments he had with her, he can now break free from her
control and move easily into the symbolic `Law-of-the-Father', now represented by the
Revolution itself. At the end of the film he finally rejects his mother for good and takes the
volunteer mission in Moa. Importantly, this final part of the drama is the only scene filmed in
the street, outside of the realms of the apartment,Reinaldo now free of his mother's yoke.
In this way the film traces the very traditional stepsof patriarchal representation,the
mother-figure acting merely as a hindrance to the development of the child, holding it back
from its true position in the
world. Here, representationof the mother is tied closely to aspects
of nationhood and patriarchy; the two conceptsbeing intertwined as if natural. To be a good
revolutionary means rejecting anything that contradicts revolutionary ideals (as Susanadoes)
even if it meansrejection of the person that created that revolutionary in the first place.
Thus, in some ways, Susana is being painted in a very traditional light, linked to
aspects of nationhood and patriarchy -a woman obviously transparently affected by social
changeas first, she was `forced' to leave the island when the Revolution took hold and then,
second,when she returns, times have changedso much that the effect is most strongly seen on
her as she loses her son for good (Reinaldo tells her that they
will never seeeach other again).
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Reinaldo has finally gained his wife's revolutionary spirit but only at the expense of his
mother.
However, this traditional, Freudian interpretation has a counterpoint that also emanates
from psychoanalytic theory. In Chapter Three we discussedhow Kristeva describesthe state
of motherhood as being represented either through the scientific denial of the subject or
through a religious tie, also denying subjectivity (1997: 301). If the gilt-framed portrait of
Susana seems almost religious in aspect; an ineffable representation of the Kristevan
`impossible elsewhere' for Reinaldo (so impossible, in fact, that he ultimately rejects her),
then the other half of her representation(abandonment, exile, selfishness,the search for a
better material life), via the dialectical engagementshe has with her son, perhapsdisturbs this
virginal divinity.
Susana is represented as very human, with all the contradictions and Kristevan
complexities that that implies. She did leave her son for a better life abroad (although it is
explained twice in the film that this so-called `abandonment' was made out of some necessity
and was only meant to be a temporary arrangement for the eventual benefit of the whole
family), and she carries many of the negative character traits associated with the prerevolutionary bourgeoisie (she illustrates both racist and class-bias tendencies that the
Revolution attempted to eliminate), and yet her humanity is never completely denied as
sympathetic close-ups and intimate moments of affection shared with Reinaldo illustrate.
Catherine Davies quotes Jessica Benjamin: `the mother's subjectivity (in contrast to the
maternal ideal) must include imperfection to be real [ ] real subjectivity does not require her
...
to be self-sufficient, perfect, omni-competent' (1997: 200).
Through an examination of Susana,we can see how Diaz cleverly and bravely attempts
a reworking of the classic mother-figure by presenting some of these imperfections that serve
to subvert the traditional role
of the mother within a patriarchal family unit, in a similar way
to how Davies describesthe `ambivalent interpretations' of the mother-figure in poets born in
the early years of the Revolution, as seen in Chapter Three (1997: 208-9). Susanaattempts to
win back her son's affections but, ultimately, fails to persuadehim to return with her to the
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USA. She is initially seen in a portrait as what appearsto be a unitary formed subject -a
typical Cuban mother - with all that entails for her son, Reinaldo. But this unitary subject is
distorted by the film which constructs the mother-figure as lying outside of this accepted
norm. She has abandonedher son and now feels the guilt that comes with that decision years
earlier. In this sensethe film acceptsthat any one subject position (and here we refer to the
mother-figure), is not static and unitary but constantly in flux and highly complex. The film
deconstructs the figure of the mother by placing her initially outside of the accepted
parameters of motherhood in Cuban revolutionary society (abandonment of her son for a
`better life' for her self) but then allowing her back in to tell her side of the tale in what may
be regarded as a non-critical standpoint. In other words, there is no absolute acceptanceor
rejection of motherhood here, something that adds to the subtlety of this particular character
portrayal.
Reinaldo's disquiet at the news of his mother's arrival also helps to disrupt the status
quo as such news would generally be acceptedas positive in Cuban society; exiles are nearly
always welcomed back with open arms, particularly by family members. But here, the
importance of the pre-Oedipal relationship between mother and son is hinted at and
exacerbatedwhen we learn that Reinaldo's father has recently died, thus emphasising the
importance of maternal regulation (what Kristeva called the `law before the Law') (1987:
248). Here, then, the importance of the maternal function to language and culture is both
acknowledgedand disrupted, as the figure of Susanais not simply posited as woman, mother,
or feminine, but as a complex interaction of all thesethings and more. Here Susanaboth loves
(her son) and desires(material goods and a `better life' for her) and as such she is createdas a
social and speaking being, between nature and culture and never entirely reduced to either.
Thus, the stereotype that
often reduces maternity to nature is disrupted in this film, which
neither entirely accepts nor rejects Susanaas mother-figure. The national dimension should
never be ignored and the theme of exile and the break-up of families is prominent and
important, but there is another, subtle
and complex, personal dilemma here that revolves
around Susana'ssubjectivity as mother, woman and human.
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It is true that Susana is ultimately rejected by her son and some of her negative
character traits are observed but she is not rejected entirely by the film. This fictional
portrayal of the conflict betweenmother and son therefore allows for the two sides of the coin
(acceptanceor rejection) to be eloquently observed without, as Diaz himself comments,the
use of tired political cliches.
Es una de las pocas en el cine cubano contemporäneo que se atreve con un asunto realmente
complejo, controvertido y que ademäs lo hace sin `teques', sin un abuso externo de lo
ideol6gico, sin mostrar siquiera explicitamente la obra material de la Revoluci6n.
(Garcia Borrero, 2001: 185)

As Catherine Davies remarks in her study of Rosalia de Castro through Julia Kristeva,
Kristeva's work on the semiotic is associatedwith the bliss and onenessof the infant-mother
relationship, a relationship that the split subject will always experienceas a loss or lack and
that can threaten to undermine the symbolic by `disrupting norms of identity and meaning'
(1995: 64). The same thing is happening here as Diaz bravely attempts a reworking to some
degree of the figure of the mother by de-fetishising the mythical mother-figure that will
sacrifice all for her children. Here, Susana is posited as woman and human (as well as
mother), with all the frailties and contradictions that that entails. Her voice is not overdetermined by her relationship to her son but also by her race, class, individual desire and
guilt, and her position as mother adds to that complexity rather than overwhelms and
dominates it.
One of the reasonsfor the complex pattern of behaviour which emergesfrom this film
is the fact that it is centred on family drama and relationships. Laura Mulvey has looked at the
family drama as site of female addressthat acts as a counterbalanceto male dominant forms
(1977-8: 54). She argues that melodrama provides the site for the possibility of representing
the female as victim within a representationalsystem that often involves a reaffirmation of the
Oedipus complex (Kaplan, 1997: 67). Susana,perhaps,is representedas one of these victims.
Yes, she shows many negative tendencies but the
sympathy for her is evident as she says of
the situation shefinds herself in: `4Que nos han hecho?'
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As discussed in Chapter Three Kaplan argues that maternal melodramas address the
female spectator in a way other genres do not. Lejania perhaps sits somewhere between her
`complict' and `resisting' texts as it contain a mixture of melodramatic and realistic elements.
The patriarchal unconscious is fully expressedthrough the position of Reinaldo while there is
an acceptanceof the alternative and the realistic in the portrayal of Susana.In this way the
film makes some steps towards reclaiming the feminine potential as Helene Cixous would
say. In `Sorties', Cixous argues that thinking has become dependent on a differentiating
processbetweenmale and female in opposition. This becomes`natural' or `eternal' as woman
becomes the passive half of the active/passive binary (1986: 63). Thus, myths of man and
woman existing in a binary system are created and `woman is always associated with
passivity' (Ibid: 64). `Either woman is passiveor she does not exist' (Ibid). She talks of the
lack or absenceof the mother as the father `acts the part' and becomesthe mother-figure
-a
mother is not needed as long as there is some `motherliness.' So the mother is not thought,
she `does not make a couple with the father' (Ibid) as he makes a couple with the son.
However, here Susanais posited as active; it is she who is the catalyst for and agent of the
dialectical exchangebetween her and her son and it is shewho `makesa couple' with her son
in the absenceof the now-deadfather.
As Adrienne Rich has said, in societies where motherhood has been institutionalised,
women are demanded to be maternal, to have maternal drives (1986: 42). Although she is
referring to motherhood as a US institution, her observations are useful in this context. In
Cuba, similar ideas of motherhood have been evoked by literature and cinema. In Retrato de
Teresa for example, Teresa's mother tells her that she suffered as a mother at the hands of
Teresa's father; and that Teresa should just put up with the demandsof motherhood expected
of her by her husband and by society in general, rather than struggle againstthese demandsin
her searchfor self-realisation.
As Rich remarks, patriarchy demands that women should assumethe major burden of
pain for furthering the species (part of that pain being domestic duty in the caseof Teresa).
For Susana,the pain is somewhat different
as she struggles to justify her attempt at self-
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realisation under the critical eye of the Revolution as embodied by Aleida and Reinaldo.
Susana's pain, however, is presented as very real by the film and she is often seen as the
victim in a causal process.Why, for example, would the director choose to repeat a speech
she has prepared for Reinaldo, asking him to understandwhy she left, if it were not to extract
some sympathy for her? This part of the film is extremely important in illustrating the
director's balanced viewpoint. Susanafirst practisesthe speechdirectly to camerain close-up,
the exaggerated (deliberately affected) emotion serving to enhancethe pain and anguish she
feels; a scene that clashesharshly with what follows. The spectator is, at first, unaware that
she is practising the speech, believing her to be talking directly to Reinaldo. But then
Reinaldo enters the room and she makes the speech again. This time, however, Reinaldo
interrupts Susana in macho style and does not want to hear her side of the story (his
aggressive, macho behaviour will be seen again, later in the film as he throws a glass at the
wall in an argument with Aleida). But the spectator has already heard Susana's side of the
story without interruptions and so the weight of the argument lies with her. The director could
simply have shown Susanatalking to Reinaldo, without first presenting the speech to the
spectator. But the spectatorwould then never have heard her point of view due to Reinaldo's
multiple interruptions, and the weight of the argumentwould have been altogether different. It
is creative decisions such as these that infuse the film with sympathy for Susana'spersonal
agony.
For Reinaldo, his mother's pain is too much to bear. She has acted outside of the
accepted norms of motherhood and he refuses to listen to her point of view. Susana has
broken with the institutional ties of motherhood in Cuban society. In the terms of patriarchal
law, according to Rich, she has broken with nature itself.
In Cinematernity. Film, Motherhood, Genre (1996) Lucy Fischer examines the
relationship betweencinema and the figure of the mother. She arguesthat there is a rigid view
of gender and genre in film criticism, often polarised between masculine and feminine.
Commenting on work carried out on the film Persona (1966, Ingmar Bergman) she comments
that the film implies that the central character has
gone mad because she is a `cold and
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rejecting parent.' `Female derangementis tied to the refusal of motherhood - an `unnatural'
position for woman' (1996: 22). She goes on to argue that this representationof the deranged
mother is a common one when the mother-figure in a film is seenas one who refusesthe trials
of motherhood. Clearly, this `refusal' of motherhood has a part to play in the character of
Susana,but the point is that Susanais not representedas derangedor `unnatural'. There is a
positive affirmation of the possibility of understandingher subject position with the attempt
by the director to at leasttry and understandher point of view.
In `Postmodern Motherhood and Ethnicity: Maternal Discourse in Late TwentiethCentury American Literature', Naoko Sugiyama discusses literary representations of
motherhood by women of ethnic minority groups and concludes:
Such texts, at their most insightful, may represent the world and people's subjectivity as
fragmented, de-centred, and saturated in post-industrial consumer capitalism, not in order to
reflect it passively but to organize it in a politically meaningful way.

(Sugiyama, 2000: 87)
Here we see how Susana is presented as this fragmented voice, steeped in the emerging
postmodernsociety shenow inhabits. But the film does not reject her for this. In many ways it
tries to understandher; as Diaz argues, he wanted to uncover the mask of such mothers who
had abandoned their children in such a way. This is a bold assertion that hints at the
possibility of discovering some simple truth behind the mask that probably does not exist, but,
at the very least it is an attempt to find some aspects of individual subjectivity (however
impossible that might be) in a figure that is more usually represented in terms of national
consciousness.
The film is fuelled by an Oedipal trajectory common to all Hollywood production
according to Raymond Bellour (Modleski, 1988: 2), and this dulls the possibility of
describing Lejania as a `feminist' film. But it is a narrative partly about a mother written
partly from a mother's point of view. This makes it possible to present a variety of Susana's
maternal realities, including the act of desertion, without, as Sugiyama states, `falling back on
the monolithic condemnation of less-than-ideal mothers as morally `bad' or psychologically
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`sick" (Sugiyama: 2000: 75). In such terms then, the film could be placed in Kaplan's
`resisting' category of films as its representationof the mother-figure fails to comply with the
traditional notion of this figure in Cuban culture.

Conclusion to Chapter Four
Lejanfa was decribed by Paranaguaas `courageous...stimulating and exciting' (1988: 94), but
was received by the Cuban critics at the time with an embarrassedsilence (Fernandez, 1987:
23), perhaps due to the sensitive subject of exile so soon after Mariel, but perhaps also
becauseof the sympathetic way it portrayed the mother who had `abandoned'her son. It is a
braveand, at times, nuanced piece of work that deliberately contrastsopposing views of exile.
In so doing it throws up contradictory representationsof a Cuban mother. On the one hand
she can be seen as the domineering matriarch who abandonedher son to searchfor a better
life for herself in the USA; her return stimulating the necessary Oedipal trajectory that
enablesReinaldo, her son, to finally break free from her yoke to enter the Symbolic Law of
the Father (the Revolution). On the other hand, the film deliberately engages with the
character of the mother, allowing her a degree of sympathy and strength of characterisation
that belies that simplistic portrayal of a wicked mother who has abandonedher son.
In the film's engagementwith the character of the mother, it provokes a reading of her
subjectivity that falls outside of the realms of a simplistic discourseon national identity, and
guides the spectator towards an interpretation at the level of individual subjectivity,
something that Retrato de Teresa fails to do. Whereas the earlier film posits Teresa as a
typical revolutionary wife and mother, struggling to find her place within the new society,
Lejanfa presentsus with an outsider, an emigre, a gusano, who abandonednot only her son
but her country, for selfish, materialist purposes.If the concept of maternity in modernity, as
expounded by Diaz Canals in Chapter Three, is derived from biological essentialism,
stemming from patriarchal ideology, that posits the mother as `refugio', `bahia', `acaricia',
`eterno' and `soporte', then this film attempts a reworking of the maternal from a postmodern
perspective;highlighting contradiction and a multi-lateral image of the mother-figure that is
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also desiring woman and individual subject, Doane's `site of multiple contradictions' (1987:
73). In its sympathetic portrayal of Susana, the film highlights the importance of the
individual within a national frame of reference, and ushers in a postmodern evaluation of
individual identity and subjectivity that then continuesin Cuban cinema into the late 1980s.
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Chapter Five
Cuba and the Postmodern
Postmodernism in Cuba is like Cuba itself. Cuba is an ajiaco, it always has been since the
island's first incursions into art; it has been nourished by artistic echoesfrom other parts of the
world... Postmodernismin Cuba is an idea, and Cuba's modernity is all its own.

Power is not an institution, and not a structure; neither is it a certain strength we are endowed
with; it is the name one attributes to a complex strategical situation in a particular society.

(Foucault, 1978:93)
If Lejania was a film that dealt with one of Cuba's most difficult and intractable dilemmas,
that of the ideological differences betweenthose who stayed and those who left, then it was
all the more welcome for doing so. In its depiction of a woman who suffered due to this
ideological crisis, it raised many important issues, and the silence from the critics was
deafening.
This was only one among many ideological crises that Cuba suffered in recent times,
and, with the imminent collapse of the Soviet Union in the late 1980s,things were only likely
to get worse. But the fall of Communism did not happenovernight, even if the break-up of the
Berlin Wall did, and, by the mid-1980s, Cuba was already preparing itself for difficulty. If
Cuba had become, as Kapcia suggests,an `Island of Dreams' (Kapcis, 2000), rescuing a lost
identity and history, via a process of `politico-historical myth-making' (Ibid: 24), then
perhapsthe myth was being severely disrupted by foreign events.
As Kapcia comments, the 1989 crisis had been building for a number of years and
many of the `certainties' of the past were being fundamentally questioned.2 This questioning
produced a kind of `collective postmodernism' (Ibid: 215). Thus, in a way not dissimilar to
1Cuban
artist Reinaldo PaganAvila in an interview with Reinaldo Cedeflo Pineda (translated by Ellen
Rosenzweig). At: www. cubanart.org. english/pagan_interview.htm
(accessed23/01/08).
2 In July 1989 Arnaldo Ochoa,
General in Angola and a hero of the Revolution, was executed for
corruption and drug trafficking. But Kapcia asks if he could have possibly mounted a challenge to
Castro and, as such, a warning signal was sent to the Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias (FAR) that
they were not a separategroup. In addition to this, COMECON imports fell by 90% (and they already
made up 84% of the total). Oil imports fell from 13.2m tonnesto 6m and import prices rose while sugar
prices fell (Kapcia, 2000: 202).
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how Jameson has described the postmoderncondition of late capitalism in the `West' (1991:
ix), a certain rejection of the linear trajectory of history was being articulated in a country
with a still-developing senseof its past but with a current crisis that would undoubtedly alter
that perception: `... if postmodernism can be defined as reflective of, and reacting to, crisis,
then it is logical to suggestthat crisis can in turn produce a collective postmodernism,leading
to a rejection of history as linear and purposeful' (Kapcia, 2000: 215).
This chapter intends to tease out this ideological break with the past as world
Communism collapses around Cuba. It will illustrate how Cuba's postmodernism involved a
re-thinking of the whole process of modernity and the desire to construct a unified socialist
revolutionary subject. Chapter Six will argue, via analysesof the films Plaf? (o demasiado
miedo a la vida) and Mujer transparente, that this re-formulation also createda divergence in
the way images of gender were both reflected and constructed. Whether this divergence was
for better or worse is a matter of conjecture and will be discussed at length, but first it is
worth considering the possibility that a specifically Cuban postmodernism was beginning to
emergetowards the end of the 1980s.
According to Jameson, a part of the postmodern condition involves a search for
`breaks' or `events', the `telltale instant after which it is no longer the same', or `for shifts and
irrevocable changesin the representation of things and of the way they change' (Jameson,
1991: ix). 3 Jameson discusses postmodernism in the context of late `post-industrial'
capitalism of the `West'. 4 Given such a definition, then, it would be understandablethat
cultural critics within Cuba would be cautious in admitting that Cuba had entered a
`postmodern' period.
Nothing is so simple, and it is not a question of stating that Cuba had simply entered
into a postmodern era and that all aspectsof the modem revolutionary project were dead and

3 Any
clear definition is impossible here, but for a better understanding of postmodernism seeJameson
(1991), Lyotard (1984), Kellner (1989), Woods (1999)
and Harvey (1990).
° This
new society, Jameson argues, is defined by an emphasis on electronic media, information and
consumerism that demonstratesthe collapse of the old industrial society that no longer obeys the laws
of classical capitalism, namely, the primacy of industrial production and the omnipresenceof the class
struggle' (Jameson, 1991: 3).
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buried. As Kellner argues, Jameson defends Marxism in his analysis of postmodernism,
suggesting that contemporary (postmodern) society is a result of a specific historical
trajectory -a

transition from a discrete national system of state/monopoly capitalism to a

system of multi-national corporate capitalism (Kellner, 1989: 28). That is not to say that the
exact same thing was happening in Cuba at the end of the 1980s,but, with the collapse of its
former foreign markets, new ones had to be created, and certainly a type of multi-national
corporate capitalism began to appear on the island, particularly with respectto tourism; new
investment from abroad helped construct the industry that would provide Cuba with `pink
gold' as Castro called it, with referenceto sun-worshipping white tourists on Cuban beaches.
As SujathaFernandesremarks:
Since the onset of the so-called `Special Period' in the early 1990s,the Cuban government has
been forced to make concessionsto the international market, allowing some degree of foreign
investment and privatisation... Cuba has been undergoing a process of controlled transition that
is undermining the socialist project of centralized planning and gradually reintegrating Cuba
into global markets.

(2006: 5)
Within the arts, and in particular in cinema, this changewas beginning to happen in the late
1980s.Co-productions with foreign film producers became necessarydue to a lack of funds
brought about by economic austerity. The two films in this chapter reflect this austerity and
the difficulties that ICAIC sustainedfrom the late 1980sonwards. Both films seemto hang on
the threshold of change, in very different ways. The two films both reflect and predict the
difficulties Cuba had, and would have to face, both economically and sociologically. In their
depiction of isues of gender they both adhere to and break with certain traditions of the past,
and are complex and contradictory as a result.
Complexity and contradiction are nothing new in Cuban cinema, as a film such as
Memorias del subdesarrollo shows. But

any analysis of postmodernism in cinema must take

into account the social context
within which the film was made, and Memorias was made
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under very different conditions and with an entirely different social background from either
j Plaf I or Mujer transparente.
So what makes Cuba in the late 1980s postmodern?It is probably true, as Catherine
Davies asserts,that postmodernism had been `largely resisted and contested' in Cuba from
both sociological and epistemological perspectives(2000: 103), but there is no doubt that a
number of artists and critics claim a postmodernaesthetichas existed in all aspectsof Cuban
culture even since the early twentieth century.5 However, simply throwing together a mix of
various cultural expressionsdoes not a postmodernism make, but more complex discussions
of postmodernism have been part of the Cuban academefor some years. As Paul Ravelo
Cabrera argues, although Cuba has not developed a postmodern society as described by
Jameson and others, he does believe that a type of postmodernism has developed in Cuba
since the 1960s.
Algo, sin duda, estä aconteciendo en la realidad social contemporäneay, particularmente, en el
campo de las ideas,la politica, las ciencias, las artes, la literatura, y en la cultura contemporänea
de los Ultimos tres decenios de este siglo... y que como ola expansiva tiende a replantear y
reformular una historia cultural larga y compleja: la modemidad.

(1995: 61)
The `schizophrenic postmodern space' (Ravelo Cabrera, 1995: 60, author's translation)
that Ravelo Cabrera talks about is oppositional to the totalising narrative of Marxism, and
some hardliners continue to resist such theoretical positioning.

This `transgression' may be

something specific to a Cuban reality as all social or cultural change must be specific to the
society to which it pertains. But this does not mean that it is not similar, in some ways, to the
type of cultural change witnessed in the developed world. Where Ravelo Cabrera speaks of a
`crisis

of optimism'

disillusionment

(1995:

60) amongst the Cuban intellect,

with master narratives (Lyotard,

so Lyotard

speaks of

1979). Where Ravelo Cabrera talks of a

SAt:
http://encarta.msn.com/encnet/refpages/RefArticle.
aspx?refid=761569844&pn=4 (accessed 14/03/08),
it is argued that postmodernism
emerged as early as 1909, with U. S. military occupation, where a
dependenceupon the United States
undermined the ability of any government to control state matters
peacefully. Renovation of past ideas was called for, including, in the cultural sphere, the search for
authentic cultural expression in a blend of African and Spanish languageand visual design.
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crisis of conscienceand subjectivity, so Hopenhaynspeaksof a crisis of meta-narrativesthat
are `understood as the transcendental categories that modernity has invented in order to
interpret and normalise reality' (1995: 94).
Ravelo Cabrera goes on to say that the resistanceto the totalising narrative of Marxism
in Cuban academiadoes not meanthat the struggle for national identity should be abandoned,
nor should other foreign ideals replace Marxist ones. But, around the end of the 1980s, a
theoretical changewas taking place within Cuban intellectual circles.
Como nos toca tambien buena dosis de esa crisis de pensamiento o de conciencia: de valores
absolutos y fines ültimos, de verdades ideologizadas y utopias cargadas de futuro, aunque
tensionadas con lo plural-heterogr neo, con las que nuestro proyecto politico-cultural se ha
saturado en demasfay ha producido una raz6n totalizante de la cultura y la praxis social, cuyos
excesosse vuelven contra ella misma.

(1995: 61)
Critics of Latin American modernity such as Jesüs Martin-Barbero and Nestor Garcia
Canclini also consider postmodern culture to represent a critique of Marxism. As a direct
descendant of Enlightenment philosophy, Marxism has at its heart the doctrine of
universalisation and the liberation of all from the yoke of capitalism. Garcia Canclini's study
of popular cultures in Latin America develops a schematic that is useful here. In 1980s
cinema, after the disaster of the film Cecilia (described in Chapter Two), a move was made
towards the production of more popular films. It is perhaps here that we can see the
beginnings of a shift from the didacticism of many of ICAIC's films of the 1970s, to films
that, as Garcia Canclini observes, representthe `Staging of the Popular' (1989: 145). From
this moment on the culture of cinema in Cuba would not be the same again and would never
revert to the dogmatic and didactic historicism of the 1970s.
For Martin-Barbero a new sensibility and way of thinking about Latin American mass
society occurred in the late 1980s that fits very well with the period we are dealing with and
the two films to be discussed. He is also critical of the modernist universalising idea of
`progress':
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Once we take as the starting point of observation and analysis not the linear process of upward
social progress but mestizaje, that is, mestizaje in the senseof continuities in discontinuity and
reconciliations between rhythms of life that are mutually exclusive, then we can begin to
understand the complex cultural forms and meanings that are coming into existence in Latin
America.

(1993: 188)
If Cuban postmodernism is an ajiaco according to Cuban artist Reinaldo PaganAvila, then
for Martin-Barbero this is displayed in the notion of mestizaje.
He goes on to argue that the nationalist project of some Latin American countries was
derived from populism:
... and

found its best expression and means of diffusion in film, especially in the cinema of

Mexico and Argentina. If to create a nation is, in a certain sense,to dramatize its existence in
theatre, then the role of film was to put at the centre of the stage-a

form of mythologizing

symbolisation - the gesturesand patterns of life of national reality. Film gave national identity a
face and a voice. The popular massesdid not go to the movies simply to be entertained. They
went to `experiment with their daily life', to `see their codes and customs representedon the
screen'. Film created nationalism through the genre of melodrama, a genre capable of giving to
any theme or situation a strong expression while, at the same time, it evokes myths and
transforms all behaviour into massculture.

(Ibid: 195)
There is little doubt that ICAIC was created in order to formulate and propagate the
development of a Cuban national revolutionary consciousness,many of the films from the
1970s bearing witness to this idea as we have already seen. However, after the
institutionalisation of the Revolution in 1976 and the disaster of Cecilia in 1981, the onset of
new cinematic ideas relating to the representation of the nation can be witnessed. Now,
instead of making films to reflect and produce the new national consciousness,films were
made that were critical of aspects of this idealism. When Garcia Espinosa took over and
production increased,many films would be critical of certain aspectsof contemporary Cuban
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society, paving the way for those such as ; Plat, Mujer transparente and Alicia en el pueblo
de maravillas.
So, if a cultural shift was being witnessed acrossLatin America in the 1980s,it appears
that, unique and politically isolated as it may be, Cuba was not by-passed.Critic Margarita
Mateo Palmer assertsthat Cuba has developed a particular postmodernculture. She believes
that postmodernism can be traced back to Borges, Cortäzar and Carpentier and, indeed,that it
was the first literary code that originated in America to influence European literature (Mateo
Palmer, 1995). In particular, she discussesthe subversive intent and diverse creativity of the
novfsimos; those writers born in Cuba in the 1960sand 1970s,and the audacious way they
transgressand renew expressive codes. It is, as Ravelo Cabrera argues, a re-thinking of the
whole project of Cuban modernity, a new `spirit of the epoch', but one that does not lose
touch with itself. It is a type of self-reflexive, knowing modernity, very similar to the
definition Tim Woods gives of postmodernism.
Postmodernism is a knowing modernism, a self-reflexive modernism, a modernism that does not
agonise about itself... instead of lamenting the loss of the past, the fragmentation of existence
and the collapse of selthood, postmodernism embraces these characteristics as a new form of
social existenceand behaviour.

(1999: 9)
As we shall see,the representationof gender isues in both the films in this chapter does not
agonise about the past, but reformulates it for a new generation of thinkers. This
reformulation takes place in all aspects of Cuban culture, from the evasion of ideological
domination of Lezama Lima (Hassan, 2002: 8), to
magazine cartoons depicting Castro
(Davies, 2000: 112). At the base of it
all, argues Davies, is the `progressiveautonomy of the
cultural and political spheres', and a lossof faith in the state and the Revolution, leading to `a
deregulation of national-revolutionary discourse
and the emergence of heterodoxy, selfreflection and dispersion' (Ibid). 6

6A further
example Davies gives of the emergence of a postmodern practice in Cuban culture is
Benitez Rojo's deconstruction
of the syncretic-nationalist version of the cult of the Virgen de la
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If, as Tim Woods argues, postmodernism `seeks local rather than universal forms of
legitimation' (1999: 11), in a politics of demystification of structures like patriarchy, then the
progressive loss of faith and increasing autonomy of cultural institutions that Davies
discusses,reflects this localised postmodernism.Its protean nature makes any strict definition
both impossible and undesirableand, as Hans Bertens remarks, it can have no fixity in time or
space (1997: 3). But, although Davies rightly arguesthat any acceptanceof the existence of a
`postmodern condition' in Cuba has been difficult, postmodernism has been frequently
discussed in a variety of Cuban literary journals.7 And, although Mateo Palmer admits that
there was a general rejection of postmodernism (whether it refers to a condition, style,
ideology, vision of the world or sensibility), in Latin America, from the political left at first,
the subject has in recent years, become a fashionable area of discussion. Sheargues that there
has been, `una tendencia cada vez mäs en boga a descubrir que nuestrosescritores y artistas
estän, desde hace ya tiempo, produciendo obras que son un dechado de actualidad
posmoderna' (1995: 124). She describes Latin American postmodernism as perhaps a less
ambitious project than the model offered by modernism's grand utopia, but she believes it is
closer to a Latin American and Cuban contemporaryreality.
... el posmodernismo cubano se expresaa travt s de una amplisima gama

de posiciones y matices

ideoestrticos que... mantiene en general un empeflo de subvertir y proyectarse en su contexto
social, de promover el diälogo y la confrontaciön con la historia, de büsqueda de una nueva
etica y de un proyecto de emancipaciön que se adecuea los nuevos tiempos.

(Ibid: 133)

Caridad del Cobre in which `Cuban
readers are asked to `abandon their [national] ego' and venture
`along the roads of limitless chaos' in
pursuit of difference' (Davies, 2000: 109).
Articles on postmodernism by Paul Ravelo Cabrera, Aminaei SanchezRodriguez, Margarita Mateo
Palmer, Juan Antonio Garcia Borrero
and others, appear in the journal Temasbetween 1995 and 2004,
and as early as 1986 postmodernism was being discussed in Cuban academic circles as Jameson's
article `Postmodernismor the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism' was printed in Spanish translation in
Casa de Las Americas, March-June.
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Any acceptance of a `postmodern condition' implies a break (or at least some form of
transformation or transgression) from a prior, `modem' condition. Cuba's great socialist
project sits well within this notion of the 'modem' .8
As John Beverley argues, historic projects like Marxism and social democracy both
have modernisation as the prime goal. The interesting aspectfor him, though, and very useful
here, is the Foucaultian idea of the possibility of a `postmodernform of communism' (1999:
50), where a movement occurs from central state power to a disseminationof power acrossall
social spaces,not unlike Davies' idea of the progressiveautonomy of the cultural and political
spheres.Thus, perhapswhat is in evidencein Cuba is this emergenceof a postmodernform of
communism -a

communism that

is

not tied

to

a search for

a telos of

modernisation/modernity. As Beverley comments, Jameson believes that a postmodern
capitalism will necessarilybring to life a postmodernMarxism that will defeat it (1999: 51).
Thus, the increasing emergence, in Cuba, of exterior influences upon society and
culture has led to a malaise with modernity and a `cultural heterogeneity' (Brunner, 1995: 34)
that sweepsacrossthe whole of Latin America. External influences are nothing new to Cuba.
As Calderon points out, modernity, Marxism and industrialisation were all imported from the
West, and populism was the true Latin American cultural creation in the twentieth century
(1995: 57). But, toward the end of the 1980s,there begana resistancein Cubato the totalising
narrative of Marxism as Cuban society began to organise itself in a more fragmented and
localised way. As Ravelo Cabrera asks, what better term is there to use for this alteration of
Marxist principles than `postmodernism'? The difficulty, he argues, lies in theorising these
new `emocionalidades' due to the lack of important texts in Cuban libraries, the dispersal of
material despite the abundance of information in foreign journals, and the financial
difficulties faced by Cuba that
make it impossible to buy and circulate up-to-date material

e Modernity has been described
as a product of eighteenth-century Enlightenment thought. It involves
the notion of progress and a break with history. It celebrates scientific discovery and the pursuit of
individual excellence in the
name of human progress, `a secular movement that sought the
demystification and desecration of knowledge
and social organization in order to liberate human beings
from their chains' (Harvey, 1990: 13).
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from abroad (1995: 62). For Ravelo Cabrera,then, the Cuban postmodern condition is `una
condici6n o momento en que estariamos repensandoel (nuestro) proyecto de modemidad'
(Ibid: 66), and this crisis of modernity needsa theory in accord with this new spirit.
Necesita de una teoria critica que capte y problematice la tensionada modernidad social cubana
de hoy: introducci6n y legitimaci6n de präcticas del capitalismo, apertura de la economia al
capital extranjero, erosi6n de la noci6n de "sujeto socialista" con el aparecer de nuevos
"sujetos" asociadasa la apertura econ6mica... Pero una teoria critica que no se despida de los
supuestosbäsicos del proyecto sometido a critica, sino que recupere refundaday renovadamente
esos valores "cläsicos" de nuestra modernidad, que nos han constituido y conformado.
Transgresi6n no seria compatible con conspiraci6n pactada ni incompatible con redefinici6n.
...
Es una dialectica algo extrafla para los tradicionalistas y bien juguetona para los transgresores,
pero a favor de la preservaci6ny la reconstrucci6n.

(Ibid)
So there exists a preservation and reconstruction at the same time; the re- or de-construction
of absolute canons, the questioning of teleologies and the recognition of differences and
pluralities.
Postmodernism, then, is not simply a cultural imposition from the most advanced
capitalist countries, as it can account for a cross-cultural dialogue between the developed
world and Latin America. Indeed, John Beverley sees postmodernism as `multiples
respuestas/propuestas estetico-ideolbgicas locales

ante,

frente

y

dentro

de

la

transnacionalizaciön' and continues by saying that `la condiciön de las nuevas formas de
producciön politicas y culturales en America Latina, incluso las de la izquierda, es
coincidente con el posmodernismo,mäs que su contrario' (1993: 46).
The postmodernist/Marxist relationship is certainly not a simple one. While Jameson
believes that Marxism can best incorporate and mediate postmodernism's competing
perspectives,major postmodern thinkers such as Lyotard (The PostmodernCondition, 1979),
Baudrillard (The Mirror of Production, 1975)
and Foucault (The Order of Things, 1970) all
challenge Marxism as reductive, totalitarian and oppressive, suppressing difference and
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heterogeneity (Kellner, 1989: 3-4). Others, such as Ravelo Cabrera, Beverley, Hassanand
Davies all believe that a type of Cuban postmodernismcan be witnessed in Cuban society and
culture.9 When speaking of Cuban cinema, then, it is necessary to establish the aesthetic
effects that make a film `postmodern' and whether these can be applied to the two films in
this chapter. In addition to this, I will examine the relationship between postmodernismand
feminism to establish to what extent the two are compatible, and how this relationship can be
used to interpret the representationof gender in the two films here.
It is extremely difficult to say whether or not a film is `postmodern' as many of the
aesthetic traits associated with cultural `modernism' are also witnessed in a so-called
`postmodern' film. The very term `postmodernism' has been overused with reference to
cinema (Friedberg, 1993: 11). Indeed, the kind of spectatorship that the cinema creates,
Friedberg asserts, relates directly to postmodernism's idea of the fluidity of the subject,
whether or not the film itself can be described as postmodern: `... cinematic and televisual
spectatorship produces a subject fluidity that bears remarkable similarity to descriptions of
postmodernsubjectivity. This subjectivity is produced by spectatorshipitself - whether or not
the style per se is postmodern' (Ibid: 7). 10
Friedberg is sceptical about attaching the label `postmodern' to cinematic effects and is
critical of Frederic Jameson's accounts of postmodernism in cinema. She argues against the
use of the term `postmodern' to describe certain cinematic styles as film theorists have yet to
agree as to what is `modem' in cinema. Definitions of what is modern or postmodernare just
too difficult,

she argues. If it is easy to demonstrate, as Friedberg suggests, how, in

9 Davies

argues that Cuba did not experience the same paradigmatic shift from modem to postmodern
as the developed world has done because of the Revolution and the Missile Crisis, but that it
experienceda re-run of the realism-modernism-avant-gardesequence.She cites the film Memorias del
subdesarrollo as being an aesthetic example of this sense of being caught between two worlds. She
believes that in order for text to be
a
considered postmodern in Cuba, it has to both challenge Marxist
modernity and parody the forms that critiques of Marxism have taken (Davies, 2000).
10Friedberg
argues in Lacanian terms that the subject is constructed visually but only sees itself as
whole elsewhere. For more on Lacan and his notion of the `male gaze' and the creation of subjectivity,
see Jacques Lacan, The Four Fundamental Concepts of Psychoanalysis, trans. Alan Sheridan (New
York: W. W. Norton, 1978).
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architecture modernism gave way to postmodernism through a destruction of the kind of
functionalism of the Pruitt-Igoe housing project, it is not so easy for cinema."
She asks, for example, if Luis Bufluel and Salvador Dali's Un chien andalou (1928) is
modem or postmodern; or Citizen Kane? Both films are normally highlighted as examplesof
high modernism but both have certain technical and aesthetic effects that could be labeled
`postmodern'.
In Cuban cinema, Garcia Espinosa's 1967 production Aventuras de Juan Quin Quin
(perhaps Cuba's first experimental feature film) was the film that led to the director creating
his seminal essay `Por un cine imperfecto' (Burton, 1986: 245). The film sets out to
aggrandise a popular icon, the Latin American guerrilla fighter, by parodying the Hollywood
Western. For the director, it was a way of communicating with his audience and critiquing
Hollywood at the same time, although some people felt the film was actually mocking the
`hero'. This demonstratesthat Cuban cinema used these experimental, intertextual techniques,
often considered central to the postmodern aesthetic, from the very beginning, and how
difficult it can be to illustrate the difference between a film regarded as modernist and one
seen as having postmoderncharacteristics.
Cinema has always been thought of as `modern' as it emerged with modernism but,
stylistically, many of the categories central to postmodernism exist in films regarded as
modem and, `the very apparatus of cinema makes the stylistic categories of modernism and
postmodernism inappropriate' (Friedberg, 1993: 167). A highly experimental and perhaps
subversive film such as Un chien andalou, then, or Aventuras de Juan Quin Quin, may well
be avant-gardeand an extension of modernism, but are they, in fact, postmodern?
Jameson, as one of the foremost writers on cinema and the postmodern, locates his
analysis of the postmodern film in terms of nostalgia and the restructuring of pastiche in a
desperateattempt to appropriate a missing past, in a world where the senseof history has been

According to Charles Jencks, the end of architectural
modernism came with the destruction of the
Pruitt-Igoe housing project in St Louis, Missouri
July
15,1972 at 3.32pm (Friedberg, 1993: 158).
on
This then began a period in which architectural
postmodernism began to distinguish itself from the
previous modernism by way of its populist priorities (Jameson, 1991: 62).
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destroyed. In his analysis of American Graftti

(1973, George Lucas), he describes the

`nostalgia' film as one where the spectator's senseof temporality is confused by the film's
narrative or art direction. However, as Friedberg insists, `every film has the jumbled relation
to the historical referent that Jamesonfinds exclusively in the `nostalgia' film' and that: `all
films... provide a temporal mobility for the spectatoras `time tourist" (1993: 169).
David Lynch's 1986 film Blue velvet is often cited by critics as an example of
postmodern cinema12,as are some of the films of Woody Allen (for example, Hannah and
Her Sisters, 1986, and Stardust Memories, 1980)." Interestingly, all these films (and others
often discussed as having postmodern characteristics)" were made around the same period
(1980s) as the two films to be discussedin this chapter; but what is it about these films that
make them `postmodern'?
In terms of aesthetic debate, postmodernism was applied originally to architecture by
Charles Jencks, in his analysis of how modernist projects, such as the Pruitt-Igoe
development, failed to provide adequatehousing due largely to the lack of a connection that
the functionalism of modernism had to the occupants (Hill and Gibson, 1998: 99). This, in
turn, led to a debate across artistic boundaries whereby a search for a connection to a
participating spectator becameof prime concern to artistic creation. This meant a move away
from modernism's desire to shock and challenge (Bufluel's Un chien andalou, for example)
towards the effacing of so-called `high' and `low' culture as Lyotard suggested(Lyotard,
1984).
Most critics admit that it is difficult to define a postmodern film-making practice but
most then attempt to do so. Or, at least, they try and tease out some of the aesthetic effects
common to what is consideredas postmoderncinema. Such effects include the useof pastiche
and intertetextuality as Jameson argues, thus illustrating, for him, a lack of historical depth,
12Pearson(1997), Denzin (1991).
13Denzin (1991), Hutcheon (1989).
14The Elephant Man (1980,
David Lynch), Wild At Heart (1990, David Lynch), both discussed in
Pearson(1997). Kiss of the Spider Woman (1985, Hector Babenco), Blade Runner (1982, Ridley Scott),
Sex, Lies and Videotape (1989, Steven Sodebergh),
and Brazil (1985, Terry Gilliam), in Denzin (1991).
Wings of Desire (1987, W im Wenders), in Harvey (1990/1996). Body Heat (1981, Lawrence Kasdan)
in Jameson(1991). Zelig (1983, Woody Allen), in Hill
and Gibson (eds) (1998).
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mere simulation of the past.15Pastiche,he argues, is not the same as parody, as parody has
ulterior motives and pastiche is neutral. Jameson seespostmodern culture as depthlessand
points to the films Chinatown (1974, Roman Polanski) and Body Heat (1981) as films which
use pastiche and intertextuality, illustrating a loss of historical depth. They cannot create a
`real' past but only a simulation of the past. As Hill remarks,then, the 1980ssaw a number of
postmodernUS films erasing the traces of Sixties and Seventiesexperimentation (1998: 101).
As we know from the discussion of Cuban cinema, the very samething happenedin ICAIC
when, in 1982, after the disaster of Cecilia, Julio Garcia Espinosatook over as head of the
institute and inaugurated a period of recovery by attempting to make cheaper and more
popular films that would appeal to a wider audiencethan some of the experimental work of
the 1960s,and the more politically dogmatic work of the 1970s.
Parody and pastiche are both associatedwith postmodernismbut Jamesonbelieves that
in postmodern culture, pastiche is dominant. For Jameson, parody involves a sense of
mockery and criticism while pastiche is a neutral mimicry without parody's ulterior motives
(1991: 16). And, as Kellner observes, pastiche was part and parcel of cinema's break with
high modernism during the mid-1980s, when `a mix of forms and styles from different
periods' was much in evidence and which `cited, repeated and pastiched previous styles,
works, and authors' (1989: 1).
In SusanHayward's Key Concepts in Cinema Studies, one of her four sets of concepts
for defining postmodern cinema is that of `parody and pastiche' (Hayward, 1996). Her other
concepts are `prefabrication', `intertextuality', and `bricolage' (Hayward, 1996: 262). Matt
Pearsonargues that all of these can be generally grouped under the heading `intertextuality'
as `they all refer to the recycling of images from the past, assembledtogether in the form of
bricolage'. 16

15This is in line
with Baudrillard's fatalistic analysis of a postmodern world of simulations or
`hyperreality' and the impossibility
of isolating or proving the `real'. Baudrillard's Simulacrum stands
for an image that conceals the truth
as images and signs have come to stand for the objects and
commodities that make up everyday life (Baudrillard, 1983: 41).
16See: http://www. britishfilm.
org.uk/lynch/blue_velvet. html (accessed14/02/08).
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The purpose of this recycling, he argues, can be a subversiveone as the images can
bring with them the conventions or meaningsof their sourcein order to be quoted in pastiche,
reducing them to nothing more than cliches. This subversive intent is extremely important
here as old values can be deconstructedwhile new ones created. Both the films jPlafl' and
Mujer transparente make bold attemptsat this kind of subversion by revisiting and reworking
old conventions in order to promote the possibility of new interpretations. Postmodern
cinema, then, can be subversive cinema in the way that Hal Foster discussesthe possibilities
of the effectiveness of a postmodernaesthetic.He describestwo types of postmodernism:that
of resistance and that of reaction. He makes a call for the former as it has the ability to
deconstruct tradition not simply through parody or pastiche but through a process of the
questioning of establishedcultural codes (Foster, 1985: x).
As shall be discussedlater, feminism can benefit from postmodernism's use of pastiche
as a subversive tool as, by using `pastiche, irony, quotation and juxtaposition' (Wolff, 1990:
88), feminist cultural practice may engage directly with `current images, forms and ideas,
subverting their intent and (re)appropriating their meanings' ([bid).
According to Tim Woods, pastiche forms one of the principle characteristics of
postmodernism,and it stands in place of personal style and a `senseof history'. He describes
pastiche as `a rewriting of modernist idioms into jargon, badges,decorative codes' (Woods,
1999: 36). So, in Jean-Luc Godard's modernist classic Unefemme est unefemme (1961), a
woman flips an egg then catches it minutes later after taking a phone call. This type of avantgarde, surreal, modernist cinema exposes `the formal concerns of the medium by placing
them at the forefront of consciousness'(]bid).
Modernist cinema questioned and made visible the meaning-production practices of film: it
interrogated the technology it used, the power of its gaze and the power to represent; and
through and exploration of the plasticity of its spatial and temporal qualities, it turned the gaze
of the cameraback on itself as a critical tool, questioning how and what it represented.

(Ibid: 210)
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This is not too far removed from aspects of Julio Garcia Espinosa's essay `Por un cine
imperfecto' from 1969, in which he argued that cinema should expose the process that
generatedthe problems, rather than simply the problem itself. In terms of aestheticeffects, he
said, cinema should expose itself and the techniques it uses. But a postmodern film might
question some of the aestheticauthority of the type of modernist film-making practice seen in
films such as Unefemme est unefemme, or discussedin theory by Garcia Espinosa.As we
shall see,this is exactly what iPlafi' does.
Perhaps,as Friedberg states,cinema has always been `proto-postmodern' (1993: 6), as
the nature of its construction (the production of surface images, the editing process as
montage, the use of the latest technology, the impossibility of avoiding elementsof nostalgia
in the recreation of images, and an inevitable self-reflexivity inherent in the medium) almost
defines itself in terms of a postmodern sensibility. Perhaps the difference, though, between
modernist and postmodernist cinema is encapsulatedby Tony Wilson, quoted by Tim Woods:
`to investigate the transparencyof the image is modernist but to undermine its referenceto
reality is to engagewith the aestheticsof postmodernism' (1999: 210).
If, as Jameson argues, modernist cinema was based on the production of a unique
style,' 7 then postmodern film departs from this by uncoupling style from the director and
unleashing a multiplicity of styles and voices.18According to Woods, then, postmodernfilms
have certain key characteristics:
A pastiche of other genres and styles, not just imitating their look but alluding to famous scenes
or cinematic styles. Eg Blazing Saddles (1974), Thelma and Louise (1991). A `flattening' of
history, a style which presents the past in the present; or a `retro' cinema, or nostalgia film, eg
Batman or the Back to the Future series. Self-reflexivity of technique, eg Tilda Swanson's
Orlando (1993), has the actress break the frame by turning directly to the audience. A
celebration of the distinction between high and low cultural styles and techniques (Pulp
Fiction). The cartoon images presentedin Who Framed Roger Rabbit? (1988).
17Woods
refers to the auteur theory of the 1960s and the films of Hitchcock, Renoir, Godard, and
Wenders(Woods, 1999: 210).
18
Eg, Pulp Fiction (1994, Quentin Tarantino), that borrows from a mixture of styles (Woods, 1999:
210).
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(1999: 214)
Whether this postmodern`style' representsan attack on elite forms of modernism or is mere
superficial kitsch, and detrimental to modernism's grand emancipatory project, is debatable
and dependson one's point of view.
For E. Ann Kaplan, postmodernism is not simply about a new style but also a new
period; the: `postindustrial or consumer society, the society of the media or the spectacle,or
multinational capitalism' (1988: 15). Pastiche, she argues, is one of the key features of
postmodernismand, in line with Jameson,regards it as different from parody as parody is `an
imitation which mocks the original' (Ibid). Parody, she argues,ridicules stylistic mannerisms,
excessivenessor eccentricity. It assumesthat there is a linguistic norm to adhereto and if you
stray from it then you can be parodied. But, she asks,what if one did not believe in the notion
of a linguistic norm and all that we had was stylistic diversity and heterogeneity?
That is the moment at which pastiche appears and parody has become impossible... Pastiche is,
like parody, the imitation of a peculiar or unique style, the wearing of a stylistic mask, speechin
a dead language: but it is a neutral practice of such mimicry, without parody's ulterior motive,
without the satirical impulse, without laughter, without that still latent feeling that there exists
something normal compared to which what is being imitated is rather comic. Pastiche is blank
parody, parody that has lost its senseof humour...

(]bid: 16)
In her analysis of films about the past and about specific generational moments in the past,
she argues that such films create a necessary reinvention of the characteristics of older
periods, and of the art associatedwith these periods.19
One of the foremost writers on postmodernismand the cinema, Linda Hutcheon, makes
a useful distinction between modernist and postmodernist cinema. Whereas modernist
cinema, she comments, challenged traditional Hollywood, orthodox realism, 20and thus
ruptures the `chain of causation upon which character and plot motivation depend'
19In
particular, she looks at the films American Graffiti (1973) and Star Wars (1977), both by George
Lucas and Body Heat (Lawrence Kasdan, 1981).

20Sherefershereto traditional
narrativeand characterrepresentations.
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(1989/1995: 107), a postmodern film might challenge such a modernist political aesthetic.
The modernist film may use techniques such as spatial and temporal fragmentation, and the
introduction of `alien forms' (other genres, for example documentary footage, newsreel
archives etc), techniques that are typical of a supposedpostmodernaesthetic. In many ways,
this adheres to many of the values of the New Latin American Cinema of the 1960s and,
specifically, to ICAIC's politico-aesthetic practices in its challenge to the domination of
Hollywood film-making techniques.A film such as De cierta manera would fit this modernist
aesthetic well. But the postmodern film would be one that challenges or questions this
aesthetic, and in so doing createsa rupture in any supposed aesthetic `authority'. It is, she
states, `both a respectful - if problematized - awarenessof cultural continuity and a need to
adapt to changing formal demands and social conditions through an ironic contesting of the
authority of that same continuity' (Ibid).
In this sense the postmodern film is less radical than the modernist one. `It is more
ideologically ambivalent or contradictory. It at once exploits and subverts that which went
before, that is, both the modernist and the traditionally realist' (Ibid). Parody, she argues,
although omnipresent in contemporary film, is not always challenging as it can work to
signify continuity with an aesthetic authority, a way of film-making. Parody, then, can both
destabilise and inscribe the dominant ideology through its interpellation of the spectator as
subject. This, therefore, can representa challengeto the modernist/humanist principle of the
autonomous, coherent individual. If modernism represents the search for the self, seeking
integration as an autonomous subject, then postmodernism seeks to disturb this search and
challenge the very notion of subjectivity, its condition and construction.
So, a postmodernfilm might be one that represents,amongst other things: `The story of
a self that changesconstantly, that is unstable, decentred,and discontinuous, is a parody both
of the traditional filmic subject of realist cinema and also of the modernist searching for
integration and wholeness of personality' (Ibid). The emphasis, therefore, is not on the final
construct but on the act of construction that questions the values upon which any supposed
`wholeness' of the
subject is built.
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The question here, then, is whether the two films in this chapter offer a positive
questioning of modernist principles via the parody they use, or whether, as Jameson
comments of the parody used in films such as Body Heat and Star Wars, it is `a pathological
symptom of a society that has become incapableof dealing with time and history' (Ibid: 113).
If history is a referent, postmodernismsuggeststhat it is one constructed,rather than `real', as
Kapcia suggestshas been the casein Cuba, where an ideological code (the rescuing of a `lost'
identity and history), is a code expressedas metaphor, `the elevation of a symbol into a
narrative' (2000: 24).
Postmodern film, according to Hutcheon, is `obsessedwith history' and her definition
of a postmodern film is `that which paradoxically wants to challenge the outer borders of
cinema and wants to ask questions (though rarely offer answers) about ideology's role in
subject formation and in historical knowledge' (1989/1995: 114).
A list of the stylistic effects that a postmodern film might contain could read thus:
Parody,

pastiche,

heterogeneity,

montage,

intertextuality,

fragmentation,

discordance/discontinuity/misunderstanding,nostalgia, a lack or confused sense of history,
the lack of a moral or classcommentary,a commentary on language,self-reflexivity, time and
space compression/disjunction, alienation, an open ending, distanciation, a fragile sense of
identity and a sense of the powerlessness of the individual/alienation/detachment from
society. All of these will not be present in all films considered to be postmodern, and many
are considered to be common to films often associated with modernism. To call a film
`postmodern' is almost a contradiction in terms, as to try and define something using a term
that disavows the very notion of definitions, is a dangerousthing to do. But, if a film contains
some of these elements, and is made within the context of what some may consider to be the
emergenceof a `postmodern' cultural period, the term `postmodern' may be a useful one to
consider.
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If modernism was about production and consumption (and the New Latin American
Cinema movement adheresto this very well indeed), then postmodernism is more about reproduction and re-consumption.21
Cuban film may have dived headlong into modernism, but, as Chananremarks, `not in
a singular sense' (Chanan, 2006: 38). There has always been diversity in Cuban cinema and
periodisation is dangerous: `this makes the link in cinema between globalisation and
postmodernism, and the questionof when it began,a slippery one' (Ibid: 41).
But, as Chanan admits, 1987 was a watershedyear for Latin American cinema after a
number of years of declining audiences.The major seminar at the Havana film festival of that
year called for a key rethink. Julio Garcia Espinosaappealed for a new cinematic language,
and an `early reading of the characteristics of the globalised market place in cinema' was
detected around this time (Ibid: 46)2.2As a consequence,in 1988, ICAIC was fundamentally
renewed with a huge reorganisation and decentralisation,leading to the formation of the three
creative groups, discussed earlier, each headed by a distinguished director. The late 1980s,
then, can bejustifiably seenas a time of renovation and renewal in Cuban cinema and would
produce a numberof films that reflected this change(Paranagua,1988:99).
If heterogeneity is one of the many stylistic effects of a postmodern aesthetic then a
trace of this aesthetichas always existed within Latin American (and Cuban) cinema as there
has always been a `heterogeneitybelow the surfaceof underdevelopment'(Chanan, 2006: 50)
in cinematic representations in Latin America, and a constant development of cinematic
language.Chanan considerspostmodernism in Latin America and in the North as, `the same,
but also different. The same becauseit is a constitutive part of the contemporary world;
different because this world remains asymmetrical, both in economics and in cultural
positioning, and this asymmetry is an integral part of the samepostmodernism' (Ibid).
The question for Cuban cinema is whether this localised postmodernism can provide
the necessary social criticism

in order to maintain its adherence to a committed political

21Pearson,M. (1997). At:
www. britishfilm. org.uk/lynch/blue_velvet. html (accessed14/02/08).
22In 1988
about half of all features made by ICAIC were co-productions with other countries
(Paranagua,1988: 89).
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project that is fundamentally different from that of the dominant capitalist world. Critics such
as Jamesonand Harvey feel that it cannot.23But, according to Chilean Nelly Richard, it can,
as Latin America exists on the margins of Europeanpostmodernism and so can be subversive
to the conventional hierarchical relationship betweencentre and periphery (Page,2001: 386).
JoannaPage rightly criticises Fernando Birri's statementfrom his article `Cinema and
Underdevelopment' (1983) when he statesthat `the underdevelopedpeople of Latin America
need a cinema which clarifies matters'. Pagecalls this `paternalistic' and goes on to say that
certain postmodernaestheticshave served Argentine cinema since the guerra sucia of 1976-7
(Page, 2001: 386 and 394).
Postmodernist cinematic techniques can, Nelly Richard asserts, redefine Latin
American roles and identities, and the postmodern `themes of discontinuity, fragmentation
and ephemerality' can be used as tools, both to disturb the `authority of the centre' and to
subvert the postmodern debate itself. This would then re-establish `the relationship of
postmodern aestheticsto lively and sensitivesocial critique of the most contemporary nature'
(Page, 2001: 396).
Social critique has always been at the forefront of post-1959 Cuban cinema's challenge
to both reflect and construct a new, revolutionary society. The films discussedat length so far
in this study (De cierta manera, Retrato de Teresa,Hasta cierto punto, and Lejania, all make
powerful and valid comments on aspects of Cuban society with regard to the relationship
between men and women. They all question and challenge traditional viewpoints and none of
them offers a simplistic, passive viewing experience for the spectator. In this sensethey are
all oppositional or counter to traditional Hollywood narrative. They work within the aesthetic
and political parametersof an artistic and a revolutionary processrooted firmly in a modernist
tradition.
It is the purpose of this chapter to argue that, in some ways, this tradition was, towards
the end of the 1980s, being deconstructed within Cuba, and that this is reflected in some of
the films produced at this time. This does not mean that there is some definitive aesthetic or
23Jameson(1991), Harvey (1990/1996).
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cultural break that could be easily defined; such a proposition would be implausible.
Modernity and postmodernity must exist together. As Carl Boggs and Tom Pollard say,
elements of modernity and postmodernity `coexist within a tense and uneasy equilibrium'
(Boggs, C and Pollard, T., 2003: vii). But there are certain aesthetic, stylistic and political
differences between so-called `modern' and `postmodern' films. To quote Boggs and Pollard
again:
What postmodern films share in common is an irreverence for authority or convention
-a
rebellious spirit, dystopic views of the future, cynical attitudes toward the family and romance,
images of alienated sexuality, narrative structures deprecating the role of old-fashioned heroes,
and, above all, perhaps a senseof a world filled with chaos. These features are often combined
with a romantic turn toward nostalgia, a longing for the past that encapsulatesso much
postmodern culture, along with a harshly critical, even nihilistic attitude toward politics.

(Ibid: viii)
Of all the films previously discussed in this study, perhaps Lejania comes closest to
representing this chaos, through the eyes of Susana,as she struggles to come to terms with a
politics that she cannot possibly - nor wants to - comprehend. The films to be discussedhere,
;Plaf7 and Mujer transparente, also reflect this difficult period of transition in Cuban history,
but in two very different ways.
One of the problems, though, for postmodern cinema, as Harvey argues, is the
difficulty of expressingcomplexity via a series of imageson a `depthlessscreen.. The idea of
.
revolutionary cinema has always run aground on the rocks of exactly this difficulty' (1990,
323). He continues by saying that the self-reflexive nature of postmoderncinema hinders any
possibility of the art form being able to see outside itself and thus be of any political use to
revolutionary society. `Postmodern art forms and cultural artefacts by their very nature must
self-consciously embrace the problem of image creation, and necessarily turn inwards on
themselvesas a result. It then becomesdifficult to
escapebeing what is being imaged within
the art form itself' (Ibid). The modernist principles encapsulatedin De
cierta manera, then,
may be better suited to the political desires of the revolutionary project.
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This is an important point, not least when considering aspectsof male-female relations
in film; feminism, like the Cuban revolutionary project, being grounded in the principle of the
unified emancipation of the subject. The relationship between postmodernism and feminism
is a complex one. Many critics believe that the two have many links and that postmodernism
can be very useful to feminism. But there are many who believe that any incursion into
postmodernism, for feminism, can be detrimental to a fundamentally modernist principle.
According to Andreas Huyssen, `feminist criticism has so far largely stayed away from
the postmodernism debate which is considered not to be pertinent to feminist concerns'
(1990: 250). Indeed, until the 1980s, postmodernism and feminism were generally seen in
antipathy, and Craig Owens (one of the first and few postmodern critics to engage in the
postmodernism/feminism debate), argued that postmodernism was `scandalouslyindifferent'
to feminism (Friedberg, 1993: 194).
For many feminists, in accordance with Habermas, the project of modernity is
incomplete and it is questionable whether the ushering in of postmodernity is helpful to this
struggle. The grand project of modernity has involved the search for `liberation' or human
`emancipation' via technology and commerce. For Marx, this would eventually lead to the
seizure of power by the proletariat through revolution. One of the most persistent practices
throughout this period of world history has been that of the dominanceof men over women
(Lovibond, 1989: 7). According to Sabina Lovibond, the `traditions' of marriage, the family
and home ownership still hold throughout the majority of societiesand she calls this `the class
system constructed on the basis of biological sexual difference' (Ibid: 8). Lovibond asks
whether we really should say goodbye to `emancipatory metanarratives' when women's
emancipation is patchy at best.
For Lovibond, postmodernism is best represented in terms of `pluralism' that is
opposed to the enlightened universalism of the modernist project. But this pluralism, she
argues,fails to explain how it is possible to achieve `a thoroughgoing revision of the range of
social scripts, narrative archetypes, ways of life, ways of earning a living, etc. available to
individual women and men' (Ibid: 13). What
postmodernism fails to do, she argues,is apply a
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`systematic political approach to questionsof wealth, power and labour', otherwise `how can
there be any effective challenge to a social order which distributes its benefits and burdensin
a systematically uneven way between the sexes?' She describes postmodern criticism as
`meek' and `non-interventionist' (Ibid).
So postmodernism seemsto face a dilemma: either it can concedethe necessity, in terms of the
aims of feminism, of turning the world upside down ... thereby opening a door once again to the
Enlightenment idea of a total reconstruction of our society on rational lines; or it can
dogmatically reaffirm the argumentsalready marshalled against that idea - thereby licensing the
cynical thought that, here as elsewhere, who will do what to whom under the new pluralism is
depressingly predictable.

(Ibid)24
Nancy Hartsock agrees with Lovibond in her criticism of the possibilities of a postmodern
critique for feminists. She arguesthat postmoderntheorists such as Foucault and othersfail to
provide a theory of power for women, and that some universalistic assumptionscreep into the
works of Derrida, Lyotard, Foucault and Rorty. Postmodernism,she argues,adds very little of
use to modernist feminism and can even be dangerousfor marginalised groups.
Seyla Benhabib sees both sides of the postmodernism/feminism argument, but
ultimately believes that postmodernism is not enough for feminism as it cannot provide the
social critique necessary,although it can `teach us the theoretical and political traps of why
utopias and foundational thinking can go wrong' (1995: 30). But ultimately for her,
postmodernism `undermines the feminist commitment to women's agency and sense of
selfhood, to the re-appropriation of women's own history in the name of an emancipated
future, and to the exercise of radical social criticism which uncovers gender `in all its endless
variety and monotonous similarity' (Ibid: 29)25
24For Lovibond,
much of her criticism of postmodemism as an ally of feminism comes from her belief
that, within postmodernism, there lies a celebration of pleasure as something subversive in itself. She
does not believe that it is possible to harnessthis insight for the good of feminism and that this pursuit
of pleasure is the `sign of a terrible pessimism'. She feels it would be more politically effective for
feminism to persist in seeing itself as
a component or offshoot of Enlightenment modernism
(Lovibond, 1989: 18).
25Other
critics, such as Bonnie Mann, are convinced that postmodernism and feminism are not
compatible. Mann firmly states that you cannot be both a postmodernist and a feminist as any
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For Nancy Fraser and Linda Nicholson, the distinction between postmodernism and
feminism seems clear and lies in the political effectiveness of both. While feminism
concentrates on social criticism, they say, postmodernism deals in `metaphilosophical
perspectives' (1990: 19). If feminism develops good social critique then social critique within
postmodernism is `anaemic', and if

postmodernism provides a good critique of

foundationalism and essentialism, feminism has a tendency to lapse into essentialist and
foundationalist arguments.For this reason, they criticise the work of Lyotard as of very little
use to feminism as his arguments are too restrictive to help explain male dominance. If, as
Lyotard suggests,there is a `crisis of legitimation' whereby the grand narrativesare no longer
credible, making way for a `weave of criss-crossingthreadsof discursive practices' (Ibid: 24),
then this may rule out certain areasof social criticism basedon overarching structuressuch as
race, class and gender. Ultimately for Fraser and Nicholson postmodernism is not adequate
for feminism. `For a phenomenon
as persuasiveand multi-faceted as male dominance simply
cannot be adequatelygrasped with the meagrecritical resourcesto which they would limit us.
On the contrary, effective criticism this
of
phenomenonrequires an array of different methods
and genres' (Ibid: 25).
They are, however, critical of the essentialismof some aspects of liberal and radical
feminism, 26and say that it is necessary to be culturally and historically specific, without
losing sight of the greater issues. `Postmodern feminists
need not abandon the large
theoretical tools to addresslarge political problems' (Ibid: 34).27

subversion of the subject and history may amount to a subversion of patriarchal conceits 'but also of
the very possibility of feminism as well' (Mann, 2006), cited from online article at:
http: //dx.doi. org/i 0.1093/0195187458.001.0001 (accessed01/02/08).
26In
particular, they criticise Shulamith Firestone's theories of the 1960sattempting to explain sexism
as a product of the biological differences betweenmen and women (Fraser, N. and Nicholson, J., 1990:
27).
27In discussions
of postcolonialism and postmodernism, this cultural specificity has taken on much
importance, being central to the
work of postcolonial theorists Edward Said and Gayatri Spivak, for
example, in her focus on cultural representations of India under British Imperialism. Allied to
postmodernism, postcolonial theory attempts to dismantle the traditional binary opposition of `centre'
and `margin', giving a voice to what Spivak calls the `subaltern' (non-elite or subordinate groups). The
idea of the subaltern
voice problematises the idea of the humanist autonomous subject as it argues that
it is actually the product
of many different, contradictory identities. Pertinent to the relationship
discussed here between
postmodernism and feminism, Spivak asks the question, `Who is the other
woman?' rather than the question `Who am I? '
and as such `offers a heterogeneity and discontinuity
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Postmodernism and feminism, then, are two terms that do not immediately sit
comfortably together, but perhapsboth can benefit from the insights that the other provides.
As Anne Friedberg points out, in a configuration of terms, Toril Moi joins together
postmodernfeminism and feminist postmodernism,calling it `postfeminism'. She arguesthat
it lacks social critique as it avoids taking sides and makes no real challenge to patriarchy.
Friedberg believes that one of the symptoms of this post-feminist culture is that the
male/female power structure has not been greatly altered and so she is critical of
postmodernism's usefulnessto feminism (Friedberg, 1993: 196).
Some critics believe that postmodernism is damaging to feminism as it is suspicious of
any notion of identity/subjectivity/agency at a time when feminism is striving to claim such
goals as its own. According to Christine di Stefano,the feminist case against postmodernism
hinges largely on the premise that postmodernism expresses the claims and needs of a
constituency (white, privileged men of the industrial west) that has already had Enlightenment
for itself and that is now ready and willing to subject that legacy to critical scrutiny. Also, she
feels that mainstream postmodernisttheory (from such as Derrida, Lyotard, Rorty, Foucault)
has been remarkably blind and insensitive to questions of gender. She believes that the
postmodernist project, if seriously adopted by feminists, would make any semblance of a
feminist politics impossible `due to the postmodernist prohibition against subject-centred
inquiry and theory' that `undermines the legitimacy of a broad-basedorganised movement
dedicated to articulating and implementing the goalsof [women]' (1990: 75).
Modernist feminisms (liberal, radical or socialist) might be disenchanted with
postmodern feminist practice for the latter's failure to be practical, in an age where, as we
have seen, the emancipatory work of the modernist feminist project has not been completed.
But postmodern feminists may not accept modernist feminists for boxing women into
categories, thus denying difference. Undoubtedly, liberal feminism has had a practical

which demonstratethe extent to which, although they share a common situation, each instance of being
a woman is historically and culturally specific' (Woods, 1999: 44).
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strategy in a world built upon the same liberal foundations of rights and justice, and radical
feminism has openednew doors to ways of seeingwoman.
It is clear that feminist critics are themselves very much divided in the debate. Seyla
Benhabib, ultimately sceptical of any positive relationship between feminism and
postmodernism, can see how postmodernthought can be beneficial to feminism. Feminism
and postmodernism have discovered, she states: `their affinities in the struggle against the
grand narratives of Western Enlightenment and modernity' (1995: 17). If postmodernism
represents,amongst other things, the deathof Man (i. e the death of the transcendentalbeing),
as Man is forever caught in the `web of fictive meaning, in chains of signification, in which
the subject is merely another position in language' (Ibid: 32), then for feminists this can only
be a positive steptowards the deconstructionof the male-centredsubject.28
If a validation of othernessand difference form part of the postmodern philosophy,
then a critique of any attempt to unify or totalise must surely be welcomed by feminist critics
searching for new ways to interpret the world. `Westernreason posits itself as the discourseof
the one self-identical subject, thereby blinding us to and in fact delegitimizing the presenceof
othernessand difference which do not fit into its categories' (Ibid: 19). Although Cuba is not
considered `Western' in the sensethat it does not form part of the developed `Western' world,
it has taken on some of the terms of Western philosophical discourse in Marxism and
socialism, albeit with particular Cuban twists.

If the history of the developedworld hasgenerallybeenconsideredfrom the point of
view of a white, Christian, male-dominated majority, then any methods intended to
undermine that authority must surely be of use to feminism. The importance for feminists, as
Judith Butler suggests,is to think outside the enclosedspace of dual gendercategories. If, as
Butler argues, gender is performative, merely an expression,then any attempt to validate the
dualism of gender categoriesmakes no sense(Butler, 1990:323).
28Benhabib
goes on to say that postmodernism also represents the `Death of History' in as much as
postmodernism is a critique of the modernist notion of linear progress through time, and the `Death of
Metaphysics' in that it represents
a critique of the modernist (male dominant) desire to master the
world, `to enclose the world within an illusory but stable system' (Benhabib, 1995: 32).
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For some feminist critics, then, including Raquel Olea, postmodernism and feminism
have much in common and can be treated as happy bedfellows. For Olea, feminism was only
ever an ambiguous partner of modernism, as all subjects were supposedly included in the
modernist space of universality. If postmodernism presentsus with a criticism of `utopias'
and all forms of universality, then this does at first imply a direct criticism of the feminist
project (1995: 194). But the social contract always excluded women, and a division was
created between the masculine public sphere and the feminine private sphere, none more so
than in strict Catholic, Hispanic society. The masculine, therefore, became the agents of
history, cultural production and power while women becamethe pillar of the family (the basic
unit of bourgeois society). Feminism and socialism thus came together within this modernist
project as women were to some extent emancipatedvia their accessinto the public sphere of
work, Cuba being a prime example of this partnership. However, as we have seen, this
alliance failed to emancipate women from some of the more insidious practices of male
dominancesuch as domestic violence.29
The socialist/modernist project was supposedto emancipate women from the `mother
function' within the private sphere and enter into the public sphere of work. However, as Olea
comments, `this proposal can entail a reinforcement rather than a transformation of the
traditional woman's role' (1995: 195). What was lacking, then, was a questioning of the
power relations between men and women, something absent from the modernist project of
Enlightenment discourse. In this sense,modernity was `elaborated from the perspective of a
masculine subject' (Ibid: 196). This is the essenceof patriarchal culture. But this egalitarian
and rights-oriented feminism has given way recently to `a more all-embracing, theoreticalpolitical questioning of the structures of power' ([bid: 198); the male subject, formed by the

29The 1979 film Retrato de Teresa,
discussed in Chapter Four, is a forthright illustration of the
complexities of the relationship between feminism and socialism.
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modernist project,

is now

in

crisis,

and this

is

the central theme of

the

modernism/postmodernismdebate30
Some have called this `postfeminism', in line with the term `postmodernism', but Olea
prefers to call it `a feminism of difference which is marked by its engagement with
poststructuralist thought' (Ibid). What is at stake is the very notion of difference and how the
new debates problematise this notion. Perhaps,therefore, the modernist form of feminism
struggles `for the full incorporation of women in a civilisation and culture designed
essentially by and from a masculine subject' (Ibid: 199). But postmodern feminism, Olea
argues, transcendsthis and elaborateswoman `asa subject of representation'(Ibid).
For Marysia Zalaweski, postmodern feminism comes directly out of the criticisms of
modernist-feminist thought through a destabilisation of the category `Woman'. For her,
postmodern feminism is centred on discussions of the subject, on issues of power, truth and
knowledge and on the deconstruction of previously used terms. If Cartesian logic (`I think
therefore I am') provides the basis for an examination of the subject from the point of
modernism, in a move away from believing in God as the supreme authority, then
postmodernism would argue that the existence of such a subject (be it God or Man) is an
illusion. This does not mean that human subjects do not exist, merely that what constitutes
them needsto be questioned (Zalaweski, 2000: 23). If modernists tried to fix an identity of
`Woman', postmodernfeminists see this as problematic, and any attempt to try and identify a
person as, for example, a female worker, or as `Earth Mother', is seen as authoritarian. So,
any definition of what woman `is', no matter how valuable that definition, is viewed as
authoritarian. Language is central to this postmodern idea of feminism and, as such,
postmodernfeminism is often linked to poststructuralism.
`Thought and meaning are constructed through languageand there can be no meaning
outside language. It is the place where a sense of ourselves and where our subjectivity is
constructed' (Zalaweski, 2000: 23). For this reason, such terms as `masculinity' and
'o In her 1996
article, `Recent Cuban Fiction Films: Identification, Interpretation, Disorder', Catherine
Davies discusses the `crisis in
male subjectivity' in her discussion of the films Adorables mentiras
(1991, GerardoChijona) and Papeles
secundarios (1989, Orlando Rojas), See Davies, 1996: 182-187.
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`femininity' are not fixed nor given, but will change between languages, cultures and
historical periods. Language is important in constructing meaning and power as it createsa
system of difference. This system is traditionally one of dualistic hierarchies, man/woman,
good/badetc. and modernism statesthat one term is more valued than the other, which is then
oppressed.Postmodernistswould say that they are interdependent.For example, without the
term woman, man meansnothing. Heterosexuality dependson homosexuality for its meaning
and hence existence. This postmodern deconstruction is a way of denaturalising things that
have become naturalised.
`A postmodern feminist task is not then to find out what woman is, but to expose the
power/truth/knowledge game that goes on in defining what woman is' (Ibid: 26). If with
postmodernism comes the end of the unified subject, as has been suggested,(Jameson, 1991:
16/17; Woods, 1999: 9), 31then, at least for Judith Butler, this can lead to a positive
affirmation of contemporary feminist principles that can reveal the foundational essentialism
of previous Western feminist theory. Butler asserts that women have been written out of
culture and literature by men as `a group of embodied beings socially positioned as `women"
(1990: 324). Their subjective identity, she argues, has been socially conditioned. Indeed, she
even questionswhether there should exist at all the singular category `women'. This category
has been presupposed,thus affecting what she calls a `political closure' on certain female
experiences([bid: 325). This `false ontology' of women has been necessaryin order to enact
and advancea feminist political programme but has now, perhaps,become redundant. Butler
believes that psychoanalysiscan be very useful in describing shared gender identification, as
it can give an account of patriarchal culture `as a trans-historical and cross-cultural force. It
therefore conforms to the feminist demand or a theory which can explain women's
subordination across specific cultures and different historical moments' (]bid). For feminists
such as Luce Irigaray, the very idea of an autonomous subject is a `masculine cultural

3' As Woods
comments, if modernism dealt with the `I', the `subject', as having a senseof identity,
selfhood, coherence,being stable and unified, then postmodernism is suspicious of this unified subject
that possesses`agency' (Woods, 1999: 9).
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prerogative from which women have been excluded' (Ibid: 326). For Irigaray the subject is
already always masculine so it makesno senseto refer to the `female subject'.
The criticism of Cartesianlogic by those such as JacquesLacan, has presentedfeminist
theorists with a way of destabilising the idea of the masculine subject thus offering them a
tactic for feminist criticism as it exposesmasculine power. The death of the subject, then,
spells the releaseor emancipation of the suppressedfeminine sphere, `the specific libidinal
economy of women, the condition of ecriturefeminine' (Ibid: 327). But, as Butler comments,
here lies a political problem, for if there is no female subject then where is the normative
model for feminist emancipation?
Such factionalisation inherent in creating a universal category of `women' can be
detrimental to the feminist project due to the implications of `closure' that Butler discusses.
Therefore, if the term `women' becomes a (postmodern?) site of plurality, of constant
departure, of ever-changing signifiability, of a lack of fixity, then this must serve to question
the authority of male/female power relations. Via this route it then becomespossible, perhaps
paradoxically, for the development of multiple and endless sites of agency. Without fixed
referents (especially those developed within traditional masculine boundaries), the site
`women' becomes free from categorisation, thus opening up new possibilities for the
constitution of the term.
This critique of the subject is clearly against the emancipatorydiscoursesof Marx, as it
deals with the unconscious: `an open, libidinal/linguistic field of discontinuities which contest
the rigid and hierarchizing codes of sexual difference encoded in language,regulating cultural
life'

(Butler,

1990: 329). Postmodern feminism is `amorphous, critical, fluid and

deconstructive' (Zalaweski, 2000: 27). It is, perhaps, in the destabilising power of
postmodernism, where feminism could benefit most as it could form part of the postmodern
process of the destabilisation of the absolutely centred, unitary, masculine subject. In this
context perhaps the Foucaultian (postmodern) principles of power relations could prove
useful to establishing a constructive interface between postmodernism and feminism. If
patriarchal hegemony exerts the greater power in sex/genderrelations, with machismo as its
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foot soldier, then a critical analysis of this power structure must be welcomed by feminists, at
least on a theoretical level. If any `universal truth' posited by Marxism is really just a mask of
power then any disturbance of that structure would representa postmodern insight that could
be of use to contemporary feminism's desire to disturb the very notion of `subjectivity'.
Where the distribution of power is concerned, within what appears to be a patriarchal,
authoritarian society such as Cuba, it is not simply a question of a discourseof power being
faced by a counter discourse. As Foucault states: `Discourses are not once and for all
subservient to power or raised up against it, any more than silencesare' (1978: 100-101). In
Cuban cinema of the late 1980s and early 1990s,as we shall see,discourse appearsmultiple
and is distributed multiply, similar to Foucault's rule of the tactical polyvalence of discourses.
Perhaps the most important insight that postmodernism can give to feminism is, as
Butler expresses,that gender itself is constructedthrough language,and that it is not always
constructed in the sameway. The fact that it is languagethat shapesthe way things `are' can
also help feminist theorists who wish to reinterpret that same languageto ask why they are
that way. Hence, a certain resistancecan be offered to the way languageshapesreality, thus
delivering the possibilities for effective political action that anti-postmodernfeminists desire.
If, via postmoderntheoretical methods, it is possible to denaturalisethe way languageshapes
notions of gender and sexuality, then surely as an effective tool it can be of useful service to
the feminist project. But, as di Stefanoasks, can women have their cake and eat it, i.e. harness
the `critical deconstructive insights' of postmodernism to a `progressive and substantive
feminist politics' and is it worth the risk? (1990: 77).
We have seen in this discussion how Cuba, at the end of the 1980s,was affected by and
open to discussions of the theories of postmodernism, and how many Cuban critics have
argued that a certain postmoderncultural aesthetic existed there at that time, or, at least, was
beginning to emerge. Cuban postmodernism may well be represented by the ajiaco as
Reinaldo PaganAvila

suggestsbut he is wrong in stating that Cuba's modernity is all its own.

How can it be when its principal ideological components were imported from Europe?
Postmodernism, then, is nothing if not a diverse and protean set of ideas and philosophies,
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always avoiding definition and resisting categorisation. But certain postmodern cultural
values and aestheticeffects can be teasedout of the melee, particularly in cinema where the
visual nature of the medium makes possible the analysis of postmodern traits. Postmodern
theory also has the power to destabiliseand question, particularly concerning ideasrelated to
the `subject'. For this reason it can be a useful tool for the analysis of cultural production
from a feminist perspective.
The two films to be discussed now, ;Plat? (o demasiado miedo a la vida) and Mujer
transparente, both appearat the end of the 1980s/beginningof the 1990s,during an important
period of transition for Cuba. As we shall see, both exhibit certain characteristicsthat could
be deemed `postmodern' and that both construct and reflect emerging new sentiments
regarding male-female relations during this time of transition and harshreflection.
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Chanter Six: The Postmodern on Screen
Part One
1Plaf.ý' (o demasiadomiedo a la vida) (1988, Juan Carlos Tabio)
Set in contemporary Havana, jPlaf' is a satirical comedy that centres on a middle-class
household in a respectable neighbourhood. Concha does not want her son, baseball player
Jose Ramon, to marry scientist Clarita. As the two women constantlyfall out, Concha is the
recipient of a number of eggs that are maliciously thrown at her. Unable to ascertain who is
throwing the eggs and why, Concha becomesincreasingly anxious and eventually dies of a
heart attack.At the end of the film it is revealed that the first egg was actually thrown by
Concha herself at her son and future daughter-in-law, in an attempt to drive Clarita away.
The other eggs were all thrown by different people at Concha in an attempt to persuade her to
leave her house to theyoung newly-wedsand to go and live with her suitor, Tomas.

; Plaj1, written by Daniel Chavarria and Juan Carlos Tabio and directed by Tabio, is a dark
comedy that satirises many aspects of contemporary Cuban life, from the religious cult of
Santerla to state bureaucracy to the imperfections of Latin American cinema itself. But the
most important aspect of the film for us here is the way it develops its themes through its
focus on male-female relations. I will attempt to argue that this film (and Mujer transparente
discussedlater in this chapter)
standson the threshold of important change in Cuban cinema,
coming as it did only a year before the collapse of the Berlin Wall on 11-12 November 1989,
and the subsequentcollapse of Communism in Eastern Europe. As Margarita Mateo Palmer
states,there followed one of the most difficult periods in the history of the nation.
la del 90 fue una ddcada oscura, la mas oscura en tdrminos econbmicos y de proyecciön al
futuro. Como nunca antes el pals estuvo aislado... En medio de la pobreza, de la lucha por la
supervivencia, o quizäs potenciada por esta ardua batalla, tuvo Lugarun singular despliegue de
cambios, rupturas y transformacionesen el arte, la literatura y el pensamientoinsulares.

(2007: 7)
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This film stands,then, as an important marker towards the future, particularly with respectto
the way it deconstructs previously held notions of how to represent male-female relations
cinematically.
Director Juan Carlos Tabio made his feature film debut in 1983 with Se permuta, a
comedy about housing shortagesand the difficulty of finding suitable accommodation in an
overcrowded Havana. He went on to become one of ICAIC's most notable directors, his
credits including Fresa y chocolate (1993), and Guantanamera (1995), both directed
alongside Tomas Gutierrez Alea; El elefantey la bicicleta (1994), Lista de espera (2000) and
Aunque esteslejos (2003). Comedy has beenat the heartof Tabio's film production and he is
widely recognisedas one of Latin America's most respectedfilm-makers. As with many other
feature film directors, he began life as a documentaryfilm-maker in the 1960sand has grown
up with the Revolution. He made 30 documentaries between 1963 and 1980 and has also
acted as a teacherof scriptwriting at the International School of Cinema and Television at San
Antonio de los Banos, outside Havana. He has won a host of national and international
awards for his work.
;Plat begins with a statementon screenfrom ICAIC, informing the audience that the
film has been made in record time to release it on schedule for `Film Makers' Day'. The
opening frame, of two young lovers kissing on the sofa a month before their wedding day, is
then viewed upside down, forcing an apology from the projectionist who says it is not his
fault, and explains that the opening reel must be sent back to ICAIC to be repaired and then
watched at the end. The film then `restarts' on the day of the wedding itself. The nature of the
film is thus established from the
start. We are watching a film, primarily, about film-making.
This was nothing new in Cuban cinema. Many other Cuban films from ICAIC had already
made referencesto the very act of film-making. For example, Aventuras de Juan Quinquin
had taken from a
variety of Hollywood genres to make comments on film-making in the
USA, and Hasta cierto punto raised a number of issues about film-making within ICAIC.
This type of self-reflexive
cinema formed part of the so-called `modernist' film movement
around the world in the 1960s(Jean-Luc Godard's Unefemme est tinefemme, for example).
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But, as we shall see,the type of self-reflexivity is different here. Whereas in the 1960s,selfreflexive film-making carried with it the sense that the film-makers were educating the
audience as to the whys and wherefores of how a film was made and what it represented,in
this film the audience is already informed and `in on the act', thus questioning the supposed
`authority' of the film-makers themselves.Years of being exposedto the mechanismsof filmmaking via such films as La muerte de un buröcrata, Aventuras de Juan Quinquin, Memorias
del subdesarrollo, De cierta manera, plus television programmes on film and film-making,
created an audience of intelligent and well-informed spectators,accustomedto the ideas of
imperfect cinema and with a great deal of knowledge of the travails within ICAIC. So, with
iPlaji' 's repeatedreferencesto the film institute and humorous nods and winks regarding the
theoretical practices detailed by Julio Garcia Espinosa in his 1969 essay,the film develops a
`knowing' self-reflexivity in the way that Tim Woods speaksof postmodernfilms.
1Plafl contains all of the key characteristicsWoods describesas typical of postmodern
film. It alludes to a number of cinematic styles (imperfect cinema, modernist/avant-garde
cinema, soap opera, Hollywood love story, detective fiction). It is in many ways nostalgic for
a lost past as certain characters representCuba in the early years of the Revolution. It breaks
the line betweenthe camera and the audience by having the actors turn directly to the camera
(in one scene Concha (Daisy Granados) pretendsto have forgotten her lines; in another the
actors become `annoyed' when the props they need have been forgotten and have to be hastily
thrown on to the set; and in another the `director' of the film has to `explain' to the audience a
scenethat could not be filmed due to a shortageof funds). The film also celebratesthe mixing
of high and low culture, not only by the mere fact that one of the young lovers is a highly
intelligent chemical engineer, the other a not-so-intelligent baseball player, but also by its
celebration of contemporaryCuban society and the richnessof cultures it contains.
;P1aJ7's onomatopoeic title refers to the sound an egg makes on impact when thrown
against a wall. The first huevazothe viewer sees,then, is performed against Concha (Daisy
Granados),a middle-aged,nervous widow
who is `scaredof life' and who does not want her
son, baseball player Jose Ramon, to marry the strong-minded, intelligent, successful young
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scientist Clarita (Thais Valdes). From this moment on, someone regularly throws eggs at
Concha, driving her into a fit of despair. Whenever she confronts the person she believes is
throwing the eggs, another egg is thrown to prove her wrong and thus increasesher stress and
anxiety. She seeksthe help of a madrina both to help separateClarita and her son and to find
out who is throwing the eggs at her and why.
A hilarious sub-plot sees an affair develop between Concha and Tomas (Raul
Pomares). But Concha is so afraid of getting hurt again that she fails to see that Tomas is a
decent man who loves her and not a deceiving philanderer like her ex-husband. Nervous,
fearful and increasingly anxious, Concha falls ever deeper into personal desperation,
eventually dying from a heart attack without knowing who had thrown the eggs.
The film cuts a swathe through many of the failings of the revolutionary process,not
least the overbearingbureaucracythat is ever-presentin the workplace. Through the course of
the story, Clarita comes up against numerous (apparently sexist) barriers in her attempt to
advance her scientific career. Eventually, however, she succeedsin persuading the powers
that be to build a plant that will mass-producea chemical polymer that she hasdeveloped and
that can be made cheaply and efficiently out of pigs' excrement.
After Concha's demise, the madrina reveals that all the characters had thrown eggs at
Concha, trying to force her out of her house to go and live with Tomas, and thereby leaving
her home to Clarita and Jose. But who had thrown the first egg? When the `first' reel of the
film is then played at the very end, as promised by the projectionist, we seeClarita and Jose
kissing on the sofa as Concha herself launchesan egg that crasheson to the wall above them,
in a bid to force them apart.
The comedy, as Michael Chanan comments,is absurdist, surreal, sometimes dark and,
at times, scatological (2004: 436-440). Chanancalls the film `anarchic' and follows D'Lugo's
argument that it is `a parody on those films that allegorize the nation through their female
characters' (Ibid: 437). This will be explored in more detail later, but, as both critics assert,
much of the comedy lies in the generational differences between Clarita and Concha, the
younger girl being highly critical of Concha's values that have been developed over nearly
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thirty years of Revolution. In one scathingly comical scene, Clarita witnesses an old man
complaining to Concha in the shop where she works that his watch, bought on the premises,
has broken. Concha explains that he can either have his money back or exchange it for a new
one. He opts for the exchange,only to find that, instead of a six-month guaranteehe would
normally receive for a new purchase,he only gets a five-day guaranteefor an exchange.He
complains but Concha abruptly tells him to complain in writing to the management.Forlorn
and submissive, the old man is about to leave the shop with his new watch when Clarita
interferes. Shetells the old man simply to give back the exchangedwatch and, instead,to ask
for his money back for the old one that is broken. Concha begrudgingly reimburses the old
man, at which point Clarita then tells him to buy the new watch he had exchangedfor his old
one, thus receiving a six-month guarantee as it is now a `new purchase' and not an
`exchange'.
But the absurdity does not stop there. Clarita leaves, having done the old man a good
turn. Concha is then critical of Clarita, telling the old man that the Revolution has given her
everything and yet she continues to complain. In a superbly understatedmoment, the old man
then agrees with Concha, saying `la juventud es muy mal agradecida'. Throughout the scene,
he appearsweak and submissive as if any strength he may have once had has been drawn
from him by the type of bureaucratic absurdity we witness here. The man is so accepting of
the situation it appearsobvious that this is not the first time he has beentreated this way. The
stark criticism of such administrative ineptitude and the tacit acceptance of such by a
population dulled by irrationality of this type is a major feature of the film and is repeatedon
a number of occasions.
The film is often highly critical of the contemporary Cuban day-to-day reality and, if
Tabio's 1983 film Se permuta had
ushered in a phase in Cuban cinema of `socio-political
comedy' (Chanan, 2004: 9), then ; Plat7 continued this phasebut with a number of important
differences. There followed a number of films that sailed pretty close to the political wind
(with Alicia en el pueblo de maravillas, in 1991, being an example). It is partly this new
element of criticism, coupled with the use of comedy that is of interest here in illustrating the
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ideological twist that occurred in Cuban cinema at this time. When added to the notion that
iPlaf.? adopts a nostalgic view of the treatment of male-female relations, the idea of a
postmodernaestheticbecomesclearer.
The comedy in Tabio's work in general,and in jPlq 7 in particular, takes from a variety
of traditions, and can be at times cynical and at other times farcical in the way of teatro bufo
for example. As Paulo Antonio Paranaguä states, comedy can be very effective at creating a
subversive atmosphere within a film and can involve the use of extremely subtle and complex
aesthetic structures as `humour corrodes all schematic ways of thinking, dogma and ritual'
(1997: 175). The early years of ICAIC saw the production of a number of comedies but the
genre dried up somewhat during the dogmatic, ideological phase of the 1970s. The comedy
strand was picked up again in the 1980s with such films as Vals de la Habana Vieja (1989,
Luis Felipe Bernaza) and Adorables

mentiras

(1991, Gerardo Chijona).

Other notable

comedies include, Se permuta, Los päjaros tirändole a la escopeta (1984, Rolando Diaz), and
De tal Pedro tal astilla (1985, Luis Felipe Bernaza).

Cuban film-maker Daniel Diaz Torres also believes in the subversive power of
comedy, although in Cuban cinema it has been more often used to question the `evils' of prerevolutionary Cuba. However, during the 1980s,a number of films beganto use comedy to
question Cuba's contemporary situation. Such is the complexity and contradictory nature of
Cuban daily life that there exists a rich seam from which to mine comedic elements on film.
As Diaz Torres points out, humour forms a rich part of Cuban daily life, much of it based on
the ability to laugh at oneself and one's own situation. Comedy can be rebellious and
dramatic and can offer the perfect antidote to some of the rigours of life in Cuba (Diaz Torres,
2003: 23).
Cuban comedy on screen provides the Cuban spectator with a degree of selfrecognition. In a country understandablyobsessedwith the struggle and searchfor a senseof
national identity, this is extremely important. If Cuba is a country born upon a bed of mythmaking; the meansthrough which a message`of an ideological code is conveyedacross time
and acrossa society' (Kapcia, 2000: 24), then that myth extends to the comedic perception of
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itself and how it can shareits senseof humour with others. The comediesof the 1980s,then,
took a sideways glance at a number of `negative tendencies' such as bureaucracy,
opportunism, double standards,conformism and repetitive propaganda.Thesefilms show that
using humour meansthat the individuals involved can lift themselves in some way above the
difficult circumstancesthat they are presented with. In this way sympathy is expressedfor
them through comedy. As Diaz Torres comments, we laugh with them not against them. As
well as producing the effect of self-recognition, the exposureof negative elements in society
alongside a self-effacing parody creates a distancing effect that allows for a degree of
reflection on the part of the critically involved spectator.The Cuban spectatorcan laugh while
at the same time realising that a serious point is being made about the society within which
they live. Thus, there is a certain provocation to the spectatorto bejudgmental and to think as
an individual in a searchfor better solutions (2003: 24).
However, Diaz Tones is somewhat contradictory in his analysis of humour in Cuban
cinema. While on the one hand stating that it can provoke the spectatorto think and act as an
individual, he then goes on to say that, when a group of people (in this casea whole nation)
can laugh together at themselves and their circumstances, it shows both a cohesion of the
group and a sense of security of the individuals within that group. This type of allencompassing,modernist statementfits neatly with someof the early goals of ICAIC in trying
to create and foster a national cinema that would provide a focus for the creation of a new
national, revolutionary identity. But Diaz Torres made Alicia en el pueblo de maravillas in
1991, perhapsthe most controversial and politically sensitive of all Cuban films made after
1959. Caustic and bitingly satirical, Alicia presents a young female protagonist sent to
Maravillas to run a theatre
group, only to find that the town is run by a dictator trying to cure
the town's inhabitants of all social evils and anti-social behaviour by use of a therapeutic
mud. Alicia confronts the town and all its absurdities and eventually kills the dictator by
throwing him from the back of a lorry into a ravine.
So does humour act as a cohesive device, or can it be the subversive `devil' Diaz
Torres claims? The answer is

surely that it can be either or both at the same time, depending
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on a variety of factors, including the spectatorposition and the historical moment in which the
film is madeand viewed.
jPla,P is a film that pokes fun at certain aspectsof Cuban society, but it was written and
made in the late 1980s, at a reasonably prosperous and stable time in Cuba's history.
Although preparations were already being madewithin Cuban government for massive world
change, no-one knew precisely when that change would come. As it happens,the change
came only eleven months after iPlafi' won the Premio Coral at the Festival of New Latin
American Cinema in Havana of December 1988. Alicia, on the other hand, although written
some years earlier, was released during the beginning of Cuba's most difficult period of
economic austerity and near total world political and economic isolation. For this reason,
although 'PlaP was received warmly, Alicia was removed from public cinema screensafter
just a few days and was not seen again until it received a showing at the 1992 film festival
(although it was not on general releasethroughout the country).
The historical moment, then, is of vital importance in such a politically sensitive
country as Cuba. Between 1988 and 1991 much changed in the country. In 1991 the caustic
humour of Alicia was not tolerable but, as Diaz Torres states,`la necesidadde reir de nuestros
propios defector era y es importante, y hasta redentora: el humor puede contenertambien no
poca grandeza, ayudando al individuo a levantarse por sobre el farrago abrumador de la
cotidianidad, eximiendolo del patetismoy la desesperaciön'(2003: 27).
Ultimately, Diaz Torres seeshumour in line with the modernist project of allowing the
individual to free him or her self from the forces of destiny and conventions, thus affirming
their freedom of spirit. He seesit as essentialto the socialist project and arguesthat there are
many positive effects of comedy in Cuban cinema: `La falta de humor, la escasatolerancia
ante is broma puede implicar una peligrosa tendencia a la rigidez y el dogmatismo, mäs
peligrosos en su `encorsetamiento' de la vida que las posibles inconvenienciasliberadorasdel
humor' (Ibid: 29). Diaz Torres, then, would argue against the notion that the self-mocking
comedy of jPlai constitutes part of any postmodern aesthetic beginning to emerge in Cuba
aroundthe late 1980s.His belief is that Cuban comedy is entrenchedin faith in the possibility
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of man's improvement within socialist society, and that the comedy helps the spectator to
establish the improvements s/he needs to make. By creating a distance between film and
spectator via the comedic intent, the spectator can become critical of their own behaviour
within Cuban society, and seekto changeit.
But this makes a number of assumptions.Firstly, it assumesthat the film being viewed
by the spectator is a valid representationof the `real' world within which the spectator lives.
Postmodernists would disagree, as the postmodernist `is sceptical about the ability of
representationsto capture aspectsof the real world' (Peterson, 1997: 144). Certainly the film
jPlaf! can in no way be said to truthfully reflect the real world. Although it has a
contemporary setting and is filmed in a naturalistic way, similar to Retrato de Teresa
(Chanan, 2004: 438), the comedy is so absurd and the distanciation techniques so frequent,
that any reflection of reality becomes, at least in part, an illusion of such. In one scene, as
Concha sits on her bed, the wardrobe door swings open to reflect the camera crew in its
mirror. In another, Concha `forgets' her lines and asks to be prompted. When Tomas, at one
point, leavesConcha's house,we hear his car start up and drive away. Concha then calls after
him and he reappearsimmediately, illustrating that, in cinema, time-spacerelations are at the
whim of the film-makers and often bear no relation to reality.
This mixture of a naturalistic feel, absurdist comedy, and time compression techniques
provokes this sense of the existence of the unreal within an approximation of a daily reality.
This suggeststhat life for Cubans in the 1980s was a mixture of the real and the unreal, the
quotidian and the absurd. The film is evidently making comments both about Cuban
contemporary life, and also about the nature of film-making, and cinema in general. Thus, it is
evident that cinematic techniques can be seen as aesthetic responsesto a specific sociopolitical conjuncture.
As Petersonstates,there is no such thing as the cinema,there are multiple cinemas, or,
to be precise, a number of modes of cinema' (1997: 141). These include avant-garde,
documentary, popular narrative etc. According to Peterson,the elitist, minimalist austerity of
high modernism in art generally
after the SecondWorld War helped to create a postmodern
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reaction that was decorative, accessible and fun. Certainly, jPlaf.7 is all of these, its
accessibility aided by its hilarious intent and, for Cubans at least, by its contemporary Cuban
setting and numerous referencesto the difficulties of revolutionary life. The film deals with
major social issues but in a radically humorous way, with many nostalgic referencesas we
shall see. Such a mixture of conceptual frameworks, as Peterson comments, adheres to
`Lyotard's `crisis of legitimation' where the myriad and competing conceptual frameworks
for understandingthe world cannot be separatedand we cannot chooseone or the other' (Ibid:
144). What world is jPlaj? trying to convey? Is it absurd?Bureaucratic? Sexist? Hilarious? It
is all of these and more. The fact that the film choosesto conceptualisemultiple realities via a
variety of narrative techniques, adds to the perception that there is no fixed reality. Even if
there were, it would not be possible to expressit on screen.
This kind of stylistic eclecticism is nothing new to Cuban cinema. What makes it
slightly different here is the cultural transformation about to be witnessed in Cuba due to the
collapse of Communism. What jPlafl does is bear witness to Davies' `deregulation of
national-revolutionary discourse and the emergence of heterodoxy, self-reflection and
dispersion' (2000: 112), as `the unified voice of modern(ist) massculture' is `dissolved into a
fragmented cacophony of multiple, decentred, competing discourses' (Peterson, 1997: 147).
If, as Jamesonasserts,the postmodern is made up of a series of metaphors of `superficiality,
impurity, and fragmentation' (Ibid), then ; Plafi is a grand metaphor for Cuba's imperfections
on the threshold of a period of economic and cultural transformation. But is it a parody or a
pastiche?
I would argue that, in line with Jameson's view of postmodernculture, 1Plaf. deals in
pastiche more than the mockery and criticism inherent in parody. The pastiche lies in the
film's lack of an ulterior motive and harsh intent. Although, as we shall see, it may seek to
destabilise and criticise, such is the surreal comedic intent that this subversion is severely
dulled, unlike Alicia en el pueblo de maravillas where the blackness of the comedy adds to
rather than dulls down the subversion. In this sensethe film follows Linda Hutcheon's view
of postmoderncinema in that it is ideologically ambivalent and contradictory, and perhapsnot
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as politically radical as modernist cinema. It both supports and challenges, `exploits and
subvertsthat which went before' (Hutcheon, 1995: 107).Thus the modernist idioms that exist
in this film (time compression, surreal images, self-reflexivity etc) are rewritten, as Tim
Woods would say, into `jargon, badgesand decorative codes' (1999: 36). There are repeated
referencesto this type of modernist questioning,using contemporary ideas, in a contemporary
setting, and references too to ICAIC itself. It makes visible the `rendering visible' that
modernist film-making practice desired, and, as such, contains some of the postmodern
effects that Woods and others mention. Not only is the transparency of the image
investigated, but its referenceto reality is severelyundermined.
The comedy, the Brechtian distanciation techniques, the game playing, ruptures and
self-reflexivity are very consciously created and intimately related to the content. This
relationship between form and content has been discussed at length since the inception of
ICAIC. In Garcia Espinosa's 1969 essay `Por un cine imperfecto', much was made of
creating this important distinction and using it for the purposeof cultivating a cinema that was
pertinent to the needs of the developing world. But here, the whole notion of `imperfect
cinema' is being both exploited and questioned. Both Chanan and Davies believe that this
critique representsa parodic homageto Garcia Espinosa'sessay.But, as Chananargues,there
is somethingdifferent about this film that sets it apart from its predecessors.
iPlaf' is clearly a film in the tradition of imperfect cinema, in which at

the same time

one

senses a new departure, a turn towards a new senseof ambiguity in the representation of the
social process which also finds expression in a growing susceptibility for the surreal. The film is
renderedpeculiarly disconcerting by its double set of interruptions, the surrealistic eggs and the
technical mishaps, beginning with the interruption at the very start which only demonstratesthat
you can launch into a story anywhere you like. The interpretive cuesare ineluctably mixed.

(2004: 438)
Through the representationof the relations betweenthe sexes,the film takes a nostalgic look
at Cuban cinema's attempts to address male-female relations since 1959, and, through the
comedy it presents, undermines the authority of that vision. In a postmodern blurring of the
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boundary between past and present, via numerous references to the way in which Cuban
cinema had presentedimages of the nation through the production of female characters,the
individual (female) subject is split in this film between multiple and competing positions
within a fragmented and deconstructive narrative that questionsboth the political authority of
the state and the cultural authority of ICAIC itself. In this way, the film adheresto the kind of
postmodernism of which Ravelo Cabrera speaks; a preservation and a reconstruction at the
same time, and a questioning of the teleology of Marxist-modernist canonsformerly seen as
absolute (Ravelo Cabrera, 1995).
Concha and Clarita are presented as cultural antagonists.Each representsa specific
period of Cuba's revolutionary

history. Unlike many other Cuban films, this one does not put

the blame of negative behaviour on the shoulders of pre-revolutionary
squarely on those of the Revolution
early revolutionary

thinking but situates it

itself. Concha represents certain, now old-fashioned,

ideas. Her dogmatic intransigence (illustrated perfectly in the shop scene

discussed earlier) is a critique of 1970s political dogmatism and lack of imagination. If she is
`afraid of life' then the Revolution, according to this film, was afraid of change. Conversely,
Clarita

represents the new- thinking

person in the modem Revolution,

prepared to be

imaginative and responsive to external situations in order to keep the Revolution alive, while,
at the same time, not being afraid to be critical and independent when necessary. The comedy
of the shop scene corrodes Concha's fixed beliefs in a bureaucratic order that is out of place
in contemporary Cuba.

The female subject is thus split in this film betweencertain competing positions that
question and disturb a previous authority emanating from ICAIC itself. When Humberto
Solis talked of the `transparent woman', he was saying how female characters are most
appropriate for expressing national concerns as women are more obviously (transparently)
affected by changesin society. Via an often burlesquecomedic intent, this notion is parodied
here. The film displays both
affection for and criticism of this notion of `transparency'. As
Davies argues,the film is more subversive than
some would believe. The parody and ridicule
the film displays `enable the spectatorsto
go beyond the dominant fiction of officialdom and
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assumea critical stance' (1996: 187). As D'Lugo argues the film juxtaposes old and new
revolutionary values but avoids `heavy-handedmoralizing style of an earlier tradition of
Cuban film-making' (1997: 163).
Solas' notion of the `transparentwoman' is discussedin the Introduction to this thesis
and was articulated with regard to his acclaimed film Lucia. However, the simplicity of an
idea that groups half of a nation's population under one term ('woman') is exposed in this
film. Perhaps in a film like Lucia and in De cierta manera, where a modernist dialectic is
being elucidated via a relationship betweena man and a woman, set firmly within a modernist
context, this notion of a female protagonist serving to illustrate a nation's dilemmas has some
purpose. But, iPlaj? was made and set during very different times in Cuba and the director is
astute in acknowledging the historical difference. The humour of the film exposes the
modernist dialectic as idealistic and unreal, perhaps even unsupportable in contemporary
Cuba. Here, as the validity of both `male' and `female' `subjects' is questioned, Sofas'
transparent woman becomes more complex than the conduit of national dilemmas he
envisioned.
As Diaz Torres asserts,the comedy develops and exposesa number of complexities.
`Las incongruencias se multiplican y el espacio para la risa y la sonrisa - rasgos inmanentes
de humanidad

- se ensancha mientras mäs seriedad se quiere imponer a contrapelo de la

vida'. This produces, `un contexto rico, polemico, cambiante como el de la actual sociedad
cubana' (2003: 24). The simple dialectic man/woman is thus disturbed hence creating a
questioning of the `authority' of ICAIC that had produced a number of films using a central
female figure in this `transparent' fashion (eg Lucia, Retrato de Teresa, Cecilia, Amada).
Thus, as Marysia Zalaweski asserts, the postmodernism in this film lies partly within the
implied criticism of modernist thought through a deconstruction of previously used terms
(2000: 23). Within the field of
criticism on Cuban cinema, the idea that female characters
have come to embody aspects of nationhood has almost been `naturalised' but here, this
notion is deconstructedand the mask removed. If the Cuban revolutionary project is grounded
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in the modern principle of the unified emancipationof the subject, as suggestedearlier, then a
postmodernaestheticwould perhapsbe critical of this emancipatory logic.
Postmodernism, as Benhabib would argue, represents a critique of the modernist
principles of linear progressand the desire for `men' to master the world (Benhabib, 1995:
32). But, when Man is caught in a `chain of signification', when the subject becomesnothing
more than a position in language(Ibid), then the idea of the male-centred,modernist subject is
deconstructed.In this film, the comedy develops this web of fictive meaning, where lines are
blurred between the quotidian and the absurd, betweenthe real and the surreal (as Chanan
suggests). The constant referencesto daily life (Santeria, television soap opera, street scenes
showing daily life in the sunlit streetsof the Vedado neighbourhood in Havana etc), and the
simultaneous play of comedic intentions help to disturb any fixed subject position for either
male or female characters.The charactersmay serve to `represent' certain `positions' within
Cuban contemporary society but these `positions' are always being undermined by the
comedic attacks they face, as if every representationcreated in the film is subjected to an
huevazo at some point, all of them ending up with egg on their faces as the madrina finds
them all guilty of the egg-throwing against Concha. Using such techniques,the film reflects
postmodernism'sembraceof so-called `low art' or the masscultural.
Machismo is one of the traits of Cuban contemporary society that takes a beating here
and it is precisely the male-centred subject that is disrupted. Actor Jorge Cao plays the
character Contreras, who appearsin many guises; at one point dressed in drag as the female
president of the Institute where Clarita works. As well as critiquing the lack of advancement
of female actors within ICAIC, this serves to displace and disrupt the male-centred subject
position by foregrounding `otherness'and difference in a comedic way in direct opposition to
the naturalising processesof modernist reason that delegitimise the presenceof othernessand
difference (Benhabib, 1995: 32). Religion is
also under attack as Concha's beliefs are
constantly undermined by the comedy. At one point, when Concha goes to seethe madrina,
religion and bureaucracyare attackedsimultaneously. Concha wants to know who is throwing
the eggs at her and the madrina asks her to locate a number of items that will help her in her
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search, adding `los santos tambien tienen su burocracia'. This criticism of religion (one that
stems from Catholicism but also has African roots) is a criticism of Christianity that is
essentially male-dominated, and is another exampleof how the film upsets the spacesof dual
gender categories, undermining the authority that has created those categories in the first
place.
The film is asking the spectator to think outside of the traditional spacesof dual gender
categories, exposing the very notion of gender as performative, as we have seen in Chapter
Five (Butler, 1990: 323). If a film such as De cierta manera representsthe demonstrationof
the possibilities of a revolutionary utopia then such foundational thinking in late 1980sCuba,
on the threshold of near catastrophe,is out of place and new modes of thinking must now
apply. If the modernist social contract made a promise to women of equality then this film
tells us it was never fulfilled. Clarita has many barriers put up before her in her attempts to
advance her career, and calendars of nude women where she works point towards the
continuation of sexism. As Raquel Olea comments, the social contract always excluded
women with men being the true agentsof changeand development. If the socialist-modernist
project was supposed to emancipate women from such roles as the `mother function', for
example, then this film shows us that, at least up until now, it has failed. Concha is a mother
of one son and was a wife of a womanising husbandwho treated her badly. Her mother role in
the film is purposefully reinforced as she strives without successto `protect' her only son
from a woman she seesas harmful. Her death at the end serves as a stark reminder to us that
such devotion to domestication (while at the sametime having a full-time job) can be highly
limiting.
There are interesting echoes in this film of a previous role played by actor Daisy
Granados, that of Teresa in Retrato de Teresa nine years earlier. Teresa's husband is a
womaniser who Teresa eventually leaves for an uncertain future. But the possibility of an
affair with a work colleague called Tomas, carrying the same name and played by the same
actor as Concha's suitor in Tabio's film (Raul Pomares), is hinted at. Retrato de Teresa,
discussedat length in Chapter Four, provoked a remarkable public responsewhen released
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due to the explicit representation of domestic life in Cuban families. But the uncertainty of
Teresa's future is a concern for some critics, including Julianne Burton (Burton, 1991). It may
not be stretching the limits of imagination too much to suggest that Teresa's future lies here,
in jPlafr Admittedly,
self-referencing,

the two characters are not identical. But Cuban cinema has the knack of

and most films

from ICAIC

make some reference to previous Cuban

productions, often using the same actors to play similar characters. Here, then, is Teresa, her
future from the earlier film made stark and clear, and none too attractive. The point is that if
the Revolution's

modernising, modernist project was to create equality for women then it has

failed because of the way the Revolution has considered and produced male-female relations
and representations. If Retrato de Teresa tried to illustrate the complexities of the relationship
between female emancipation and the socialist project, it did so from a male-centred point of
view as discussed earlier. But ; Plaf..7undermines that point of view by rediscovering Teresa as
the anxious, pitiful but not particularly likeable Concha whose `emancipation' from husband
Ramon, continues in a life of desperation, hard work, mistrust, anxiety and fear. She can't
even trust her new suitor, a character who is so obviously presented as decent, loving and
trustworthy.

Everyone but Concha can see that Tomas is a good man but she is so infected

with the trauma of her past life that she is blind to him.

What was lacking in Retrato de Teresa(and in the modernist project) was a questioning
of the power relations between men and women. As Olea states, this was also lacking in
Enlightenment discourse, a discourse from which the Cuban Revolution initially developed
(1995: 196). But /Plafl makes a very good effort at removing the mask of male/female power
relations by presenting Clarita as a character who is far more intelligent than her boss,
Contreras, whose stupidity, sexism and bureaucratic inefficiency is witnessedthroughout the
film. The fact that the actor playing Contreras appears in many guises, once as a woman,
merely highlights how profound the `crisis in male subjectivity' (Davies, 1996: 181) really is.
When he appearsas the `director' of the film to explain a scenethat could not be filmed as it
was too expensive,we are also faced with the questioning of the authority of ICAIC itself, as
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this self-parody contains within it the reality of film-making in Cuba at this time (it would
later get a lot worse).
When Clarita is compared alongside the character Magdaly (Jose's former girlfriend
and preferred wife for him according to Concha), the very notion of femininity is also
questioned. For many postmodemists the terms 'masculinity' and `femininity' are unstable,
not fixed or given. They have becomenaturalisedby successivegenerationswho have chosen
to accept systems of difference that generally create dualistic hierarchies. Where Clarita is a
non-typical Cuban senorita: thin, self-sufficient, independent,strong-willed and not overtly
sexual, Magdaly is presentedas her opposite: full-figured, lacking in intelligence and overtly
sexual. The brief scenes of Magdaly naked and having sex seem at first to be gratuitous.
However, when the character is seen as Clarita's opposite, in order to createa stark distinction
between perceived notions of femininity, the nude scenesdevelop the necessary languageof
sexuality that helps to undermine the naturalised perception of what being female means. In
their attempts to persuadeJoseto leave Clarita, both Concha and Magdaly appear foolish and
hurtful, thus exposing the traditional view of femininity as old-fashioned. Thus, iPlaf.
exposes not exactly what woman `is', but how woman has been constructed. It is brave
enough (unlike Retrato de Teresa)to admit that it does not have all the answers,but at least it
asks many of the right questions. In the words of Judith Butler, the `false ontology' of women
is exposedas Magdaly exposesherself to us (1990: 325).
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Part Two
Mujer transparente 1990, Hector Veitia, Mayra Segura,Mayra Vilasis, Mario Crespo, Ana
Rodriguez).
Mujer transparente is a series of five short films, all set in contemporary Havana, by five
different directors.
'ISABEL'

(HECTOR VEITIA)

Isabel is mother and wife who both looks after the home and works in a demandingjob. In
voice-over, thefilm elucidates her anxieties and desires.
`ADRIANA'

(MAYRA SEGURA)

In a desire to see again a telephone repair man that had previously called to her house,
elderly Adriana calls the telephone company to ask that he return. In a series of fantasy
scenes she imagines marrying the young man. When he knocks at the door, she refuses to
answer.
`JULIA' (MAYRA VILASIS)
Julia is a recently divorced teacher who takes a young lover and, in voice-over,recounts her
desires and wishes before her ex-husbandreturns in a possible reconciliation.
'ZOE' (MARIO CRESPO)
Zoe is a young, marginalised 'punk' artist who lives in a garage and is visited by a memberof
the young Communist Union to ask why she keeps missing classes at university. After
abandoning him in her garage for hours, she returns drunk and they make love.
`LAURA' (ANA RODRIGUEZ)
Laura is a bored mother who is preparing to meet an old female friend who had, many years
previously, left Cuba for Miami. Set mainly in a hotel foyer, Laura, in voice-over, questions
the disparities and inequalities caused by tourism on the island, beforefinally taking the lift
to seeher friend

After ICAIC divided into three groups in 1987,
each under the tutelage of a senior director,
the group headed by Humberto Solis was asked by ICAIC to produce fictional shorts that
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dealt with prejudice and taboos (Paranagua, 1992: 24). Solis coined the phrase `mujer
transparente' with reference to his film Lucia, and the five directors concerned came up with
five films that all have a woman as the main protagonist and all represent daily lives of
women in contemporary Cuba. But, unlike the majority of other Cuban films about women, as
Zuzana Pick states, the films represent `inner rather than social articulations through the
predominanceof voice-over in all but one of the short films' (1995: 76).
Each of the five films will be analysedseparately,but they must also be consideredas a
single production, an ensemble piece that has its own voice within which exist the voices of
five distinct elements. Each of the five segmentsis joined stylistically by the extra-diegetic
music that ends one segment and then continues into the following one, each segment
representing a separatestory about a different woman in late 1980sCuba. In this disjointed
but integrated manner we can see from the outset a very distinctive postmodern style. The
foundations of conventional narrative structure and characterisation are both maintained
within the individual stories but also changed via the inclusion of five films as one
production. Thus, the audience'ssuspensionof disbelief is played with, but the meaning is not
surreal in the way of a modernist classic like Un chien andalou for example.
If, as Matt Pearson asserts, part of the postmodern aesthetic in film lies in the
development of a kind of bricolage with direct referencesto a `source' of production (in this
1
case Solis' 1968 comments), then Mujer transparente can be seen in this light. If one
includes postmodern notions of intertextuality, the `blurring of high and low cultural
boundaries, the inability to distinguish betweenthe 'real' and the artifice, the commodification
of everyday life and the senseof the fragmentary, ambiguous and uncertain nature of living', 2
then this film adhereswell to any notion of the postmodernconcept in cinema. When coupled
with the film's desire to reflect and construct notions of woman then what we have is a
postmodern feminist film that, as Benamou argues,elaborates a series of `feminine identities

Pearson,M. (1997). At: www. britishflm.
org. uk/lynch/blue_velvet. html (accessed14/02/08).
2 Ibid
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that come into conflict with gender and the status quo and `transparently show the female
imaginary at work' (1999: 97).
This conflict with the reality of life in Cuba is central to the film's postmodernstyle.
As Scott Lash argues, `the logic of postmodernism inheresin its problemization of the reality'
(1990: 63). It is in this conflict, this questioning of previously establishedcodes regarding the
production and reflection of images of woman, where Mujer transparente differs from
Retrato de Teresa or De cierta manera, for example. In its denial of history via a
reformulation of previously held ideas, in order to make relevant for a new generation of
thinkers, Mujer transparente breaks new ground in Cuban cinema,and I will attempt to show
how, through its postmodern aesthetic,it demystifies the long-held notion of the `transparent
woman' in Cuban cinema via an analysis of the individual (woman's) link to the Cuban
national collective. However, the films also make deliberate referencesto Cuban cinematic
and social history, adhering to Jameson's notion that postmodernism in cinema both
nostalgically conforms to and critically breakswith certain ideas or traditions of the past.
If it is true that Cuba, as a society, toward the end of the 1980s, began to resist the
totalising narrative of Marxism with an alteration of Marxist principles, as Ravelo Cabrera
asserts(1995: 62), and that, in the words of Jose Alvarez, `the homogeneousconstruction of
socialist Cuba is already a proven impossibility' (1998: 93), then this film illustrates this
cultural shift. The fragmentation and `localised' narrative, in opposition to Marxism's grand
emancipatory project, can be clearly seen in Mujer transparente.

`ISABEL' (HECTOR VEITIA)
The first of the five short fiction films is called `Isabel' and was directed by Hector Veitia.
Veitia was born in 1939 and beganwork at ICAIC in 1961as an Assistant Director, taking the
helm for the first time (in co-direction
with Humberto Solis) in 1963 with the documentary
Variaciones. He has since
made many documentaries but `Isabel' was his first fiction
production as director. As Benamou comments, the fact that two of the five films are directed
by men and three by women belies the argument that you can easily split up Cuban cinematic
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productions about women into films made by either men or women. As she states, `they are
not aesthetically distinct bodies of work' (1999: 97).
The film's credits open with a quotation on screenfrom US writer and political activist
Katherine Anne Porter; `detente,detente, siempre puedesdetenertey elegir' ('stop, stop, you
can always stop and choose'). The same quotation appearsagain in `Zoe', the fourth film in
the series,and representsone of its central themes, that of the possibility, or the impossibility,
of choice. In this caseit representsa call to the main character, Isabel (Isabel Moreno), to put
an end to her domestic drudgery. Isabel is a mother of two grown-up children and wife of
Luis, an evidently hard-working but uncaring husband who takes little interest in his wife for
anything other than sex. He neither listens to the problems she is having at work, nor notices
or cares when she changesher appearanceby having her hair cut and styled. As in the films
LejanIa and Retrato de Teresa,in `Isabel' we have a portrait of a woman who is suffering due
to the demandsplaced on her by her family and the Revolution.
Isabel both works in a demandingjob where she is valued and hence promoted, and
cares for her husband and children at home. Her two children make constantdemandson her
time and she is the only one in the house to contribute to the domestic chores. There are
echoes here of Retrato de Teresa,some 11 years earlier, perhapsillustrating that the problem
of developing equal rights for women in the private sphere has not yet gone away. As Jesüs
Rodriguez Calderin states, this series of five shorts shows that `el conflicto de la
subvaloraciön femenina aün es latente y requiere ser enfocado desde todas las aristas
posibles'.3
In Retrato de Teresamuch of the focus is on Teresa's home routine and on her position
in Cuban revolutionary society. Here, as Glenda Mejia argues, the film concentrates on
Isabel's journey of self-appreciation in a processof re-imagining (2006: 4-9). Her first words
make plain the individualistic essenceof the story: `Es verdad. LQud soy si no un fantasma,
una sacacuentas,una madre melodramätica que se despierta buscando oxigeno, como un
pufietero 'goldfish'... 'Por qu6 me habr6 metido en este lio? ' But if, in Retrato de Teresa,
3 RodriguezCalderfn,J. At:

html (accessed19/12/07).
www.enfocarte.
com/5.25/cine2.
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Teresa's desires are only hinted at, Isabel has her desires elucidated more clearly as she rails
against her domestic drudgery. At the end of the film Isabel rebels against her husband and
children by walking away from them to a nearby park, the music of a popular song playing in
the background. This harks back to the 1979 film by Pastor Vega and here, equally, the
ending is left open. But, as Isabel says in angry voice-over that she would like to go off with
the first man that passes,we are acutely aware of her inner thoughts and feelings.
Ay como me subestiman, todavia no sahen de lo que soy capaz. Cafo. iMierda!, qud se jodan,
que se quedan sin desayunar, que se vayan a la escuela con la camisa sucia y ahora que me
busquen. Me voy con el primero que pase y soy capaz de cualquier cosa. Qu6 me vean con un
pepillo de veinte alos.

As Jose Alvarez remarks, Isabel is:
subjected to a symbolic repression, enagagedin a constant fight to obtain a legitimate spaceas a
subject of society. Isabel is that individual in search of an autonomous social sphere,yet who
cannot escape dependence upon the look of recognition from the dominant ideological
apparatus. It is she who embodies the frustration of society as a whole, one which is crippled
and thus prevented from expressing freely, a paradox evident in Isabel's confession `becauseI
always do the opposite of what I think'.

(1998: 93)
It is possible to see the character Isabel as a nostalgic repetition of Teresa in Pastor Vega's
1979 film. The basic plot dilemma is much the same and some of the techniques are repeated.
This gives a sense of a nostalgic view of past aesthetic experiences if one has some
knowledge of ICAIC's previous production. However, there are many stylistic differences
that move `Isabel' away from the natural realism of Teresa (a realism that has the effect of
naturalising the gender differences presented in the 1979 film). Chief of the differences
betweenthe two films is the voice-over element that
gives the latter piece an eerie, ghost-like
quality that is repeatedin three of the other four films in the Mujer transparenteseries.
During the opening titles Isabel wandersthrough her darkly-lit apartmentas the rest of
the family sleeps, the radio in the background quoting Vilma Espin (president of the FMC):
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`el primer deber humano es responsabilizarsecon los hijos'. This serves both as an ironic
critique of the paternalistic attitude of the Revolution towards the Cuban people and as a
reminder that the `double-shift' has not been eradicated. The quote by Espin refers not to
women specifically, but to all people. The truth was, however, that with the Marxist
`emancipation' of women in the workplace, camethe reality that many were doubly burdened
by `duty' toward the revolutionary purpose.
As Benamou states of the five films, the `chiaoscuro lighting emphasisesthe inner
feelings of the women and obscuratesimages that are often in shadow,thus contradicting the
transparencyof the title' (1999: 97). This contradiction emphasisesthe idea of reformulation
of previously held ideas of the representationof women in Cuban cinema, as no longer can
Solas' interpretation of the `transparentwoman' be held up as a paradigm. The subtle lighting
(with

brief

interludes of deliberate over-exposure) confounds the very notion of

`transparency', instead presenting us with long episodesof self-reflection, despondencyand a
senseof futility.
Isabel's life is clearly not her own. She asks herself why she always does the opposite
of what she wants. Married at 17 and now stuck in a loveless relationship she even saysyes to
a promotion she has been determined to turn down until the last secondwhen she is asked to
make up her mind. She is obviously perfectly qualified for the job, well respectedat work and
extremely efficient, constantly being asked for advice by her colleagues. But her home life is
driving her into a state of despondencyand aggravation, culminating in her desire to leave her
family and take off with the first man that passes.
Again this is reminiscent of Retrato de Teresa when Teresa is persuaded,against her
betterjudgement, to continue with her out-of-work
activity as leaderof a dancetroupe. Teresa
also suffers moments of desperation,at one point throwing the crockery to the floor in anger,
and finally leaving her husband. Suchreminiscencesare entirely deliberate and createa sense
of pastiche that is common to postmodern cinema. As Douglas Kellner observes, pastiche
formed a part of the postmodern cinematic aesthetic in the 1980s
worldwide and was part of
cinema's break with high modernism (Kellner, 1989: 1). So, previous styles, authors and
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works were cited and repeatedjust as they are here in `Isabel'. In Jameson'sterms, pastiche
illustrates a lack of historical depth and mere simulation, representing a depthless
postmodernism, a neutral mimicry (Jameson, 1991: 16).
But is this recycling subversive or reactionary? In Hal Foster's terms I believe that
`Isabel' does representa cinema of `resistance'(Woods, 1999:253). Where Retrato de Teresa
has a tendency to naturalise the proposed gender differences, this short film makes a bold
attempt at a reformulation of the very notion of subjectivity by concentrating to a large extent
on the central character's psyche and on her desire to re-createherself. In an ironic jibe at the
very heart of the Revolution, as she puts her make-up on in the mirror she equates her
reformulation with that of the processof `rectification', undertakenby the Communist Party.
`Me hice un plan mäs duro que la plataforma del partido. Capitulo Uno: Rectificaciön.' The
application of make-up in the mirror makes the spectator aware that she is at once tied to
notions of femininity prescribed to her by a male-centred society, her direct reference to the
ubiquitous Communist Party illustrating the weight of patriarchy that Cuban society has had
to bear. But she is also, as Mejia suggests,gaining at least some control of her personal and
private life, `with a transformation of attitudes towards her companion, family, sexuality, and
society. In particular, her changes should emphasise the transformation of traditional
behaviours of domination and subordination, which permeate interpersonal, mostly sexual,
relationships and manifest as power struggles,jealousy and possession' (2006: 5). She feels
she will gain a better senseof herself by applying make-upand having her hair styled.
The film then operates within the `schizophrenic postmodern space' that Ravelo
Cabrera believes is opposed to the totalising discourse of Marxism within Cuba, and very
much part of the reformulation of ideas that questionsthe precise idea of Cuban modernity
(1995: 61). As argued earlier, Davies views this re-imagining of the Cuban revolutionary
processin the emergenceof a feeling of self-reflection in Cuban arts (2000: 112).Throughout
`Isabel' and in `Adriana' (the next in the Mujer transparente series), this self-reflection is
perfectly evident as the main charactersreflect on their lives as women within the Revolution.
In Woods' terms this has the effect of demystifying grand patriarchal structure (Woods,
a
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1999: 11) that was idealised in earlier films about women produced by ICAIC, such as Lucia,
and De cierta manera. If the socialist (female) subject was made evident in these films then
here it is put under scrutiny, adhering to Ravelo Cabrera's idea of the erosion of the very
notion of the `socialist subject' and the appearanceof new subjects(1995: 66).
But `Isabel' representsa transgressionrather than any formal break with the past; a
reinvention of certain historical characteristicsas Kaplan would argue (1988: 16). As Alvarez
astutely remarks, Isabel remains at the service of phallic society that dominates her (1990:
369). But at least she makes a justifiable questioning of that society. When shecomplains to
Luis that he never listens to her, a brief interaction follows as she asks him:
-` jQue soy yo para ti?
- No to entiendo
- Claro que no me entiendessi para entender hay que oir. Nunca me oyes.
- Sf, mi vida, discülpame. Pero que yo... no se, to hago sin darme cuenta, no to hago por malo.
- Eso lo peor, que no to das cuenta.'

This conversation illustrates how the husband's behaviour, his lack of understandingor desire
to listen to his wife, is almost naturalised as he does not do it on purpose. But this
naturalisation process is put under severe scrutiny here as Isabel searches for something
different.
At the end of the film she sits in a park surroundedby three trees, phallic symbols that
remind us of the opening sceneof Retrato de Teresawhen the tower of the Castillo de Morro
is visible in the background. Such constant referencing to one of the most talked-about and
controversial of all Cuban revolutionary films can do a number of things. It can exploit, pay
homage to or criticise that which went before. Here, the accepted cultural codes (i. e. the
values associatedwith the representationof woman in Cuban films from 1959 onwards) are
questionedvia a reworking and re-formulation of them. The pastiche contained in `Isabel' is a
subversivetool that re-writes part of the (recent) history of woman's representationin Cuban
cinema. Famous scenesand styles from one of Cuban cinema's most noted films are alluded
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to in `Isabel', adhering to the first of Woods' key characteristicsof the postmodernfilm; that
of the pasticheof other genres and styles, explained in the previous chapter(1999: 214).
In the words of E. A. Kaplan, `Isabel' is a film that wears the `stylistic mask' of
pastiche `without parody's ulterior motive, without the satirical impulse, without laughter'
(1988: 16). So, this film contains both exploitation and subversion, via this pastiche of
previously held cultural values. If Retrato de Teresa representeda modernist search for the
self as Teresa struggles for parity in a chauvinistic society, then `Isabel' questions and
disturbs this notion of subjectivity. Perhaps this does represent Jameson's `pathological
symptom of a society incapableof dealing with time and history' (Hutcheon, 1989: 107). The
darkness and feeling of detached emotion that emanatesfrom the film suggestsat the very
least a deep uncertainty about the possibility for Isabel to `discover' herself at all. The utopian
optimism of the open ending of Retrato de Teresa,as she strides out alone to hopefully make
her way in a new world, leaving behind her old struggles within a machista environment, are
both exploited and questionedhere as Isabel sits alone in the park after having abandonedher
family (at least for the time being). The brightly-lit background echoesthe sunny street that
Teresa walked down away from her husband. But here Isabel is seated,static. What choices
does she really have? Yes, she is economically independenthaving gained a recent pay rise.
She can make herself look supposedly more attractive (within the confines of a maledominated point of view), and she can walk away and refuse to make coffee for her husband.
But the reality, as Mejia points out, is somewhat different from the utopia (2006: 6).
The critique here is a repetition of Retrato de Teresa: that machismo continues in a
society that has supposedly eradicated such negative tendencies.The supposedoptimism of
the 1979 film is replaced by a cynicism (towards family life and marriage) that, as suggested
earlier, Boggs and Pollard believe forms part of a postmoderncinematic aesthetic(2003: viii).
The reality is that Isabel has nowhere to go. Her retreat to the street is a symbolic action, a
simulacrum of Teresa's stride into `emancipation'. Whereas Teresa strode forward into the
camera, her mobility suggesting positive steps into the future, Isabel remains seatedas the
cameramoves away from her, leaving her alone in the park, surrounded by phallic symbols.
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`Isabel is enmeshed in an individual search that wavers between the desire for social
recognition, for personal contentment,and for public and private belonging' (Alvarez, 1998:
97). But, as Alvarez rightly points out, she cannot resolve her dilemma and abandonsthe
conflict in order to dream. In this repetition, this simulacrum, the mask of Teresa's
subjectivity is torn away and revealed to be false. The painting of Isabel's own face, in the
form of her make-up and new hairstyle, shows us that shealso wears a mask of subjectivity in
a world where the very notion of the female `subject' is being questioned.
This questioning of the subject, this chaos exposed as a woman's reality in
contemporary Cuba, illustrates the failure of the social contract for women up to this point in
Cuba's history. If feminism and socialism come together within the possibilities of utopia
expressedin De cierta manera and Retrato de Teresa,then here that utopia is questioned. In
Olea's terms, Isabel is still excluded from the social contract (1995: 194). Man is still the
agent of history, cultural production and power while woman is still searching for her
subjectivity and agency.
On another level the chaos representedin `Isabel' representsa destabilisation of the
very category `woman'. Thus, as Zalaweski points out, the constitution of the category
`woman' is put under scrutiny (2000: 23) through the uncertain and contradictory voice of
Isabel. If we are led towards seeing her simply as a suffering `mother' then her management
position at work denies that category as total. Her uncertainty over whether to take that
position at all destabilisesfurther any attempt at a totalising categorisation.
One sentence in particular disavows any attempt by the spectator to `define' her in
simplistic terms. As she walks alone along the beachwhile her husbandentertainshis friends,
she remarks `ni siquiera las ilusiones nos sirvieron para ser feliz... Si yo tuviera algo de puta
todo seria mäs fäcil. ' `Isabel' is the first of the five films in the series and this questioning of
female subjectivity continues in the other four.
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`ADRIANA'

(MAYRA SEGURA)

The second short film of Mujer transparente is `Adriana', by Mayra Segura,who went on to
become assistant director on Fresa y chocolate (1993). She also has many credits as a
producer at ICAIC, including Entre ciclones (2003).
There is no definitive break betweenany of the five films in Mujer transparente, thus
demonstrating the need to observe them simultaneously as separateidentities and also as a
complete and singular whole. As the closing music from `Isabel' continues,the film cuts from
the park where Isabel is left, to an old and dark apartment, the light being seen as shards
breaking through windows. As the cameramoves around the apartmentwe hearthe voice of a
man talking to Adriana (Ver(5nicaLynn). As in `Isabel', the radio is set to the station `Radio
Reloj', playing the news at 2 p..m. as Adriana is alone looking at old photographs.The radio
gives us news of Gorbachev, of successstories in Cuban manufacturing and healthcare and
continued bombing in SanSalvador, thus locating the story firmly in a particular period of the
late 1980s.
Adriana wanders around her apartment and looks at old photos of herself as a child.
Shetries on a wedding dress, puts on make-upand looks at herself in the mirror. She calls the
telephone engineersfrom her home phone (which is obviously in good working order) to ask
for the engineer who had previously repaired it, to return. She specifically asks for the same
young man who had called before. A `Miss Haversham' figure in her wedding dress, her
home strewn with lighted candles, she imaginesherself at a wedding reception married to the
young telephone engineer, but shedancesalone in the apartment.In her imagined scenariothe
guests look on asking her what she is doing and to look at herself. Continued radio news
heard throughout the story talks of growing production levels and inefficiencies. Four hours
later the doorbell rings as the telephone engineer arrives. But Adriana does not answer the
door. As she has a flashback to her childhood, when she was shut inside whenever men were
around, the engineerleavesand Adriana is left alone in the flat.
As Mejia argues, Adriana's desires are expressedclearly. She fantasisesabout being
married as she is probably a typical solterona, who had been prevented from marrying by her
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parents whose high standardswere never met by any prospective partner (2006: 9). Thus, an
old woman's fantasiesare revealed in perhapsthe least successfulof the five shorts, although,
as I will aim to show, I disagree with critic Paranaguawho believes that the film is a failure
(1992: 24).
Again here a woman has suffered due to certain patriarchal constraints.A male voice is
often heard, reining in Adriana's desires,reminding her of her age and telling her to act like a
lady. The oppressive voice is no doubt the voice of her father, the authority who had
repressedher desires in the first place. The mirror, as Mejia points out, acts as a window or
`portal' (2006: 10) to her self, her subjectivity. But this vision is merely an illusion, a false
reality as she only sees superficial appearances.Here then the emphasisis once again upon
the construction of the meaning `woman' and not on providing any answer. Mejia believes,
optimistically perhaps,that by looking into the mirror, Adriana starts herself on the road to:
self-discovery, her becoming of a subject - it does not preclude her from embarking upon a
journey of truth-finding and self-exploration. it is clear that the image Adriana seesin the mirror
is indeed an expression of her enjoyment, her freedom, and her ability to imagine what she
possibly could be. By exploring where these illusions come from, who has defined them, and
why she seesthem, she begins a more profound searchof her intimate and expressiveself.

(2006: 10)
However, such a positive affirmation of Adriana's self-seekingbelies the aestheticexperience
the film delivers and its negative ending that leaves Adriana alone, obviously upset and
disturbed by the impossibility of achieving her fantasy. The film might, as Mejia suggests,
attempt to explore the reasonsbehind Adriana's delusions but, ultimately, it appearsto deny
Adriana any possibility of achieving agency and perhaps this is the real truth that is being
hinting at. She can imagine what she might like to be, a subservient housewife in a traditional
marriage, as Rodriguez Calderin states, `En el episodio `Isabel', `Adriana' y `Julia' el
sometimiento de la mujer es palpable, destinada al hogar, a los hijos. ' But there is nothing
optimistic about this supposed search for the self. As has been previously discussed in
Chapter One, in Lacanian terms any image that Adriana sees in the
mirror can only be a
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`misrecognition', a false perception of self that can never approach any notion of truthfulness
(Lacan, 1977: 1-8). The `trick' that SaraGomez plays on the audience in De cierta manera,
discussed in Chapter Two, whereby a target audience is forced to misrecognise itself on
screen and, as such, begin a processof reformulation, is re-enactedhere through Adriana. In
this case it is the central characterrather than the audience,who is madeto `look at herself' s
told to do so by guests at her imaginary wedding. This she is already doing in the mirror and
what she seesis an entirely false perception of self. Her desiresare elucidated but they neither
illustrate a woman emancipatedfrom the yoke of patriarchy, nor are they attainable.
Mejia does go on to say that the mirror image Adriana seescan only be a deception,
illustrating, via Baudrillard, that any image Adriana has of herself in the mirror is an
objectified one:
a woman, by looking at herself in the mirror, deceives herself because she only sees
appearances,and illusions. Therefore, by looking at herself in a mirror, she is simply an object,
because she cannot see her real self, thus she will never be a subject, she is just a simple
simulation of that masculine truth of what it means to be a woman or, in other words, the
`imaginary' truth made real.

(2006: 10)
In Boggs and Pollard's terms this film develops a cynicism, a dystopia and a longing for an
imaginary past that are common to postmodern films (2003: viii). The nihilism is evident in
the film's denouement as Adriana realisesthat any truth that may exist does not lie behind the
mirror but in the sad reality of her own life, lived alone and, seemingly, without love.
While the film develops the notion of fantasy as a way out of Adriana's daily reality,
the fantasy is one of subservienceto male domination. As discussedwith referenceto the film
Retrato de Teresa, fantasy scenariosoften form part of a sub-genre of melodrama in what
Haskell has called the `woman's film' (1999: 20-30). In such films Kotsopoulos argues that
the fantasy scenariosare ones usually socially prohibited to the female protagonist becauseof
her gender. Social restrictions

of one sort or the other have prevented Adriana from marrying,

and her fantasy, clearly developed, breaks with those old traditions. A comparison with
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Retrato de Teresa makesthis point clear. Whereasin the earlier film Teresa's desires are not
clearly demonstrated,merely hinted at for fear of alienating the audienceunpreparedfor such
controversy, here, on the cusp of change,as Cuba was embarking on a dangerousprocessof
transition, fantasy and desire are allowed to form part of the social `contract' between filmmaker and spectator. While Retrato de Teresa stayed within the realms of the modernising,
Marxist project, by producing a modem female socialist subject, this short film provokes and
teases that project through its elucidation of a fantasy that hints at the disavowal of any
unified subjectivity.
This crisis of subjectivity forms part of the Cuban postmodern revolutionary
consciousness,as suggestedby Ravelo Cabrera(1995: 61), and as such represents,in MartinBarbero's terms, a critique of Marxism and its attempts at creating a unified subjectivity.
Modernism's searchfor the self is disturbed herevia an aestheticthat delivers an unstableand
decentred subject who appearsto have no real `place' in contemporary Cuban society. The
darkness of Adriana's apartmentthat contrasts with the sunlight in the one scene outside, the
contrast between her old age and the engineer's youth, suggesta sad and nostalgic view of
history as Adriana is left with nothing but faded memoriesand fantasy in a world that appears
to have left her behind. Here, in Jameson's terms, we have an ephemeral depiction of a
society `incapable of dealing with time and history' (1991: 117). The film's ephemerality, its
inability to expressitself clearly, and its lack of direct and obvious political motivation, form
part of its postmodern aesthetic.If modernists could accept `the ephemeraland transitory as
the locus of their art' (Harvey, 1990: 21), then postmodernists accept ephemerality without
trying to define or explain elements within it. `Postmodernismswims, even wallows, in the
fragmentary and the chaotic currents of changeas if that is all there is' (Ibid: 44).
There is a senseof aesthetic disjunction in `Adriana' but it is a disjunction that sits
neatly with the period of the late 1980s in Cuba, as we have seen a time of enormous
transition in the arts. The film has an almost gothic intent, a sublime mixture of the grotesque
and the beautiful as Adriana puts on the wedding dress,the pain of her fantasy all too evident.
This appearsto suggestsome kind of return to a classical romanticism while firmly locating
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the story in late 1980s Cuba. It is this kind of aesthetic disjunction that createsthe film's
ephemeral nature and, as such, has been difficult for some critics, such as Paranagua,to
categorise. It is precisely this lack of categorisationthat illustrates a shift from a modernistto
a postmodern aesthetic,where no answers,no definitions are sought.
The film, as Mejia rightly states, is as much about female desire as anything else,
Adriana's desires being made evident through her wedding fantasy and her wish to see the
young, good-looking telephone engineer return to her apartment. Ultimately her desires are
never fulfilled, being repressed by a patriarchal authority that historically has restricted the
expression of female sexual desire, particularly in a relationship betweenan older woman and
a younger man. At the end of the film she cannot find the courage to `resist' the weight of
traditional patriarchal oppression upon her and she does not answer the door to the engineer.
As Mejia comments, she remains `abandoned'and cannot `break the stereotype of the `good
father's daughter" (2006: 11). The omnipresenceof patriarchal authority is too much for this
elderly lady, still scarredwith the marks of a pre-revolutionary, bourgeois childhood. In this
sensethe film does not break any new ground as it continuesto placethis weight of patriarchy
firmly in pre-revolutionary times.
However, in its contradictory and dystopic view of female subjectivity it does enter
what might be considered as `post-feminist' terrain. Here, there is no fixity of the female
subject but there is a denial of what might be consideredthe ideal socialist subject as seen,for
example, in De cierta manera. Once again, as Zalaweski argues, the category `woman' is
under attack (2000: 23). If modernists tried to fix an identity of woman then here that notion
is disturbed with the presentationof yet another representation. Adriana exists as a woman,
but it is what constitutes her that is questioned. Although Adriana is repressed by the
authoritarian voice that dominates the story, she is able to elucidate her desires and hence
destabilisethat voice to some
extent.
Through immersing herself deeper into her world of fantasy, she poses a challenge to the
constant voice that reminds her of her socially-defined roles and positions as an elderly woman,
even though ultimately this voice triumphs in arbitrating her identity conflict. Nonetheless, her
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representation does exhibit emancipatory elements whereby, contrary to the popular (and thus
patriarchal) discoursesof women in general, and elderly women in particular, she not only has
the ability to fantasise, but to a certain degreeenjoys her fantasies, even though in the end they
are not fully realised.

(Mejia, 2006: 11)
This story, then, does represent a critical analysis of the power structure between male
authority and woman. It disturbs the authority of masculine power by creating some
resistance,however small and difficult to identify that might be. `Adriana', therefore, forms
part of the necessarymultiplicity of discoursesby and about women in Cuban contemporary
arts and as such, adheresto the argumentthat Cuban cinema in the late 1980swas developing
a postmodernaestheticthrough its representationsof women.
`JULIA' (MAYRA VILASIS)
`Julia' is a tale of divorce and female desire, and, as in the others in the series,takes a close
look at the very intimate and personal side of a woman's reality in Cuba. Director Mayra
Vilasis began working at ICAIC in 1974, directing her first documentary short ('Una pareja
de oro') II years later. She was also a prolific writer and critic, publishing regular articles on
cinema in magazines such as One Cubano, Revoluciön y Cultura, Moving Pictures Bulletin
and Gallerie. She won many awards for her work including, for `Julia', a mention at the
Festival Internacional de Cine de San Sebastian,in 1990. She died in Havana in 2002. The
subject of divorce had been touched on previously in Cuban cinema of the Revolution,
notably in Lejania through the character Aleida, and in De cierta manera through Yolanda, as
Alvarez remarks (1990: 369). But here the tale is far
more intimate and personal and delves
deep into the psyche of a divorced woman in contemporaryCuba.
Julia (Mirta Ibarra), has had a torrid relationship with her husband from whom she is
now divorced. As she embarks on an affair with a younger student, in voice-over she
articulates her sexual and other personal desires while looking back on a failed marriage in
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which she was evidently disempowered.Her husbandappearedto take most of the important
decisions in the marriage, including the decision not to have children.
Now, however, she is free to do as she pleases,turning the tables on one of the primary
forces within patriarchal society, that of the sexual objectification of women, commenting
that `Las mujeres madurassi sabemosdisfrutar los amantes,jr mäs allä de los cliches, de los
orgasmos panorämicos.' Previously, her husband had undertaken affairs with his younger
female studentsand Julia herself talks of a relationship shehad with a studentof hers who:
era un poco tonto, pero tenia un cuerpo maravilloso, una facilidad de novela radial pars decirme
todo to que mi marido nunca me habia dicho o gritarme en la cama lo que nadie me habla
gritado. Sin embargo yo sabia to intrascendentede estas aventuras.Mi matrimonio, en cambio,
habia sido un bello real pero su fracaso oscureciami vida.

Here, then, the contradictions inherent in any personal relationship are witnessed, further
illustrating the development in Cuban cinema of the multi-dimensional Cuban woman, one
not inextricably linked to the Marxist-socialist revolutionary process. Julia sexually
objectifies her young lover, Carlos, but lamentsthe failure of her marriage dream. She voices
her sexual desires towards him but also admits to being subject to certain inexplicable forces
that appearto prevent her from enjoying the pleasuresentirely. As she sits at home,soon after
her husband has left, she remarks, `a todos nos gusta seducir, comprobarte todavia a un
chiquillo que nos mira turbado de placer.' At this point we seeher in the street, laughing with
Carlos, until the film cuts back to her on the bed and the phone rings. Her tone changesand
she says; `claro, siempre hay una cadenainvisible que to ata a tu rol de mujer responsable,en
tu casa,sofa, esperandoquidn labe que.'
The extent to which she can develop and continue with her personal desires is limited
by social factors that, she
admits, weigh heavily upon her, even though she tries her best to
deny them. She makes cutting remarks about
marriage saying that it is, `como un tatuaje, lo
que fuiste y que no fuiste, todo tiene que ver con esehombre que nunca logra sacarteencima.'
She had always wanted to have children but
was dominated by her patronising husband who
had persuadedher that it was bad idea,
a
saying in one of the many flashbacks; `No mi cielo
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no. LCuäntas veces nosotros hemos hablado de eso? Seria complicarnos la existencia mi
amor. ' Julia then accepted her `fate' and fell into a relationship with her husband basedon
mutual disrespect and misunderstanding,avoiding each other and passing most of their time
together in silence.
As she sits alone in her apartment some time after her divorce, she contemplatesthe
future. Her contradictory thoughts are made clear as she ponders the possibility of her
husband's return. `Tal vez el regresaria,todo era muy estrafio. Todavia sus cosas estaban
aqui, y e1conserva una Have,sin embargoyo cada vez me sentia mästranquila...' The mixing
of tenses here illustrates both how recent the divorce was and also demonstratesJulia's
difficulty in accepting the failure of her marriage and also the possibility of his return as he
still `has' a key. This highlights the contradictions she hasto face. As Alvarez commentsJulia
`remains anchored to the parametersof social conventions' that do not view an older, single
woman sympathetically (1990: 369).

Julia constantlyimaginesher husbandwith his ex-student,Olga, and wishedhe had
remained with her after the divorce, arguing that in that way she could accept that he had
made a choice. But he had in fact chosen to leave the city and go and live on his own,
something shefound difficult to explain and accept.After about eight months apart shebegins
to accept her situation as a woman alone although this is not easy, burdenedas she is by the
mores of a society that tells her that to be a woman alone is shameful. `Con el tiempo perdi el
miedo de estar sola,' adding, `muchas mujeres creenvergonzoso no tener un hombre, yo no.'
As Glenda Mejia comments of the character Julia, the `description of her enjoyment of
her desires is also a rejection of patriarchal prejudices that dictate that only men can feel or
are entitled to sexual pleasure' (2006: 14). In this way, Mejia believes that Julia becomes
empowered as a subject, who `takes control of her own thoughts, emotions and behaviours'
(2006: 14). Of her young lover she says, `en su cuerpo yo disfrutaba mi soledad.Ese placer
me permitia establecervenue a mi misma...'
However, one evening, as she waits with Carlos at the bus stop, she sees her exhusband'scar and, naturally, still feels nervous the
at
prospectof seeing him again. She wants
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to see him but appearsto have no desire for reconciliation even though she says that she was
very much in love with him. In the final scene of the film they meet as he enters their old
apartment. The overexposedframe highlights the tensions that continue betweenthem as she
says, `los buenosboxeadoresnunca abandonan',hinting at one of two possibilities; that they
either work hard to get back together again or that the fighting and tensions betweenthem
will carry on. The stark lighting and hard faces on both of the characters,coupled with Julia's
insistence that they will only be friends, hints at their continued separation, adding to the
concept of the bleak postmodern outlook where marriage and personal relationships are
viewed cynically (Boggs and Pollard, 2003: viii).
For Alvarez, `Julia' does not present anything particularly new for Cuban cinema in
that, although it creates the possibility of a liberating vision for women, it puts forward a
protagonist whose story is enclosed`alongsideman, who.. .gives her valoration and a senseof
life as a feminine character' (1990: 369). But Mejia believes that the film `createsa new space
for women' as it presents a woman `disconnected from that of mother-wife through an
exploration of her own subjectivity' (2006: 13). In previous Cuban films, she suggests,
women were representedas embodied within a family, and divorced women were portrayed
as re-establishing familial links; for instance, Yolanda in De cierta manera (1974). By
contrast, Mejia states:
Julia searchesfor an identity disconnected from that of mother-wife through an exploration of
her own subjectivity. Through knowing more about herself throughout these experiences, she
maintains control of her gender power, explores her sexuality, and becomes increasingly
confident and comfortable with herself. Fundamentally, this film describes the process of the
empowerment of a woman who becomes unafraid of prejudices, and journeys deeper into an
exploration of her satisfactions, pleasuresand desires.

(2006: 13)
In many ways I would agree with Mejia as the film definitely turns the tables on aspects of
patriarchy, particularly to do with sex and desire. Here, in the Cuba of the late 1980s,female
sexualdesire is clearly elucidated in no uncertain terms. As Julia objectifies Carlos and makes
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pointed comments about sexual activity in Cuba generally, the comparison with Retrato de
Teresa is, again, unavoidable. Whereasthe 1979 film was unable to construct a female figure
whose sexual desires could be clearly expressed,for fear of alienating the audience, only a
decade later this fantasy could readily be presented on screen. Times, therefore, have
changed. As we have already seen, Cuba was not detached from the emergence of a
`postmodern condition' in the 1980s even though it was resisted and contested within the
country by certain academics and critics. As Davies asserts, this postmodernism became
evident and sex is one of its primary concerns.
Postmodern aesthetics in Cuba privilege heterogeneity and subjectivity; a critical awarenessof
sexuality, sexual preference and sexual discrimination; a reassessmentof existing `minority'
cultures (women, gay culture); the creation of new styles (`freakies', roqueros); an engagement
with concomitant issues (private sex life of individuals, domestic life, AIDS); a reencounter
with belief systemsother than Marxism..

.a

deconstructionof sacredmyths...

(2000:112)
By presenting a female character so capableand willing to divulge her sexual desires and to
talk about female sexuality in such candid terms, this film does much to subvert traditional
notions of sex and sexuality in Cuban film. However, Julia is also a complex character,
enmeshed in traditional patriarchal notions of marriage and family. The film, therefore, does
not simply allow her, or grant her, some kind of subjectivity or agency. It reveals a web of
intricacies concerning both male and female sexual desire, at the same time as understanding
that female subjectivity is a complex arena. Its open ending allows for two resolutions,neither
of which is ideal.

`ZOE' (MARIO CRESPO)
`Zoe' is the only film of the five in the series without voice-over, the narrative depending on
dialogue betweenthe two characters:young student Zoe (Leonor Arocha) and a man she calls
`El Acorazado Potemkin' (Leonardo Armas)
who has come to find out why she has been
missing her classesat university.
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Director Mario Crespo was born in SanAntonio de los Bafos, Havana, and started his
film career as a scriptwriter and Assistant Director in University Television from 1972-1975.
He then to work for ICAIC, where he worked continuously until 1992 when he left to live in
Venezuela, in order to further his filmmaking career, opportunities in Cuba being extremely
limited at this time. His credits, prior to `Zoe', include: co-scriptwriter and assistantdirector
on Pablo (1978, Victor Casaus), assistant director on Aquella larga poche (1979, Enrique
Pineda Barnet), Cecilia (1981, Humberto Solas),Se Permuta (1988, Juan Carlos Tabio), and a
number of documentary shorts as director such as; `Caminos' (1985), `LQu6t6 crees?' (1986),
`Menos tiempo en la mirada' (1987) and `No es tiempo de cigüellas' (1987). `Zoe' won prizes
at festivals in San Sebastian,Huelva and Havana. Crespo currently spends his time making
films and teaching about film in both Venezuelaand Spain.
Zoe lives in her mother's garage, an agreementthey have come to in return for Zoe
attending university. The young girl thus enjoys the rare privilege of privacy for young
Cubans where space is at a premium. She is the first `punk' to appear in Cuban cinema, as
Alvarez as a
Alvarez points out (1990: 369),
and the spaceshe inhabits has beendescribed by
`post-modern space of broken furniture, self portraits and graffiti on the walls' (Ibid). This
chaotic living area,enhancedby the playing of what Zoe describesas simply `ruido, ruido' on
her tape recorder, and the darkness of her `lair' that contrasts with the bright sunlight that
streams in from outside, is designed to illustrate Zo6's marginality as a non-typical Cuban
woman, living outside the norms of Cuban contemporary society. `GCbmosoy? Distinta.
Falsa, si soy falsa... ' she says on a tape recording that `El Acorazado' listens to.
Mejia describesthis film in terms of a game of seduction between the two characters
and they do eventually sleep together in a scene that, as Alvarez points out, shows the first
full-frontal

male nude in Cuban revolutionary cinema (Cbid: 370). As Mejia states:

`Essentially, this film is about the shifting power dynamics embeddedin a gameof seduction
between Zoe and El Acorazado,
which presents to the audience a duel between alternative
constructionsof femininity and the traditional patterns of masculinity' (2006: 18). The game
starts when `El Acorazado' sits on a chair covered in wet paint and Zo6 tells him to remove
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his trousers. He refusesbut later, having also spilt coffee on them, agreesand Zoe takes them
in to her mother's house to wash them. The young man is left alone and begins to peruse
Zoe's space and listen to tapes she has made of herself philosophising about her life. Hours
later, Zoe returns drunk, having completely forgotten about the man in her garage. They
continue their sexual power play and eventually she paints a naked portrait of him in return
for him not reporting her lack of attendancein classto the university's Dean. `EI Acorazado'
appearsnow to have had his `armour plating' removed, having succumbedto her charms. But
after they sleep together he seemsto return to his old self as he gets up and leaves, not
wanting to miss a class. As if distancing herself from such dogmatism, Zod tells him to leave
as she has a lot to do and he does so with barely a word betweenthem.
What is at stakein this film is the notion of difference and whether it can be acceptedin
a traditionally conservative society, particularly concerning individual behaviour. Zoe is
openly sexual and promiscuous. When asked by `El Acorazado' if she has slept with many
men she replies, `Si con muchos,con muchos. Cientos, miles,' to which he asks: `LPor que?
ZPor que no, por placer, por vivir, por ser.' In its exploration of the relationship between the
traditional as representedby `El Acorazado' and the new as representedby Zoe, the film
examines the postmodern spaceof difference in the terminology of sex and gender relations.
It is perhapshere where the notion of transparencylies. It is not, as Solis argued,through the
image of women that we can see,transparently, the image of a society and its problems, but
through the relationship betweenmen and women. If many of the certainties of the past were
being questioned at such a difficult time in Cuban history, as Kapcia suggests(2000: 215),
then one of these `certainties' is that of sexual relations between men and women. If, in a
machista society men are traditionally seen as the promiscuous seducers then this film
complicates that view. Zoe has slept with more partners than `El Acorazado' and the film
highlights her sexuality. When asked if a self-portrait she has created is called Esperando a
mi novio she replies `No. A los hombres, es una Serie.' `Con esa frase ella rompe, y esto per
primera vez en el cine cubano, con el tabu institucionalizado de la monogomia femenina'
(Alvarez, 1990: 369). As Alvarez points out, when `El Acorazado' is left alone by Zo< he
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listens to tape recordings she has made that consist of her own `existential reflections' plus
the sound of Zoe masturbating. `Nuevamentederrumbando asi es el falso concepto de la
pureza femenina que la sociedadjudeo-cristiana le exige a la mujer' (Ibid).
Zoe provides direct and obvious opposition to the hard-line communist youth
representative, who comes to visit her at the behestof the Dean of one of Havana's (and the
Revolution's) most important institutions, the university. She doesn't attend classesand is a
sexually promiscuous woman who stays out late and drinks heavily. She accuses `El
Acorazado' of being boring and, after coming home drunk, compares him to the more
interesting people she has been out with. She lives at the margins of a society that,
traditionally, has found it difficult to accept such behaviour. Her garage existence illustrates
this marginality, her postmodern space hanging on to the edge of the authoritarian space of
her mother's house, but entered into by a young (authoritarian) representative of the
modernist space of the Revolution. In Ravelo Cabrera's terms Zo6's garage may well
represent the `schizophrenic postmodern space' (1995: 60) of artistic production in Cuba in
the 1990sthat is oppositional to the totalising narrative of Marxism. As Mateo Palmer argues,
from the beginning of the 1990s there was a subversive intent on the part of the novisimos
(those writers born in Cuba in the 1960s and 1970s), and this film could be seen alongside
this kind of artistic production. In Hal Foster's terms (Foster, 1985: x), this would representa
postmodernism of resistanceto an inflexibility on the part of revolutionary society to accept
difference, particularly concerning female sexual behaviour.
Oppositional and subversive this film might be but it is also inclusive up to a point. As
the two worlds unite, the possibility of understandingand acceptanceis hinted at, only for this
to ultimately collapse. In the terms of Boggs and Pollard, elements of modernity and
postmodernity `coexist within a tense and uneasy equilibrium' (2003: vii) and the film
illustrates well this delicate balance.
In terms of a feminist appraisal of `Zoe' it seemsclear that it validates othernessand
difference; an important part of a postmodernphilosophy, and any critique of the attempt to
unify or totalise must surely be welcome by feminist critics searching for new ways to
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interpret the world. `Western reason posits itself as the discourse of the one self-identical
subject, thereby blinding us to and in fact delegitimizing the presence of otherness and
difference which do not fit into its categories' (Benhabib, 1995: 19). Zoe certainly does not fit
into any delineated category; as the film strives to point out she is marginalised. The fact that
the authority of marginalisation comes into her chaotic space points at the possibility of some
kind of equilibrium being established.Any notion of unity or fixity is rejected by the ending
that separatesthe individuals and leaves Zoe in her own space. The film calls for the
acceptanceof difference and the possibility of peacefulindividual existence.
`Zoe' certainly questionsthe power relations betweenmen and women (at the level of
sexual behaviour), and for this reason alone can be seen as part of a `post-feminist' aesthetic
and, at least for Judith Butler, might represent the disturbance of socially conditioned
categories concerning sex (1990: 325). In this film both the male and female masculine
subjects are destabilised as traditional notions of masculinity are placed in opposition to
alternative notions of feminine subjectivity; which, however, is not presentedas whole, fixed
or stable. As Mejia states, Zoe's existential musings 'reveal her fears and insecurities about
being different from other women' (2006: 18) and yet she appearsconfident and in control.
As in the other films in the series, here the very notion of female subjectivity is being
questioned,thus undermining any universalising category of `women'.

At one point, Zoe saysthat shecould fall in love with the youngman,somethingthat
might at first seem anathema to the feminist representation of her strong and independent
character. But strong and independent people do fall in love and the film is not afraid to
examine all of Zoe's possibilities and desires. As Paranaguacomments, she appearsto feel
some kind of abandonment or loss when `El Acorazado' leaves and such admissions of
emotional fragility amidst evidence of strength and power merely add to the proposal that the
film is perhaps the most representatively postmodern of all films produced by ICAIC. It is
certainly one of the boldest.
Zod esun filme que trasciendelasbarrerasideoldgicasque siemprehandominadoen los filmes
cubanosdonde se protagonizala experienciafemenina...Zoe es hasta ahora el filme mäs
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atrevido, no s6lo por presentarel primer desnudo frontal masculino oa la mujer en control de su
destino y cuerpo, sino a] Ilevar a la pantalla püblica a un individuo usualmente marginado,
transgrediendolos paradigmassociales de la revoluciön.

(Alvarez, 1990: 370)
It is interesting that the character Zoe should be presentedas an artist. As we have already
seen, the film makes an ironic comment about filmic production and film theory by
christening the member of the UJC4'El Acorazado Potemkin'. Constant referencesto artistic
production at all levels are made during the film, from punk music to painting to
contemporary US fiction. Such artistic referencescreate another dimension to the film that
adds to its value as a postmoderntract via this celebration of so-called low cultural styles and
techniques,as Woods would argue (1999: 214). And, by ironically referencing the Potemkin,
the very authority of the film institute is being questioned. This self-referencing is
acknowledged by the film-maker as Zod tells `El Acorazado' that all art has an ugly side, it is
not simple, `no es un postre'.
This challenge to a supposedaesthetic authority is part of a postmodernaesthetic, as
Hutcheon agrees.It is, shestates, `both a respectful - if problematized- awarenessof cultural
continuity and a need to adapt to changing formal demandsand social conditions through an
ironic contesting of the authority of that same continuity' (1995: 107). `Zoe' therefore
questions the role of ideology itself in the formation of subjectivity. Such questioning of
authority continuesalong different lines in the final film in the series.

`LAURA' (ANA RODRIGUEZ)
The last in the series deals with another woman in an unhappy marriage but the theme is
somewhat different from the first film, `Isabel'. Here, Laura (Selma Soreghi) remembersher
past by looking at old photos of her and her friends during the early years of the Revolution as
she prepares to seeone of them for the first time since that friend left Cuba for Miami years
before. Laura could never understand why her friend Ana, apparently a committed
Unionde JövenesComunistas.
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revolutionary and idealist, had left but she goes to a popular tourist hotel to meet her some
twenty years later. It is in the hotel foyer where the majority of the film takes place as the
stark differences betweenCubans who stayed and those who left are revealed.This film then,
deals primarily with the theme of exile from a woman's point of view, as does Lejania. But
here the view is from the other side, from that of a Cuban who stayed,and it provides a stark
reminder of some of the divisions that exist in contemporaryCuba.
As Laura entersthe hotel foyer she is told that she cannot go upstairsas Cubans are not
allowed into the tourists' bedrooms. As she waits in the foyer contemplating seeing her friend
again, she is surrounded by returning exiles bearing gifts for relatives,fineteras, s and tourists
trying to buy her a drink, thinking she might be one herself. As she says, bitterly: `no me
gusta este ambiente, todos to miran como si fueras una puts o una gusana'. The receptionist
ignores her and everything must be paid in US dollars (illegal for Cubans to use in the late
1980s). Again Laura's distaste for this environment is made clear as she says angrily: `no se
que piensa la gente que trabaja en estoslugares,como si la situaciön les diera derechoa tratar,
precisamente,a los que nos quedamoscon ese desprecio'.
Using photo stills from Laura's past, the film takes a nostalgic look at the early years of
the Revolution through her eyes, even using footage from Gutidrrez Alea's 1968 classic,
Memorias del subdesarrollo, to highlight this use of aesthetic and cultural memory. As
Emigres are seen in the hotel foyer bearing gifts from the North for their families who
remained in Cuba, the opening scenesof Memorias are shown as families are parted, and
valuables, including watches, are left behind with the authorities. The irony is not lost on the
spectator,as those who left taking nothing are seenreturning with everything.
In voice-over Laura says: `aqui toda elecciön colectiva le plantea a cada uno un
problema moral.. .es el peso de las circunstancias'. For many Cubans, perhapsthe weight of a
collective consciousnesswas too difficult to bear; the only possible choice being a selfish one.
The film does not attach blame to those 6migr6s but it establishesa link betweenthe internal
STranslated 'jockeys',
the term is used to describe women who sleep with tourists for material gains,
as
not always just for money.
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dilemmas of an individual Cuban woman and the collective decisions taken that led to the
parting of friends and families. Laura's sadness for a life lived in relative hardship and
mundanity (she becamepregnant with her first boyfriend, has a lovelessmarriage and works
in a boring job as a data processor),contrastswith that of her life before Ana left as part of a
group of idealistic friends who would spenda lot of time together.

At first Laurawonderswhat sheis doing in the hoteland decidesto leaveand forget
the meeting with Ana. But she changesher mind saying that it would be easyto think of Ana
as an enemy. She re-entersthe hotel and takes a drink from the two tourists at the bar whose
advancesshe had previously rejected, deciding to confront this part of what she calls `nuestra
compleja realidad que es la historia efectiva de cada uno de nosotros.' Calling Ana on the
phone shedefies the restrictions to go up to the room and entersthe lift as the film ends with a
shot of the two women reunited in an embraceof reconciliation that precededa similar but
much more famous embraceof the samenature in Fresa y chocolate.
Once again the film contains a variety of techniques: stills photography, newsreels,
letters, voice-over and flashbacksthat locate it within the realms of the `imperfect cinema' of
Julio Garcia Espinosa. Via these techniques, the audience is given an insight into Laura's
treasured memories of her youth, while at the sametime being delivered a satire on a muchdebatedand extremely sensitive part of contemporary Cuban reality: the disjunction between
the Cuba as a tourist destination and the Cuba as lived reality for Cubans.
But once again, as in all the other films in this series, the personal is made very much
political as Laura clearly expresses her private viewpoint about an aspect of Cuban
contemporary life, createdas a by-product of the political system in force. Her distaste for the
`tourist apartheid' that became evident in Cuba at the end of the 1980s,when the US dollar
was illegal for Cubans but used as the currency for tourists, when those working in the tourist
industry had accessto material wealth while those outside this industry did not, is made very
clear. Coupled with her nostalgic view of a lost past, plus an examination of the theme of
exile, the film is about as politically daring as one could be at such a sensitive time in Cuba's
history. As Garcia Borrero

comments:
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Pocasveces se ha visto en ei corto cubano de ficcibn tanta habilidad para reflejar en tan poco
tiempo, la complejidad de las relaciones humanas, en circunstancias tan especiales como la
Cuba de finales de los ochenta. Un texto provocador, desmitificador hastadonde uno a veces no
se atreve a imaginar.

(2001: 184)
Paranaguabelieves the film `offers the most daring political conclusion one could imagine'
(1992: 24) as Laura defies the authorities and heads for Ana's room. As Alvarez argues,
Laura challenges both established government codes and the patriarchal order in taking a
drink from the two men who had previously tried to buy her one and whom she calls
`comemierdas'. As Alvarez points out she is `doubly marginalized' as both a woman in a
patriarchal society that objectifies the female form, and as a Cuban in her own country but
treated with a lack of respectand dignity. Laura feels betrayed, both by the system that has let
her down and by her friend who abandonedher years before. But, as Mejia argues, Laura
faces up to her crisis of identity and challenges her own prejudices against her friend by
finally deciding to meet with her.
The film is addressing a very contemporary issue; that of tourism, and in so doing
places itself at the vanguard of social commentary. Using a female protagonist it discussesa
dilemma that, even today, tears at the heart of Cuban society, creating social divisions that are
anathema to Cuban socialist philosophy. It appears then that Solds' idea of using women
protagonists to express society's dilemmas, as they are more transparently vulnerable than
men, is being adhered to in `Laura'. This is true to an extent but the film also breakswith this
notion by placing more importance on the subjectivity of the individual and how she has been
affected by aspectsof Cuban revolutionary society, rather than on how that individual can fit
neatly into that society.
Laura is suffering a crisis of conscienceas Mejia suggests,this crisis being causedby a
series of circumstances that have led to various inequalities becoming evident due to the
introduction to the island of tourism on large
a
scale. Coupled with her friend's exile, Laura is
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notably confused and upset by her own personal circumstancesand by the direction in which
she feels Cuban society is heading.
Fundamentally, whilst presenting a pertinent socio-political issue such as exile, that upon a
superficial reading appears to be something external to Laura's identity, this film prefers to
explore deeply her own feelings, and the intimate stories of discontent and betrayal that she
feels as a result of her closest friend's exile.

(Mejia, 2006: 21)
This crisis of subjectivity forms part of the postmoderntrajectory of Cuba in the late 1980sas
previous values, seen as absolute, are being eroded. The figure of Laura represents a
postmodern disillusionment with a master narrative that has not produced the promised
ideological utopia. In its obvious criticism of the possibility of delivering a socialist subject,
the film, in Ravelo Cabrera's terms, `capturesand problematizes' the tensions within Cuba's
contemporary social modernity, via a study of one female's experience of the economic
opening to foreign capital (1995: 66). For Laura, the experienceis a negativeone, seemingly
having no accessto this capital, and her nostalgia for happier times (within the Revolution) is
made clear. But in her final confrontation with her conscience, in her transgression of
society's given codes of conduct, she recuperates and renovates the classic values of
modernity, making them `post-modern'. In a symbolic re-entering of the hotel foyer, after
leaving it and abandoning the idea of meeting up with Ana, she reformulates her own
disturbed subjectivity and re-entersthe dialectic to confront both her past in the form of her
friendship with Ana, and her present, in the form of the negative vision she holds about the
Cuban society in which she lives.
In Jameson's terms, the film traces a nostalgic path back to Laura's missing past, in a
world where, for Laura, history has been destroyed by a confusion of ideologies. The
spectator's sense of temporality is deliberately confused in this film by way of the nostalgic
flashbacks using photographic stills and newsreelsthat have been taken from Memories del
subdesarrollo. The confusion is both historical and aesthetic and mirrors Laura's confused
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state as she tries to come to terms with what seems for her to be the `end of everything'
(Jameson, 1991: 1).

Conclusion to Chapter Six
Catherine Davies argues that the subversiveintent in 1Plaf7is stronger than many critics have
observed and I am inclined to agree, with the caveat that this subversive intent is brilliantly
disguised by Tabio. Old values are deconstructedwhile new ones are created via a recycling
process of pastiche and parody. This is postmodernism Hal Foster style, resisting and
questioning established cultural codes (Foster, 1985: x). The polysemic nature of the script
that circulates around various characters, rather than working in a uni-directional linear
fashion, has the effect of highlighting a society of multiple conflicts and behaviours, of
contradictions and hetero-glossia.It managesa brilliant balancingact betweenthe questioning
of the authority of state institutions (including ICAIC), while at the same time supporting the
Revolution as a valid national project.
Is it a postmodern film? It certainly has many postmodern stylistic and political
elements and appearedin Cuba at a significant moment of transition, one that saw a break
with a linear trajectory of history and a change in Cuba's perception of itself. This
schizophrenic space is highlighted in this film as previously held cultural certainties are both
supported and exploited. There is irreverence for authority, rebelliousnessand a chaos that
Boggs and Pollard consider to be part and parcel of a postmodern film (2003: viii). In its
references to sexual politics it makes an essential critique of both male and female subjects,
both at times adhering to and questioning the emancipatory discourses of Marxism. When
Clarita finally achieves her goal of being recognised as a top scientist, having the new
polymer she has developed from pig excrement mass-producedin a purpose-built factory, she
is told it has to be done in an impossibly short amount of time to be ready for `National
Chemists' Day'. Even when her (feminist) goal is achieved, it is done so under the burden of
a heavy-handedbureaucracyplanned and directed by men. But if machismo is the foot soldier
of this hegemony then this film, in its disturbance of the `rules' of patriarchal subjectivity,
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attempts to halt its march through history via a disruption of some of the `universal truths' of
the early years of the Revolution.
As Paranaguacomments,the films in Mujer transparente all show various tensions at
play

in contemporary Cuban society, tensions created by tourism, lost illusions,

bureaucratisation of the elites and wasted energies (1992: 24). In all of them, the central
character is a woman, a `socially representativefigure' (Alvarez, 1990; 371) who has to live
with the many complexities and contradictions of Cuba in the late 1980s. In contrast to
previous films where women have been the main protagonist, here the focus is on their
individual subjectivity and how this has been questioned by a constantly changing and
evolving society. If Retrato de Teresa and De cierta manera in particular, show women
coming to terms with their position as women within the new Cuba of the Revolution, here
this position itself is put under scrutiny as five individual women are presented as very
different characters,with very different dilemmas, but with one thing in common; they are all
women living within the terms of a Revolution that has given them a great deal but that also
asks a lot in return.
If there is a common thread in the five films it is one of a crisis of subjectivity. The
self-reflection of `Isabel' as the protagonist questionsher role as wife and mother; the sense
of loss, despair and solitude created in `Adriana', a woman constrained by patriarchal
traditions; the senseof confusion and anxiety over a woman's sexual desire created in `Julia';
the chaos and difference as suggestedin `Zoe', and the sense of disappointment for a lost
utopia in `Laura', all create a postmodernsense of the `casualty' proposed by Jameson.The
casualty here is epistemological. The modernist searchfor truth is displaced by the knowledge
that there is not one singular reality, but a series of realities. In the words of Foucault, the
`actions, thoughts and desires' of the women in these five short films are developed by
`proliferation, juxtaposition, and disjunction' (Harvey, 1984: X111).
How politically effective the films are from a feminist point of view is debatable, as not
only do they question the treatment of women in contemporary Cuban society but they also
question the very notion of the existence of female subjectivity. For some feminists this can
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be politically

damaging. For Nancy Fraser and Linda Nicholson, for example, the

concentration on the metaphysical perspective may detract from the social critique (Fraser
and Nicholson, 1990: 19). But the use of pastiche,juxtaposition and irony in the five films
creates a real sense of criticism on a grand scale, and the harsh questioning of the female
subject has the effect of destabilising the idea of the masculine subject thereby exposing
traditional notions of masculine power. Female subjects do exist, but the films question their
construction by delivering a variety of subjectivities, none of which are representativeof any
universal category of `woman'. The films are `open' and `libidinal' in the words of Judith
Butler (Butler, 1990: 327) and as such exposethe universal truth posited by Marxist discourse
as a mask of power.
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Conclusion

One cannot overstate the impact that the crisis of the early 1990s had on Cuba, across all
areasof society. The collapse of the Socialist Bloc causeda conceptual and theoretical crisis
in Cuba concerning Marxist-Leninist theory. As Acanda hasnoted:
En Cuba, desde 1986, cuando se inici6 to que se conoci6 come `Procesode RectificaciOn', se
desplegaron procesos de recomposici6n econ6mica, politica y social, que marcaron nuevos
espacios, prioridades, täcticas y estructuras, y que recibieron una nueva direcci6n tras la
desapariciOnde la Union Sovidtica. Todo ello provocb la existencia en Cuba, a partir de estos
afios, de una percepci6n generalizada, en todos los niveles y sectores sociales, sobre la
necesidad de transformaciones. La discusi6n se estableci6 en torso a c6mo entender las
dimensiones,objetivos y direcci6n de las mismas.

(1996: 6)
This stage of economic, political and ideological difficulty is marked by the crisis of the
traditional Marxist paradigm. Ravelo Cabrera speaks of a `transgression' of ideological
thinking:
... no como una conspiraci6n o

maldici6n sobre nuestros c6digos y

valores mas

consagrados sino como redefinici6n de ellos en un contexto socio-hist6rico y cultural que, por
...
encima de nuestros deseosy aspiraciones legitimas, han mutado violentamente y necesitan ser
recontinuados y readecuadosa estemas constatadoque declarado mundo 'tardomoderno'.

(1995: 61)
The necessity,therefore, to revitalise Marxism as a revolutionary theory and a theory for the
Revolution demandedthat its followers look for the creative side of it, rather than remain with
the dogmatic Marxism that had dominated up until then in certain intellectual circles, and in
the politico-ideology of the nation in general. In this context such theorists as Gramsci, as
Chanan points out, were being revisited in an attempt to re-evaluate the entire revolutionary
process.'

1Chanan,M.

(2000). At:

http://muse.
jhu.edu/journals/nepantla/v002/2.2chanan.
html (accessed
02/12/08).Acandaagrees:
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But with the need to save the Revolution and socialism, the specific casesof so-called
marginalised groups, such as women and the black population, were, for a short time,
relegated and lumped into the notion of the `Cuban Nation'; national unity being the common
objective. This led, for a time, to a crisis of ideasas well as material concernsand an absence
of new theories and lack of knowledge related to areassuch as gender relations. However,
there is today a growing body of research in the area that reflects a changing attitude to the
gender debate in Cuba. For example, Cuban studies on masculinity have a short and recent
history, but illustrate well both the changing affinities amongst the nation's intellectual
classes, and the will to break through the barrier of the Marxist modernist paradigm that
viewed gender inequality as a problem that could be solved by giving women access to
employment. Gonzalez Pages, without doubt one of the most authoritative voices on this
theme on the island, notes that it was not until the final decadeof the last century that these
studies started to have a presencein the narrow field of Cuban social sciences,and as such
they are mere first approximations. The studies include work by Patricia Ares (Universidad de
La Habana), Rambn Rivero (Universidad Central de Las Villas Maria Abreu), Maria Teresa
Diaz (Centro Nacional de Educaciön Sexual, CENESEX), and Mayda Alvarez (Centro de
Estudios de la Federaciön de Mujeres Cubanas, FMC). These works look at the themes of
paternity, sexuality and the social construction of masculinity.2
Alongside these studies,workshops have started to develop with the expresspurposeof
promoting a debate on the theme of gender. Such workshops, cited by Gonzalez Pagesare:
`Masculinidades y violencia en los jövenes' (2002), del Proyecto Maria Luisa Dolz de la
Escuela de Capacitaciönde la FMC, Fe del Valle, y `Masculinidadesy culture de paz' (2000`EI derrumbe de la interpretacidn mecanicista del marxismo, y lo que es mßs importante aün. de la
interpretaciön mecanicista sobre ei socialismo, abri6 ei camino y preparö las condiciones para que
muchos volvieran su mirada hacia Gramsci. Su relectura ahora entre nosotros estü caracterizadapor la
necesidad de criticar al stalinismo y de buscar los elementos pare un nuevo comienzo con ei
socialismo. Son estos aflos, los de fines de la d6cada del 80 y principios de los 90, de redefinicibn de
todo un conjunto de espacios, de funciones de instituciones, y de las relaciones sociales mismas. La
percepciön sobre Gramsci, su utilizacibn o su no utilizacibn, y ei caracter de esa utilizaciOn, estara
condicionada por la posiciön de cada uno con respecto a estas transformaciones que se dan en la
sociedadcubana' (Acanda, 1996: 6).
2 See the following
studies: Ares, P. (1996); Rivero Pino, R. (2000); Diaz Alvarez, M. T. (1999);
Alvarez Suarez, M.
(2001). Gonzalez Pages,J. C. (2003) and (2002).
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2004), de la Comisiön Gdnero y Paz, del Movimiento Cubano por la Paz (Gonzalez Pages,
2004: 1). They have as their objective a new socialisation of masculinity outside of traditional
cultural limits. Developed by social workers and university students, amongst others, they
constitute a spacein which these groups can unite to debatereal social problems and propose
alternatives to thesesituations.
En estos grupos aprendemosa intimar, descubrirnos y contarnos cosas de nuestras vidas, algo
que en otras circunstancias no harfamos. Es muy Taro que un hombre, ante cualquier problema
de trabajo, de estres, o depresidn vaya a liorar al hombro de un amigo para confesar sus
frustraciones. Como se nos construye socialmente para rivalizar, regularmenteei hombre debe
cuidarse de no tener puntos endebles.Ni siquiera a los amigos se puede mostrar algtin grado de
vulnerabilidad.

(Ibid: 10)
The work by Patricia Ares illustrates the ways in which both men and women have been
victims of the Revolution's old system of ideas, stemming from, at times, dogmatic Marxist
principles. In an interesting analysis Ares makes reference to how the traditional patriarchal
family was seriously affected by the already mentioned Marxist modernising social practices
that gave many women economic independence,power and security; but that, at the same
time created new conflicts, prejudiced the stability of the couple and causedan increasein
divorce and single mothers. Dalia Acosta states that, `since the triumph of the Cuban
Revolution in 1959, the authorities have encouragedwomen's participation in traditionally
male-dominated spheres,particularly in the world of work, which has causeda relative shift
in power away from men...i3
Thesechangesled to crises of both masculine and feminine identity, as Ares points out
(1997: 7), such crises being perfectly illustrated in the films analysed in this thesis. In their
struggle for parity some women interpreted this as the need to behave in a traditionally
masculine way, for example continuously changing partners or maintaining multiple sexual
relations. For men, their social contract with the Revolution has developed the sense that
3 Acosta,D. (2007).At:
www.ipsnews.
(accessed15/04/08).
net/news.
asp?idnews=40337
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simply being a man can bring its own problems and creates a crisis of identity. As Ares
shows, in general men feel that they `no son machistas' when they undertake the domestic
duties (1997: 8). What does not seem to occur is the understandingthat these tasks are not
specifically male or female; the feeling appearsto remain that any domestic duties undertaken
by men are done to help women out.
So, despite the attempts by the Revolution to erase certain negative tendencies
regarding male-female relations (specifically addressed in the 1975 Cödigo de Familfa for
example, and debated across the full range of Cuban culture, including cinema), traditional
values concerning relations between men and women continued in Cuba even through the
1990s.
A partir del precedente anälisis empirico, se puede concluir que a pesar de los esfuerzos
educativos por ofrecer informaciön que facilite la formaciön de concepcionesmas humanas y
universales en cuanto a la sexualidad,y en particular respecto a las singularidadesy similitudes
de uno y otro gfsnero, todavia la fuerza de la costumbre, de la cultura y de los valores
tradicionales es suficiente como para confundir y mantener criterios que desfavorecen
especialmentea la mujer, y que a su vez limitan al hombre en su pleno desarrollo.

(Ibid: 39)
The economic crisis
of the 1990s and its difficulties

and restrictions (the fall in average

salaries, the insufficient growth in numbers of childcare places, the reduction of transport, the
power cuts, and the increased complexity of domestic life as a result, for example) impacted
more on the one who works both outside and inside the home; and that continues to be the
woman.

On 31 March and I April 2008, a conferenceentitled `Taller De Equidad y Violencia
de Gr nero en Los Medios de Comunicaciön' took place, organisedby ICAIC, la Cätedra de la
Mujer de la Universidad de La Habana and la Cätedra Mirta Aguirre del Instituto
Internacional de Periodismo JoseMarti. This bulletin from ICAIC statesthe objectives of the
conference:
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... crear

de un espacio de debate y reflexion sobre la importancia de la perspectivade gdnero en

los medios de comunicaciön, potenciando la utilizaciön del patrimonio fllmico cubano a partir
de su digitalizacidn y recuperaciön; desarrollar la sensibilizaciön hacia ei tema que redunde en
la aplicaciön del enfoque de generoa los medios de comunicacibn y la producciön audiovisual;
asi como facilitar ei intercambio de ideas y experiencias que generenestrategiascomunes para
lograr la equidad de genero en los medios de comunicaciön."

The conference developed four themes with different titles: `EI genero como construcciön
sociocultural; Genero y medios de comunicaciön: Mujeres miradas/miradasde mujer; Una
mirada al audiovisual desde la perspectiva de genero; y Violencia de g6nero en el
audiovisual'. 5 Such a conference would not be out of place in a US or UK university and
illustrates how far the interaction between issuesof genderand Cuban cinema has come since
1968, when Humberto Solis made his comments about the use of female characters in his
films to `transparently' reflect national concerns, commentsthat were entirely appropriate in
their day. The importance of the period cannot be overestimated.Solis made his commentsat
a time when the ideological left had a powerful voice throughout the world and when Cuba
and Cuban cinema were taking centre stage in the production of that ideology. His remarks
reflected the relationship between Marxism and the gender debate, where gender oppression
is seen as class oppression.6
The conference also illustrates the progress in terms of the type and breadth of
intellectual study concerning gender relations that has occurred in Cuba since the late 1960s,
much of that progress stemming from an engagement with this complex subject (however
misjudged at times) by the Cuban film institute.
Films such as Lucia, Memorias del subdesarrollo, Retrato de Teresa,De cierta manera
and Hasta cierto punto, it can be argued, fit within Humberto Solis' Marxist view of women
and Revolution. They are all films that, to a greater or lesser degree, place the work of the

4 At: http://www.
htm#convocaCONVOCATORI
cubacine.
cu/boletin/index.

(accessed01/04/08).
SIbid
6 This is discussed in
more detail in the Introduction (for more on the debate between Marxism and
feminism, see Sargent, 1981).
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Revolution higher than women's struggle within it. That is not to say that the films do not
question aspectsof the revolutionary processconcerninggender issues,as, in many instances,
they do.
De cierta manera is, perhaps,the paradigm of Marxist-feminist cinema. It produces a
dialectical relationship betweenthe film and the spectatorthat aims at raising (and ultimately
changing) the spectator's consciousnessto fit within the Revolution's aims and objectives
concerning gender issues. In its elaboration of a modernist aesthetic, using the filmic
techniques discussed by Julio Garcia Espinosa in his essay `Por un cine imperfecto' it
approachesthe theme of machismo in Cuban society from a historical point of view; framing
its subjects within a revolutionary perspectivethat placesthe blame for machismo at the feet
of history, at the feet of the Spanishknife-wielding, brutish colonisers. Using its grand theme
of reconstruction it highlights a country in a rapid processof modernisationat the same time
as using a modernist aesthetic to drive home its point - that the progressive forces of the
socialist Revolution can help eradicate the negative forces of machismo, and can produce the
desired equality between men and women. It is not a complex message,although the style of
the film conveys complexity and subtlety. Using a variety of aestheticforms and techniques,
it develops the idea that, through
work, men and women can become equal. Many of the
scenesare stagedeither in the bus depot where Mario works or in Yolanda's school. Work is
one of the primary characters of the film. When Mario makes an attempt to save his and
Yolanda's relationship he stands outside the school where she works, waiting for her to leave,
before he can approach her. As they walk off in discussion, and are seen at a distance as the
camera moves up to show the spectator the modern housing built by the Revolution, the
modernising messageof physical and spiritual rebuilding is clear. Just as the Revolution is
rebuilding the material and spiritual lives of its subjects, so Sara Gomez takes part in the
modern construction of Cuban cinema in the early to mid-1970s, after the experimentalism of
the Sixties.
Retrato de Teresa,in the late 1970s,continuesthat process,but this time makes pointed
remarks about the lack of progress made concerning male-female relations after nearly 20
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years of revolution. Still placing the weight of the blame for machismo at history's door, it
does manageto critique the way in which the Revolution has placed the burden of changeon
women's shoulders.Allowing them accessto work and public activity is all very well, but the
failure of the Revolution to changemen's attitudesis highlighted in the film's denouementas
Teresa's possible infidelity is starkly brought to the surface, only to be pushedaside quickly
for fear of alienating the audience. As we witness Teresa's fall into a state of anxiety and
stress,taking time off work when her marriage breaksup, we see her as bearerof the family's
burden, while Ramon continues his affairs and progression towards a job promotion and a
new life in Santiago. The strength that Teresa has shown throughout the film emerges, as
Martin-Barbero asserts, from machismo itself (1993: 200), filtered through a vision of
maternity that is wrapped up in a traditional view of the family. `Maternity is the explanatory
and projective symbol of popular awarenessof the family. The popular historical role is
meaningful to the extent that the family functions in the interior of the social movement as the
structure of organisation and the motivational motor of hope' (Ibid: 199). So the image of
woman (Teresa) as bearerof the family burden `paradoxically cloaks and protects machismo'
(Ibid: 200).
Teresa is elucidated as an icon, the Cuban `super-mother' who apparently gains her
independenceat the expenseof a pre-revolutionary machista past, such traditions no longer
being viable in the modernising Marxist revolution. But the creation of such iconography,
particularly in such stark opposition to the image of the macho, as argued in Chapter Four,
has the tendency to position the
viewing subject as apparently unitary, `one of the central
ideological operations of dominant cinema' (Kuhn, 1982: 47). It therefore refuses to
acknowledge the possibilities of the multiple and sits comfortably within the defined
parametersof the Marxist, modernising process.
In Hasta cierto punto, an attempt is made to rework the thinking behind De cierta
manera, only this time at the level of the intellectual rather than the working classes.
Ultimately unsuccessfulthe film
stands betweentwo aestheticpositions (Eisensteinianpathos
and Brechtian distanciation) and becomes a confusion of sympathies that exposes itself as
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party to the very chauvinistic mechanismsit attempts to critique. It is evidently a film about
machismo made by a man who had little understandingof the intricacies of the subject area,
whose version of feminism was deeply influenced by a Marxist reading. It attempts to sit
within the parametersof Marxist-feminist cinema but at the same time develops a sentimental
romance couchedin the (male) languageof mainstreamcinema; the central character,Oscar,
`going transcendental' at the end as he imagineshis love interest, Lina, leaving him.' The film
attempts to illustrate how machismo is a problem that transcendsclasses,but fails to critique
the mechanismsof classic cinematic viewing pleasure that retain patriarchal power.
Lejania is a much braver film than Hasta cierto panto, both in form and content. The
silence from the critics is evidence enough of its powerful impact in Cuban intellectual
circles. Without the sentimental romance of Gutierrez Alea's film it develops a more radical
aesthetic; the claustrophobic mise-en-scenedrawing the spectator in to become almost a part
of the family reunion that tragically reflects a Cuban national dilemma - exile and the breakup of families who are powerless to change their situations. But the film, although it can
easily be read as a reflection of national concerns, posits a reformulation of the figure of the
mother using a postmodernsensibility that not only reflects aspectsof nationhood, but helps
to construct evolving ideas on gender that beganto appearin the mid-1980s. It is a film that
calls for tolerance and understanding, using the figure of the mother as a transparent referent
of a difficult problem. However, in so doing it representsa departure from the traditional
(Cuban) construction of motherhood and forms part of the general re-evaluation of Cuban
(even Latin American) cultural politics at this time.
This re-evaluation continues in jPlafi, a film that provokes a Cuban audience to
critically question its own reality. Using black humour it is able to get to the heart of the
fractured female subject in its portrayal of another mother, Concha, whose demise at the end
of the film adds to the (re)-construction of new sensibilities concerning gender in Cuba. The

During my presentation of a paper on this film
at the University of Nottingham in June 2007. critic
Bernard McGuirk made this
pertinent comment regarding the ending of the film and Oscar's reaction to
the loss of his extra-marital love interest.
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referencesto Retrato de Teresaare too strong to be ignored as Teresa `reappears'as Concha
(both played by actor Daysi Granados). When Teresa walks out of her husband's life at the
end of the earlier film, the spectator is left pondering her fate. But, such was the power
exerted over her by the mores of a machista society, that she became a product of those
values, her paranoiaand anxiety re-surfacing in the later character in 1P1af7(reflecting similar
psychological trauma for Teresa) illustrating the difficulties Teresa had in coming to terms
with those values while, at the same time, attempting to resist them. Concha, in her attempts
to resist the postmodern sensibilities of the new Cuba, and its reworking of issues of malefemale relations reflected in the non-traditional relationship between Concha's son and his
wife, is killed by her fear of this new life, this new Cuba. She is a `casualty', using Jameson's
term (Jameson, 1991: XI), of postmodern fractured subjectivities; but a necessaryone if a
new and better Cuba is to emerge out of the chaos created in the new world order. In effect,
iPlafr provides a critique of the notion of progressexpressedin Retrato de Teresa,the earlier
film's protagonist emerging as a tired and broken product of the project of Marxist modernity,
to be replaced by the emerging product of a country on the threshold of enormouschange, in
the guise of young scientist, Clarita.
With its knowing self-reflexivity and allusion to a variety of cinematic styles and
conventions, along with its critique of a number of aspectsof contemporary Cuban society,
IPlaf. can be described as a postmodernnarrative. Set in real locations it appearsto wish to
reflect the reality of life in Cuba, while at the same time subverting this very proposition
using comedy and the absurd - the unreal existing within the real. The modernist voice in
Retrato de Teresa is dispensed with to be replaced by a multiplicity of voices, none more
powerful than the representationof the `new' Cuban woman (Clarita).
This representationis taken even further in the final film analysed,Mujer transparente.
If, as Ares asserts,the social changesthat occurred in Cuba after the collapse of the Soviet
Union led to a crisis in feminine identity, then this is clearly seen in the concluding film in
this thesis. The five female protagonists clearly illustrate the breakdown in the Revolution's
dominant view of what it is to be `Woman'. This is a film that breaks through the classic
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Marxist paradigm of gender that views women in terms of class rather than sex. If Cuban
postmodernism inheres in its critical questioning of previously held Marxist-modernising
values, related to the unifying possibilities of a type of egalitarian discoursethat perceived a
category `Woman' (as addressed in De cierta manera), then the multiplicity of voices, the
postmodern bricolage, fragmentation, and the representationof an ambiguous and uncertain
way of living make Mujer transparente perhapsthe most postmodernof all Cuban films up to
this point. The title is, in itself, a postmodern irony in that it makes reference to Solas's
comments on Lucia. It reworks and demystifies the long held notion of the `transparent
woman' of Cuban cinema. By presenting not one but five different Cuban women, the film
resists any totalising narrative that might wish to portray the essential Cuban woman. In its
questioning of both male and female subjectivities it asks many questionsand does not try to
provide easy answers. By provoking the notion of the `crisis of historicity' (Jameson, 1991:
25), via the crises being suffered by the female protagonists living within the revolutionary
process, it both helps to construct and reflect new visions concerning gender relations in
Cuban society.
This type of `resisting' narrative went a step further in 1991 with the film Alicia en el
pueblo de maravillas (Daniel Diaz Torres), in which a strong, independent,central female
character (played by Thais Valdes, who played Clarita in iPlaf. ), single-handedly defeatsa
vicious dictator in a strange land called Maravillas, in a questioning of the dominant political
discourse. The film was condemned in the newspaper Granma as pessimistic; full of
`defeatism, hopelessnessand bitterness' (Paranagua,1997: 167), and was withdrawn from the
cinemas after four days.
The collapse of socialism in Europe, as Paranaguapoints out, was a crossroads for
Cuban cinema, Julio Garcia Espinosa resigning as President of ICAIC in 1991 (lbid: 168).
But Cuban cinema continued apace,now requiring external funding from foreign production
companies to survive. Between 1990 and 1995 ICAIC made approximately 175 fictional
releases,either features or shorts. This demonstratesthat the collapse of socialism in Europe
did not signify an end to the Cuban film institute, merely a reworking of its methods and
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practices. If expressions of the modernising practices of a Marxist revolution can be
witnessed in De cierta manera, Hasta cierto punto, and Retrato de Teresa,then those of a
resisting postmodern discourse as Hal Foster describes (1985: viii-xiv), can be seen in
Lejania, ;Plaff, and Mujer transparente, expressionsthat disturb, provoke and question the
earlier Marxist values.
both depicted in and delivered from
... through most of the twentieth century, modernism was
the screento the city, defined in architectural styles and urban sociological profiles. At the end
of the century, however, postmodern cinema, as a mode of representationand creative narrative,
emerged to challenge this dynamic... it sought either to recognize the inherent nature of
fragmented realities or to deliberately project fragmentation so as to unsettle stablebeliefs'

(AlSayyad,2006:3)
Modernist cinema also unsettled stable beliefs and, indeed, all of the films analysed in this
thesis have certain unsettling elements. The difference between them is that, while De cierta
manera, Hasta cierto punto, and Retrato de Teresa all question the fixed beliefs of a prerevolutionary era, Lejania, iPlqj. 7 and Mujer transparente disturb and question the
modernising Marxist practices of the Revolution itself.
In terms of creating a corpus of films that clearly expresses concerns about malefemale relations in Cuba, there has yet to appeara period as rich and as powerful as the late
1970s-early 1990s,a period in which, if viewed through the prism of the discourseon gender
relations, Cuban cinema moved from dialectical discussionsof the possibilities of a modernist
utopia to examinationsof the realities of a postmoderndystopia.
The postmodern condition has often been defined as one of fragmentation. If modernity is about
a unified narrative, a single, all pervasive truth, post-modernity is a condition of several
narratives, and many simultaneously valid truths. If the modernist city was one with a single
centre that held more or lessthe samemeaning for all its inhabitants, the postmodern city offers
varied cultural and spatial experiencesand no single unified vision-while

a postmodern utopia

would appear to be impossible, there is every possibility for a modernist utopia. Indeed,
modernism - and especially the modernist urban experience as depicted in film - frequently
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regressesinto utopianism. The postmodern condition then only appears dystopic when contrast
with the idealized modern experience.

(Ibid: 123)
Cinematic modernism is characterised by fragmentation, and all of the films illustrate
aesthetic elementsthat could be termed `modernist' or that could representwhat is considered
to be `postmodern' in cinema. As we have seen it is not easy to define the formal
characteristicsof `modernist' or `postmodern' cinema. As such any purely formal analysis of
the films is necessarily limited, the historical and social context being at least equally
important. If Cuba entered a modern period of socio-cultural development with the onset of
revolution, attempting to do away with certain negative tendencies that were a hangover of
pre-revolutionary (pre-modern) times, then this is reflected in the earlier films in this thesis
(De cierta manera, Retrato de Teresa and Hasta cierto punto), that all play a part in the
construction of a Marxist-modernising revolutionary process. If they are `modem' it is
because they baulk at certain traditions regarding gender relations in Cuba. If they are
examples of `modernist' film-making then this may be an aesthetic by-product of their
involvement in the construction of the modern, for they also contain certain aesthetic
sensibilities that could also be described as `postmodern'. But whether they are aesthetically
modernist or postmodern is not the central issue. The important point is that, via their
treatment of gender relations, they help to construct the type of modern, progressive,
revolutionary society desired by the Revolution. Cuba's modernity was never purely its own,
as Cuban artist Reinaldo Pagan Avila claims it was.8After all, Marxism was not a Cuban
invention. But the earlier films analyseddo expressthe Cuban desire to forge a specific brand
of modernity pertinent to the island's particular socio-historical situation.
The later films (Lejanfa, jPlaf1 and Mujer transparente) operate somewhat differently,
and both reflect and help to construct a reformulation of Marxist-modernising principles
through their treatment of gender relations. This period of re-evaluation beganin the 1980s in
8 Cuban
artist Reinaldo PaganAvila in an interview with Reinaldo Cedefto Pineda(translated
by Ellen Rosenzweig). At: www. cubanart.
org.english/pagan_interview.htm (accessed23/01/08).
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Cuba with the Rectification Campaign and, subsequently, with the difficulties causedby the
collapse of socialism in Europe. For some critics, such as Ravelo Cabrera (1995: 61) and
Acanda (1996: 6), this reworking of Marxist-modernising principles can be called
`postmodern' and reflects the needto keep the Revolution alive albeit in a different form.
As we have seen, the gender debate in Cuba has moved on, some of the current
discussions emanating from a critical, liberal, viewpoint that would have been out of place in
the 1970sand 1980s;and so too its representationand production in film. The realisation that
a unifying, (deleted term modernist here) Marxist approach to this area,(relevant as it was in
the seventiesand eighties), does not reflect, nor can it help to construct, Cuba's new realities,
has meant that new studies are emerging that, in line with `Western' debatesin the area,agree
that a pluralistic approach to aspectsof gender is necessary.
This does not mean the end of the Cuban Revolution. Indeed, its survival is perhaps
partly due to the greater acceptanceof the necessity for critical questioning and pluralistic
discourse. The recent debates on gender relations illustrate that this is an ongoing process in
Cuba. This pluralistic discourseis necessaryboth for the survival of the Revolution and for a
more constructive debate on male-female relations. If that debate was hugely productive in
the 1970s and early 1980s it is because the films at that time provoked a (Marxistmodernising) questioning of traditional beliefs that were difficult to displace in a society
entrenched in a machista past. Those films, then, were entirely appropriate for the times. But
new histories required new solutions, and Cuba's changing socio-historical circumstancesof
the mid-late 1980s demanded new approaches;approachesthat continued to question prerevolutionary negative tendencies,but that also provoked a critical questioning of the manner
in which the Revolution dealt with gender relations in cinema (and elsewhere) up to this
point. A veritable mis-en-abyme, then, of questioning within questioning, triggered by a
collapse of firmly held socialist beliefs, was perhaps the Cuban postmodern reality at the
beginning of the 1990s.Via the prism of gender relations in Cuban cinema, this mis-en-abyme
is made visual. Films within films, women within `Woman', stories within '(his}stories', is
how Cuban cinema, between 1974
and 1990, engaged both with the modern and the
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postmodern. If one of the casualties in the emergenceof postmodernsensibilities in Cuba is
the history of its treatment of gender relations, then that same history is what informed and,
ultimately, helped to createCuba's postmoderncinematic experiencesat the beginning of the
1990s.
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